
 

 

    

 
 

 

  
   

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
    

   
  

 
 

   
    

    
 

  
 

 
 

 
    

  
  

 
 

 
   

   

      

   

M ETROPOLITAiN 

P 10LIICE. MO PAC I 

MAYOR OF LONDON 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 

Wednesday, 2 August 2023, 14:00 
New Scotland Yard – Room 8.1 

Membership 
Jayne Scott (Chair) 
Sam des Forges 
Jon Hayes 
Ros Parker 
Marta Phillips 

Attendees 

MOPAC 
Diana Luchford, Chief Executive Officer 
Amana Humayun, Chief Finance Officer and Director of Corporate Services 
Lisa Kitto, Interim Chief Finance Officer and Director of Corporate Services 
Kate Lloyd, Head of Policing Policy 

MPS 
Sir Mark Rowley, Commissioner (for first 30 minutes) 
Clare Davies, Chief People and Resources Officer 
Michelle Thorp, Director of Transformation and Temporary Director of Strategy and 
Governance 
James Hunter, Head of Strategic Planning and Risk 
Annabel Scholes, Interim Chief Finance Officer 
Ian Percival, Director of Finance 

Audit Representatives 
External Audit Grant Thornton – Mark Stocks, Parris Williams, Jasmine Kemp 
Internal Audit – Julie Norgrove, Head of Internal Audit MOPAC and MPS; David Esling; 
Lindsey Heaphy 

Business to be considered 

Item Page 

1. Apologies for absence, introductions and declarations of interests Oral 

2. Audit Panel Terms of Reference and Ways of Working 7 

3. New Met for London Plan 8 



 

 

      

     

     
    

     
   

      

     

    

    

 
 

 
   

 

13 4. Record of the meeting held 27 March 2023 and actions arising 

5. External Audit Report 2021/22 and Audit Plan 2022/23 22 

a. MOPAC Annual Governance Statement and Governance 6. 1-60 Improvement Plan Update - REVISED 
b. MPS Annual Governance Statement and Governance 140 Improvement Plan Update 

7. MOPAC and MPS Internal Audit Annual Report 2022-23 172 

8. MOPAC and MPS Internal Audit Plan 2023-24 212 

9. 229a. MOPAC Risk Management Report 

b. MPS Risk Management Report 236 

The next meeting of the Audit Panel is 
scheduled to be held on 2 October 2023 



    

 
 

             
        
 

 

  
 

 
  

 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
           

        
   

 
 

        
  

     
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

       
       

 
 
  

PAC I 
MAYOR OF LONDON 

METROPOLITAN 
POLICE 

AGENDA ITEM 2 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 

2 August 2023 

MPS-MOPAC Joint Audit Panel Terms of Reference 
and Ways of Working 

Report by: Chair of the MPS-MOPAC Joint Audit Panel 

Report Summary 

Overall Summary of the Purpose of the Report 
An opportunity for the Panel to consider the Terms of Reference (ToR) and to discuss 
ways of working with colleagues from MPS and MOPAC. The agendas for future 
meetings will then be developed and agreed in light of these discussions. 

Key Considerations for the Panel 
Do we want to make any recommendations on potential changes to the ToR, ahead 
of the next review planned for 2024? 
What impact do the ToR have on future Panel meeting agendas? 
Can we agree the proposed ways of working? 

Interdependencies/Cross Cutting Issues 
None 

Recommendations 

The Audit Panel is recommended to note the ToR, the process for setting future Panel 
meeting agendas and to agree the proposed ways of working set out in paragraph 3. 
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AGENDA ITEM 2 

1. Supporting Information 
1.1 The intention is for the Panel to continue to meet on a quarterly basis with the 

option to arrange additional ad hoc meetings should it be determined necessary. In 
addition, the Panel will meet privately as necessary to consider issues which arise 
at the quarterly meetings. 

1.2 An annual review of the Panel’s effectiveness will be conducted in the period 
between July and September 2024 and reported to the October 2024 Panel 
meeting. The Panel will also review its Terms of Reference as part of the 
effectiveness review. 

2. ToR and Future Meeting Agendas 
2.1 The ToR require the panel to provide assurance to the Deputy Mayor for Policing 

and Crime (DMPC) and the Metropolitan Police Commissioner on a wide range of 
internal control, governance and risk management issues including: 

• Statutory requirements, in particular, those in respect of health and safety 
issues. 

• Financial and non-financial performance. 
• Delivery risks, and the effectiveness of mitigating actions, in respect of the 

MPS’ New Met for London Plan. 
• Performance against the Inclusion, Diversity and Equalities framework. 
• Provision of an adequate and effective internal audit service. 
• Progress in respect of internal and external audit arrangements. 
• Issues of integrity and ethical behaviour and tackling fraud and corruption. 

2.2 We recognise that with only four meetings a year, the Panel needs to effectively 
target its workplan to ensure it adds greatest value. We are not starting from scratch 
as the Panel has previously considered all of these issues and will take into account 
previous assurance work. At the same time, the panel recognises that this is a 
period of significant change for MPS and MOPAC and the need for independent 
assurance is higher than ever before. 

2.3 The panel understands that work is underway to produce a detailed assurance map 
in order to ensure a structured approach to identifying the different types of 
assurance across the organisations. The Panel will work alongside internal audit to 
assess the effectiveness of the assurance mapping process and to consider areas 
where there is limited assurance available. In turn, this will be used to drive the 
setting of the agendas for future panel meetings and to identify issues, in 
conjunction with MPS and MOPAC, where there would be benefit in carrying out 
“deep dives”. 

2.4 We understand that data availability and quality remain a major issue which cuts 
across most areas of the Panel’s future work-plan, in particular, the ability to 
demonstrate the achievement of key objectives. As a result, we will continuously 
access the availability and quality of supporting data and consider where further 
improvements are required. 

3. Ways of Working 
3.1 The Panel, in conjunction with colleagues from MPS and MOPAC, are asked to 

consider the following proposed ways of working to ensure the Panel can be as 
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AGENDA ITEM 2 

successful as possible in delivering its purpose of enhancing public trust and 
confidence in the governance of both organisations. 

• We will work to our ToR but we also want to operate as a critical friend. 

• We are here to support the work of MPS and MOPAC as much as we are here 
to challenge. 

• We are a Joint Audit panel for both MPS and MOPAC and we will aim to give 
a similar focus to both organisations. 

• We all bring a range of skills and experience from many different organisations 
which we are very happy to offer to support the work of MPS and MOPAC. 

• We will aim to conduct all panel meetings in such a way as to encourage 
mature discussion and open debate. 

• Given the pace of change, we are happy to engage in early discussion on 
emerging issues, development of policies and plans etc. This can be out with 
the formal Panel meetings. 

• We recognise the need for continued development in performance 
management and we would expect to be involved in the process as it matures. 

• We will focus our efforts on the issues where MPS or MOPAC consider we 
can add most value. 

• We will always maintain our independence, but will aim to develop 
professional and supportive relationships with our colleagues in both 
organisations. 

3.2 In order to be successful, we also request that colleagues in MPS and MOPAC, 
commit to engaging constructively with the Panel and in particular: 

• Commit to engage in open and frank discussion. 

• Ensure regular attendance at panel meetings from appropriately senior 
colleagues, including operational colleagues, to provide continuity. 

• The provision of quality papers, which are suitably brief and clearly highlight 
key issues. 

4. Equality and Diversity Impact 
There are no immediate equality and diversity implications arising from this report. 

5. Financial Implications 
There are no immediate financial implications arising from this report. 

6. Legal Implications 
There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 

7. Risk Implications 
There are no immediate risk implications arising from the report. 
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AGENDA ITEM 2 

8. Contact Details 
Report author: Jayne Scott, Chair, MPS and MOPAC Joint Audit Panel 

9. Appendices and Background Papers 
Appendix 1: Audit Panel Terms of Reference 
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MO PAC I 
MAYOR OF LONDON ■ METROPOLITAN 

POLICE 

MOPAC and MPS Joint Audit Panel 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Composition of the Panel 

The joint Audit Panel comprises four members, who are independent of the Mayor’s Office of 
Policing and Crime (MOPAC) and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). Where it is 
considered that specialist skills are required, the Panel is able to seek approval from the 
Deputy Mayor Policing and Crime (DMPC) and Commissioner to add to the membership 
accordingly. 

The executive of MOPAC and a representative of the Command Team of the MPS are 
required to attend each meeting of the Panel. Attendees will, therefore, include the Chief of 
Corporate Services; MPS Director of Commercial and Finance; Chief Executive, MOPAC; and 
the Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC. The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance (Head of 
Internal Audit for MOPAC and the MPS), also attends each meeting, along with a 
representative of external audit. 

Purpose 

The joint Audit Panel is responsible for enhancing public trust and confidence in the 
governance of MOPAC and the MPS. It also assists MOPAC in discharging statutory 
responsibilities in holding the MPS to account, and in delivery of the Police and Crime Plan 
(PCP) and the transformation of the MPS. This is achieved by; 

➢ Advising the DMPC and the Metropolitan Police Commissioner according to good 
governance principles. 

➢ Providing independent assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the MOPAC and 
MPS internal control environments and risk management frameworks. 

➢ Overseeing the effectiveness of the frameworks in place for ensuring compliance with 
statutory requirements, and in particular those in respect of health and safety, and 
inclusion, diversity and equalities. 

➢ Independently scrutinising financial and non-financial performance to the extent that it 
affects the MOPAC and MPS exposure to risks and weakens internal control. 

➢ Overseeing the financial reporting process. 

Objectives 

The Audit Panel has a rolling programme of meetings, typically meeting four times a year 
(March, July, October, January). In effectively discharging its function it is responsible for: 

5 
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Internal Control Environment and Governance Framework 

• Satisfying itself as to the effectiveness of the internal control framework in operation within 
MOPAC and the MPS and advising the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner as 
appropriate. 

• Considering the Annual Governance Statements together with associated action plans for 
addressing areas of improvement and advising MOPAC and the MPS as appropriate. 

Police and Crime Plan (PCP) and MPS Transformation 

• Regular review of the risks to the delivery of the PCP and MPS transformation and 
providing assurance of the effectiveness of mitigating actions. 

Corporate Risk Management 

• Approving the MOPAC and MPS risk management strategies and frameworks; ensuring 
an appropriate framework is in place for assessing and managing key risks to MOPAC 
and the MPS. 

• Providing assurance to the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner as appropriate 
on the effectiveness of the risk management frameworks in operation. 

Financial Reporting 

• Considering the financial risks to which MOPAC and the MPS are exposed (including 
those that relate to treasury management) and approving measures to reduce or eliminate 
them or to insure against them. 

• Reviewing the outcome of the external audit of the Annual Accounts and considering any 
potential issues raised. 

• Considering significant financial strategies (including treasury and commercial 
management), policies and any changes to them. 

• Considering significant accounting policies and any changes to them. 

Inclusion, Diversity and Equalities 

• Satisfying itself on behalf of the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner that an 
efficient and effectively performing framework is in place to discharge statutory 
requirements for inclusion, diversity and equalities and to ensure continual improvement. 

Safety and Health 

• Satisfying itself on behalf of the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner that an 
efficient and effectively performing framework is in place to discharge legal duties in 
relation to health and safety and to ensure continual improvement. In particular with 
regard to the safety, health and welfare of police officers and staff, people in the care and 
custody of the MPS, and members of the public on police premises or property. 

Internal Audit 

• Advising the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner on the appropriate 
arrangements for internal audit and approving the Internal Audit Charter and Strategy. 

• Approving (but not directing) the internal audit annual programme. 

6 
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• Overseeing and giving assurance to the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner 
on the provision of an adequate and effective internal audit service; receiving progress 
reports on the internal audit work plan and ensuring appropriate action is taken in 
response to audit findings, particularly in areas of high risk. 

• Considering the Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance Annual Report and annual opinion 
on the internal control environment for MOPAC and the MPS; ensuring appropriate action 
is taken to address any areas for improvement. 

External Audit 

• Noting the external audit programme and associated fees. 

• Reviewing the external auditor’s Audit Findings Report and any other reports, reporting 
on these to the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner as appropriate and 
including progress on the implementation of agreed recommendations. 

• Reviewing the External Auditor’s Annual Audit Letter making recommendations as 
appropriate to the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner. 

Integrity, Ethics, Fraud and Corruption 

• Reviewing and monitoring the effectiveness of MOPAC and MPS strategies and policies 
for addressing issues of integrity and ethical behaviour and tackling fraud and corruption. 

Assurance Framework 

• Considering HMICFRS, external review agencies and any internal inspection reports that 
provide assurance on the internal control environment and/or may highlight governance 
issues for MOPAC and/or the MPS. 

• Advising the DMPC and Metropolitan Police Commissioner on the effectiveness of the 
overall assurance framework in place. 

Audit Panel Effectiveness 

• Annual appraisal of the Audit Panel operations is conducted and an annual report 
produced and reported to the DMPC and the MPS Commissioner, which is published on 
the Audit Panel webpage. 

• Annual performance appraisals of members are conducted by the Chair of the Panel. An 
annual performance appraisal of the Chair is conducted by the DMPC and Commissioner, 
informed by the review of Panel effectiveness. 

7 
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M 1ETROf)OUTAN 
P ,QLICE MO PAC I 

MAYOR OF LONDON 

______________________________________________________________________ 

AGENDA ITEM 3 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 
2 August 2023 

A New Met for London 
Report by: Interim Chief Strategy and Transformation Officer 

Report Summary 

Overall Summary of the Purpose of the Report 
To provide: 

• A summary of A New Met for London. 
• An overview of how performance against the plan will be measured and reported. 
• An update on the improvement activity relating to governance, risk management 

and assurance across the organisation. 

Key Considerations for the Panel 
The panel should consider the performance framework for measuring progress as set 
out at para 2. 

Interdependencies/Cross Cutting Issues 
The NMfL sets out 3 cross-cutting priorities for reform: 

• Community crime-fighting 
• Culture change 
• Fixing our foundations 

Recommendations 
Audit Panel are asked to: 

1. Note the strategic direction of travel set by A New Met for London. 
2. Endorse the performance framework for measuring progress against the plan, and 

the proposed approach to reporting on progress at future Audit Panels. 

8 



  

 

     
     

   
 

 
     

  
 

    
 

  
 

 
   

    
 

    
      

 
 

       
 

   
    

  
 
   

   
   

 
 

 

Trust 

The proportion of Londoners who think the 
Met's doing a good job locally. 

The proportion of Londoners who trust 
the Met. 

The proportion of victims satisfied with the 
service the Met prov ides. 

The proportion of Londoners who believe 

they'd be treated fair ly by the Met. 

The proportion of Londoners who believe 
the Met uses stop and search fairly. 

Our 
ambition 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

AGENDA ITEM 3 

1. A New Met for London – the plan 
1.1. A New Met for London was published on 18 July 2023. It confirms the Met’s 

mission to deliver More Trust, Less Crime and High Standards, and sets out three 
priorities for reform: 

• Community crime-fighting is how we cut crime, rebuild trust, and restore our 
bond with communities. We will put more officers and Police Community 
Support Officers (PCSOs) into local neighbourhoods and make sure they are 
delivering against the priorities of Londoners. We will work with them to fight 
crime and anti-social behaviour, bringing all the specialist resources of the 
Met together to make a difference in the highest crime, lowest trust 
communities. 

• Culture change will be delivered across the Met to embed the values of 
policing by consent and build a strong culture focused on delivering for 
London, maintaining high standards and learning from others. We will 
become a police service that does not discriminate – tackling racism, 
misogyny, and homophobia – and better reflects the diversity of the city we 
serve. 

• Fixing our foundations is how we will set up our people to succeed. We will 
organise and deploy our people better, and give them the training, 
equipment, and tools they need to cut crime. We will equip them with the 
data and technology they need to use their powers precisely while 
maintaining trust and upholding high standards. 

2. Measuring progress in delivering A New Met for London 
2.1. Success in delivering A New Met for London will be measured through key 

outcomes across More Trust, Less Crime and High Standards: 

9 



  

 

 
 

 

 

Less Crime 
Neighbourhood Crime 

This includes: 

■ Personal robbery 

■ Theft from perso n 

■ Resident ial burglary 

■ Vehicle crime 

Serious Violence 

This includes: 

■ A ll Robbery Offences 

■ V iolence with injury 

■ Homicide 

Gun crime 

This refers to sustaining 
the current reduction in 
lethal barrel discharges. 

Public Protection 

This includes: 

■ Rape 

■ Other serious sexual 
o ffences 

■ Domestic abuse 

• Stalking and 
harassment 

Hate Crime 

Anti-social Behaviour 

Recorded volume 

Our 
ambition 

D 

Recorded volume D 

Recorded volume D 

Proportion of D positive outcomes 

a Proportion of 
victims who have 
been victims of 
crime before 

Proportion of D positive outcomes 

a Proportion of 
victims who have 
been victims of 
crime before 

Number of D incidents 

Number of calls to D repeat locations 

AGENDA ITEM 3 
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Standards 
The time it takes to resolve public complaints 
and misconduct matters. 

The level of disproportionality in misconduct 
matters. 

The proportion of Met officers and staff who feel 
safe to challenge inappropriate behaviour. 

The proportion of Met officers and staff who say 
they' re treated fairly. 

The proportion of Met officers and staff who are 
confident in their leaders (at all levels). 

The proportion of Met officers and staff who 
are confident inappropriate behaviour and 
misconduct will be dealt with effectively. 

Our 
ambition 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

AGENDA ITEM 3 

2.2. An important part of being more precise in how we police and becoming a well-run 
organisation is our reform of how we manage performance and measure success. 
We have already created a team to track our performance more accurately within 
the framework above, and we will enlarge and embed this team and approach in 
the Met. 

2.3. We have agreed a new corporate governance structure, which will be implemented 
from September 2023 and will support delivery of A New Met for London. There are 
two key lines of reporting that will drive progress and accountability: 

• A new Executive Committee (ExCo) meeting at Management Board level, 
focused on Performance, People and Culture and supported by AC-chaired 
groups. 

• A second new ExCo meeting, focused on Investment, Transformation and 
Technology and supported by AC-chaired groups. 

2.4. Through these new structures, we will have greater oversight and scrutiny of overall 
Met performance and progress within our transformation programmes, as well as 
the dependencies between the two. There is further work to do to prioritise and 
sequence transformation activity; we already produce fortnightly progress reports 
on all programmes, and we will embed these within the new governance structure 
and reporting mechanisms. 

2.5. As referenced in the MPS Risk Management Report, we are also reviewing and 
improve the Met’s overall approach to risk and assurance, to ensure we better 
understand and control our risks and effectively self-assure we are delivering our 
plan. 

11 
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AGENDA ITEM 3 

2.6. It is proposed that, from the next meeting in autumn 2023, the Met provides Audit 
Panel with two reports: one that summarises progress on performance and 
transformation, and key decisions made by ExCo; and another that sets out key risk 
updates and audit recommendations and decisions by Risk and Assurance 
Committee. 

3. Equality and Diversity Impact 
The Commitments set out within chapter two of the NMfL, Culture Change, and 
across the whole document set out how the Met will root out discrimination in all its 
forms and build a more diverse and inclusive organisation. These measures will 
significantly impact how the Met upholds its obligations under equalities legislation. 

4. Financial Implications 
Based on what we know now, we estimate the initial, indicative cost of delivering A 
New Met for London will be approximately £366m through 2023/24 and 2024/25. 
This is inclusive of an additional £52.3m a year, which the Mayor of London has 
made available through an increase in the precept and additional business rates. 

5. Legal Implications 
N/A 

6. Risk Implications 
The NMfL should be considered as our authoritative plan for addressing the key 
strategic risks facing the Met. 

7. Contact Details 
Report author: James Hunter, Head of Strategic Planning & Risk 
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AGENDA ITEM 4 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 
27 March 2023 

Record of the Meeting 

PRESENT 

Panel: 
Suzanne McCarthy – Audit Panel Chair 
Graeme Gordon – Audit Panel Member 
Jon Hayes – Audit Panel Member 

MOPAC: 
Amana Humayun, Chief Finance Officer 
Kenny Bowie, Director of Strategy and MPS Oversight 
James Bottomley, Head of Oversight and Performance 

MPS: 
Clare Davies, Chief People and Resources Officer 
Michelle Thorp, Temporary Chief Strategy and Transformation Officer 
Ian Percival, Director of Finance 
Commander Colin Wingrove, Professionalism 
DAC Andrew Valentine, Professionalism. 

Audit Representatives: 
Julie Norgrove, Head of Internal Audit for MPS and MOPAC 
David Esling, Head of Audit and Assurance, Internal Audit 
Lindsey Heaphy, Head of Audit and Assurance, Internal Audit 
Parris Williams, Grant Thornton, External Audit 
Mark Stocks, Grant Thornton, External Audit 

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE, INTRODUCTIONS AND DECLARATIONS OF 
INTERESTS 

1.1 Apologies were noted from Reshard Auladin, Audit Panel member; Diana Luchford, 
Chief Executive, MOPAC, and Assistant Commissioner Barbara Gray. 

1.2 The Chair observed that this was the last meeting of the of the Panel as currently 
constituted, with the term of appointments for the Chair, Graeme Gordon and Reshard 
Auladin concluding on 31 March 2023. 

13 



 

 

           
              

           
          

             
       

            
     

 
         

       
           

            
          

             
  

 
          

           
        

         
        

   
 

            
           
      

           
          

 
        

        
         

        
 

         
 

              
           

    
 

         
             

          
   

 
        

 
            

          
         

            

Baroness Casey’s Review 

1.3 In light of the publication on 21 March 2023 of Baroness Casey’s Review into standards 
of behaviour and internal culture of the MPS, the Chair invited the MPS and MOPAC 
to comment on the report, with a particular focus on issues relating to the work of the 
Panel. It was acknowledged that it was a substantial report, and that both MOPAC and 
the MPS would need time to fully digest and understand the impact on current plans. 
The Chair also advised that consideration would be given, in consultation with the 
Panel’s new Chair, on future reporting to the Joint Audit Panel on the content and 
recommendations of the Casey Review report. 

1.4 Michelle Thorp outlined the Met’s initial high-level reflections, noting that the 
organisation was taking time to consider deeply and seriously the problems that the 
report had identified. It was engaging internally and externally on the report. While the 
Turnaround Plan had the foundations for some of the actions needed in response to 
the report, consideration was being given to how that Plan would be amended in light 
of the report. The public consultation period on the Plan was being extended by a 
month. 

1.5 Kenny Bowie outlined that MOPAC was reflecting on the changes it needed to make, 
including to its relationship with the Met and in its oversight structures. It considered 
that there needed an immediate understanding of demand management, how the 
Met’s resources met that demand, and priority-based budgeting. It was important that 
communities were brought into the discussions. Work had started on establishing a 
London Policing Board. 

1.6 The Panel asked if there was recognition in the Met leadership of the issues that the 
Panel had been raising for some time which were also highlighted in the report, such 
as the importance of good governance, risk management and assurance, training, 
learning and development, and inclusion and diversity. It was stressed by the Panel 
that these issues needed to be addressed at a strategic level. 

1.7 Michelle Thorp advised that the importance of those issues had been recognised and 
that some measures had already been introduced, such as the new performance 
framework, and an acknowledgement of the need for more assurance work. The 
capacity to focus on risk was also being reviewed. 

2. RECORD OF THE MEETING HELD ON 16 JANUARY 2023 

2.1 The record of the meeting held on 16 January was agreed. The completed actions 
were noted and those that had not been fully addressed were discussed under the 
relevant agenda item. 

2.2 The response to the external auditor’s recommendations had been circulated to the 
Panel. It was noted that two of the actions had only been partially accepted by the 
MPS. Ian Percival outlined the reasons for this and why the MPS was willing to accept 
the risk. 

3. MPS CULTURE, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION UPDATE 

3.1 The Chair noted that there was now a new Commander leading on this important area 
of work. The Panel was concerned that it had not seen any real progress in its tenure 
in respect of the framework supporting inclusion and diversity, despite it pressing the 
need for clearer governance and an action plan with measurable outcomes. It noted 
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that a lot of the actions were reported as ‘green - suitable for closure’, which did not 
correlate with the scale of the concerns in this area identified in the Casey Review. 

3.2 Commander Wingrove outlined the governance structure and advised that 
consideration was being given as to how the findings in the Casey Review applied to 
the Diversity and Inclusion Strategy. The actions rated as ‘green’ and the action plan 
would be re-examined in light of the Casey Review. 

3.3 Jon Hayes stressed the Panel’s view that there needed to be measurable outcomes 
for the Diversity and Inclusion Strategy (STRIDE). Michelle Thorp advised that the 
project initiation documents had measurable targets, but that there was more work 
needed, including working with communities. Success measures would be included. 

3.4 Commander Wingrove advised that measurable targets would be reflected in the next 
STRIDE Action Plan. 

3.5 Clare Davies advised that the Turnaround Plan was starting to define the desired 
outcomes that would subsequently be shared with the Panel. 

Action 1: Future reporting to the Panel to include the framework being developed to 
achieve measurable outcomes from the Turnaround Plan. 
Resolved: The Panel noted: 

• The update and change of direction in the Diversity and Inclusion Strategy to 
encompass the Culture, Diversity and Inclusion Strategy. 

• That the findings of the Met’s review of how it delivered reform and improvements 
to Culture, Diversity and Inclusion (CDI) were anticipated within the coming 
months. 

4. MPS TURNAROUND PLAN AND TRANSFORMATION UPDATE 

4.1 Michelle Thorp introduced the paper which provided an update on the Transformation 
Portfolio, including a summary of the supporting governance, risk management and 
assurance arrangements. The Met was engaging internally and externally on the 
Turnaround Plan with initial feedback indicating that it did not go far enough in tackling 
the issue of violence against women and girls (VAWG) and was not explicit enough on 
diversity. The next iteration of the Plan was expected in late May. 

4.2 Michelle Thorp advised that the Met had conducted an external root-cause analysis, 
and summarised some of the findings and outlined the work that was underway. Future 
reporting on the Turnaround Plan to the Panel would be discussed with the new Chair. 

4.3 The Chair advised that the Panel was seeking assurance on the wider issue – 
improvement activity around governance, risk management and assurance across the 
organisation. The MPS was asked if there was capability and capacity to deliver the 
scale of reform required. Michelle Thorp advised that the need for significant resource 
had been recognised and was being addressed. 

Action 2: MPS to: 

• Include in future reports a narrative update/analysis on progress with 
transformation and the Turnaround Plan. 
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• Report to the Panel’s July meeting on the improvement activity relating to 
governance, risk management and assurance across the organisation. 

Resolved: The Panel noted the report. 

5. MOPAC OVERSIGHT OF MPS TRANSFORMATION 

5.1 James Bottomley introduced the paper, advising that the structure of MOPAC’s 
oversight of the MPS was built around delivery of the Mayor’s Police and Crime Plan 
(PCP), also encompassing the concerns highlighted by His Majesty’s Inspectorate of 
Constabulary and Fire and Rescue (HMICFRS) when the MPS was moved into the 
‘Engage’ process. While that does cover some of the issues raised in the Casey 
Review, MOPAC was now considering how to adapt its oversight framework in light of 
the findings. This included a review of the terms of reference of the London Child 
Protection Oversight Group to include wider public protection, with a focus on children. 

5.2 MOPAC was asked about its relationship with the MPS, which had been commented 
on in the Casey Review, and advised that under the new MPS leadership there was 
now an openness and the relationship was in a better position. 

5.3 MOPAC was also asked whether the policy areas in the PCP aligned with the Met’s 
strategic objectives and the Turnaround Plan. The Panel was advised that while the 
descriptions of the priorities may be slightly different, they were fundamentally in 
agreement. 

Resolved: The Panel noted MOPAC’s oversight approach. 

6. MOPAC AND MPS RISK MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY REPORTS 

MOPAC Report 

6.1 James Bottomley introduced the MOPAC Risk Management Report, which provided 
an overview of risk for MOPAC, and an update on the agreed set of corporate risks 
and control actions. Background issues included that it was the last year of the current 
mayoralty, the impact of the Casey Review and the strengthening of capacity to 
oversee the MPS. 

6.2 The Chair observed that risk relating to a failure to oversee the scale of reform and 
change required in the MPS was not fully captured in the current corporate risks and 
that MOPAC may wish to consider how to better articulate that. This was agreed and 
it would be included in future reporting. 

Resolved: The Audit Panel noted MOPAC’s risk management approach. 

MPS Report 

6.3 The Chair welcomed the revised approach for corporate risk and issue reporting as 
outlined in the report, but was uncertain that the information the MPS was proposing 
to provide as set out in Appendix B would be suitable in providing the Panel with the 
assurance it required. The Panel would be particularly looking for a summary in the 
report on the position of the effectiveness of controls and the level of assurance that 
these provided. 
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6.4 Michelle Thorp advised that Appendix B was an example of the development of new 
risk reporting within the MPS. It was working through the detail in respect of the controls 
and continuing to refine the template. 

6.5 Jon Hayes observed that the change was moving in the right direction. He noted, 
however, the importance of ensuring that risk assessments were starting from the right 
place, i.e., from the agreed strategic objectives (Turnaround Plan) to ensure that 
nothing was missed, it detailed the mitigation, and set out the controls and level of 
assurance they provided. 

6.6 Graeme Gordon noted that it was still a work in progress. He was supportive of the 
direction while noting that there was still a lot of work to do. 

6.7 Julie Norgrove advised that the Directorate of Audit and Risk Assurance (DARA) had 
completed a review of the Met’s risk management framework, which was currently 
being followed up. A number of key points were being addressed in the proposed 
changes. DARA would be working with the MPS to address the challenge of 
embedding effective risk management across the organisation and would be 
particularly looking at how risk appetite was used to inform key decisions and the 
availability of key resources to support the agreed improvements. The outcome would 
be reported to the next meeting of the Panel. 

Action 3: MPS to include narrative in the body of its risk reports which summarised for 
the Panel the position on the effectiveness of controls. 

Resolved: The Audit Panel noted the MPS’s key risks, and the governance in place 
to ensure the effective management of them. 

7. MOPAC AND MPS GOVERNANCE IMPROVEMENT PLANS 

MOPAC Governance Improvement Plan Report 

7.1 James Bottomley introduced the report which provided an overview of MOPAC’s 
approach to governance going forward, an outline of the key areas of improvement 
and the actions in place to address them. He noted that in the process of producing 
the next Annual Governance Statement, new actions would be identified and included 
in future iterations of the plan. An update on the actions that were due to be completed 
in March was also provided. 

7.2 The Panel noted that good progress was being made. 

Resolved: The Audit Panel noted the improvements being made in MOPAC 
governance through the Governance Improvement Plan. 

MPS Governance Improvement Plan 

7.3 Michelle Thorp introduced the report which provided an update on the MPS’s 
Governance Improvement Plan (GIP) arising from the 2021/22 Annual Governance 
Statement, noting that the Turnaround Plan had had an influence on the actions in the 
GIP. 

7.4 Jon Hayes noted that a number of key areas, including those subject to criticism in the 
Casey Review, had been on the improvement plan for a while and asked how the MPS 
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could ensure that progress would be made, noting that skills and capacity in this area 
were key. 

7.5 Michelle Thorp advised that the root-cause analysis had been received and she 
outlined some of the themes that it had identified. The Panel requested that the MPS’s 
GIP report to the July meeting should incorporate the findings of the analysis. 

7.6 Graeme Gordon noted that the while there was evidence of diagnosis and recognition 
of the issues, there was not yet the required shift to deliver the solution. 

Action 4: MPS to include in July GIP report the findings of the root-cause analysis and 
how the MPS would be addressing them. 

Resolved: The Audit Panel noted the progress made in the recent quarter. 

8. INTERNAL AUDIT QUARTERLY ACTIVITY REPORT 

8.1 Julie Norgrove introduced the report summarising the work carried out by DARA since 
the Panel last met, including internal audit risk and assurance review, advisory work 
and counter fraud activity, outlining; 

• The IT Grey Estate (legacy systems and systems outside the corporate IT 
infrastructure) was rated limited with discussions ongoing with senior 
management to agree actions to address the issues identified. 

• The Basic Command Unit (BCU) review identified a number of issues also 
identified in the Casey Review and discussions with the AC Frontline Policing 
were taking place to confirm planned improvement activity. 

• A key advisory review of recruitment and attrition had been carried out in liaison 
with Met colleagues, with recommendations recently considered by the Met 
Management Board. 

• At the request of the Deputy Commissioner, DARA advised on a review of MPS 
Governance conducted by an external consultant. 

• Work on drawing up the Internal Audit Plan for 2023/24 was due to commence 
and would have a focus on supporting the Turnaround Plan’s ambitions, whilst 
providing the necessary independent assurance on both the MOPAC and MPS 
control environments. 

8.2 The MPS was asked for an update on the assurance mapping work. The Panel was 
advised that it had not started but it was developing a plan which it would bring to the 
next Audit Panel meeting. 

Action 5: MPS to provide an update to the July meeting on the Met strategic approach 
to assurance and assurance mapping exercise. 

Resolved: The Audit Panel considered the outcome of recent work undertaken by 
DARA to date and the status of current and planned activity. 

9. EXTERNAL AUDIT UPDATE 

9.1 Parris Williams introduced the Grant Thornton report which provided an update on the 
2021/22 value for money work and a report into the state of local audit. The Panel was 
advised that the value for money report had recently been shared the MPS and 
MOPAC for their comments and finalisation. Four significant weaknesses had been 
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identified relating to trust and confidence, responding to HMICFRS recommendations, 
vetting, and command and control. 

9.2 Jon Hayes noted that at the January 2023 meeting Grant Thornton had advised that 
the value for money report would be presented to the March meeting, and that Grant 
Thornton had not flagged at that meeting that any significant weaknesses had been 
identified. 

9.3 Mark Stocks advised that he was comfortable with the extra time that had been taken 
to complete the value for money report, and that it would be completed by the next 
Panel meeting. The Chair requested if the report could be shared with the Panel as 
soon as it was ready, ahead of the next meeting. 

9.4 Jon Hayes noted that Grant Thornton’s report to the Panel contained sections that 
would be relevant to local authorities but were not as relevant to the MPS-MOPAC 
Joint Audit Panel. Grant Thornton was asked if future reports could focus on issues 
relevant to the Joint Audit Panel. Jon Hayes also requested that the wording referring 
to the appointment of Grant Thornton as MOPAC’s and MPS’s external auditors should 
accurately be referred to as a ‘statutory appointment’ rather than an ‘awarded contract’. 

9.5 The Chair noted that the external auditor’s fees had increased and sought assurance 
from MOPAC that it was content with the increase, which Amana Humayun advised it 
was. 

Action 6: Grant Thornton to share with the Panel the value for money report as soon 
as it was ready. 

Action 7: Grant Thornton to use the term ‘statutory appointment’ rather than ‘awarded 
contract’. 

Resolved: The Audit Panel noted the external auditor’s progress report. 

10. MPS AUDIT AND INSPECTION REPORT 

10.1 Michelle Thorp introduced the MPS’s quarterly Audit and Inspection Report, providing 
a summary position of DARA’s and HMICFRS’s activity and engagement over the last 
quarter, and a response to strategic issues highlighted in the Annual Internal Audit. 
The Panel was advised that the MPS wanted to ensure it was getting to the heart of 
issues in order to drive strategic outcomes, and that it was beginning to see the 
benefits of this approach. 

10.2 The Chair noted that several high-risk recommendations remained outstanding and 
that action to close these was not being taken promptly. The Panel was advised that 
the MPS was committed to working on them but that some were very complex in their 
nature. 

Resolved: The Audit Panel noted the new monthly reporting process and governance 
structure that had been introduced in the MPS to ensure senior oversight of 
recommendations. 
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11. ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND KEY JUDGEMENTS IN PREPARING THE 2022-23 
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 

11.1 Amanda Humayun introduced the report updating the Panel on proposed changes to 
the accounting policies and key judgments of MOPAC and the MPS for the 2022/23 
statement of accounts. The Panel was advised that there were no key changes needed 
for 2022/23. 

12. AOB 

12.1 Kenny Bowie noted that it was the last meeting with Suzanne McCarthy as Chair and 
Graeme Gordon and Reshard Auladin as Panel members and thanked them for their 
commitment and dedication to the work of the Panel, noting it was very much 
appreciated. 

12.2 The Chair thanked everyone who had presented papers to the Panel and those 
supporting its work throughout her tenure and gave particular thanks to the Panel 
members. 

12.3 The Panel’s next meeting is scheduled for 3 July 2023. 

______________________________ 
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Audit Panel Meeting Actions 
27 March 2023 

Ref Actions Who Status 

1 Future reporting to the Panel to include the 
framework being developed to achieve measurable 
outcomes from the Turnaround Plan. 

MPS New Met for London 
Plan, including key 
outcomes, addressed in 
agenda item 3 

2 MPS to: 

• Include in future reports a narrative 
update/analysis on progress with transformation 
and the Turnaround Plan. 

• Report to the Panel’s July meeting on the 
improvement activity relating to governance, risk 
management and assurance across the 
organisation. 

MPS 

• Future reporting to 
Panel on the NMfL to 
be agreed with the 
Panel Chair 

• Updates included in 
AGS (6b) and risk 
(9b) papers 

3 MPS to include narrative in the body of its risk 
reports which summarised for the Panel the position 
on the effectiveness of controls. 

MPS Addressed in item 6b 

4 MPS to include in July GIP report the findings of the 
root-cause analysis and how the MPS would be 
addressing them. 

MPS Addressed in item 6b 

5 MPS to provide an update to the July meeting on the 
Met strategic approach to assurance and assurance 
mapping exercise 

MPS Update included in item 
6b 

6 Grant Thornton to share with the Panel the value for 
money report as soon as it was ready. 

GT Addressed in item 5 

7 Grant Thornton to use the term ‘statutory 
appointment’ rather than ‘awarded contract’. 

GT To be considered for 
future reporting 
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PAC I 
MAYOR OF LONDON 

METROPOLITAN 
POLICE 

AGENDA ITEM 5 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 
2 August 2023 

External Audit - Annual Report for 2021-22 and Audit 
Plan for 2022-23 

Report by: MOPAC Chief Finance Officer and Director of Corporate Services and 
MPS Chief Finance Officer 

Report Summary 

Overall Summary of the Purpose of the Report 
This paper sets out the conclusions of the Annual Audit Report (AAR) for 2021/22, 
and plans for the 2022/23 audit. 

Key Considerations for the Panel 
To note the outcome of the statutory audit of the financial statements and value for 
money assessments for 2021/22, and the plan for the audit for 2022/23. 

Interdependencies/Cross Cutting Issues 
Transparency of stewardship and timely reporting of accounts and effective use of 
resources supports rebuilding trust and confidence. 

Recommendations 

The Audit Panel is recommended to: 

a. Note this paper 
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AGENDA ITEM 5 

1. Supporting Information 

1.1. This paper sets out the conclusions of the Annual Audit Report (AAR) for 
2021/22 and plans for the 2022/23 audit. 

Annual Audit Report 2021/22 - Appendix 1 

1.2. The Annual Audit Report confirms the position reported to Audit Panel in 
January 2023, that Grant Thornton provided an unqualified opinion on the 
financial statements for both MOPAC and the MPS, and had no significant 
concerns. 

1.3. The report also includes the value for money opinion, and Grant Thornton’s 
assessment of MOPAC and the MPS arrangements to secure economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources. 

1.4. In summary, across each of the three criteria of financial sustainability, 
governance, and improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness, Grant 
Thornton identified four significant weaknesses and made five key 
recommendations. Page 3 of Appendix 1 sets out the summary for each of the 
three criteria with further detail including management responses set out in 
pages 7-14. 

Joint Audit Plan 2022/23 – Appendix 2 

1.5. The Joint Audit plan for 2022/23 provides an overview of the planned scope 
and timings of the statutory audits of MOPAC and the MPS that will be 
undertaken by the external auditors (Grant Thornton). This includes the Value 
for Money (VFM) arrangements. The plan has been shared with both the 
Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime and the Commissioner. 

1.6. The plan sets out those financial statement risks that will require specific audit 
consideration. These are as follows:-

a) The risk that the revenue cycle includes fraudulent transactions (rebutted). 
b) The risk of management override of controls. 
c) The risk that the valuation of land and buildings is materially misstated. 
d) The risk that the valuation of the net pension liability in the accounts is 

materially misstated. 

1.7. In addition within the VFM section the following risks of significant weakness 
have been identified:-

a) Trust and confidence – The auditors will undertake a review of the 
arrangements in place in both MOPAC and the MPS to respond to the 
recommendations raised from HMICFRS and Casey ensuring they are 
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AGENDA ITEM 5 

appropriate to oversee effective delivery of rebuilding trust and 
confidence. 

b) Governance Structure – The auditors will undertake a review of the 
effectiveness of the revised governance arrangements in MOPAC and the 
MPS and their effectiveness in delivering improvement in London policing 
and performance. 

c) Standards and Compliance – The auditors will review progress made by 
the MPS professionalism directorate since last year and a review of the 
effectiveness of vetting arrangements, management of recruitment and 
arrangements in place to oversee the diversity and inclusion strategy. 

d) Project Delivery – The auditors will review the effectiveness of the 
governance arrangements in MOPAC and the MPS in light of ongoing 
concerns on the delivery of CONNECT and Command and Control 
Projects. 

1.8. Grant Thornton undertook an interim visit in April, with the final audit 
commencing at the beginning of July. 

2. Equality and Diversity Impact 
There are no equality and diversity implications directly arising from this 
report. 

3. Financial Implications 
3.1. Grant Thornton’s final costs of the external audit for 2021/22 were £169,052 

and £140,477 for MOPAC and MPS respectively. The proposed fee for 
2022/23 is £169,108 and £136,700 for MOPAC and MPS respectively. 

3.2. Costs will be met from within existing MOPAC and MPS budgets. 

4. Legal Implications 
There are no direct legal implications arising from the report. 

5. Risk Implications 
This paper relates to the corporate risk register entries for resources and 
value for money. 

6. Contact Details 
Report author: Annabel Cowell – Deputy CFO and Head of Financial 
Management MOPAC. 

Director: Amana Humayun – MOPAC CFO and Director of Corporate 
Services. 

7. Appendices and Background Papers 

Appendix 1 - Annual Audit Report 2021/22 
Appendix 2 - Joint Audit Plan 2022/23 
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@ value for mone!,j arrangemen sand ke!,I recommendations 

Under tne otionol Audit Office ( AO) Code •Of Audit Proctrce ('tne Code') , we ore req uired to consfder w1hether the Mo!:Jor's Office for Policing o n,d Crime (MOPA.C) ond 
Comm fs.sioner of tne Metropolis (CPM/MPS} hove put in ploce proper orrongements to secure economy, efficienc!:J ond effectiveness in their use of r,esouroos. We ore 
req i.l 1 red to report in more deWil on the ove roJII orro n ge ments, o s W'ell os key reco mmendo tions on on y :sign 1ff oo nt weo knes:ses in o rro ng erne n t:s id entrfied du ring the, o udit. 

Ou fi1 ndings for 2021-22 conc luded thot there were four sign1fioont weoknesse:s in orrongemenw during he period gfving 1'11:se ·to five key recommendotion:s. Our conclusions 
o nd the directfon of trove I between 2020-21 and 2021-22 ore shown below. Our key recommendotrons ore :summori:sed on poges 7 to 1lt o this Meport- Progress in 2021 22 
ogoins't the improvement recornmendotion:s mode for 2020-21 is :su rnmorised in Append fx C _o th is epc1t. 
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three improvementrecommenda ionB made. 
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Three ke1.1 recommendations and four improvement 
recommendations made. 

Two signmca nt v1ea rne!l!leB in arrangements identi ied. 
Two ke!:J recommendations a rod one improvement 
recommendation made. 
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Executive summary 

Financial sustainabilit~ 

MOPAC ond the MPS hove o go-od trock record of sound fino ncro l monogement ond delivered o 
bolonced budget otthe end ofthe 2021-22 tinonoiol ~eor. MOPAC ond the MPS understood the 
finoncio l risks wnich the,y foced ond monoged these rlsks by mofntolning on o pproprlote level of 
reserves. MOP.AC ond the MPS ore not however immune from the mo1cro economic issues the UK is 
currentlty focing which is putting pressure on the MTFP in the form of high inflotlon. The current ond 
fi.Jture budget is :supported by the use of revenue rese rves. Whilst U,i,s moy be oppropriote in ·the 
snort term to smooth transition, its long term 1.1se is uns1.1stoinoble. Similor to oll othe r Police bodies, 
MOPAC's copitol progro mme is underfunded ond unsustoinoble in the long term. For the post 10 
yeors,. the copitol progro mme hos been re liont on copito l receipts from MOPAC's estote . 10 ye-ors 
on, the pool of selloble ossets is o lot smal ler. Going forword, the on ly option for MOPA.C to finonce 
fts co1pitol progro mme is to borrow mone!::J- Given the long term revenue impocts of borrowing, there 
is o need for MOPAC to bo lonoe· current priorities ogoinst the priorities ond needs of policing in the 
futL. re, 

®Governance 

2021/22 no s been o perio-d of con side ro bl•e cho ng e for both the MPS ond MOPAC. For MOPAC, we 
hove seen improvements in its oversight orro1ngements over tihe MPS. MO PAC offfcers now regu lorly 
ottend MPS sub-boord meeting,s, givitlg them more influence on the decision making prooe-ss. For 
·the MPS, ~here hos been much chonge ot sen,io r leodership leve l ond plons ore underwo~ for o full 
executive teo m redesi 9 n. 

We hove roised o ke~ recommendation in relation to the MPS' ond MOPACs governonoe 
o rrongements to restore trust ond confidence os the!:J were found to not be fully effective during .hfs 
period. We ore howeve• of the vfew tnot the orro1n9ements being put. in ploce ·to oddr-e-ss this issue in 
2022-23 ore positive . We hove olso roised e!::J r-ecommendotions in re lotfon ,o vettin9, where we 
found the MPS' arrangements were not complyln g wfth HMICFRS r,epeated recommendations to 
ensure specialist roles were fu ll y vet ed , one! investment is recommended! to ensure re newols ore 
comp leted wi'thin the reoommen,ded ·· 0 [l,jeor time firome. 

@ Improving economy, efficiency end ettectiveness 

Tronsfonnotion orron,gements ore generally stron,g ond improving however we hove roi:sed o key 
recommenclotion in relotion to finonciol govemonce ond oversigiht over the Cornmond ond Control 
mojor IT project. We hove olso ro ised 01 key recom mendotion in lig11 t of thie fin dings of I-IMICFRS 
which plo1ced the MPS into 'engoged'. which is done when o force's performonce foils to impr•ove 
ond is considered to requ ire e,nhonced monitoring ond su pport 

® 
We hcvl!l completed our audit of lJOUr financlc l 
st-at@me nts and f ssued c n u n9 uc I iff ed □udlt 

opinion for both the MPS and MOPAC on 18 
November 2022. Our -findfngs am set out in 
further d@ta il on pclge 49. 
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Opinion on the financial statements and 
use of aud·tor's powers 

We bring the following matters to 80ur attention: 

Opinion on the fin a ncial st atements 

Auditors are required o express an opinion on the financia l statements a sta tes whethe r they: (i) presen a t rue a nd fa ir vi o,,,, of t hQ 
audited body's financia l position, and (ii) have been prepa red in accordance with the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of prac 'ce on local authority 
accounting in the Un" ed ingdom 2021/22 

Statut ory rec ommendations 

Under Schedule 7 of the l ocal Aud" and Accountabili~ Act 201 Lt. auditors co n make written recommenda ·ons o the aud" ed bod~ which 
need to be considered by the body and responded to publicly 

Public Interest Report 

We have completed our aud' of your na nc ial 
statements and issued o n unqua lified oud' 
opinion for bolh Lhe MPS and MOPAC on 18 
November 2022. Our ndings o re se out in 
furt!her deta il on pono 4(}. 

We did not issue any statutory 
recomme ndations. 

Under Schedule 7 of the l ocal Aud' and Accountabili~ Act 2014. auditors hove the powe r to make a report if they consider a rnott(:t is We d id no issue a report in the public interes • 
sufficien y importan to be brought to e atten ion of he a ud ited body or the public as o matter of urgency, including mattors whic h may 
a lready be nown to he public, but where it is in the public interest for the auditor to publish thei r independent lliew. 

Application to the Court 

Under Section 28 of the local Aud' and Accountabili~ Act 2014. if auditors thi n that a n item of account is con rary to low. t he !:J may oppl!:J We did not make any application to the Court. 
to the court for a declaration to that effec . 

Ad visor y notice 

Under Section 29 of he loca l Audit and Accoun abi lity Act 201 , auditors ma y issue an odllisory notice if he a uditor thi nks ~hat :ho 
au ori~ or an officer of the authority: 

is 01bout to ma ke or h□s mode a decision which invo ves or would involve the ou ority incurring unlawful expenditure. 

is about to take or has begun to ta ea course of action which, if followed to its conclusion, would be unlawful a nd likely t i:; C Gl.l'::D c. 18:c:c:: 
or deficiency,, or 

is about to en er an item of account, the e ntry of which is unlawful. 

Judicia l! review 

Under Section 3 of the local Aud it a nd Accou ntability Ac 20 4, a ud itors may make on application for judicial review of a dec-$i:.i ot cm 
authority. or of a fa ilure by an a uthority to act, which it is reasonable to believe wou ld hove on effect on he accoun s of at body. 

We did not issue an odllisory no ice. 

We did not apply for judicia l review. 
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Securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness 
in MOPAC's and the MPS' use of resources 

MOPAC a1nd the MPS are responsible for putting in plaoe proper arrangements to secure ecanom!:j, efficiency and effectiveness 
f rom their resoul"Ce!l. llhia includes taldng properly informed decisions □n.d managing ke!:J operntiona l □ra:l ·fi nancial r isks so t hot 
·the!:J oon delivBr their objec:tive-s ond sorfeguord public money. MOPAC':s ond the MPS' responaibfllties ore set out in Appendlx A. 

MOPAC and the MPS report on their arrang1emems. □n.d the etfectJiven.eas of theae airrangements as part of their annual 
gover11C1 nce statements. 

Lln.der the Lao□I Audit □nd Aocount□bi'lity Act 201 , we □re req uired ta lbe satisfied whethere□c:h entit!:J has made proper 
a rr□n.,gements fm securing econ.omy, efficiency and effectiveness in ita use of resources. 

Tlhe Notion<J I Audft Office's Auditor Guidonc:e Note (.O.GN) 03, requires us to ossess arrangements under three oreo:s; 

Financial Sustainabi lity 

Arrongamenta for ensuring the entity 
con oontfnue to deliver :servic,ea, h·s 

inel ,Jd i'.'!:') plonning t8:')C11.1rc:8:') 7~• 
8 'i$~. t 8 G u ,c: 1nt◊ fi 11(:1 ~ (':(!,') G nd 
tn( I i'i~o in $ ln t ~1 i l)( j I) I,) I 8-V(! 1$ ot 

spendfng over the medium term (:~ ,) 
w,Gr$). 

Governc nce 

Arro r,ge rr,enta for en.su ri ng that :he 
(!r t it lJ moke:s appropriate dec:isiona 
in 7he t i:-]ht •,VO~I· his in,~ lll G(!:') 
o rrangementa for b~dget aettln.g 01nd 
management. risk monogernent, ar\d 
en.au ring the entfrt!:J makea decisions 
boeed on oppropriotJe lnformotion. 

Improving economy, efficiency 
and effectiveness 

Arrangements to •· i1-,pro·Jin9 7he WCI::, 
:he c;rtitu cfo iVi) rs its :';<"! 1v· r.e,-. I h. S 

inel_ii:J(! :') a rrangements to •· 

understanding c:ost:') c:nd or:, iv,)ri,;p 

dtisi(,n~,ioG c:nd i1-,pr::win9 G Jt(':ome:c: 
for servfce uaera. 

® Our commenta ry on MOPAC's and the MPS' □ rrangements in ecclh of these three □reas, is :.et orut on pages 16 to lt8. 
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Key recommendations 

@ Governance 

Key recommendation 1 MPS' arrang8mentsto build trust ond confidence 

Why/impact 

Management 
Comments 

The MPS' ond MOIPAC's orrongements to restore ond rebuild ·trust ond confldenoe were not effective in 2021/22. Botn m1.Jst brfng toge:,er 
the findings of externol re ports. ond internol Rndings, ond corry out o themotio review ·to diognose pervos.ive is-sues enobling it l:o p..it in 
plooe those t ronsformotive onong1es to effective ly rebufld trust ond confrdence. Wh il st the restoroition of trust 01nd confidence is a lo,~ 
term proces$, putting in ploce the necessar'8 o rrangemenb;, to focilitote tha cnange is achievable in the medium term. 

T rus in the MPS is essentiol o ensure thot victims of crime hove the confidence to report incidents knowing he1:1 will be in vestigoted well. A 
lock of public confidence leoves members of the public dise goged ond this devolues the PS. 

· response: 
The MPS recognises tno t lts orrongements to restore ond r,eb ufld tn.J,s ond confidence were not tu ll y effective in 2021/22 ond hm: tak!:m 
fm medio'te ootlon to begin to address the issues rdentiffed. 

Add ressing the root oouses of hese ol-iol lenges is ori~iool ff we ore to stop these issues from persisting in futu re yeors - ~ign fficontwork 
no1s been undertaken 1n recent mon h.s to understand the ke!:J drivers of our chollenges oneod of the revision of our Turnoround PI~ , 

In doing so - it i$ vitalll:J important that: we take o prooctive, riot a reactive, app,rooch to tockl1ng tn ese chollenges. llne, Cosel:J review, 
HMIC FRS inspectilons, tine PCC perenniol issues ono lysis, o nd other reports such os the Do1nlel Morgon Independent Ponel or IOPC 
repor _s hove oll ide r'l ti fled c ross--c:utting thematic issues which need to be taokl ed - se,e ldng to to ke o piecemeal o nd l'l;loctiva ap road· 
is un lfkely to yield tne tronsformcr ive e-ffeo needed. 

In orde o full y ono lyse these 1:ssues signlficont work hos been 1,mdertoken. The MPS nos comm,issioned externo1I onol~fsls of the root 
causes ond drive rs of· the org,onisotion's cnol lenges. Deep dive o nolysis hos identified over 600 recommendotions wn ich hove been 
mo e o the MPS over recent yeors, ond onoll:Js ls hos been underto ker'I to d row out E!l:J themotlc issues ond oo-o lesce o pr1or1tise d se'- of 
stroteglo priorit ies for transforming our oppro-ocn to rebuilding trust. This. onol!:Jsis. is co mplim,entrng ·the intemol ond externc 
consu l·totio-n we ore engoging in to collect feed bock on the first turna round pio n, o nd wil l be used to finalise pro po.so ls fo r inclusion in 

.. t• • t•'1 I'" • - ii • • • • - • 

The range of recommendatio11s that external cwd itors con make is explai11ed i11 Appendix B. 
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Key recommendations 

@ Governance 

Key recommendation 1 
(contlnued) 

Management 
Comments 
(continued] 

MPS' arrangements to build trust ond confidence 

The MPS' ond MOIPAC's orrongements to restore ond rebuild ·trust ond confidence were not effective in 2021/22. Both must brfng toge:-ier 
the find ings O•f externol re ports. ond interna l ·nd ings, orid corr!:! out o themotic review ·to diognose pervosJve issues enabling it t o p..it in 
ploce those t ronsformotive chongies to effective ly rebufld trust ond confidence. Wh fl st the restoro1tion of tirust 01nd confidence is a lo-is 
erm process, putting in ploce the necessar'8 o rrangements to focili tote tha change is achievable in the medium term. 

I he updated plan w ill set the tronsfonmation programme we will implement to effect these changes to re build trust and set out th e 
fro mework we ore using to meo,sure progress ond the govemonce we will 1.1se to deliver our tro nsformotfon progro1mme 01nd ensure rt 
15,ta~s on track. Ke~ to this will be embedding o transformative opprooch across the organisation to deliver the pace and sco le of 
c llonge needed to rebuild tru.st. The pion wil l set out o ro nge of tronsfo rmotion programmes we ore implementing to s:trerig theri the 
foundotions of tha• organisation a nd w ill outline out how we wi ll set our of ficers and staff up• to succeed in rebuilding t rust 

MOPAC Response: 
In 2020/1 IMIOPAC identlfied o concern ing downwo rd trend in _rust ond confidence througri our estoblished evidence ond insight work, 
with particu lorl!J low ras.ul ts for Block communities. Add itional consul tation with Block communities in 20!20 resu lted in the development 
of the Mo y or's Action Pion for T onspore ncy, Accountability ond Triust in Polrcing, to improve t1rust ond confidence ond to oddress 
communit!;I concerns about the disproportionolit!;j in e use of certain police powers affecting Block Londoners. The O!;lo r's Action 
Pio n i entified four key o reo s of oction to-c uss.fng on actions tho t we know through our evidenoe a nd insig ht con hove o positive eifect 
on trust ond confidence, os well os public feedbock: better 1.1se of police powers; a police service thot better epresents ond 
1..mderstonds Block communities; •,vorking together to make Black communities. sofer: and •Olding the polioe to occount for whot they oo. 

Further oon-sul totion witri tne public in 2021 [ond the continued decline in resu lts) reoff irmed our concerns o nd improving trus: anc 
confidence o nd the work ,.mder the Mo yor' s ,Action Pion, nos been included os o priority in the Police ond Crime Pilon for London. 

MOPAC hos woti:ecl close ly with trie MPS to support ond enoble tihefr dellvel1J of-the key actions, inc luding, for e :-:omple, th roug the 
provision of signifioont funding to fo1cil itote recruitment outreoch ond the development O•f communi 1d-led tiroining models to divern if!d 
recr1.1itmen ond improve cu l'tu rol competency omon9st offiicers. 

The range of recommendat ions that externa l a uid itors ea n make is explained in Appendix B. 
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Key recommendations 

@ Governance 

Key recommendation 1 
(contlnued) 

Management 
Com ments 
(continued] 

MPS' a rra ngements t o build trust ond confidence 

The MPS' ond MOIPAC's orrong,e ments to restore ond rebuild ·trust ond confidence were not effective in 2021/22. Both must brfng toge:-ier 
the fiind fngs O•f externol re ports. ond fnt,ernol ·nd fngs, arid corr!:! ou t o th,emotic review ·to diognose pervosJve issues enablin g it to p..it in 
ploce those tronsformotive chongies to effectively rebufld trust ond confidence. Whfl st the restoro1tion of tirust 01nd confidence is c long 
term process, putting in ploce the necesso~ o rrongements to focilitote thot chonge is achievoble in the medfum term. 

Our wor:k hos inc luded o commissioned review of our commun it!:j engogement mechon isms ond the development of o pilo·t communft!:J 
scrutfn~ progromme to improve tronsporency ond ocoountobility in the use of po lice powers ot the locol level, o nd the deliver \:J of 
regulor quorterly public engogemen events to fmprove tron,sporenc!d ond occount-obill·ty, ond o enoble communfties to nelp shope the 
work os rt is being delrvered, e.g. o session focussed on Sofer Scnools Officers os port of thie ongoing os-sessment of the programme (o 
commitment fn t•1e Mo yor's Action Pion) arid onothe ,event on improving tronsporency fn now tne MPS hondles po lice comploints. 
MOP.AC ha,s olso developed on in teroc ive doshboord t•1ot brings toged 'ler key dow reloted to the issues tne Action Pion seeks to 
oddress. e.g. public perceptions, MPS workforce divers.ft!:) ond the use of torce. In oddition, we know thot ensuring on effective MPS ond 
portiners fps response to neighbournood crfmes is importont for improvfng trust ond conflden oe. Tflis being ~he cose. we hove u:::ed o.Jr 
conven,ing powers to estoblish tne London Drugs o nd Ain tisociol Behovrov ForUims ·to idenMy o n,d shore good proctlce ond develop 
strong portnersh fp working on these key o reos.. 

Tn is wor:k wos overseen b~ the Deputy Moyor for Po liclng ond Crime hrough the MO PAC Oversignt B:001rd. with regu lo r updcrtes 
publrshed on our website. More recently, Boroness Cosey's r,evfew (whic h, wo s delivered ofte the peniod to which! th is report relates, 
recommended est-oblish in91 o publlc-foclng policfng boord for London to improve the tronsporency of MOPAC oversfgnt 010-tivlty fo. 
London, ond improve confidence in the wo y thie MPS is being held to occount for delivery of its wide-ranging reform programme. Plan~ 
·to deliver this ore proceeding ot poce. MOPAC's. public o·ttitude su rvey continues to me-osure tne trust o nd confidence of Londoners ii 
·tine MPS, whfch will serve os vl a l measures ror os.,sessing the eftectiiveness of these re onns. 

The ra11ge of recommendat ions that externa l aiuditors cain make is explained in Appendix B. 
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Key recommendations 

@ Governance 

Key recommendation 2 

Why/impact 

Management Comments 

MPS' a rrangements in relation t o enhanced vetting 

We recomme n,d d'lot enhonced vet ing of officers ond stoff in speciollst roles snould be considered in the some WO!:J os routine 
vetting , with doto compiled, reported on ond scrutinised to ensure complio,nce (os per · he repeoted HMICFRS 
recomme n doti ons)-

Officers ond sto in speciolis t roles ore subject lo increosed levels of vetting os ey ore exposed to more sensi ive inform~tion . 
xpired ve ing corries incre sed risk of horm to the individuols involved, the public ond the MPS. 

The oud it ·findi ngs ore consistent witl"I the MPS os-sessment of v,etting orrongements, wh icn ore o key improvement focus for 
the MPS os port of the Met's mission o nd ~A ew Met for London" p ion. 

The recornmendotion is equivo lent to t hose mode bl:J H MI CFRS - Reoom mendotion 3 [H MIC F RS - An inspection ofth e 

Metropoliton Police Service's oountier--corruptiion orrongements o nd otrier motters related to the Doniel Morgon Independent 
Po nel), ond Recommendotion 13 (HMICFJ<S - An insp ection of vetting, misconduct, and m1sogyn1;1 in the polio,e service]. 

Sign ificant progress hos olreody been mode ogoinst tnese recommendotions, with on outomoted IT solution (between PSOP 
orid CycVettfng) due to be in live s.,ervice before end of' Octobe· 2023. Oversight of progress ogoins . tniese 
ecommendotions lhos been bl:J the Counter Corruption leorining Group. c hoired to dote by AC Gro!:J . 

Compleiting the oction pion os-sooioted with these recom mendotfons, is on integ ol porl: of the Profe-ssionolism improvemen 
o nd t ron.sformotion progromme to improve publf,c co nfidence through high stondo rds, from initiol vetting ond tnrough the 

co reers of po lice offi oo rs o rid stoff. 

The range of recommendations that external crnditors ccm make is explained in Appendix 8, 

·o 
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Key recommendations 

@ Governance 

Key recommendat ion 3 

Why/impact 

Management Comments 

MPS' a rrangements in relat ion to vetting · investment 

We recommend tho there is increo sed inves ment in the ve ting teom to ensure then vetting renewols ore monoged 
more effective! y o nd corn pleted with.in trh e recommended 10 !d eo rs. 

To ensure officers ond stoff odhere to high stondords of behoviour, to guord ogolnst corruption ond to rebuild trus 
with trie public. 

The Professiona lism Business Group hos commissioned o comprehensive tronsformotlon proJect to bring o bout 
rodioo l change ond improvement to the MPS Referencing ond Ve ting function. This is being progressed throiJgh o 
comb in o tio n of o short term stab i I isot t on and I ong term s !;IStem att c transform ott on. 

An oddltiono l £2m hos been invested in Ve"tting since Morch 2021. Investment was foc used on supporting the 
Police Uplift Progromme - os o resiJ lt of thh, inves:tment the Vetting SLA. for Police Officers woe reduced to under 20 
working do ys for 86% of coses to support o reduoed nme to Hire. Since the dema nd from Police Officer opplioonts 
no s red u oed resou roe hos been obstroct,ed to support Op Assure o n d vetting officers hove been reo1li9 ned to 
address the hign volume of ooses in the controctor 01nd enhanced pipelines (o risk wnich wos occepted by MB to 
support tne PUP) . Investment hos olso improved tne quolity of oiJ rvet.tlng troining content ond delivery through 
dedicoted trolners. The tro1inin9 is now complete for 7Lt newl!:J troined vetting offfc,e rs will a ll be on teom tnis month. 

Wo~ ls nctW underwoy to develop o 11-ilg hl y efficient operotlng model that is completel!:J digita lised, lorgely 
outomoted and innovotive th rougn the deployment of new ond emerging techno log,es, such os Al ond biometric 
o nd behovlouro l detection technologies (voice o nd fociol recognI· ion). The new opprooch wfll olso be 
colloborot,ve, porticiJ lorl!:J in the context of core infrostruotiJ re wi h conn,ectivity to oth.er forces ond no ionol 
seciJrity portners .. Fur her projected investments wil l be profiled os the tr.onsformoti1on proJect takes t:light. 

The range of recommendat ions that external aruditors con make is exp lained in Appendix B. 
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Key recommendations 

@ Improving economy, efficiency ond effectiveness 

Key recommendation It MPS' arrangements to s c rutinise fina nces for t ro nsformation project s 

Why/im pact 

Management 
Comments 

The MPS must improve its orrcmgemen ts oround finonciol govern once over the 
Commond and Control (C6C) proJec . This includes getting o better grfp ond control 
over ·ndividuol cos:t lines cmd providing chollenge ond sc11utiny over contractor 
spend, 

We found o rrongements to monitor ond monoge projects such os CSC were in 
ploce, but we ound insufficient documentor~ evidence of c ollenge in relotion o 
octuol costs, including controctor costs. We recommend thot orro gemen s ore pu 
I ploce to monitor ongoing cos ts ond more robus orrongements ore c reo ed to 
monoge controctor performonce ond spend; with occomponl:Jing minutes 
documented. 

Commond ond Control is one of mony In-flight tronsformotion progro mmes being 
delive red ocross he Met We oooept the find ings identified regarding d 'le 
fo1onoiol governo11ce over the C ommo nd and Control project in 21/22. As 
reported, the re hove been improvemen sin Ol"irongements during 22/23, inc lu1ding 
o n lmproved relotionship between ourselves ond the moin supplier. We recognise 
hat W£J ne@d to conti nue o improv£J and haw~ rncgntl!;j commissio rmd a raview of 

Commond 6 Contr'ol including independent technologl:J expertiise ond commerc ia l 
o nd rlnonciol advice. 

The range of recommendotio1ns that external 01L1ditors coin make is exp lained in Appendix B. 
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Key recommendations 

@ Improving economy. efficiency ond effectiveness 

Key recommend ation 5 MPS' and MOPAC"s arrangements in p lace to monitor force performance 

Why/impact 

Management 
Comments 

The MPS o nd MO PAC ,shou ld put in p loce orrongements to revfew the findings of I-IMICFRS ond moke the necessary chonges to 
respond. Th e su ite of octlons to respo nd to HMICFRS need to be funded o n,d resou(ced opprop-niote ly to ensure the chonge is 
delivered. 

We recommend tho· t he outcomes of the PE L report. continue to be considered in detoll ond the ossociot'ed oction plons o re 
continuo ll y monitored t o trock improvements ogoinst t he recommen ed oreos. 

MPS response: 
In June 2022, HMICFRS moved the MPS into the Engoge pho,se of monitoring. The MPS wor~ed with HMICFRS to consolidote 
o il open recom mendotions to ensure there wos o c leor understonding of whort needed to be oddre:ssed. 

lmmediote steps for chonge we re token t o oddress tfhe root co uses (not Just s~mptoms) of the oreos of concern ornd 
recommendotions ond o conesive full progro mme of work with new goverino nce wo s instituted. Tne MPS commissioned 
externo l orno lysis of t he root couses of our cnollenges - those flnding.s were shored wtth MOPAC . In oddit1on, a deep dtve 1nto 
o il reco mmendotions the MPS subjec , including HMIC FRS recommendotlons ond those wl·th1n the Cosel:J review, to pu ll out. 
key c ross cutting ·themes o nd root co uses - that anol!;JSIS wos shared with MOPAC via the HMIC FRS Policing Performo nc-e 
Ove rsig h G ll'OU p o s we re Oi.J r p Ions to odd ress these · hemo tic: c ho 11 enges. 

Trocking ond implementing tronsformotion octivft!::) hos been governed by 2 cle-or streoms of worlk. Firstly, ou Turnorourid 
Pio n sets ou· our pi on t o build o police S,,e rvice which oon delivell' more rust, less c rime ond high s:tondords. Withi n this p lo k 
o cle-o r se of commitmen s to de live r p-rog ro mmes whicri directl y oddress HMIC FRS re-commendotions. lmplementotion of the 
pio n is governed b!:J extensive ove rsight groups invo lving MOPAC , he MPS ond other kel:J e:dern,ol programmes. 

Second I y, for e-oc h I-IM IC F RS reco mn, endo tion we o re ,s u bJec to, o senior officer or member of sto ff is o ppo i nted os o lead 
fo r thot recom mendot1on. They ore responsible for implementing oc ivity o address eoc n recommendot,ion, ond the i 
progress is monitored by o robust internol sc rutiny process monoged o ded1coted teom within the MPS. 
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Key recommendations 

@ Improving economy. efficiency ond effectiveness 

Key recommendation 5 MPS' and MOPAC's arrangements in p lace to monitor force performance 
(continued) 

Management 
Comments 
(continued) 

The MPS o nd MOPAC ,sho1,,1 ld put in place orrongements to review the flndings of I-IMICFRS ond moke the necessory chong,es to 
respond. Th e su ite of octlons to respond to HMICFRS need to be funded ond resou rced oppropniotely to ensure the change is 
delivered . 

MOPAC Response: 
MOPAC oooe,pts this reoommendotio n_ MOPAC ls olreo1dt'l using its oversight orrongement:s to focus on monftoring MPS 
octivitl,J in response to f-lMICFRS conoenns, inclvding deep dives into public protection ond victims_ Ext o resourcing to 
support over-sight octivity is neorly in ploce (inc luding o new Perfo monoe Monoger Role). ond we ore bringing in extro 
esource to ens1,,1re close monitoring ohhe MPS's Turnoround Pion -which will oddress concerns emerging from both 

HMICFRS inspections a nd the Cosey Review - hrough the new public-facing London Policing Boord [a nd associated sub
boordsl Reon;itment for the Boord is now 1,,1nderwoy, with the oim of holding the first meeting in he Autumn_ MOPAC ls 
o lreody repret~ented ot I-IMICFRS's PPOG meeting, os port of the peer support process for d riving MPS reforms . We ore ol so 
working s,epo otely with notional oversight bodies (i.e. College, IOPC, HMICFRS DARA] to harness; co llective levers for driving 
·the reforms-

The range of re corn menidations that external auditors can make is explained in Appendix 8. 
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Budget setting ond the Me!d ium-Term inancio l Plain ConL 

MOPAC/MPS acknowledge there is on urgent need to oddress the h.mding shortfo ll s of the structuro l budget gop over ·the coming t,ree years. They continue to seek 
efflciency improvements on so1vings, but since in e~cess of £1bn gross ,savlngs hove olreody een de livered since 2012/13 it is deemed extreme ly challenging to close ·this 
budget 9Iop bt:i del1vering ye· more savings ond efficienc ies withou reducing office ond stoffing numbers. Despite this, tihe MPS hove opproved o soving target of £68.1m for 
2022/23. Of this, at 02 2022/23 £4.2m of identifred sovings ore considered no longe del1vero1ble, ond so1vinga of £2.8m hove been 1dentified as. daki!Jed on d expected in 
foture yeors, leoving £61.1m of the ori91ino l sovfngs planned to be delivered (compared with £62.im at 01). Wlhilst not ot sign ificont levels in comporison to the relotive size of 
the overoll spend ot MOPAC ond the MPS, the need to deliver sovings ond efficiencies is o recurring element of frn nciol plan s, 

In our prior 1:Jeor Auditor's ,Annuol l<epor we commented on the MPS' us,e of prioritl:)-bosed budgeting [PBB). We recognised this os good practice ond a key a1rrongement to 
em.ll"e expenditure remolned susto inoble ond effic.ient Fo 2021/22 h.owever. the MPS did not make s.igniflcont progress in their PBB exe retse ond the 2022/23 budget woIs 
lorgely o roll forword of the, prior year budget. wuth ·top-down od]ustments. Given the sJgnifrcont chonges ot the Mr:iS du ing the yeor and the extremely · igh.t deadlines for 
onnuo l budgeting. we ppreciote tho monogement would see~ to conso lidate ond ensure stability ot such o t ime. Going forword owever, we recommend tho the MPS do 
not lo,se afghtof PBB ond incorporate it into their ~uture budgeting orrongements. 

Improvement recommendation 

It i,s importorit U,ot tihe MPS oontinue to revisit PBB os. port of th.eir budgeting ond medium term fs1nonoio l plonning arrangements. PBB is one of the tools the MPS ()On use to 
oddres-s the structural deficit it is in. 
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Fig 1. Finance[£ pe1r po,pula1tion): Analys,ed by Source for 2021/22 

Hg 1. notes the funding E "□lus per individua l w1thin the populot1on w1th regards to 2021/22. Aa ,an intem ortion.o l 0□1pital cit!:J. ths MPS ottrocta the highest svels -of fund ing. 
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As. ot he end of' ·the 2021/22 -nonciol !:Jeor, MOP.AC's. reserves .stood ot £576m split 
between £47m generol reserves and £623m eormol'ked reserves- This is on 
increase from £5'l2m of oto l revenue reserves recognised in the prior yeor_ The 
increase in reserves moin ly reloted to monogement of change progrommes, 
monoging fuh.ire budget pressures as wel l as o ronge of opercl'tiono l costs falling in 
future yeors_ 

Tne 2022/23 buid get reflects o £124m use of reserves of which £29'.3m wl 11 be drown 
da,. ... n from the t 18-6m of retained buslneScs rotes Income paid in odvonce by the 
Mo!:Jor in 20 9/20 to fund the odditionol 1,000 police officers unti l ot leost Mo rch 
2023- t39-8m of reserves is o l,so being d rown down to o:~upport the bolonced 
budget by using the, 'monoging the budget reserve'-

Fig 2 overleof olso snows the trend in tronsfer of reserves over the post nine yeors 
of the MPS_ Thts shows thort mone!:J continued to be tronsferred ou of reserves up 
until 2019/2(1 where a large increase was tronsferred into MOPAC reserves. Th is 
was due in part to the retained business rates funding provided b!:J the Ma!;lor os 
well os sofoguording of reserves os the unknowns of the covid-19 pandemic storted 
·to impoct on the eoonom,y_ 

We hove previously commented on the level of reserves. o-s o percentoge of gross 
revenue expenditure which ore hi sto rica 11 !J within the top quo rti le of po lice a reai:s in 
the cou ntr~. The relative s:tre ng th o,f the reservacS balanoe provides so me resilience 
in the current funding uncertainties for exampl,e there are sufficient use-able 
reserves to cover a wors-e than expected settlement and/or non--delive '11 of 
savfngs. 

The current MTFP envisages a reduction in reserves to, 2025 os the!;J ore- used to 
support plonned growth in officer numbers at the MPS to fun d the police officer 
uplift prsogromme-. future, transformotion and manoge fun ding challenges, This 
reserves stroteg !;;I supports growth and change in I ine with long er term strateg ic 
p -o rities. MOPAC and the MPS ore owore that there is a bolanoe to be struck 
between supporting financial resilience with sufficient rese,rv,e.s os well os investing 
in growth. MOPAC on d the MPS should continue to monitor the perce,ntoge level 
ofodequote genera l reserves os. it continues to enable growth ond ·trons.tonmotion 
fn future 1:Jeors to ensur,e reserves do, not dip to an unsustainable level_ 

Our oScsessment of-the orrongements orournd re-serves hos fdentified two 
fmprovement recommendotions_ The flrst orlses from the foot thot the MPS ore 
currentlbj using revenue reserves to fund o structuro l deflcit of the MPS. Wnilst 
thts mo~ be opproprlote in he very snort _erm, continued use of revenue 
reserve,s to prop up the onnuo budge co,uld resul in the Gervice becom fngi 
unsus:tornoble fn trie medfum term_ Tne toto l omount of revenue rese rves u-sed to 
fond on underl!:Jfng defioft is o mo'tter of Judgement but depending on yIour 
fnterpreto fon the volue ronges from £40m-£60m annuall!J. Going forword, the 
MPS ond MOPAC mus be tronsporent in he ir plonned use of reserves, 
e-specioll!:J where it is. funding o budget deficit. Sovlngs plons must be put in 
ploce to oddress the structural defioft_ 

Improvement recommendation 

MOPAC should ensul'e rt rep-orts trons.porently on the plonned use of re.serves in 
fts onnual budget an d tihe MTFP difforentioting cleorlly where revenue reserves. 
o re u s.ed to fund o structu rol deficit o nd where 'the!:J ore, used to pump prime 
one-off investments_ Into the medium ·term, s.ovings pla ns should be put in ploce 
to fund spend from in !:J•eor revenue rotner thon from revenue reserves.-

If MOP.AC ond · he MPS contfnue to drow down reserves ·to fund on underl!:J fng 
deficit, we will consider issuin91 o key reoommendo ion on the motter_ 

The second rmprovement recommendotion ·thot we dfscus.s. in more detoil fn the 
'Governance' section relotes to plonned use of eormorked reserves going 
forword. See page J1 for mol'e detofl_ 

'9 
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Fig 2. Total fin,aince for Metropolitan Police (fm) Trend- To/From Reserves 
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Financial sustainability 

It is importa nt ta-irecog nise t hat this is not □ weakns5-8 in ths arrangements of MOPAC. 
rm he r, it is a rafllection of the c ur rent fiunding regime a c rosa a ll of Local Authorities. 
Whilat we ara flagging the ris k. from a n arrangement's point of view, we do not □ssess 
the re to be a n improvement o r ke!:J recommendation to ma ke to the arga nisation. 

O ur p rior year Aud itor's Annual Report provided recomme ndations that t he capita l 
s troteg!:J s hould be refreshed to align w itih tne Force 's st!rat!eg ic objecth,es. We 
unds rstan.d t hat MOPAC ara in the process of finalis ing a revised ca pital st!rat!eg1:1. It is 
importa nt t hat this new slrat!9E !:J is a reaet and not simply an extension of the capita l 
programme. TI-le stroteg !:J needs to p ro..-ide the framework upan which dec is ions a bout 
o□pit!a I a re made, which in turn e ns ures M OPAC invests in t hose t hings that contribute to 
its vis ion a nd priorities. 

We note that the most s ignifica nt are□s oi investment in t he medium t!erm includes 
o□pit!a I expen.d itura for d igital policing. Investment in t his area is in Ii ne 'With strategic 
p riorities to e ns ure the MPS are a d ig itc ll!:J enabled police furce, It is import□nt to 
recog nise t he fact that ma ny of t he a ssets rela ting to d ig ital tee hnolog !:l will be a hort I ife 
a saets with □ u·aeful economic life rang ing from 3-20 years. The refore borrowing over □ 

longer period to fund tihe coat of a s horter life asset in. compa rison to tne period of t he, 
lo□n ma!:J c reate additional revenue pressures t hat should be con,sidered a-s part o f 
fina ncia l pla nning for the medium to longer t!erm . Aa the issue of capital a lso links into 
Go..-ernanoe, we hav-e ra ised our i mp ro..-ement recom mendat!ion in respect of capital in 
t he Governcmce aection of t his report. 
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Improvement recommendations 

@ Financia l Sustainabilit~ 

Improvement 
recommendation 1 

Why/im pact 

Management 
Comments 

MTFP and police officer number assumption 

We are of the view that the 2□22/23 MTFP is optimistic insof.□r as it mol@s the assumption thot 
the MPS will recruit a ll ofthe a.ffice rs to satisf!:J tlhe PUP .. Given where the MP:S was in terms of 
recruitment during 2022, •Dichieving the PUP tor-get was not tlhe most likel !:J scena rio. This 
the ref ore rislo:s p□ rtra !:ling an unrealistic outo□me for the fUJl:u re .. Management should ensure 
that MTFP and budget a ssumptions are bo.sed on er-ed ible worldor-ce plans an.d if t his presents 
shortfalls. put in place actions to mitigate the loss of lit..mding. We □re additionall!:J aware that 
the MTFP includes the full cost of recruiting a total of 6,00Cl additional offioera [which i.s above 
the tairget □ssoc iated with t he PUP fund i ngJ b!:J 2021.t/,26. but showing the oost,g for the extra 
officers and not fundi ng. represented as a 'non-stn..icrural gap' in the published budget, This 
therefore lead'ia to a s ignifioan.t budget gap. Whilst this is explained in the budget aubmiesion, 
it serves to furthe r oomplioate the asaumptions applied in budget setting. when viewed 
c::>:.tuncil l!,_; 

Overly optimietic assumptions in t he MTFP oan reBJUlt in fil[}CJ1noes being mism□n.aged ar.d lead 
to un.su.staino ble levels of expenditure. 

The 2022/23 Pol ice Pay budget was bcised upon the Workforce IPlan and set -on the 
asaumption that PUP recruitment tar-gets would be achieved, fol lowing s uccessful recruitment 
in the two pr-evioua financia l f:Jeara. As it became olea r in,-year that application rates were 
fu lling an.d □a a resulit targets would not be met, forecasts were adj usted a ccord ingly and 
revised modelling undertaken to ahow the impact of reduced recruitment and the 
oDTrespon.d i1ng loss of grant. which woe reported each qL.1D1rter in the f inancial monitoring 
reports. For timing reosona the 2023/24 budget f,g set based on PUP ta rgiets o nd 9 rant income 
a lthough again:, in-year model ling and forecasting will take account of t he underspend -on 
police pa!:J and under-recovery of g ra nt. For 2024/25 the pa!:J budget i.s being reset a nd we 
will engage with the Home Office re the PUP grant in 2024/25. 

The range of recommendat ions that externa l ouditors con make is exp lained in Appendix B. 
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Improvement recommendations 

@ Financial Sustainabil it~ 

Improvement 
recommendation 2 

Why/ impact 

Management 
Comments 

Prlority ba sed budgetlng 

It ia importo nt t hat the MPS continue to revisit PBB as part of their budgeting o nd rn erl i um 

term f inancfa I pla M ing arrongsmsnts. Pl313 is or'i.-e of the tools the MPS ea n use to address the 
structural deficit it is in. 

PBB is one of the tools the MPS con use to odd ress the str,ucturol defrcit it is in. 

'·A New Met for- Londbn • includes the corn mitment that tlhe Met wi II deliver a robus t efficienc!:I 
programme to maike good choices, at all fevels of leadership, about now we use resou rces to 
besttaclde threat. risk and hmm a nd to d rive innovation and stream line prnoes.ses. One of the 
tools to support tne efficiencl:I program me wil I be tne use of prioritl:J based budgeting rsvie\f\"S, 

The ra11ge of recommendat ions that external 01uditors con make is exp lained i11 Appendix B. 
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Improvement recommendations 

@ Financial Sustainabil it~ 

Improvement 
recom men da tio n 3 

Why/impact 

Management 
Comments 

Revenue reserves used to fund an underlying budget deficit 

MOPAC .should ena.ure it raports tra nsparently on the planned use -of reserves i111 it.a am,,uoll 
budget with the MTFP diffei-enti□ting de□rli,J where revenue reserves are used to fund a 
structuml deficit and wher-e t he !:J are used to pum p prime one-off inveatn'lsnt.ii. lr"lto t he i'l'ledlurii 
term savings plans should be put in place to fund s pend from in !:!ear revenue r-ortherthon 
from revenue reserves. 

Wnere revenue reserve.a are utilised! to fund a structural deficit beyond the, snort term. thera is 
a ri:Sk of the reserve pos ition becoming unsusto inabre in the medium term. 

MOPAC accepts this raoommendation:. The level of MOP.AC reserve.a is reviewed □nnu□l l!:J as 
part of the annual budgeH;etting prooesa, ond inryeor os port of qu.orterly monitoring. The 
majority of t.iOPAC reserves ore e□r--marked fair specific use, such 0 1.a fund ing programmes of 
commissioned sernces aero.as more than one financial !:Jea r, □r Mo!:Jor□I Buainess Rates 
a llocoted in 2019-20 to fund 1 GOO add itiiono I police office rs. Given the scale of the fi nanci□I 
go p in future years, MOPA.C ma !:I need to-us.e reserves funding to s upport. at leo.st in pa rt, a 
structural deficit - if thia octior"I [a token , it will be explair"led cleorly end trcnspc1rentl!:J 1n the 
budget narrative. 

The ra11ge of recommendat ions that external 01uditors con make is exp lained iin Appendix B. 
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Governance 

approaches a nd carries out the annua l budget setting 
p t, )-88:$~ 

en-sure effective proces:ses and Stfste ms are in place 
to e nsurn budgetary oontml: oommu nicate i'{!,iflY'a nt, 
a ccurate and tiimelly management information 
(includ ing non-ii na ncial information); supports 
st.aturl:01ry fin□ncia I reporti ng; a nd e ns ures corrective 
a ction is taken where needed, including in relation to 
sig nificant partnerships 

e ns ure t he !:J make pr-□perly informed decisions, 
supported b!:J appropriate evidence ar.d a llowing for
c hallenge and tronspo rency .. This includes 
a rrangements foi- effective, c ha llenge from those 
c harged with gove rnance/audit comm ittee 

monitor- and ensuf"S appropriate s tandar-ds., such as 
meerl:i ng legislarl:ive/ regu lator!:I 1"89 uir-e ments and 
sta ndards in le rms of staff .and board membei
behavioui- (such os gifts and hospifolity oi
decl□r□ti□n/conflicts of interests) a nd where it 
p rooui-es a nd corn mis,sions sef"Vioes. 

Overview of Governance Arrnngements 

Within t -e pollce sector. the Police ond Crrme Commiss.fon,er orid C hie Constoble oct os ''tf'llose cnorged with 
governol"lce. In Lol"ldon, it l-s the Mo yor o nd Commissione,r. Th e Moyor fn his Moyor's Office for Policing ond Crime 
fMOPAC) role hos oppointed 01 Deput!:J Moyor fo r Polrc rng Ol'l d Crrme (DMPC) to whom he hos delego'ted oll functions 
·thot ore not res-e rved to hlm. These include issuing o Pollce ond C ·me Pion (PCP), a nd functions il"l relotlol"l to the 
a ppointment ond removol of sen ior Metropoliton Po lice Service (MPS) officers. 

Duril"lg 2021/ 22' MOPA.C revised its oversigh govern once firomework to bet er support the delfver1:;1 of t'1e new PCP ond to 
ensurer w-o,s oble to dis-chorge its oversight ond scrutiny responsi ilitles over ·the MPS [see Fig 3.). One of the key 
chonges ·thot oome into effect o . ·the end ot 2021/22 wos to splft · he oversight boord into two. Port of the reoson to split 
d,e oversight boord into two wos to ensure sufff.c.ient t ime on,d scr1u iny wos afforded to oll of the key nisk oreos. There ore 
now two oversight boord,s. The first foc uses on performonce ond risk o nd the o her focuses on flno nce, change ond 

e-oole. 

MOPAC olso dischorge responslbilfties to oversee tihe f inonces of '1he MPS t rough tine lnvestm.ent and Mon l·toring ~AM) 
meetlng. 1AM is 1,,1s.,ed bt,_j the DMPC to oversee the MPS' finonc.fo l fnves men ts ond mol"logement of assets ond ensure tho t 
o il MOP.AC investment is monoged in occordonce with the PCP ond tne o lms ond ombit ions of the Moyor of London. In 
odditlon, t/he Commissioner m.eets the Mo!:Jor ond DMPC fo rtnightly, e nd there ore other on,e ~o-one meetlngs with senio r 
monogement. It is too eorly to soy how effective the revised orrongements ore, but the increosed scrutiny is on 
improvement. We will review the opproooh in our 2022/23 ol.ldit. 
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Governance 

Monitoring and Compliance with Standards 

The MPS' culture hos been under signiffoont se rutfn\.J following o ae ·es •Of h igh 
profile inc idents such as MPS officers toking inoppropriote photographs of 
murder vlc'tim,s. the murder o Soron Everord b!:j o serving MIPS office r on,d on 
MPS officer odmit ing to being o serio l ro pist. The Cosey review into stondords of 
behoviour ond interno l cu l-ture of the MPS fs. due to be published in 2023, but 
inte rim ffndings were mode public in Ootober 2022 ond fll ustrote tnot wor is 
needed to restore public confidence. 

The MPS' governonce improvement pion 2022 23 t akes into •occount the tr;u st 
o nd confidence issues in he MPS, ond the HMICFRS Engoge pl'ooess [see poge 
46). The pion is moni ored ot Audit Ponel. Monogement Boord ol so nove 
overs.fg rit of the MPS stro·teg y o n,d directr on. l ow figures for triu st o n d con fidel"ice 
feo tu red in perfo rmo nee reports fo 2021/22 o n d these we re discu s-sed by 'the 
mos·t sen ior offlcers ot Monogement Boord leve l o the time. with some octions 
token but we hoven''t seen ony evidence to show it wos prioritised over otner 
is5U6~ . 

Stondords ot bel"loviou ore monitored ond oho llenged b~ the deportment of 
profess.ionol mmdords. The deportmen hos lncreosed fts estoblishment by 160 
officers in t ,e lost yeor, the, lost tronche s.orting in ro le in Jonuory 2023. In 
Ootoher 2022, o new onti-cor;ruption ond obuse commond wos creoted to 
proootlvely seek out crimfno l offfoers ond stoff. Key messoges on stondo rd s ond 
e:xpectotions ore pubHsned on the intronet poges. The deportmen currently 
operote in o h1.1b ond spoke model, wr,h o cer1trol teom deo lfng wfth the most 
serious inves.tigotions., o nd borough based teams da-ol1rig wiill issues loca ll !;J. It is 
more chollenging to set unif!:Jing stondo rd s ocross teoms spreod over o wide 
geogro phicol oreo ond this fs under review. 

The MPS stroteg!:j wos oo lled the 'Met Dire.ction ' fn 2021/22 with seven pillors outlfning prlorltfes. 
Whilst reference wos mode to 'w ot mouers mo0st to Londoners.' o nd being o 'responsible, 
e:xem,plo r!d ond eith ical' orgo nisotion (omongst others) trust ond confidence didn' t feoture os o 
stondo lone p fllor with in the strotegy. The Met Di rection wos considered for review by the 
Monogement Boo1rd in November 2021 in lig ht of the work being done on vio lenoe against 
women ond gi rls, o nd re bu flding trust The decision wo s. mode not to review it - but i wos no ed 
·thot more work wos required to communfcote the stn::rtegy both fntemo ll y ond extemo ll y. 

Whfls.t we, recognise thot work wos gofng on in 2021/22 to rebuild trius.t, rt is c lear thot the 
o rrongements to restore ond rebuild trust we re not h.illy effective during this period ond t rust in 
·the MPS deterioroted s.ignificantl!d- The significont weoknes-s being tho the MPS hod not put in 
ploce effective orrongements to bring together all of the re levont recommendations into o 
single tnemotic ond o single overo rch ing oction pion. It is lmportont to note thot tnis sign ificon 
weokness is limited to just the 2021/22 yeoIr 0Is we, hove observed improvements ·to these 
o rro ng e,me n ts in 2022/23. 

Key re-comma1ndcitfon 

The MPS' 0t'irongements to restore, ond rebuild trust ond confidence were not fulll::J effec ive in 
2021/22. The MPS must brfng tog1ethe the flndings ot both e:.:ter-no l reports. ond internol 
findings. ond carry oLJt o thematic to diognose, pervosive issues enabling itto put in ploce those 
·tronsformotive chonges toe ectivel:y rebuild trust ond confidence. Whil st the res.to ro tion of 
·trust ond confidence is. o long erm proeess, putting in ploce the necessar~ arrangiements to 
focilftote thot chonge is ochievoble in the medium term. 

2022/23 update 

Since, October 2022, 'the new Commissioner has priionitised re build ing trus and confidence. He 
hos brought together oil reports ond reoommendotions too new 'Turnoround Boord' wh ich we 
report on loter. His new strotegy is sfmpl!:J 'more trust, less crime 01nd high s.tondords.' I-le hos 
emoiled oll sto'ff to set oLJt his expectations on stondords of behoviour ond continues to 
promo·te, o strong messoge of retom,. 
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Governance 

Arrangements for vetting 

The report into counter-corruption orrongements reloted to the Don.iel Morgo~ 
Independent Pone I wos publfsned rn Moren 2022. It found tnot the force dldn t 
know wnetner oll tnose in s,ensit1ive post-s - such as child protection, major crime 
fnvestlgotlon o nd info rmo n t ho ndling - hove b,een cleared ·to ti'n e level o f vett1 n g 
need e:l . 

Moreover, in eoc'"1 of tne two years prior to the Mo gon review being 
undertoken, more t'"1on 50 p-eople who nod committed offenc,e.s were a llowed to 
Join the MPS. Offences inc luded tneft, nondling sto len goods. ond wounding. 

In te ms oft e orrongements for vetting, the MPS reduoed tne number of stoff 
fn lts ve ting deportment from 70 in 2010 · o 36 in 20 9. In the lost coup le of 
!.!ears tne numbers have been 1noreasing again cmd the recruitment of an 
odditionol -88 in 2022 meons there ore now 166 stoff in the vetting teom. 
However, in 2021/22 there were on ll:! 68 members of stoff to complete tne 
vetting for tne elig ible c. 0,000 officers ond s:toff in tine MPS. 

There ore now monthly senior leoderrship teom meetings, ond o bi mcrth l'::,1 
vetting boord, with busine-ss portners ond the Deputy Assistont Comrnlssioner 
responsib le for vetting. Reporting is detoiled. Ve ting expires ofter 10 yeors, 
ond in October 2022 tnere were only 73 officer-s ond .stoff in the en ire 
orgonisotion, with expired vetting which is o consideroble improvemen on tne 
181 in JUii~ 2022. There were opproximotely 1,000 [n the plpeline being re vetted 
ond new recru its oonnot stort wi .hout vetting ol,eoronce. 

1--iowever, os hignlighted in the Morgon report, when we requested some 
evidence of doto in relotlon to the number of speoio lfs:t stoff wl·th expired 
vetting, it wasn't reodily ovoiloble. We found tnot the revised orron91ements 
don't cove speciolised vetting. 

We horve o tso seen evidence of o policy chonge to extend oil renewols dure 
Octobe 2022 to April 2023 by 12 montns to give more ime to re,-vet staff and 
officers. Th is. is subject to or bosic oheck, but means that a higher number of 
officers ond staff will be working w1tn expired vetting c leo once for an oddf•tiono l 
12 months, wh le n carr1es r1s k. In our view the o rra ng eme n ts for vetting n ee-d to be 
improved to mit igote tne risk. 

Key recommendation 

We recommend ·thot enhanced veting of officers ond stoff in s.peciolist roles. 
shou ld be considered in the some woy os routine ve ting, with doto complied, 
reported on ond sorutiinis.ed to en-sure complionce (os per the I-IMIQr;Rs 
recom mendotion )-

We recommend thot there is 1noreosed fnvestment in the vettfng teom to ensure 
tho vetting renewo ls ore monoged more effeotivel~ o nd completed within the 
recommended 10 yeors. 

Con .lusion 

Ove rsignt orrongements b~ MOPAC of the MPS nave improved following the re 
s rsuo U1 re, however MOPA.C corrries he risk of insufficient stoffing to fu lfil its 
oversight role. 

Rebuildtng trust and confidence in the MPS was a slgnificant issue in 202 /22 and 
accurate one! time ly vet ·ng of stoff ond offices form o port ofthot Re investment 
fs required to e,nsure isk fs mftigoted ond the public con hove confidence in the 
l'v1PS. 
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Financial Scrutiny 

The governonce orrongerl'len~ ocross MOPAC ond the · PS to disclho ge 
finonciol scrutin~ ove r decisions tokes plooe ort three leve ls. At the ve r!d top, for 
tlhose decision,s which exceed the scheme of delegotiion to t~"ie MPS, decisions 
o re mode bl:J tihe DIMPC. Decisions therefore go through tihe govemonoe 
o rrongements with in Investment ond Monitoring (ISM). Th is is MOPAC owned 
govern o nee o rro ng emen t. 

For the MPS, tnere ore two levels of 90.vemonce. The first is the regulor 
Portfolio ond Investment Boord (PIB). Tnis is o long standing board which is 
choired b!:J the Deputld Commissioner. Towords tne end of 2021/22 cm d into 
2022/23, MO PAC's Ch ief Executive Officer [CEO) begun toot end this 
meeting in on odvisory/oversight copocltl:!- It is importont to moke cleor thot 
PIB ~ moins solel!:J on MPS governonce orrongement:. however, OJOAC's 
o· tendonce be te r enobles them to dischorge ove rsight eorlier in the de8is'ion 
moking process. 

The level below PIB is 'PIB level 2''_ This wos estoblished in 2021/22 os on 
odvisory boord to PIB. Bosed on whot we hove heord during our interviews, 
'PIB level 2' hos been sucoessfol in rotionolfsfng ond focusfng1 the ogendo o 
PIB. Thi.sis becouse o il new business coses go through 'PIB level 2' first Where 
the business case is simple f,e. an extension of on inoreose grant, •p1s level 2' 
can ma ke a deolsion within the scheme of ibs delegated au tlhorit!;i. If however, 
o decision rs deemed to be novel, COl"l'tentlous or of sign i·ficont voh.ie. lt is tnen 
recommended to go to PI B or I.AM or both o s opp ro p rio te. 

Like PIB, 'PIB Leve l 2' is now ottended by o member of MOPAC (the Chief 
Finonc,e Officer). The benefits of this ore tho·t OPAC ore a ble to gather a lot 
more information by osmosis ond tiherefore bette r disc horge its oversight 
respon,s 1 bility. 

We o lso reviewed the orro ngements to monito ond scrutinise tronsfonmotio-n within 
the MPS. The reporting of ronsfo rmotion l.s now more ,streomlined witn the top 26 
prog rommes reported in o newly res'"1oped Tie, 1 chonge portfolio. In 20e1/22 the re 
wo s not o oorn.iolidoted portfolio of proJects which mode s-crutin!d more cha llenging. 
No _wi·thsto nd i ng t'"1e progress set out o bove, more con be done to bet er present the 
key themes ond rlsb. emerrgfng in the summorty of the report. 

Performonce on TD 1.s reported o·t PIB with the opportun ft!:J to esoo lo e to 1AM. It is 
o lso discussed ot the i ere n t p-roject boord s., wnich o lso now hove M OPAC 
representotives in ottendo nce. 

Decision Making 

Since the creotion of MOP.AC unde· the Police Reform ond Socfo l Respon,sibillty Aol 
2011 there hos been o Scheme of Delego ·on. Tnis ensu res tho decisions ore mode 
ot the lowest level consistent with efficient o nd effe-c ive de-c ision making, whilst 
ensuril"lg tihot MOPAC, the Depl.lty Moy or for Police ond Crime (DMPC) o nd the 
MPS ore properly protected (for the ris~s o.sso-cioted witn being tihe individuol held 
to occoun for oll decisions mode.) 

As stoted eorlier, ·the Mayor ho,s delegated o il functions of MOPAC to tne DMPC. 
with the exception of thos.e functions tha-t cannot be delegoted. Thi:s means tha 
DMPC con opprove items relotlng to fino nciol odmini.strotlon, ex.pendfture, ffnonclol 
ossistonoe ond oompensotion, humo n resources, procu ement, proper y ond 
professional stondords. The scheme of delegotlon outlines the opprovcil rneitlhod ond 
o pprovol llmi s which ore delegated to DMPC, MOPAC Chief Exe-cutive ond MOP.AC 

irec:ors. 
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Al I decision s referred o t e D MPC for op pro\i'OI no ve, o s stondo rd, o 
sectfor, on legol, finoncio l ond repi.lto rono l ond equo lrty implications. Thrs 
glves comfort tnot L1n lowfiu l decision moking is i,mlikely os ,ego I odvioe hos 
been so 1.1 g ht for every dee ls lon. 

The I evel of delego ted ou thorlty to the MPS is £500k. For severo I 1:Jeo rs, 
thi,s nos been o poin t ot debote between MOPAC o nd the MPS. From trie 
MPS' perspec·tive, £500k is too low o limit given <.rnnuo l e:.:pendfture 
exceeds £4-bn. It meons mony 'busines-s os usuo l' (BALI) decisions which 
o re considered routine o re req uired to go th rougn fu ll MOPAC govemonce 
for opprovol. Tne cose put forword is hot th is leod,s to bureoucroc~ ond 
dlverts tlme owo y from those decisions whlch ore high risk thot do require 
thot level of scrutiny . 

As etoiled earlier, the MPS ho,s introduced 'PIB leve,I 2' to ollevio .e ,some 
of the odminis rotive burden. meoning noteve,ryth ing hos to go to PIB 
even ff it goes ·to MOPAC' s 1AM. We L1nderstond MOP·AC o re In tne finol 
stoges of d rofting o proposo I whiich m o 1:;1 c ho nge thot sc rieMe of 
delegotion. MOPAC's ottendonce ot PIB ond 'PIB level 2·· hos c,ertoi nl y 
contributed to its. confidence in MPS' processes ond controls. 

MOPAC's capital strategy 

The CIPFA Prudent1ol ond Treosur~ onogement Codes req11,1i re o ll locol 
outhori ies to pre pore o copitol s:trotegy repor which forms the 
foundo ion of the ou honity's long term plonn1ng and deli~t'\j of 1ts capital 
investment. Du ing 2021-22, MO PAC did not hove o n up to data capital 
stroteg~. Given Hie odvent of Covrd. tne Police Office uplift ond the new 
Polroe ond Crfme Pion, the re is o nee-d to refresh to copitol s.trotegy -such 
thot ito lig ns to the visions of MOPAC o nd the · PS ond remorns 
opproprlote in the cnonglng environment. 

Whilst the copitol strotegy is outdoted, MOPAC ond MPS hove continued 
to review o nd updote the cop1to l programme on o toctfcol bos is. There 
remolns effective oversight over tne copitol progromme but the re is o ri-sk 
thot e:.:fs:ting ond future copftol projects do not contribu te to the objectives 
o n d priorities o-f both orgo n i sotio n s. 

We understond tihot MOPAC ore fn the process •Of flnolisfng o revised copito l stro·tegy. It ls 
rmportont thot th is new -stroteg!d is o reset 01rid not simply on extension o-f the capitol progro mme. 
The s rote-gy needs to provide the fro mework 1.J pon which decisio r, s: obou copitol ore morde tnot 
ensures MOPAC invests in those th ings tnot contribute to its vision ond prionitfes . 

Improvement r commendation 
MOPAC should set out o new copftol stro teg~ covering bot the medium te•rm o nd the forword 20-
yeo r vision. 

MPS Executive redesign and the role of the CFO 

In Morch 2021, C IPFA releosed updoted guidonce regording tne role •Of the chief finonc.lol officer in 
Policing. The!:J ore de ined os o kel:J member of the leodersnip teo m, who helps to deve lop ond 
rmplement stro tegy ond to resource ond deliver tne -strotegic o jectives sustoinobly ond in the 
p u blfc interest. In re-cognition of the centrolity of fo10 nci o I issiJes to orgo n i so tio no I success, it is UK 
goverriment po 11cy tho o il government deportmen s s.nou ld hove 01 profe-ssionol CFO re portingi 
directl !:J to tile permonent secreto'1) with 01 seot on the deportmento l boo rd, with o :stotus 
equ fvol ent to o·the r boord members. 

HM T reo:SUt1J recommends. thot " It is good proctice fo r oll othe p1.1blic secto r orgonisotions to do 
·the s.o me ond to op erote · he some stondords" . CIP A interprets th is os o reoommendotion · o 
ensure thot the CFO reports dlrectl~ to the Police Crime ond Commfssfoner (PCC) (I.e., the Deputy 
Mo!:Jor of London) or the chief constoble (Commissione,r of MPS) o nd serve os o member of thie 
leoders.nip teom wlth o sto·tus o least equivo1lent to other members. 

Present reporting o rro ngeme nts witn in the MPS do no support .hf s. recom mendotion wfth the CFO 
of the MPS re po rt1 rig to o Cnief of Coripo ro te Services rother tih on the Co mm i ss.ione r. The CFO is 
o I.so not o fl.J II member of monogerYI ent boo rd but o tte n d s in on odv iso~ copoc ity on I l:j. 

Improvement recommendation 

Witn tne MPS currently undergoing on executive redesign. we recommended thot monogement 
sno,uld consider the best proctioe reoommendotion of C IPF.A to ensure the CFO role hios tne 
prominence o nd outhiorit~ to dischorg e tneir stot1.1to11J functfon to trieir ~u ll est e~tent_ 

JO 
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Earmarked reserves governance 

Af! ot 31 Marc h 2022, MOPAC held over half a billion of useoble revenue 
reserves representing jus ,.mder 12% of o nnuo l gros-s e:r:pendi·tu re_ T e '✓mt 

mojorit l;I of ihese reserves; are earmorled for specific purposes;, mony of 
wh ic h oligned to the p-revious 'Met Direotion' . 

The MPS i.s now tronsforming under tne new Commissioner's mondo te fo r 
reform_ We understond the MPS is in the eorly stages of costing up all of 
die o·ctivitles set out by he Commissioner to tronsform the MPS_ This 
·tro nsformotion wil l req uire o combinotfon of one-off investments as wall as 
recurring fncreoses to specific budget lines. For the lotter, the MPS wil l 
either need to ottroct odditfonol fu nding or re prioritiise e:-:isting spend. 
Where the tronsformotion requires one-off investment, the MPS in 
conjunction witn MOPAC, shou ld fiirst rigorously ossess how it is deplo ying 
fts useoble reseNes before seeking odditiono l h.mding. 

If prio rities of the MPS hove chonged on d th o t c ho n91e req uire-s inves'l:m ent, 
·then there o·ught to be some sh irt in the wo~ MOPAC deploys its reseNes to 

ump-prime tke tronsfo.rmotion ·the MPS wonts to nnoke. This orrongement 
rs key to ensuring Volue for Money becouse revenue reser'Ves ore o sco re 
resource tnot con onl!::J be used once- Ensuring thot the use o-f revenue 
reserves ore oligned to the current s:trategy reduces opportun,ity cost ond 
supports the much needed tronsformotlon of the MPS_ 

Improvement recommendation 

G iven the scole of tronsfo rMotion ond ret,et in the MIPS, revenue reseNe 
snould be reviewed ond .scrutinised to ensure their plonned use ond 
purpo-se is oligned to the new strote9!d · 

The Po I ice a nd Crime PI an 

The Polioe ond Crime Pion (PCP] ,sets out the Moy or's p -oriitfe-s in respeo of 
ensuring the aofety of London_ For 2022-25 the priorities are reducing on,d 
preventing violenoe, fncreosing trust o nd oonfidence, bet er supporting 
victims ond protecting people from being eJ<ploited or harmed [s;ae Fig.4-). 
These were identified fol lowing el<tensive consul totiion onid service us.e 
foedbock. 

One of tke observations we hove heo1rd from oil stokeholders in respect of 
tlie previous PCP is thot wnilst it reflected the priioriitfes of London o nd 
Moyoro l commitmen ts it wos not eosy to tronslote those wide rans ·-,g 
obligoUons fnto o set o outoorne based de,liverobles. Moreover, some of tihe, 
previous PCP commitments involved engogement with ond delivery by key 
pa rtners who were not involved in setting the priioriities. 

MOPAC hos 1-eornt from th is ond os po rt of the 2022-2026 PCP, engaged 
with keld stokeholders to get tkeir 'buy-in' to commitments ond prio rities 
right from the stort- Equo ll y, the new PCP is less prescriptive, settii ng 
overarching prio rities which provides flexibility to odjust to ~he ever 
changing challenges in London. The revis;ad plan is; more outcomes based 
ond stokeholders believe it is mor,e, achievoble, particu larl!;;I given this PC P 
on ly hos o three !;;leor t,erm. 

There ore more portne rsh ips involved o nd MO PAC nos recently employed o 
new portners kips officer speciffco ll y to lfol.se with externol partners-The 
Deputy Moyor choirs the l oco IC ime on,d Jus fee Boo rd ond the re Is now o 
regulor eenoge homic ide portnersnip meeting wnicn is wel l o'ttended t !d 
senior leo de rs_ 

In our view, reducrng1 the number ot prio rities in tke PCP ond moking them 
less prescriptive is More llkely to res ul t in ochievoble outcomes thot 
resonote witn the public; tnis is on improvement on the previous PCP. 
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MOPAC govamari c 

Bosed on our in tervieW'S wrU, ket:1 mcmogemen ot MO PAC ond the MPS, 
we nove been told thot the relotionsh ip between MOPAC ond the MPS 
hos improved going into 2022/23. As. set out earlier, MOPAC •Officers ore 
now otte nd i ng MPS gove,m o nee boo rds on o more regu lo r bosis thot hos 
engendered better working relotionsh ips . With more reg ulor touoh 
points, MOPAC officers ore go hering more fnf.ormotlon ond intelligence 
wh le n con be u.sed to disc ho rge its overs.ig h t role bette1r. The next s.tep for 
MOPAC is how to odo pt its processes. ·to •collote, shore, ono lyse ond 
utiilise this new intelligence. 

There 1,s ourrentll:J o big drive towords chonging the culture~ o more 
systemotic woy of re porting from meetings rs under consi eroti-on ond 
the re is no-, .... reoog1nltio1n thot often some of tne best informotion comes 
from the most junior officers . 

An eme1rg ing fssue whfcn MOPAC hos high lig hted is o ris o round skllls 
and capac it~. MOPAC are running witn a vacancy rote over 20% and if 
continued, this will 11mit the ability of MOPAC to deliver agains the PCP 
and c□rril:J out its stotu tot78 duties in resp ect of oversight ond scru in!J of 
the force. MOPAC currentll:J nos this on their risk registe ond ore putting 
in plo1ce mitigotions o nd octrons to oddress it. 

Improvement recommendation 

MOPAC should rnoke chonges. ond odditions ·to its. orrongements. to 
better collate, onol~s.e ond utilise he fnformotion on1d intelligence its. 
officer's ore obtoining frott1 interoctions w1tn the MPS. The oim is to 
esto b 11,s h o 1-io 11.sti o view of oversight o n d th r s wfll o I s.o req 1.1ire a n element 
of culturo l chonge. 

Fig It. Police and Crime Ple1!ii1 Vi-sYal 

[ London Safer J I 

Our Vision: 
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Monitoring and Assessing Risk 

The risk ossessment process storts with on cmnuo l review of oil tne sign ificon corpor-crte risks o the delivery of the MPS' ot jectives set by Monogemen·t Boord. These o re 
monitored o leost cp.iorteirlH. There o re two seporote, comprehensive oorporote risk reg isters [CIRIR) for MO PAC ond the MPS. The registe rs se out the strotegfc ond operational 
·si.::s, the mitigoting o·ctions thot nove been put in ploce to monoge tnose ris s, ond on ossessmerrt o the current stows of the risk Risks ore mopped to corporote objectives 

and st rategic oims. Deportmental te-oms complete their own annual risk registers. The highest risks from these are o lso inc luded in the CRR. Eocn oreo of busine,ss is expected 
to discus.s risks regu larl!J ot its governance board where members should receive, revie-w and oct upon risk manogement reports. Eocn Bornug h Comma nd Unit (BCU] .should 
record sign ificont risks to the och ievement of their objectiives ond suoce,ss criterio in o risk reg ister. Tnis inc ludes infonma:·on obout tne potentiol cou-ses ond consequences of 
the rts k, o mechonism For p iori ising ocbions, occountobflities ond detoils or existing ond planned controls which oon be use-d to address the risk. A recent DARA audit 
concluded thot in reo llty, the monogemen t of BCU nisks is limited ond mode severo l recommendotions for improvement. 

Every ·sk fs o~sessed ond scored. Progres-s stotus is routinely reviewe.d, ond ony ·trend is identifled (improved, worsened) . The o ppetiite for monoging eoch specific risk is 
documented. Tne 'rood to torgef (to ultimote ly remove tne risk from tihe register) fs monito red quorterly. Risks o re scrutiinise-d ond chollenged ot tine month ly Governonce ond 
Risk working group meeting. They ore tihen reported quorterly to the ~isk o nd Assuronce Boord, ond to the joint MOPAC/MPS Audi t Panel. 

The mo nogement of risk is guided by o fromewor o n,d policy tnot is reg1ulorly updo ted. The CRR oppeors to be subject to regu lar review ond chollenge, ond corporate rts ks 
o re monoged effectiive ly within the fro meworl.:: - see Fig 5 for an e:ctroct of the MPS CRR. 

Fig 15. MIPS CRR Dacember 2022 

Corporate Risk Register - December 2022 Non-restricted slide 
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Monitoring and Assessing Risk Cont. 

Fig5., Cont. MPS CRR December 2022 

Corporate Risk Register - December 2022 Non-restricted slide 
LONG-TERM 

Risk 

Trend 

1' 

1' 

Risk Description 

PEOPLE 

Failure to attract, recruit and retain a diverse and representative workforce and support their progression within the 

organisation 

CAPABIUTY 

Failure to ensure our workforce is appropriately skilled to deliver effectively in a changing environment 

PEOPLE (Competency/ Capability gap) 

The level of inexperience or lack of confidence alongside stretched or the lack of supervision leads to service failures 

TECHNOLOGY 

Lack of a d ear roadmap and sufficient capabilities at all levels means we don't fully exploit digital and data 

CRIME PREVENTION 

Insufficient and ineffective crime prevention fails to prevent victimisation and undermines community confidence in 

policing 

PUBUC&LOCALENGAGEMENT 

Our diversity and inclusion initiatives, communication and engagement activit ies do not have the positive impact 

sought in raising confidence amongst Black communities and other groups where a confidence gap exists 

LEGITIMACY 

Legitimacy in the Met is undermined by a range of internal and external factors 

CYBER 

A lack of appropriate security controls could lead to a compromise in confidentiality, integrity, accessibility of our IT 

systems and the data t herein 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Inability to influence external issues related to Criminal Just ice system leading to sub-optimal performance 
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Chief Digital and 

Technology 
Officer 
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Commissioner 

Chief Digital and 

Technology 
Officer 
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Risk Tr@nd key • Improved ( ), Worsened (t) or is Unchanged ( .... ) 

Working Lead(s) Target 
position 

T / HR Director MvM 

Director Learning 

Commander Local Policing 

Head of HR Service Delivery 

Digital Policing Directors 

Director Strategy & Governance 

Transformation Director 

Director of Commercial Services 

Heads of Profession 

Head of Profession - CP, Inclusion & 
Engagement 

Head of Profession - CP, Inclusion & 
Engagement MvM 

AC Professionalism MvM 

Head of Security Delivery & Secure 

Architecture 

!;mdr Criminal Justice 
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Improvement recommendations 

@ Governance 

Improvement 
recomm endation 4 

Why/im pact 

Management 
Comments 

MO PAC Caplita l strategy 

MO PAC ahould set out a new co pital strateg y C0\1'8ring botlh ths medium te rm a nd the forwa.-d 
2Ct- !:jB□i- vf-sion . 

Given the advent of the pandemic the police o•ffice r u pl 'ift c 1nd tlhe new Police a nd C ri me Pian. 
MOPAC must i-efresh its capita l strateg y to enaure the fr□mewoii:: upon whrcn capita l 
decisions □re made align to its vis ion o nd the requi rements of pol ic ing in the fut ure, 

MOPAC o:ccepts thicB racommen.dotion and will re frash its capita l atrnteg!:J as part of 2024 ?F 
budget setting , 

The ra11ge of recommendat ions that external 01uditors con make is exp lained i11 Appendix B. 
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@ Governance 

Improvement 
recommendotion 6 

Why/impact 

Management 
Comments 

Ro le of the MPS CFO 

With tihe MPS -currenll l:J undergoi ng a 1n executive redeaign. we recommended that 
management should con.side.- tihe best pmctice recommendation of C IPFA to e ns ure the C FO 
role has the prom inence oind a uthorit!:J to discharge tneir statutor!:I functio,n to tneirfullest 
c,;d 0 nt. 

The CFO role is a n importa nt ro1e with statuto.-!:I functions. The role of the CFO is more 
effective if the rol.e h□s tlhe authority and prominence within t he organisation. 

We have ful ll:J cons idered C IPFA guidance w'he,n designing our executive structures, roles a nd 
governon.ce models which to~ into occount the me-chaniim1s nee<led to ensure t ho he C FO 
is able to discharge t heir statutory responsibilities. Under the current arrangem@nts, the CFO 
has d irect access to t he Commissioner on a 1 'j-1 basis a nd is o ble to meet more regularly as 
the need arises to ensure that they have the access,, ol/leraight and control reciuired to fulfi l 
the i.- statutory responsibilities. Th.el:J are □ member of all .-elevant gove rnance meetings and 
Boa.-ds, and attend a ll Management Boa.-d meeti ngs to enau.-e the.-e is appropriate scruti ny, 
advice and overeig ht to □I I material fi nanci□ I dec ision making. We wil I e ns ure thatthe annual 
g,ovemonce stoitemem c le,arlu explains how our arrangements meet t he CIPFA requirements 
t hat the CFO co, brin,g in ueooe to beor on oi l materia l busin,a,ss decisioos and hove direc·t 
access to the Commissioner, othe r leadership team members, Audit Panel ond internal and 
e:dem□ I audit. 

The ra11ge of recommendations that external 01uditors con make is exp lained i11 Appendix B. 
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Improvement recommendations 

@ Governance 

Improvement 
recom men da tio n 6 

Why/impact 

Management 
Comments 

MO PAC 's arrang ements in re lation t o reserves 

Given t he seals of tranaformation a nd reset in tne MPS, revenus reserve ahould bs reviswsd 
o nd scrutinised to ensura their pla nned use a nd purpose is a lig ned to t he, new strateg y .. 

As ot 31 M□rch 2022, MO PAC he!d ovs1r ha lf a billion of useable reve nue reserves rsp:rese nting 
juat under 12% of o nm.ml g rosa expen,d iture .. The vast ma jo ritu of t heBe raserves aJ"e earm□rl<ed 
for specific purpoaes, many of whic h a lig ned to t he previous 'Met Direction', 

If priorities of the MPS have c ha nged a nd tlhat change re9uiras investment, t he n there oug ht 
to be some s hift in t he way MOPAC dsploys ita reserves to pump pri'me t he tra nsformation t he, 
MPS wants to mo ke. 

This arro nge me nt is ke y to e ns u ri rng Vo lue for Mone y beoo use re¥e nue reserve a ara o scarce 
re6ou rce thcrt con only be 1J1eed once. E n<.:;u ri ng thort t he use ,of revenlle reservee, ar-e o I igned to 
the current sboteg y roo uoos opportunity cost and supports the much needed trot'lsformation 
o f the MPS. 

MOPAC accepts thia i-ecommendation. The level of MOPAC reserves is reviewed □nnual l !:I os 
port of t he a nnua l budget-setting proce:sa, ond inr-year as p□rt of quarterly monito ring. As part 
Qt 2C' 4 2,) buj:;1 ~·,t-aetting, MOPAC will review each earmariked reserve to ide ntify 
opportunities for re-pri□i-itisatiion, aubject to approval by t he Deputy Mo !:lor of Policing & 
( Y 1nc . 

The ra11ge of recommendat ions that external 01uditors con make is exp lained i11 Appendix B. 
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Improvement recommendations 

@ Governance 

Improvement 
recommendation 7 

Why/impact 

Management 
Comments 

MO PAC's arrangement s in relation to oversig ht 

MOPAC should m□ke c hanges □nd additions to ita arra ngements to bette r collate, □1nolyse and 
util ise the infonn□tion a nd intel ligence its officers ore obta ining from interaction,s wirl:h tihe MPS_ 
The aim is to establiah a holistic view of oversight aind t his wil l a lso requ ire □n e lement of cultural 
cr ~1ngo .. 

More effec tive methodology will lead to mor-e efficient a nd effective scrutin!:J, 

MOPAC □1ccepts tihia reo□mmencl□rl: ion, MOPAC is refres hing its oversight arrangements in light 
o f the Casey fi ndings, including ecStablisning tihe London Policing 13o□rd. This will include 
developi ng c:laser feed bock loops from partners a nd community sc rutin!:J mech,o nis ms to infonn 
our overnig ht octivit!:J , and e:wcploring opportunities fa:r improving the wa !:l we use infonn□Uan a nd 
data fo inform oversight_ We are □lso reaching out to other PCCs offices a nd t he wider public 
s ector finc:l ud ing NHS) to ide ntify good practice t hat we ca n use to infonn the new 
a rmn,gements. 

This builds on work whic h has a lr-ead!:J been done over the previoua 12 montlhs to impro\18 how 
MOPAC coordinates a nd drives work around oversight in a more strategic fashion_ For example, 
a central repository1 has bee n c reated for a ll MOPAC staff to feed in information. The Overnig ht 
Analys is Meeting tihen cons ide rs that feedback, as well as wider data, alid highlight a reas of 
oonce rn whic h should be raised at a more se nior I eve I. The Oversight Coo:rd inati.an Meeting., 
c hoired by the Director of Strategy a nd MPS Overaig ht. tihen dete rmines the best me□ ns to tihat 
being ra ised with the MPS a nd makes recomme ndations to DMPC a nd the CEO about th,e items 
whic h should be covered ottheir bilateral meeti'ngs with MPS Boa rd Members a nd at fonnal 
Oversight Boa rds. This inte rna l governa nce w ill continue, and be strengthe ned, under the new 
La ndon Pol ic ing Board structures. 

The range of recommendations that external 01uditors con make is exp lained in Appendix B. 
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lmprov·ng economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness 

Doto 

In 2020/ 21 , we mode o recommendotion for the MPS to fmprove doto quollty by providing furtner educotlon to the wfder orgonfs.o t ion, ond focusing on indMduols to ensure 
fnputs ore rignt first t fme. We recommended investing fn doto checking to ensure e,n ors ond omiss.fons were identified and omenced oppropriotell:J in a timely WOl:J. Th e response 
has been positive; the MPS has since invested 1n its dota 9ualit8 team, increasing its resources. Regular meosuremant of Data Quollty both by selected core Sl:jS:tems ond 
nigh lrg hted dato entry themes is now in ploce os port or the Yeor O•f Doto Ouolitl:J in i•tiotive. Furthe work Is planned ocross the Data Offloe to incorporate all existing data 9ualit8 
measures. into o slng le set of metrfcs under Doto Foundotions. Tnis coupled with the do to sourced from CONt\l CT [the new fu ll y di; ftised crimino l justice compute system) will 
moximise trie vo lue from do·ta . In the second holf of 2022, o new Doto Science Teom wos olso set up wltniin tne Doto Office to a~!JiSt 1n goinlng maximum volue from doto sets. 

The Yeor of Doto Quo lity themotfc progromMe of worrk focused on diffe,rent elements otdoto inputting eoch month, to encourorge better quorlity ond less errors. This hos resulted 
in o Lt1.2% reduction in enrors on c rime reports since Jonuory 2022 (see Fig.•6) 

An independent (data) rnoturity oss.essment wos o lso carried out in 2022 which showed thot wnilst there nos been iMp•rovemen t, t ere is sti ll o re,quirement fo.r fu rther inves:tMent 
in ski lls. roles o nd techriologl;j- The new Commissioner hos made doto qualit!;j and dato monogement a priorit8 for 2022/23 and we wi ll review progress in 2022/23. 

Fig 6. G,a ph ilHu st:rating t.otall vlctii1m en on 2022 

unt f R N O 
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lmprov·ng economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness 
Transformatlon 

For severo l ~eors, we nove reviewed tne orrongements in the Ti"Onstormotion 
Directorate ond eoch o · those orrongements conti nue to moture. One of •our 
long stonding observotions, ond one olso roised 1n the Mory Co lo m revlew of 
how the MPS monoges. orgon1sotlonol cho nge, wos the moturfty of 
o rrongemen ts to focilitote ond promote chonge below the progrommotic 
level. TD hod become o victim of its own ,success 1nsofo os it wo s running 
more projects ond progrommes thon it wos lnitioll~ set up for. 

As port O•f our work th is yeor, we hove observed sig niflcon·t progre,ss in the 
o rrongemen ts to monltor, focilitote o nd organise chon91e ot t ,e level below 
TD. The new 'Enterpris-e Vfew ot Change' and a softwa e s~stem launched in 
Morch 2022. Together, the\d enable the MPS to identify ond monlt,or th e, 200+ 
chonge projects hoppenlng ocro-ss the orgonlsotlon a the level be low TD. Tlhls 
new system ollow.s TD to hove oversight of chonge ocros.s the orgon isotfon. 
Thls feeds into the new strotegy providing o n opportunity to refrome ond 
revlew, with TD checking projects to see if they still offer vo lue for money o nd 
o re ollgned with the strotegic direction. 

We hove a lso seen chonge ot the TD level os well. Peportin91 hos been 
streomlined to cover the 215 hig hest risk pro91rommes. on ly, g ivfng o more 
strsuctured ond effective consolidoted vfew. Projects ore con.side.red ot the 
Portfolfo ond Investment Boord, overseen b!:J MOPAC o nd oon be escoloted it 
necessory. 

We o re :sotisfied thiot the o rrangemen ts in ploce o MPS ·to focilitote oho1n9e 
ond tronsforma ion hove improved sino,e 2020/21. There remoins however the 
·:s o round skill s ond copoc i I:! w1hioh hos been o long standing ob:servotion of 

ours. This is o risk thot the MPS ore full~ owore of ond put in ploce octions to 
mitigate, olthough recen even .s in terms of the behoviour of' officers ond staff 
meon this risk is one thot requ ires increosed o ten ion. 

CONNECT 

As. port of our risk ossessment ond plonning work, we identifled o rfsk of 
signiflcont weo lmess oround both CON ECT ond Commond a nd Control . Thi,s is 
beco1,.1se ot the time of corrying ou our plonning work, we become owore of 
delo!:JS in both of tne projects ond were concerned thot benefits were eing 
eroded e nd there wos o reolistic chonoe thot · he projects would be oborte-d. As 
port of our work to respond _o th is ri.sk we hiove con ucted o serfe s O•f in terviews 
with relevont officers ond reviewed ke~ documen s.. 

CONI ECT is o lorge integrated technology plotform consolidoting nine legocy 
systems. into one. CONNECT is o key enabler for' tihe MPS to ochieve its objective 
of df.g ito lising the MPS. CO NECT will provide the MPS with o powerful doto set 
which it oon then use operotiono l to improve po llc1ng in the oopito l. 

The implementotion o·f the CON ECT system wo.s scheduled to s·tort in 2021, 
however due to Covld-19 there were de lo8S, with the project s1mt date wa s 
pushed bock to ovember 2022. Pho s-e one wo,s successfu ll y lounched in 
Nlovem ber 2022. 

The MPS also put in ploce orrongements to provide them with ossuronce over he 
o rrongements of the project Th is included the MPS commissfoning severol 
externo l reviews of the CO NECT proJect a nd thel:J o il re ported on the project 
positivell:J. A decision wos token by MPS monogement. to split implementotron into 
two drops. to de-risk ·the oho nge. Th Is wos done bosed on lessons leo rned from 
other forsces. Officers ond stoff hove been troined, wi h super users receiving 
double the troining 0110iloble ocross tne orgon isotion for support. 

Hoving perio rmed our review over the orrongements a round tne CON ECT 
project:. we ore sotisfied thot there is no risk of :sign i'ficont weokne:s,s in terms of 
our VfM work unde the NAO Co<le. 
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Command a nd Contro l. 

Commond ond Control (C6C) is onother lorge progromme wh ich will 
integrote locol, specio li.st ond cent1rol commond se rv1ces to ollow the MPS 
to flex resources dynomicolll:J to meet the needs of London ond to mobil1se 
o nd respond to opero tionol polic ing cl"iollenges. CSC wos scheduled to be 
implemented in April 2022 but the project hos been red risk ro· ed for 
seve roil yeo rs . 

The CSC project is 1n foe tne MPS second attempt to deliver o new 
Commend on d Contro l solutron. In 2017, the MPS took o decision too ort 
the fi rst C&C project os o res ul t of hovlng no confldence in the obility of 
the supplier to deliver. The obo tive oosts of the ffrst CSC project wo s 
circo £60m olthoi.lgh the MPS did pi.l rsue lego l compensotion from the 
supplfer to mltfgote tnis. Glven then the histo l:J of C6C ond given fts red 
risk rating, we identified the o rrongements to moni·tor ond del1ver CSC os 
o rlsk of slgniflcont weokness. 

Lessons hod been leornt from ·the initiol proci.Jrement. For ex-omple, in this 
second procu reme,nt we hove observed evfdenoe tnot tl"ie MPS hove been 
more specific in the scope of the des ig n which wo,s on issi.le in the ffrst 
proci.Jrement. Moreover, the CSC project olso goes through the full 
governonce of TD ond its process-es for progrommotic chonge. 

As por of our review this 1:Jeor, we nove updoted ou understonding ond 
reviewed the i.lnderlying proJect orrongements .. In 2022, o,s o resu lt of the 
delo!:JS 01nd g rowing costs - the MPS management boord l'eoeivad 
fnformotion ond evidence upon whrcn to moke o decision •O,s to whether to 
terminote the controict, rep-rocure or continue with C&C. Hovlng reviewed 
the opt1ons, the monogement boord took the decision to continue. J~e foot 
monogement boo rd wo s hovin91 to moke sucn o dectsion is evidence of 
how cha llenging delivering CSC nod beoome. 

By 2022, ·the delo!:J to C6C wos conslderoble. Hovfng decided to contiinue 
with tne projeo , the forecost go-'live do e wo s pushe-d bo,ck to 02 of 2024. 
This is o 2.5 yeor delo!:J to the lnitiol 910-liva date. Whil st the dek:18 is 
res11.1 lt fn9 fn lncreosed cost [os disc11.1ssed be low), the most pressing fssue Is 
o n operotiono l one. 

The Commond e nd Contro l system is one of the most importan t IT s~stems 
fo r ony effective polfoe force. It supports coll hondling os well os ~he 
dtspotch of office rs. Tne MPS o re ci.lrrently using on IT S!:JStem thot ls 
decodes old which Is very expensive to molntoin ond keep ,i,Jnn lng. Aslde 
from tne c0cst, older systems thot hove come to the end of lts life ore more 
prone to foi.l lts ond folling over. 

In terms of the rfsfng cos:t, the fu ll busine,ss cose (FBC) for C6C wos 
·£23!5m tor its entfre life. A reoent forecost hos seen this enti re life cost 
fncreose by 35% to £319m. A table of th is forecost is set out elow. Whilst 
we nove been ossure-d b!:J monogement that tne £319m project is o worst 
case s-ce no rlo, we meet tfh is wlth some scepticism given thot the MPS 
suffers from op imism bios when i•t comes to capitol investment -
something we reported on in the prilor yeor. 

Fig 7. Projected costs for C&C 

TCO Exel Co1ntinge1ncy Total me Var 
--------

£'00·0 £'000 £'0·00 £'0·00 

T,atal BallJ 142,8:39 1125,617 117,222 

T,□tal B.AJUJ Caoila.l - 112,.000 ,1112,.0001, 
Total BAU 142,;8:39 137,617 5,222 
T,otal Pmject Ca,pital 1611,;!IOO 97,3'62 64,4l9 
T,atal Pm ieot R:ev,e:n u e ·14,482 - 14,.482 
Total Project 176,182 97,3'62 73,920 
Total TCO 3119,11211 234,97'9 84,1142 
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As port of our work we revfewed the underll:Jing project manogement 
evidence tho provides finonclal governonce ond oversight over CSC- In 
documents we hove revfewed we foiJnd some evidence ofchollenge in 
relot1ion o ·the project timelfnes ond ossocioted cost, but we hove found 
limited documenwry evidence of further scrutin!:<J ond procurement 
methodology_ .A.t tine individuol line level, onrongements were not effective 
in driving volue fo mone!:J -Owners of indivf.duo l cost lines were not 
provfdlng sufficient ossuronc,e to the project monoger oround costs- The 
orrongements for iinonciol governance of C&C were less moiture them 
those for CONNECT du rl ng 2021/22-

Wh fl st we hove seen some improvement in orrongements during 2022/23, 
more wo needs to improve · he orrongements oround rlnonciol 
govemonce. We ore concerned by the high vorlonoe in project cos:ts, 
porticu la rl!:J given the further de loy; £8'-tm fs the forecost ordd itiono l cost 
to the MPS over the life of thie project ond there is still scope fo r this to 
increose. Consultonts from Y, Accenture, Cop-gemin i, Moorhous.e, 
Cnoucer ond others ore workin91 on different ospects ot the project with 
limited evidence of sor,utiny ond occoun a bility fo · heir outputs. The 
spirollin9 costs and limited scrutiny gives riise too kel!j recommendotion_ 

Fig 8. shows a grophic comp leted by the comp-on~ conr~ing out on 
externa l r•eview o tine CSC pr,oject in ebruory 2022. The f indings show 
slow communication, o lock of documentcrtion, no visibility of the product, 
wo rkstreo m m f so lig n men t, o nd others_ 

O ne of thie ke!:J ohonges we nove seen in 2022/23 hos been the 
relotiionship between the MPS ond the main supplier_ At the ver!:J highest 
level, ·there is better dio logue between both of the porties ond there ls o 
reol com mitment from botri sides to deliver tMs project 

l=ig 8. !=indings of an external review Into the Command 
and Oo:ntrol Project - February 2022 
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The MPS must improve its o rrongements oround fi nonciol govemonce over the C&C 
project. This includes gettfng o better grfp ond contro l over fnd ividuol cost lfnes ond 
provfdlng cha llenge and sc ru iny over controctor spend. 
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Call Demand 
In September 2022, His Mojest!:J 's lnspectorote of Con:stobu lo rl:J published its 
I ates inspection report of the MPS. The MPS was given the worst pos-sible rorting 
for 'ms pond ing to tile public' a nd was fo und to be inad e-quate-. 'Th@ force ne@d s 
·to fmp ove how ft onswers ca ll s for service ond how it identifies vulnerability ot 
·the fost point of contocf wos identified as o cause of co1r"l cem, ond the force 
was given 6 months to improve. 

Within 6 months, the report so f•d the MPS should improve the process for rts lc 
os:sessing callers to identif~ those thot o re vulnero ble o ot risk; make su re that 
repeat collers ore routfnel!d identffied; ond i'IH:i ke sure thot co ll tokers give good 
odvice Or"I the preservotlon of evidence ond c rime prevention. Wi'thin nine 
months the fo n~e should: mo ke sure emergency co il s mode to the force ore 
o nSW'ered promptly~ ond moke sure it con o nswer o lo rg er proportion of non
emergency 101 co ll.s so hot oo ller attrition levels ore reduced and kept o-s low as 
possible. Monl:J of the colls to the MPS ore inoppropriote; membe rs of the public 
hove diolled 999 to eport spilt mllk for fnstonoe. But the!::J still need to be 
monoged. The MPS ore olso constroined by 01.1tdoted tecnnologld wnich leaves. 
'tl,e Command o nd Contro l dfrectorote (MetCC) 'homstin.rng' untfl thie 
introduction of the new oommo nd 01nd control system. 

The MPS Force MonogemeM Stotement (FMS) covers the period from Februol1:J 
·to June 2022. Th e FMS IBoord Assessment heot mop (see F1g9), showed thot 
incident response wa s monogeoble witn demond decreasing a dfrect 
con rodiction o ·the ins ection findings. The pie chort.s overleof (F1g10) show tihe 
number of 999 coil s tno1t ·took over o minute to onswer hos not cnonged in the 
yeor to November 20e2. The MPS hos been unoble to onswer why the doto is so 
controdictoi"I:). We recommend thot do to for MPS CC is conside,red o prlorlty, 
o nd odd itionol resource is provided to onolyse the doto ond produce 
performonce poc k.s tho ore widel~ 
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Fig 9. Gra1phi,c from FMS to show assessment of MPS status 
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M a n a geable asset shortfall Substantial asset shortfa ll 

Having consi dered the findings o f the FMS, we acknowledge progress made through productivity, 
transfonnation and additional resources (most visibly in the positive changes in our response to violent 
crime, and investigation). The list below highlights some of the points we took into account 

Incident re.sponse 
During 2020 we have deployed to relatively less I-calls, creating capacity for more S-calls deployment. 
Response time perfonnance is relatively good. However demand trend is declining since 2013 (noting 
that demand is influenced by our deployment policy). The data does not evidence asset shortfall. The 
MPS is in a strong position to respond to future incident demand. 

999, 101 and other requests for service 
During 2020 demand has been down; 999 undertying trends remain s upwards, 101 has been m o re 
managea ble s ince in teractive v oice recognition (IVR) was implemented , whilst our expansio n of digital 
channels has b rought in increased demand. Flexing capacity rather than lack o f capacity has 
traditionally been the issue - and there remains a pressure on overtime. This w ill need to be managed 
in the short term , as the area will receive considerable investment through the Command & Control 
transfonnation of [he operating model which will help us manage demand more efficiently. 
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Fig 110. Pie charts iillustrating time taken to answer oaUs to Mi&tCC 

Mon 
Month 

E ember 2021 7 Update [ November 2022 Update 

UndCT 10 seconds 10 to undc, 60 seconds 

Uod r 10 soc nds 10 to 1indrr 60 ~e<:oods 60 second, and long , 

60 scco • a a longer 
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Call Demand Cont. 

Re,sponding to the I-IMICFRS rfndings from September 2022will t oke time, bLit there is ol reod!::J progress being mode. The MPS now has a comprehensive plan 1n ploce. Staffing 
ocross Met CC hod bee1n ollowed to reduc,e considerobl!:J. A recru itment compo ign nos now successfu ll y recrtJ ited a number of :stoff to fill vacancies and restore the tearms 
bock to e,stoblishment. An odditionol £5m it)' ernol funding enobled tne recn.iftm,ent of a number of extra permanent posts to offer restltence. Regular tra1n1ng days have been 
introduced to get tne stoff 'bock to bo:s1cs' and o quo lit!,J assurance team hos been set up to QA co ll non dltng and ensure tiha l"l;lCentl !;J mandated THRIVE vu lnerobillty 
o:ssessment'S for oll c rime reports, ore co rried out. THRIVE is o pneumonic to ossist offioers ond stoff to oomplete risk ossessrnent'S ond stands for trireot. horm, risk, 
fnvestlgotlon. vu lnerobilit!:,j ond engogement. Levels of sickness hove been reduced from 16% to 12% ond snift pottems ore bein9 reviewed to reduce the number of flexible 
work potterins in Met CC l,eoding to more consistent supervision ond hign s:tondords. 

His Majesty's Inspect orate of Constabulary and Fire S Rescue Services PEEL Re port 
For over 1601;1eors, HMICFRS hos fndependentl!:,j inspected ond reported on tne efflciency ond effoctilveness of police forces ocross England, Wales on d Northern Ire la nd. 

Following serious concerns roised from its most reoent inspectlon of tihe MPS publislhed in September 2022, the decisfon wos Mode to put tne MIPS into the 'Engoge' process .of 
monitoring. Th is gives the force g reo ter occess to ossistonc,e from HMICFRS, the College of Policing, the Home Office ond otiher law enforcement agencies to ma1le 
fmprovements. Overoll, the MPS wos ro ted 1nodequo e 1n, one oreo, requiring improvement in f ive oreos, odequote in two ond good in Just one oreo. Tne repor wos published in 
September 2022, ond in oddition ·to ·those olreody discussed 1t highlighted a number ofconcerns includ1ng; 

The quolit~ of tne 1n11estiigot1ion of crime is improving, but supeNision lsn't olwo!::JS etfe-ctive 
The ·ki.rce should improve 1ts understond fng of fts deMond ond of the copoblllty, copocity ond skills of Its workforce. 
In Morch 2022, 01n inspection of the MPS's counte r oorriuption orro1ngements o nd other motte1rs reloted to the Doniel Morgon Independent Pone l described o ro nge of 
Sl;jStemic fa ilures. These were notjust in rela1t1on to counter corruption but more genera l matters too such as the qua lit!d of bas ic supervision provlded to officers. 

The rnojor1t!;j ,of the, findings ofthe report re lote to operat:tona l policing motter:s. However, th1s has an overarching impact o,n MO PAC in 1ts role as the elec:ted representative of 
Londoners ond how it no Ids the Commissfoner to occoun _ o ensure the wo·teg ic objectives of tne Mo~or's Polioe orid Crime Pio are impleMe nted . The mojorit!;j •Of financing 
decisions ond plonning ore olso comp leted ocross botn MOIPAC ond the MPS with the ffnonce de·po1n:ments needing to understond the cemond drivers o nd oreos of 
investment required to oddres,s the conoerns. 

The MPS rios responded publicly to ·the report ond wi ll now be under continued review by HMICFRS. In 2021-22 some of the issues hrghlighted by HIMCFRS were not new to tne 
MPS ond the MPS hod foiled to moke sufficient progres-s ond in some coses regressed. The s~stemfc issues highlighted in tne Morgan repor hove been present foro number or 
yeors ond as al read!;! discussed, Met.CC had been allov>1ed to continue, on reduced staffi ng without tira1n1 ng or ade9uate superv1s1on for some time, By 2021 22 tre 
o rrongements to respond to 1-IMICFRS were inodequote. 
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lmprov·ng economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness 
His Majesty's lnspeetorcte of ConslClbular!J and Fire 6 Rescue Services PEEL Report Cont. 

In lfgnt of being ploced in•to 'Engoge' we identified o risk' of signiffoont weokness os port of our rfsk os--sessment ond pkmning work. Our detolled work in tnis o reo hos 
confirmed ·tho thfs rrsk crystollised lnsofor os H1e MPS did no hove odequo·te o rrongements to respo nd to tne ffndings of 1-l MIC :.:s. Stoffing numbers no1d been oll owed to 
foll in Met CC, sickness levels were hign ond stondords were not being met. Doto repor ing wos ques•tionoble. Systemic foilures hign lighted in tne Morgon report hod been 
around for some time. Al!; o resu lt, we hove mode o key recommendcrtion - see below. 

Key re-commandotfon 

The MPS snould put in ploce ortongements to review the findings of I-IMICFRS ond put in ploce tnose neces--sor!d chonges to respond. The suite of octions to respond to 
I-IMICFRS need to be funded ond resourced opproprioteli:J to en,sure tihe c:honge is delivered. 

2022/ 23 pro res s 

In · he los:t 6 montns · here nos been consideroble improvements in governonce orrongements . Plons ore goining ·troction ond improvements con o lreody be seen,. As ,ve il m 
the MatCC improvement plan, the new Commissioner ho,s set up a Turnaroun d Boord wiih extama l representatives to help 9ual itl;I assure, improve th inking o nd prioritise 
pla ns. It is trie ploc:e where oll reports will be di-scus--sed ond recommendotions prlorl is.ed. l-l is new strotegl:J ond compoign of 'more rust, less c rime, l'lighe s· ondords' to 
tum the MPS oround hos been wfdely publicised. 

Conclusion 

There rios been on investment fn the doto quolity teom, ond tne monogement of doto fn c1rime eoordlng hos improved sinc,e our recommendotion wos mode in 2020/21. Su 
the re ore still doto issues. The C&C proJeet is in donger of costs spirol out of oontrol due to lock of scrutiny, ond he mr:rnagemen-t of oo ll demand needs to improve to 
ensure die MPS fs providing -on effective service to the publro. Botn would beneflt from o more dote rlch picture to oll ow mo nagers to moke more informed declslons. 
Prioriti-sing tnis wou ld olso support trie MPS to respond more effectively to tne HMICFRS ·find ings. 
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Appendix A - Responsibilities of the Police and 
Crime Commissioner (MOPAC) and Chief 
Constable (Met Commissioner) 
Public: bodiea spending taxpa!!:lers' mone!:J are □c:cou nt:able 
for tlieir stewa rdship of the resDtJrceB entruat:ed to them. 
They should account properl !:l fo r t heir use o•f resou roea and 
manage themselves well so that t he ptJblic oa n be confident_ 

Financial st□tementa □re the m□in way in which local public 
bodies □c:count for how they use t he ir reaou rc:es, Local 
public bodies □re req uired to prepa re and publish ·fi nancial 
statementa aetting out their fine nc ial performance for t he 
!:lea r. To do this bodies need to ma int□i n proper accounting 
records and e ns ure they hove effective syatems of inte rnal 
control. 

AJI local public bodies are responsible for putting in place 
proper arra ngeme nts to aecu re economy, efficiency □nd 
effectiveness from t he ir reaou rc:es, This i nc!udea. ta king 
prope rl y informed decisions and managing ke!:J operational 
a nd fin□ncio I risks 50 that tn-ey a□n del iver t he ir objectives 
a nd safeguard public money. Local public bodiea report an 
their arrangements, and tlhe effectiveness with which the 
arrangements a re operating, □a pa rt •Df their annual 
goverl'lO nce statement 

The C hief Fino nc ia l Office r ( or equivalent] ia respons i hie for 
the preparation of the financial statements □nd fo:r being 
saHsfied that they .give a true a nd fo ir view, 01nd for such 
internal control as t he C hief Fi nandal Officer [ or equivalent) 
determi nE!<!l is n.ec:essa11y to enable t he prep□ration of 
iin□ncia l atateme nts tlhat ara f ree from mate rial 
misst□tement, wheth.erdue to fraud or error. 

The Chief Fino nc ia I Office r ( or equivalent) or equivalent is 
requ ired to prepara Uie f i nanc:i□ I statements in accoroa nee 
with prope r practices as aet out in the CIPfA/LASMC code 
of practice on local authority accounting in the United 
Kingdom. In prep□ring tn-e financ:i□ I statements, the C hief 
Financial Officer (m equiv□lent) i,e re<SpDns ible fur assessing 
the POC and CC's ability ta conti nue as □ going conoem 
a nd use the going co-nce rn basis of •□c:counting unless th.ere 
is a n intention by gove rnment t hat the servicea provided by 
the POC and CC will no b nge r be provided. 

The PCC □nd CC are respona.ible for putti ng in p!o.ce proper 
a rr□ngements to secure economy, effic:ienc:y and 
effectiveness in t he ir use of resources, to ensure proper 
stew□rda.hip □nd governance, a nd to review regular! y the 
adequacy and effectiveness of these □rrongementa. 

: 1 
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Appendix B - An explanatory note on recommendations 

A range of diffe rent recommendations con be ra ised b8 t he auditors of MOPAC and the MPS as follows: 

Type of rncomm.e datlon 

St ~1t utoru 

Improvement 

Baclkground 

Written rec::om me ndatiorn, to the G ucl itcd 
bod~1 under Section 24 (Schedule 7) of the 
Loca·I Audit and Accountability Ac 20 4. 

Raised within this report 

The NAO Code of Aud' Practice requires that he 
where a uditors identify s ignificant 
wea ne5se8 08 part of their arrange ments to 
s ecure vo1lue for m8 "1C•':, they should make 
recommendations se 'ng out the actions at 
should be taken by the audited body. ·•·Ne 
have defined these recomme ndations 05 'key 
rec::om me ndatio:na ', 

These recommendo 'ons, if implemented }'~c 
s hould improve the orrangemen 8 in place at 
7h0 G ud itcd bc:d !:J, but ore not o rasu It of 
iden · ying s ignifica nt weaknesses in the 
a rudited body's a rrangements. 

Pa:ge referenc-e 

Not □ppl ic::cble 

Pocc to 14 

Fi nanc::i□ I s usta inability pn:-1,;;,~ ··? tG •·5 

Gove rna nce pnflP,B :~ ,) tG :38 

Economy, effic ie nc y a nd effectiveness - p l'.1f:JC, 48 

: 1 
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Appendix C - Follow-up of previous recommendations 

R!acom mendatlon 

Publica 'on of external do o in relation to MOPAC is not always 
updated on a timely basis and therefore creates a risk hat data 
being relied upon from s akeholders is out of dote and erefore 
mal:J no longer be reliable. MOPAC should ensure that dashboard 
perform nee data is published on a timely manner and con ·nued 
to be kept up to do e to ensure transparency of performance 
against the PCP with he wider public. 

As MOPAC prepares for the delivery of the next Pol ice and Crime 
Plan, it should use the opportunity to ensure that s rotegic and 
oversight frameworks are strengthened and al low MOPAC to 
provide a holistic view of how it discha rges it's -oversight and 
governance responsibilities. The Met s hould ensu re it is able to 
be er articulate its sources of assurance and corporate 
assurance framework. This would provide better assurance to 
Manogemen Board and enable more effective oversigh in key 
a reas from MOPAC, which in tum will support MOPAC in meeting 
its strategic priorities as set out in the PCP and fulfilli ng its 
statutory ave rsi'g ht funct ion. 

The Met should map the impoct, outcomes a nd intended benefits 
of it's transformation portfolio to the performor,ce frameworik to 
e ns ure t ha t organisatio:nal performance is being rnet as intended 
and in t urn meeting the overall :strategic objectives of t he 
orga nisablon as reflected! witihin Met Directfon. 

The Met shrn.ild continue to e ns ure it mana9es tlhe ri8KB and 
interrlependenciea ossociorted wlth th.e CONNECT end Command 
and Control prog rammes. As delivery timesc:a!ea have continued 
to :slip there is now Ii mited continge nc y. It is imperative ~hot 
action is taksn at the e(] rllest identified opportunity where thera is 
t he potentia l for ris k of non delivery of these projects. 

Type of 
racomma datlon 

Improvement 

Improvement 

Improvement 

lmpl'ovem.ent 

Date 11alsad Progress. to, d,ate 

Dashboard performance data is now up to dote 

Strategic oversight hos been restructured. he 
orig inal oversight board meeting has been divided 
in o two meetings to allow more ime for discussion, 
debate and scru inl:J. hese are held quarterty. There 
is s ·1 1 o ne d to e nsure cha nges and additions to i s 
a rrangements to better collate, analyse and utilise 
the information and intelligence its office r's are 
obtaining from interactions with he MPS. The aim is 
to est□bl ish o hol istic view of oversight and th~ wi II 
a lso require on element of cultural c hange. 

The en erprise view of c hange wil l allow a more 
overarching view of ransformation projec s. 
Organise 'anal performance monitoring s 'II req ui res 
improvement in order o e ns ure it meets strategic 
objoctivc, e, . 

CONNECT phase 1 has been delivered s uccessfully 
a nd the project is on rac for phase 2 C&C has 
more risk attached and is like ly to slip further. 
Reviews have been undertaken to ensure he project 
should continue. 

Addressed? 

In prokl t 1) [, G -

improvements noted 
but recognition that 
more work i£ still 
requi red as set out in 
our commentary. 

P~-i •t.iol ki,qJ 
recomme ndation 
raised in respect of 
OC however we are 
sati',gfied that 
progress on 
OONNE CT ie 
sati,gfoctory. 

: 1 
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Appendix C - Follow-up of previous recommendations 

Recommend atlon Type of 
rscommsn,datlon 

The Me should provide fu her education to the wider orgo niso ion Improvement 
on data quality as we ll as focus on improving s kills of individuals to 
e nsure inputs are rig ht rst time. lnves ment should be cons ide red 
in data c hecking o e nsure any e rrors or omissions in data are 
iden "fied and amended appropriately before output data is used 
for review and ana lytical purposes. This is especia lly key as legacy 
data continues to migrate to the new CONNECT system. 

As the et develops its plans to effect c ulture c hange it will adapt Improvement 
exis "ng works reams s uc h as the SffilDE strategy, Leading for 
London (Leadership) and Rebuilding Trust Plan. I will be important 
that plans and progress in each of these areas and others ore 
cop ured to provide o holistic view of the wortc undertaken to 
e nsure that c hanges in culture are moving in line with s rategic 
plans to ins ·1 ru st and confidence in the organisation. The Met and 
MOPAC should develop ea "motes of he anticipated level of 
investmen requi red to effect the desi red changes and bui ld these 
intG future plona. 

M()PAC-and the Met s hould u "lise the new temple ea and c hecklist Improvement 
requ irements; e nsuring templates focus on pulling out areas of key 
risks, the impact of decisions and m" igotions of any risks at he 
earlieet possible stage of t he decialon making progress, 

l·k )PAGand the et should establ ish and define a range of Improvement 
ques ions or ey cri erio which con be used to he lp indicate a novel 
or con entious decision. This will e nable nove l and contentious 
items to be flogged o the eorfy stages of the deci<Bion making 
pt o~:c,~:s, 

Date raised Progrsss to, date Addressed? 

The Me hos hod a 'thematic year of data" with mon hly }'~o 
themes to support data quo l" y improvements and 
invested in its data teams. Data recordi ng has improved 
r.i~ o r~,~ ,JI , 

Due to s ignif icant changes in leade rship during 2021/22. In jY O[.Jre.~:':-

there is now o reset in arms of vision and priorities. 
Progress has been mode on this recommendation as e 
MPS hos been through on exercise toes imote the cost of 
the c ultural transformation required. 

Evide nce hot this hos been implemented hos been }'~o 
ck k1i""ic,d 

Progress hos been mode around this through MOPAC's }'~o 
attendance Oil: PIB level 2. 

5-
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Appendix D - Key acronyms and 
abbreviations 

The following ocron!:JmS on obbreviotions h ve been used within this report 

MOPAC - Mayo.r'a Office for Policing a nd Crime 

DMPC - Deputy Ma\Jor for Pol icing and Crime 

PCP - Pol ice and C rime Pon 

1AM - Investment cmd Monitoring (meeting) 

PIB - Portfolio and lrwestment 13om-d 

PIB Level 2 - Portfolio and Investment 13ocrd sub meeting 

TD - T ranaformatio n Directorcte 

BCU - Borough Com mand Unit 

DA~A - Director.:ite of Audit, Risk and Assurance 

HMICFll:S - His Mojesty'i. lnapectoratE of Conatabulo nies and !=ire B Reacue Services. 

5: 
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The contents of this report relate 
onl!:J to the matters which have 
come to our attention, which we 
believe need to be reported to 
!:JOU as part of our audit planning 
process. It is not a 
comprehensive record of all the 
relevant matters, which ma!:! be 
subject to change, and in 
particular we cannot be held 
responsible to !:JOU for reporting 
all of the risks which ma!:! affect 
the Police and Crime 
Commissioner and Chief 
Constable or all weaknesses in 
!:JOUr internal controls. This report 
has been prepared solel!:J for 
!:JOUr benefit and should not be 
quoted in whole or in part without 
our prior written consent. We do 
not accept an!:! responsibilit!:J for 
an!:J loss occasioned to an!:J third 
part!:J acting, or refraining from 
acting on the basis of the content 
of this report, as this report was 
not prepared for, nor intended 
for, an!:! other purpose. 

Grant Thornton UK LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in Eng land and Wales: No.OC307742. Registered offi ce: 30 Finsbury Square, London, EC2A 1AG. A list of members is available from our registered offi ce. Grant 
Thornton UK LLP is authorised and reg ulated by the Financia l Conduct Authority. Grant Thornton UK LLP is a member fi rm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL) . GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide pa rtnership. 
Services are delivered by the member firms. GTIL and its member firms are not agents of , and do not obligate, one another and are not liable for one another's act s or omissions. 
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Key matters 

Factors 

Police sector developments 

Police Funding Settlement 2023/24 

The Home Office has published the provisional police funding settlement for 2022/24. The Government is 
proposing a total police funding settlement of up to £17.2 billion for policing in 2022/24. Overall funding 
available to PCCs will increase by up to £523m next year - an increase of up to 3.6% when compared to the 
2022/23 funding settlement - if PCCs make full use of their flexibility to increase precept. 

Police Officer Uplift 

The Government is committed to delivering an additional 20,000 officers by March 2023. Latest statistics show 
that, as of 30th June 2022, 13,790 of these officers were already in place. 

The MPS was provided with a total uplift allocation of 4,557 officers over a 3 year period. As at 03 2023, the 
MPS were unable to meet this police officer uplift programme (PUP) target. As a result, the MPS has assumed 
that it will not receive the full ring-fenced PUP grant of c£31m this year. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Our response 

We will consider your arrangements in 
place to secure financial resilience and 
sustainability for both the MPS and 
MOPAC as part of our value for money 
work. 
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Key matters 

Factors 

Local context and events 

MOPAC and the MPS have both faced challenges this !:!ear including a number of high profile issues which have 
impacted trust and confidence. A number of independent reviews have concluded in the 2022/23 financial !:!ear, 
including Baroness Case!:l's review and HMICFRS's 21/22 Peel report. 

Due to the serious nature of the concerns raised b!:J Baroness Case!:! and HMICFRS and from our own work we 
raised, in our 2021/22 Auditors Annual Report (AAR), Ke!:J Recommendations with regard to the need: 

- to rebuild trust and confidence in the force 
- for better and grip and control with regard to its transformation projects 
- to monitor and improve the performance of the force. 

The MPS has begun to respond to these matters and is undertaking work to rebuild trust and confidence in its 
police force. Since October 2022, the new Commissioner has prioritised these areas and issued a two !:!ear 
Turnaround Plan to meet the overarching objective of 'More Trust, Less Crime, High Standards'. 

MOPAC has revised its oversight and governance structures to ensure effective oversight of the MPS. MOPAC 
officers now regularl!:J attend MPS sub-board meetings, giving them more influence on the decision making 
process. The overall governance and oversight of the force b!:J MOPAC and the relationship between the two 
organisations is being revisited. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Our response 

We will review the arrangements in place 
for recommendations raised as part of 
independent reviews ensuring that 
appropriate arrangements are in place to 
oversee effective deliver!:! of rebuilding 
trust and confidence within the MPS. 

We will consider the governance 
arrangements in place at both MOPAC 
and the MPS to ensure deliver!:! of ke!:J 
priorities as set within the Ma!:Jor's Police 
and Crime Plan/ the Commissioner's 
Turnaround Plan. 

We will consider the effectiveness of 
MOPACs oversight of MPS and the 
relationship between the two bodies 

We will follow up our Ke!:J 
Recommendations from the 2021/22 AAR. 
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Introduction and headlines 

Purpose 

This document provides an overview of the planned scope and timing of the statutory audits of both 
the Mayor's Office for Policing and Crime ('MOPAC') and the Commissioner of Police of the 
Metropolis ('MPS') for those charged with governance. Those charged with governance are the 
Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime (DMPC) for MOPAC, and the Commissioner for MPS. 

Respective responsibilities 

The National Audit Office ('the NAO') has issued a document entitled Code of Audit Practice ('the 
Code'). This summarises where the responsibilities of auditors begin and end and what is expected 
from the audited body. Our respective responsibilities are also set out in the Terms of Appointment 
and Statement of Responsibilities issued by Public Sector Audit Appointments (PSAA), the body 
responsible for appointing us as auditor of MOPAC and MPS. We draw your attention to both of 
these documents on the PSAA website. 

Scope of our audit 

The scope of our audit is set in accordance with the Code and International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) (UK). We are responsible for forming and 
expressing an opinion on the MOPAC, MPS and the group's financial statements that have been prepared by management with the oversight of those 
charged with governance (the DMPC and the Commissioner); and we consider whether there are sufficient arrangements in place at each body for 
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in your use of resources. 

The audit of the financial statements does not relieve management or the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime and the Commissioner of your 
responsibilities. It is the responsibility of the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime and the Commissioner to ensure that proper arrangements are in place 
for the conduct of its business, and that public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for. We have considered how the Deputy Mayor for Policing 
and Crime and the Commissioner are fulfilling these responsibilities. 

Our audit approach is based on a thorough understanding of MOPAC and the MPS business and is risk based. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 5 
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Introduction and headlines 
Group Audit 

MOPAC and the MPS are required to prepare group financial statements that consolidate the financial information of MOPAC and the MPS. 

Significant risks 

Those risks requiring special audit consideration and procedures to address the likelihood of a material financial statement error have been identified as: 

The risk that the revenue C!:JCle includes fraudulent transactions (rebutted). 

The risk of management override of controls. 

The risk that the valuation of land and buildings in the accounts is materiall!:J misstated. 

The risk that the valuation of the net pension fund liabilit!:J in the accounts is materiall!:J misstated. 

We will communicate significant findings on these areas as well as an!:l other significant matters arising from the audits to !:JOU in our Audit Findings (ISA 
260) Report. 

Value for Money arrangements 

Our risk assessment regarding MOPAC's and the MPS' arrangements to secure value for mone!:l has identified 5 risks of significant weakness: 

the risk that the revised governance arrangements in the MPS and in MOPAC and not effective in delivering improvement in London policing and 
performance; 

the risk that the turnaround arrangements put in place b!:J the MPS and MOPAC fail to adequatel!:J respond to the recommendations from HMICFRS and 

Case!:!; 

the risk that vetting arrangements are not effective; 

the risk that arrangements are not effective to mitigate the deliver!:! and financial risk in two major transformation projects relating to CONNECT and 
Command and Control; and 

the risk that budgeting arrangements are not effective in the transparent and realistic reporting of current and forecasted financial performance. 

As part of our value for mone!:l work, we will follow up on the 5 ke!:J recommendations made in our 2021-22 auditor's annual report. More details on our value 
for mone!:l risk assessment is set out on pages 21 and 22. 
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Introduction and headlines 

Materialit!:J 

We have calculated materialit!:J individuall!:J for the Group, MOPAC and the MPS. In determining materialit!:J for the financial statements for the group, 
MOPAC and the MPS, we have selected the lowest level of materialit!:J being the materialit!:J level for the MPS and applied that level of materialit!:J for the 
group, MOPAC and the MPS financial statements. 

We have determined planning materialit!:J to be £60m (PY £58m) for the group, MOPAC and MPS, which equates to 1.4% of the MPS's prior !::lear gross 
expenditure for the !::lear adjusted for the effects of non-recurring items. We are obliged to report uncorrected omissions or misstatements other than 
those which are 'clearl!:J trivial ' to those charged with governance. 

Clearl!:J trivial has been set at £3.1m (PY £2.9m). 

New Auditing Standards 

There are two auditing standards which have been significantl!:J updated this !:Jear. These are ISA 315 (ldentif!:Jing and assessing the risks of material 
misstatement) and ISA 240 (the auditor's responsibilities relating to fraud in an audit of financial statements). We provide more detail on the work 
required later in this plan. 

Audit logistics 

Our interim visit will take place in April 2023 and our final visit will take place in Jul!:J/August 2023. Our ke!:J deliverables are this Audit Plan, our Audit 
Findings Report and Auditor's Annual Report. 

Our fee for the audit will be £169,108 (PY: 169,052) for MOPAC and £136,700 (PY: 140,477) for the MPS, subject to the bodies delivering a good set of 
financial statements and working papers. 

We have complied with the Financial Reporting Council's Ethical Standard (revised 2019) and we as a firm , and each covered person, confirm that we 
are independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial statements. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 
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Significant risks explained 

Significant risks are defined btJ ISAs (UK) as risks that, in the judgement of the auditor, require special audit consideration. In identiftiing risks, audit teams 
consider the nature of the risk, the potential magnitude of misstatement, and its likelihood. Significant risks are those risks that have a higher risk of 
material misstatement. 

'Significant risks often relate to significant non-routine transactions and judgmental matters. Non-routine transactions are transactions that are unusual, 
due to either size or nature, and that therefore occur infrequentltJ. Judgmental matters mati include the development of accounting estimates for which 
there is significant measurement uncertaintti.' (ISA (UK) 315) 

Management should expect engagement teams to challenge management in areas that are complex, significant or highlti judgmental which mati be the 
case for accounting estimates and similar areas. Management should also expect to provide to engagement teams with sufficient evidence to support their 
judgments and the approach theti have adopted for keti accounting policies referenced to accounting standards or changes thereto. 

Where estimates are used in the preparation of the financial statements management should expect teams to challenge management's assumptions and 
request evidence to support those assumptions. 
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Significant risks identified 

Risk 

The revenue cycle 
includes fraudulent 
transactions 

(rebutted) 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Risk relates to 

Group, 
MOPACand 
MPS 

(rebutted) 

Reason for risk identification 

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a 
rebuttable presumed risk that revenue 
ma!:J be misstated due to the improper 
recognition of revenue. This 
presumption can be rebutted if the 
auditor concludes that there is no risk 
of material misstatement due to fraud 
relating to revenue recognition. 

Ke!:J aspects of our proposed response to the risk 

Having considered the risk factors set out in ISA240 and the nature 
of the revenue streams at MOPAC, we have determined that the 
risk of fraud arising from revenue recognition for all revenue 
streams can be rebutted, because: 

there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition; 

opportunities to manipulate revenue recognition are ver!:J 
limited; and 

the culture and ethical frameworks of police authorities, 
including MOPAC and the group, mean that all forms of fraud 
are seen as unacceptable. 

Therefore we do not consider this to be a significant risk for 
MOPAC and the group. 

For the MPS, revenue is recognised to fund costs and liabilities 
relating to resources consumed in the direction and control of da!:J
to-da!:J policing. This is shown in the MPS's financial statements as 
a transfer of resources from MOPAC to MPS for the cost of policing 
services. Income for the MPS is received entirel!:J from MOPAC. 

Therefore we do not consider this to be a significant risk for the 
MPS. 
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Significant risks identified 

Risk Risk relates to Reason for risk identification 

Management over-ride of Group, 
controls MOPAC and 

MPS 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a non
rebuttable presumed risk that the risk 
of management over-ride of controls 
is present in all entities. 

MOPAC and the MPS face external 
scrutin!:J of its spending and this could 
potentiall!:J place management under 
undue pressure in terms of how the!:J 
report performance. 

We therefore identified management 
override of control , in particular 
journals, management estimates and 
transactions outside the course of 
business as a significant risk, which 
was one of the most significant 
assessed risks of material 
misstatement. 

Ke!:J aspects of our proposed response to the risk 

Wewill: 

evaluate the design effectiveness of management controls over 
journals; 

anal!:Jse the journals listing and determine the criteria for 
selecting high risk unusual journals; 

test unusual journals recorded during the !:Jear and after the 
draft accounts stage for appropriateness and corroboration; 

gain an understanding of the accounting estimates and critical 
judgements applied made b!:J management and consider their 
reasonableness with regard to corroborative evidence; and 

evaluate the rationale for an!:J changes in accounting policies, 
estimates or significant unusual transactions. 
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Significant risks identified 

Risk 

Valuation of land and 
buildings 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Risk relates to 

Group and 
MOPAC 

Reason for risk identification 

MOPAC re-values land and buildings on a rolling 
basis over a five-year period to ensure that 
carrying value is not materially different from 
current value at the financial statements date. 
The valuation of land and buildings is a key 
accounting estimate which is sensitive to 
changes in assumptions and market conditions. 
In valuing your estate, management have made 
the assumption that for a number of sites, in the 
event they need to be replaced, they would be 
rebuilt to modern conditions. 
Within the valuation of MOPAC's specialised 
operational land and building sites the valuer's 
estimation of the value has several key inputs, 
which the valuation is sensitive to. These include 
the build costs, the size and location of the sites 
and any judgements that have impacted this 
assessment and the condition of the property 
site. Non-specialised asset valuation estimates 
are sensitive to inputs including market rent, 
yields and size of asset. 

You have utilised Avison Young to value your 
estate at 31 March 2023. 
We have identified that the accuracy of the key 
inputs driving the valuation of land and buildings 
as a significant risk, which was one of the most 
significant assessed risks of material 
misstatement. 

Key aspects of our proposed response to the risk 

Wewill: 
evaluate management's processes and assumptions 
for the calculation of the estimate, the instructions 
issued to valuation experts and the scope of their 
work. We will engage our own valuer to assess the 
instructions to the group's valuer; 
evaluate the competence, capabilities and objectivity 
of the valuation expert; 
write to the valuer to confirm the basis on which the 
valuation was carried out to ensure that the 
requirements of the Code are met; 
challenge the information and assumptions used by 
the valuer to assess the completeness and 
consistency with our understanding. We will engage 
our own valuer to assess the group's valuer's report 
and the assumptions that underpin the valuation; 
carry out testing of data provided to the valuer to 
gain assurance if it is complete and accurate; 
test revaluations made during the year to see if they 
had been input correctly into MOPAC and (group's) 
asset register; and 
evaluate the assumptions made by management for 
those assets not revalued during the year and how 
management has satisfied themselves that these are 
not materially different from current value at year 
end. 
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Significant risks identified 

Risk Risk relates to Reason for risk identification 

Valuation of the Group, 
pension fund net MOPAC and 
liability MPS 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

The Police Officer Pension schemes pension fund liability as 
reflected in the balance sheet and notes to the accounts represent 
significant estimates in the financial statements. 
This estimate by its nature is subject to significant estimation 
uncertainty, being very sensitive to small adjustments in the 
assumptions used. 
We do not believe there is a significant risk of material misstatement 
in the IAS 19 estimate due to the methods and models used in their 
calculation or due to the source data used in their calculation 
(unless any significant events have occurred, such as significant 
special events (i.e. redundancies, bulk transfers or outsourcing), 
material transfers or material membership movements which the 
actuary may not have taken into account.) 

However, we have concluded that there is a significant risk of 
material misstatement in the IAS 19 estimate due to the assumptions 
used in their calculation. The actuarial assumptions used are the 
responsibility of the entity but should be set on the advice given by 
the actuary. As noted above, the appropriateness of the 
assumptions proposed by the actuary is covered by the TAS 
actuarial standards. However, the entity may choose to use 
different assumptions than those proposed by their actuary. A 
small change in the key assumptions (discount rate, inflation rate, 
salary increase and life expectancy) can have a significant impact 
on the estimated IAS 19 liability. In particular the discount and 
inflation rates, where our consulting actuary has indicated that a 
0.1% change in these two assumptions would have approximately 
2% effect on the liability. 
We have therefore identified the valuation of the pension fund net 
liability as a significant risk, which was one of the most significant 
assessed risks of material misstatement. 

Key aspects of our proposed response to the risk 

Wewill: 
update our understanding of the processes and 
controls put in place by management to ensure 
that the pension fund net liability is not materially 
misstated and evaluate the design of the 
associated controls; 
evaluate the instructions issued by management 
to their management expert (an actuary) for this 
estimate and the scope of the actuary's work; 
assess the competence, capabilities and 
objectivity of the actuary who carried out the 
pension fund valuation; 
assess the accuracy and completeness of the 
information provided by the MPS to the actuary 
to estimate the liability; 
test the consistency of the pension fund net 
liability and disclosures in the notes to the core 
financial statements with the actuarial report 
from the actuary; and 
undertake procedures to confirm the 
reasonableness of the actuarial assumptions 
made by reviewing the report of the consulting 
actuary (as an auditor's expert) and performing 
any additional procedures suggested within the 
report. This will include the potential impact of the 
McCloud/ Sergeant ruling. 
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Other risks explained and identified 

'In respect of some risks, the auditor ma!:J judge that it is not possible or practicable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence onl!:J from substantive 
procedures. Such risks ma!:J relate to the inaccurate or incomplete recording of routine and significant classes of transactions or account balances, the 
characteristics of which often permit highl!:J automated processing with little or no manual intervention. In such cases, the entitti's controls over such risks 
are relevant to the audit and the auditor shall obtain an understanding of them.' (!SA (UK) 315) 

Risk 

Occurrence, 
Completeness 
and Accuracy 
of Operating 
Expenditure/ A 
ccounts 
Payable 

Occurrence, 
Completeness 
and Accuracy 
of Police 
Officer and 
Staff 
Expenditure 

Risk relates to 

Group, 
MOPACand 
MPS 

Group, 
MOPACand 
MPS 

Reason for risk identification 

We have determined that Operating 
Expenditure/Accounts Patiable represent significant 
classes of transactions which rel!:J on highly 
automated processing with little or no manual 
intervention. Therefore, MOPAC and the MPS's 
controls over such risks are relevant to the audit and 
the auditor shall obtain an understanding of them. 

We have determined that Police Officer and Staff 
Expenditure represent significant classes of 
transactions which rel!:J on highl!:J automated 
processing with little or no manual intervention. 
Therefore, MOPAC and the MPS's controls over such 
risks are relevant to the audit and the auditor shall 
obtain an understanding of them. 

Key aspects of our proposed response to the risk 

Wewill: 

evaluate the design and implementation of controls over 
Operating Expenditure/Accounts Payable transactions 

Wewill: 

evaluate the design and implementation of controls over 
Police Officer and Staff Expenditure transactions 

We will communicate significant findings on these areas as well as anti other significant matters arising from the audit to !:JOU in our Audit Findings Report. 
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Group audit scope and risk assessment 
In accordance with ISA (UK) 600, as group auditor we are required to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the 
components and the consolidation process to express an opinion on whether the group financial statements are prepared, in all material respects, in 
accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework. 

Component 
lndividuall!:J 
Significant? 

Level of response 
required under ISA 

(UK) 600 Risks identified Planned audit approach 

Yes Management over- Full scope audit performed bl:J Grant Thornton UK LLP 
ride of controls 
Valuation of land 
and buildings 
Valuation of pension 
fund net liabilitl:] 

Yes Management over- Full scope audit performed bl:J Grant Thornton UK LLP 
ride of controls 

Valuation of pension 
fund net liabilitl:] 

No Out of Scope None 

Audit scope 

Audit of the financial information of the component using component 
materialitl:J 

Audit of one more classes of transactions, account balances or disclosures 
relating to significant risks of material misstatement of the group financial 
statements 

Review of component's financial information 

Specified audit procedures relating to risks of material misstatement of the 
group financial statements 

Anall:Jtical procedures at group level 

© 2023 Grant Thornton Uf'. LLP. 

MOPAC holds 100% of the issued share capital of Empress Holdings Limited and its 
subsidiaries ("Empress Holdings Group"), which holds the freehold interest in the 
Empress State Building (ESB). 
On 3 April 2018 the beneficial interest in Empress State Building was transferred to 
MOPAC. Empress State Building was classified under Propertl:], Plant and Equipment 
in the MOPAC single entitl:j accounts at 31 March 2021, and subsequentll:] 31 March 
2022. In 2020/21 these companies were placed in liquidation and the final process of 
winding up the companies is in progress. The net residual interest in the Empress 
Holdings Group for MOPAC at 31 March 2021, and subsequentll:j 31 March 2022, was 
the issued share capital which was valued at nil. Therefore liquidating the 
companies had no net impact on the group accounts. On 10 Februarl:J 2023 Empress 
Holdings Limited and its subsidiaries ("Empress Holdings Group"), issued a notice of 
final account prior to dissolution anticipated on 18 Mat] 2023. 
We will continue to review the judgement of management not to consolidate 
Empress Holdings Limited and subsidiaries to ensure it is reasonable and in line with 
the requirements of the accounting framework. 
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Other matters 

Other work 

In addition to our responsibilities under the Code of Practice, we have a number of other 
audit responsibilities, as follows: 

We read your Narrative Reports and Annual Governance Statements and any other 
information published alongside your financial statements to check that they are 
consistent with the financial statements on which we give an opinion and our knowledge 
of MOPAC and the MPS. 

We carry out work to satisfy ourselves that disclosures made in your Annual Governance 
Statements are in line with requirements set by CIPFA. 

We carry out work on your consolidation schedules for the Whole of Government 
Accounts process in accordance with NAO group audit instructions. 

We consider our other duties under legislation and the Code, as and when required, 
including: 

giving electors the opportunity to raise questions about your 2022/23 financial 
statements, consider and decide upon any objections received in relation to the 
2022/23 financial statements; 

issuing a report in the public interest or written recommendations to the MOPAC or the 
MPS under section 24 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 (the Act). 

application to the court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary to law 
under section 28 or a judicial review under section 31 of the Act 

issuing an advisory notice under section 29 of the Act 

We certify completion of our audits. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Other material balances and transactions 

Under International Standards on Auditing, 'irrespective of 
the assessed risks of material misstatement, the auditor shall 
design and perform substantive procedures for each 
material class of transactions, account balance and 
disclosure'. All other material balances and transaction 
streams will therefore be audited. However, the procedures 
will not be as extensive as the procedures adopted for the 
risks identified in this report. 
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Our approach to materiality 

The concept of materialitl:) is fundamental to the preparation of the financial statements and the audit process and applies not onll:J to the monetarl:) 
misstatements but also to disclosure requirements and adherence to acceptable accounting practice and applicable law. 

Matter 

1 

2 

Description 

Determination 

We have determined financial statement materialitl:j based 
on a proportion of the prior tJear gross expenditure of the 
group, MOPAC and MPS adjusted for the effects of 
non recurring items. In the prior tJear we used the same 
benchmark. 

For our audit testing purposes we will appll:J the lowest of 
these materialities, which is £60m (PY £58m), which 
equates to 1.4% of the MPS's prior l:lear gross expenditure 
for the l:lear adjusted for the effects of non recurring items. 

Reassessment of materialit!:J 

Our assessment of materialitl:j is kept under review 
throughout the audit process. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Planned audit procedures 

We determine planning materialitl:) in order to: 

establish what level of misstatement could reasonabll:J be expected to 
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial 
statements 

assist in establishing the scope of our audit engagement and audit tests 

determine sample sizes and 

assist in evaluating the effect of known and likell:J misstatements in the 
financial statements 

We reconsider planning materialitl:) if, during the course of our audit 
engagement, we become aware of facts and circumstances that would have 
caused us to make a different determination of planning materialittJ. 

16 
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Our approach to materiality 

The concept of materialit!:) is fundamental to the preparation of the financial statements and the audit process and applies not onl!:J to the monetar!:J 
misstatements but also to disclosure requirements and adherence to acceptable accounting practice and applicable law. 

Matter 

3 

Description 

Other communications relating to materiality we will 
report to the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime and 
the Commissioner of the Police of the Metropolis 

Whilst our audit procedures are designed to identif!:J 
misstatements which are material to our opinion on the 
financial statements as a whole, we nevertheless report to 
the MOPAC and the MPS an!:J unadjusted misstatements of 
lesser amounts to the extent that these are identified b!:J 
our audit work. Under ISA 260 (UK) 'Communication with 
those charged with governance', we are obliged to report 
uncorrected omissions or misstatements other than those 
which are 'clearl!:J trivial' to those charged with 
governance. 

ISA 260 (UK) defines 'clearl!:J trivial' as matters that are 
clearl!:J inconsequential, whether taken individuall!:J or in 
aggregate and whether judged b!:J an!:J quantitative or 
qualitative criteria. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Planned audit procedures 

We report to the Deput!:J Ma!:Jor for Policing and Crime and the Commissioner of 
the Police of the Metropolis an!:J unadjusted misstatements of lesser amounts to 
the extent that these are identified b!:J our audit work. 

In the context of the group, MOPAC and the MPS, we propose that an individual 
difference could normall!:J be considered to be clearl!:J trivial if it is less than £3.1m 
(PY £2.9m). 

If management have corrected material misstatements identified during the 
course of the audit, we will consider whether those corrections should be 
communicated to the Joint Audit Panel to assist it in fulfilling its governance 
responsibilities. 
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Our approach to materiality 

The concept of materialit!:) is fundamental to the preparation of the financial statements and the audit process and applies not onl!:J to the monetar!:J 
misstatements but also to disclosure requirements and adherence to acceptable accounting practice and applicable law. 

Prior year gross expenditure (adjusted for the 
actuarial loss on injury pensions costs) 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

2021/22: £4,293m Group 

2020/21: £4,033m 

2021/22: £4,293m MOPAC 

2020/21: £4,033m 

2021/22: £4,172m CPM 

2020/21: £3,871m 

Materiality 

■ Prior !:]ear gross expenditure -■ Materialit!:J 

£62m 

Group financial statements materiality 

(PY: £60.492m) 

£62m 

MOPAC financial statements materialit!:J 

(PY: £60.492m) 

£60m 

MPS financial statements materialit!:J 

(PY: £58m) 

£3.1m 

Misstatements reported to the MOPAC 
and MPS 

(PY: £2.9m) 
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IT audit strategy 

In accordance with ISA (UK) 315 Revised, we are required to obtain an understanding of the relevant IT and technical infrastructure and details of the 
processes that operate within the IT environment. We are also required to consider the information captured to identif8 an8 audit relevant risks and design 
appropriate audit procedures in response. As part of this we obtain an understanding of the controls operating over relevant Information Technolog8 (IT) 
S8stems i.e., IT general controls (ITGCs). Our audit will include completing an assessment of the design and implementation of relevant ITGCs. We sa8 more 
about ISA 315 Revised on slide 26. 

The following IT S8stems have been judged to be in scope for our audit and based on the planned financial statement audit approach, we will perform the 
indicated level of assessment: 

IT s8stem 

Oracle EBS (PSOP) 

Real Asset Management 
(RAM) 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Audit area 

Financial 
Reporting 

Fixed Asset 
Register 

Planned level IT audit assessment 

A detailed review of the IT General Controls related to securit8 management, development and 
maintenance and technolog8 infrastructure was carried out b8 our internal IT specialists team in the 
2020/21 financial 8ear. No significant control deficiencies were identified as a result of the review carried 
out over Oracle EBS. We therefore plan to place reliance on the work performed in 2020/21 in relation to 
the design effectiveness of IT General Controls for the current financial 8ear and update our 
understanding of an8 changes in the S8stem. We will review an8 changes identified in ke8 controls from 
the prior 8ear and assess the impact of an8 changes on the planned audit approach. 

We will also follow up on an8 recommendations made in the 2020/21 review in relation to IT general 
control to assess whether these have been actioned b8 management. 

A detailed review of the IT General Controls related to securit8 management, development and 
maintenance and technolog8 infrastructure was carried out b8 our internal IT specialists team in the 
2020/21 financial 8ear. No significant control deficiencies were identified as a result of the review carried 
out over RAM. We therefore plan to place reliance on the work performed in the 2020/21 in relation to the 
design effectiveness of IT General Controls for the current financial 8ear and update our understanding 
of an8 changes in the S8stem. We will review an8 changes identified in ke8 controls from the prior 8ear 
review and assess the impact of an8 changes on the planned audit approach. 
We will also follow up on an8 recommendations made in the prior 8ear in relation to IT general control to 
assess whether these have been actioned b8 management. 
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Value for Money arrangements 

Approach to Value for Money work for the period ended 31 March 2023 

The National Audit Office issued its latest Value for Monel:J guidance to auditors in Januarl:l 2023. The Code expects auditors to consider whether a bodl:J 
has put in place proper arrangements to secure economl:J, efficiencl:J and effectiveness in its use of resources. Auditors are expected to report anl:J 
significant weaknesses in the bodl:J's arrangements should thel:J come to their attention. In undertaking their work, auditors are expected to have regard to 
three specified reporting criteria. These are as set out below: 

Improving economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness 

How the bodl:J uses information about its 
costs and performance to improve the Wal:) it 
manages and delivers its services. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Financial Sustainability 

How the bodl:J plans and manages its 
resources to ensure it can continue to deliver 
its services. 

Governance 

How the bodl:J ensures that it makes 
informed decisions and properll:J manages 
its risks. 

20 
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Risks of significant VFM weaknesses 
As part of our planning work for 2022/23, we considered whether there were an!:J risks of significant weakness in the bodies' arrangements for securing 
econom!:J, efficienC!:J and effectiveness in their use of resources that we needed to perform further procedures on. Our 2021/22 Auditor's Annual Report is 
currentl!:J being agreed with management. This identified a number of significant weaknesses in the arrangements at MOPAC and the MPS giving rise to ke!:J 
recommendations. Based on this work and our initial planning work, the risks we have identified are detailed in the first table below, along with the further 
procedures we will perform. We will also follow up on the recommendations we made in 2021/22 to assess progress in implementing them. We ma!:J need to 
make recommendations following the completion of our work. The potential different t!:)pes of recommendations we could make are set out in the next slide. 

Risks of significant weakness 

Those risks requiring audit consideration and procedures to address the likelihood that proper arrangements are not in place at the bod!:) to deliver value for 
mone!:J. 

Trust and Confidence 

W The MPS was put into 'Engage' in September 2022 following the publication of its latest PEEL report. The Case!:) review was published in March \2) 2023. During the first 100 da!:JS of the Commissioner's new role, he spoke about his 'Turnaround Plan' which was then published in April 2023. 

We will review the arrangements in place in both MOPAC and the MPS to respond to the recommendations raised from HMICFRS and Case!:), 
ensuring the!:) are appropriate to oversee effective deliver!:) of rebuilding trust and confidence. 

Governance Structure 

® The new Commissioner started work in September 2022, and set out the wa!:J he wanted to manage the MPS. A number of changes were made to 
his leadership team. MOPAC is also reviewing the wa!:J it works with and scrutinizes the MPS. This includes the introduction of the Local Policing 
Board. 

We will consider the effectiveness of the revised governance arrangements in the MPS and in MOPAC and whether the!:J are effective in delivering 
improvement in London policing and performance. 

Standards and Compliance 

W The arrests of serving police officers Wa!:Jne Couzens and David Carrick for ver!:J serious crimes, raised questions about standards and 
\2) compliance within the MPS. 

We will assess the progress made b!:J the professionalism directorate since last !:)ear, the effectiveness of vetting arrangements and management 
of recruitment, and we will review the arrangements in place to oversee the diversit!:J and inclusion strateg!:J. 
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Risks of significant VFM weaknesses 
(Continued) 

Project Deliverti 

The CONNECT and Command and Control Projects remain a considerable risk. The CONNECT project has been launched and is impacting Force 
performance. C&C is delatied and over budget. 

We will consider the effectiveness of the governance arrangements in both MOPAC and the MPS and whether theti offer sufficient oversight to 
ensure effective delivertJ. 

Financial sustainabilitti - budgeting and impact of major capital projects 

In our 2021/22 Auditor's Annual Report, we raised an improvement recommendation following our work that identified the Medium-Term Financial 
StrategtJ (MTFS) included an assumption for police officer numbers which was unrealistic and not credible. If financial forecasts are not based on 
realistic assumptions, there is a risk that both entities either fail to make, or make inappropriate financial decisions. Given the macroeconomic 
climate of high inflation, high interest rates and the prospect of a recession - it is imperative that MOPAC's and the MPS' arrangements for 
budgeting is sound. 

We will review the budgeting arrangements at the MPS and the arrangements within MOPAC to oversee and scrutinise the process. As part of our 
financial sustainabilitti work, we will also review the potential financial impact of anti issues arising from the two major capital projects set out 
above. 
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Risks of significant VFM weaknesses 
(Continued) 
We ma!:l need to make recommendations following the completion of our work on significant weaknesses. The potential different t!:Jpes of 
recommendations we could make are as follows: 

Potential t!:Jpes of recommendations 

A range of different recommendations could be made following the completion of work on risks of significant weakness, as follows: 

CD 

Statutor!:l recommendation 

Written recommendations to the bod!:J under Section 24 (Schedule 7) of the Local Audit and Accountabilit!:J Act 2014. A recommendation 
under schedule 7 requires the bod!:J to discuss and respond publicl!:J to the report. 

Ke!:J recommendation 

The Code of Audit Practice requires that where auditors identif!:J significant weaknesses in arrangements to secure value for mone!:J the!:J 
should make recommendations setting out the actions that should be taken b!:J the bod!:J. We have defined these recommendations as ' ke!:J 
recommendations' . 

Improvement recommendation 

These recommendations, if implemented should improve the arrangements in place at the bod!:J , but are not made as a result of identif!:Jing 
significant weaknesses in the bod!:J's arrangements 
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Audit logistics 

April 2023 

Audit 
Panel 

3 Jul!:J 2023 

Planning and 
risk assessment 

Audited Entity responsibilities 

-Audit 
Plan 

Year end audit 
Jul!:J and August 2023 

B!:J 30 
September 2023 

-Audit Findings 
Report and 

Audit Opinion 

B!:J 
30 December 

2023 

-Auditor's 
Annual 
Report 

Where audited bodies do not deliver to the timetable agreed, we need to ensure that this does not impact on audit qualit!:J or absorb a disproportionate 
amount of time, thereb!:J disadvantaging other audited bodies. Where the elapsed time to complete an audit exceeds that agreed due to an entit!:J not 
meeting its obligations we will not be able to maintain a team on site. Similarl!:J, where additional resources are needed to complete the audit due to an 
entit!:J not meeting their obligations we are not able to guarantee the deliver!d of the audit to the agreed timescales. In addition, dela!:Jed audits will incur 
additional audit fees. 

Our requirements 

To minimise the risk of a dela!:Jed audit, !:JOU need to: 

ensure that !:JOU produce draft financial statements of good qualit!d b!:J the deadline !:JOU have agreed with us, including all notes, the Narrative 
Report and the Annual Governance Statement; 

ensure that good qualit!:J working papers are available at the start of the audit, in accordance with the working paper requirements schedule that we 
have shared with !:JOU; 

ensure that the agreed data reports are available to us at the start of the audit and are reconciled to the values in the accounts, in order to facilitate 
our selection of samples for testing; 

ensure that all appropriate staff are available on site throughout (or as otherwise agreed) the planned period of the audit; and 

respond promptl!:J and adequatel!:J to audit queries. 
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Audit team 

Mark Stocks 

Key Audit Partner/ Relationship Partner 

T 0121 232 5437 
E Mark.C.Stocks@uk.gt.com 

Mark wi ll have ultimate responsibility for the delivery of your audit service. 
Specifics of th e role include: 

• leading our relationship with the Mayor's Office for Policing and the 
Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis; 

• ensuring you have access to Grant Thornton's ful l service offering; 

• reviewing the audit file, giving particular focus to any key areas of risk or 
critica l judgements exercised during the audits; 

• reviewing and signing off al l audit reports; 

• attending Joint Audit Panel to discuss key issues arising from our work and 
an\:! recommendations; 

• acting as a 'sound ing board' on key decisions relevant to our responsibilities 
as your auditors; and 

• sharing good practice identified at other organisations. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Alex J Walling 

Director 

T 0117 305 7804 
E Alex.J .Wal ling@uk.gt.com 

Working alongside Mark, Alex will have responsibility for the delivery of your 
audit service. Specifics of the ro le include: 

having a relationsh ip with the Mayor's Office for Policing and the 
Commissioner of Pol ice of the Metropolis; 

being a key contact for the Chief Finance Officers and the Joint, Audit Panel 
meeting frequently with key members of management; 

taking responsibility for delivering high quality audits which meet 
professiona l standards; 

agreeing with you the annual joint audit plan, and a timetable for delivering 
the work; 

• reviewing the audit file, ensuring our high quality standards have been met; 

• reviewing all audit reports; and 

• attending Joint Audit Panel to discuss key issues arising from our work and 
any recommendations. 
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Audit team 

Parris Williams 

Senior Manager 

T 020 7728 2542 
E Parris.Williams@uk.gt.com 

Parris is responsible for planning, managing and leading the audit and 
providing feedback to l:JOU throughout the audit process. Parris is 
responsible for audit qualitl:J, project management of the audit, ensuring 
the audit requirements are fulll:J complied with . He will respond to ad
hoe queries whenever raised and meet regularll:J with the Chief Finance 
Officers and members of the finance team. Specifics of the role include: 

• ensuring responsibilitl:J for delivering high qualitl:J audits which meet 
professional standards; 

• drafting audit reports; 

• ensure kel:J matters which arise during the audits which were not 
identified at the planning stage are properll:J assessed and dealt 
with; 

• review the work of in-charge auditor and the wider fieldwork team; 

• manage, motivate and coach team members; and 

• attending and contributing to senior audit liaison meetings, sharing 
good practice identified at other organisations. 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Jasmine Kemp 

Audit In-Charge 

T 020 7865 2682 
E Jasmine.R.Kemp@uk.gt.com 

Jasmine will work as part of the team, leading the on site audit team, providing a 
service which meets or exceeds client expectations and supports the engagement 
lead / manager team. Specifics of the role include: 

• taking an active part in the audit p lanning discussions to identif!:J audit risks and 
appropriate aud it strategl:J; 

• communicating an!:l issues relating to the audit with the engagement manager or 
engagement lead; 

• overseeing all aspects of audit fieldwork and completion; 

• addressing and discussing queries in respect of techn ica l and audit issues 
identified during the course of the audit; 

• maintaining good working relationsh ips with client staff; and 

• delegating work to other members of the audit team, ensuring the!:J understand 
their responsibilities and have received appropriate on-the-job training/ coaching. 
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Audit fees and updated Auditing Standards 
including ISA 315 Revised 
PSAA awarded a contract of audit for MOPAC and MPS to begin with effect from 2018/19. The fee agreed in the contract was £101,508 for MOPAC and 
£92,400 for the MPS. Since that time, there have been a number of developments, particularl!:J in relation to the revised Code and ISA's which are relevant 
for the 2022/23 audit. For details of the changes which impacted on !:)ears up to 2021/22 please see our prior !:)ear Audit Plans. 

The major change impacting on our audit for 2022/23 is the introduction of ISA (UK) 315 (Revised) - ldentif!:Jing and assessing the risks of material 
misstatement ('ISA 315'). There are a number of significant changes that will impact the nature and extent of our risk assessment procedures and the work 
we perform to respond to these identified risks. Ke!:J changes include: 

Enhanced requirements around understanding the MOPAC and MPS's IT Infrastructure and IT environment. From this we will then identif!:J an!:J risks 
arising from the use of IT. We are then required to identif!:J the IT General Controls ('ITGCs') that address those risks and test the design and 
implementation of ITGCs that address the risks arising from the use of IT. 

Additional documentation of our understanding of the MOPAC and MPS's business model, which ma!:J result in us needing to perform additional 
inquiries to understand the end-to-end processes over more classes of transactions, balances and disclosures. 

We are required to identif!:J controls within a business process and identif!:J which of those controls are controls relevant to the audit. These include, but 
are not limited to, controls over significant risks and journal entries. We will need to identif!:J the risks arising from the use of IT and the general IT 
controls (ITGCs) as part of obtaining an understanding of relevant controls. 

Where we do not test the operating effectiveness of controls, the assessment of risk will be the inherent risk, this means that our sample sizes ma!:J be 
larger than in previous !:)ears. 

These are significant changes which will require us to increase the scope, nature and extent of our audit documentation, particularl!:J in respect of !:JOUr 
business processes, and !:JOUr IT controls. We will be unable to determine the full fee impact until we have undertaken further work in respect of the above 
areas. However, for an authorit!:J of !:JOUr size, we estimate an initial increase of £5k. We will let !:JOU know if our work in respect of business processes and IT 
controls identifies an!:J issues requiring further audit testing. There is likel!:J to be an ongoing requirement for a fee increase in future !:)ears, although we are 
unable !:Jet to quantif!:J that. 

The other major change to Auditing Standards in 2022/23 is in respect of ISA 240 which deals with the auditor's responsibilities relating to fraud in an audit 
of financial statements. This Standard gives more prominence to the risk of fraud in the audit planning process. We will let !:JOU know during the course of 
the audit should we be required to undertake an!:J additional work in this area which will impact on !:JOUr fee. 

Ta king into account the above, our proposed work and fee for 2022/23, as set out below, is detailed overleaf and has been agreed with the Chief Finance 
Officers for MOPAC and CPM. 
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Audit fees 

Actual Fee 2020/21 Final Fee 2021/22* Proposed fee 2022/23 

MOPAC Audit £159,483 £169,052 £169,108 

MPS audit £132,525 £140,477 £136,700 

Total audit fees (excluding VAT) £292,008 £309,528 £296,808 

*The final fee variation is subject to PSAA approval. 

As the VFM work is ongoing, this has not been included in these figures as !:Jet. 

Assumptions 

In setting the above fees, we have assumed that MOPAC and the MPS will: 
prepare a good qualitl:] set of accounts, supported bl:J comprehensive and well-presented working papers which are readl:J at the start of the audit 

provide appropriate anall:Jsis, support and evidence to support all critical judgements and significant judgements made during the course of preparing 
the financial statements 

provide earll:J notice of proposed complex or unusual transactions which could have a material impact on the financial statements. 

Relevant professional standards 

In preparing our fee estimate, we have had regard to all relevant professional standards, including paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 of the FRC's Ethical Standard 
(revised 2019) which stipulate that the Engagement Lead (Kel:J Audit Partner) must set a fee sufficient to enable the resourcing of the audit with partners 
and staff with appropriate time and skill to deliver an audit to the required professional and Ethical standards. 
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Audit fees - detailed analysis 

Total audit fees 
MOPAC (£) MPS(£) (excluding VAT)(£) 

2022/23 Scale fee published bl:J PSAA 126,508 92,400 

Increased FRC challenge, Materialitl:j, PPE, Pensions 16,600 

PPE - support of expert 4,500 

Additional work on Value for Monet] (VFM) under new NAO code 20,000 10,000 

!SA 540 5,800 7,300 

!SA 240/700 6,800 4,900 

Increased audit requirements of revised ISAs 315 5,000 5,000 

Enhanced pawoll testing 500 500 

Total proposed audit fees 2022/23 (excluding VAT) 169,108 136,700 296,808 

All variations to the scale fee will need to be approved b!:J PSAA 
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Independence and non-audit services 

Auditor independence 

Ethical Standards and ISA (UK) 260 require us to give !:JOU timel!:J disclosure of all significant facts and matters that ma!:J bear upon the integrit!:), objectivit!:J 
and independence of the firm or covered persons. relating to our independence. We encourage !:JOU to contact us to discuss these or an!:J other 
independence issues with us. We will also discuss with !:JOU if we make additional significant judgements surrounding independence matters. 

We confirm that there are no significant facts or matters that impact on our independence as auditors that we are required or wish to draw to !:JOUr 
attention. We have complied with the Financial Reporting Council's Ethical Standard and we as a firm, and each covered person, confirm that we are 
independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial statements .. Further, we have complied with the requirements of the National 
Audit Office's Auditor Guidance Note 01 issued in Ma!:J 2020 which sets out supplementar!:J guidance on ethical requirements for auditors of local public 
bodies. 

We confirm that we have implemented policies and procedures to meet the requirements of the Ethical Standard. For the purposes of our audit we have 
made enquiries of all Grant Thornton UK LLP teams providing services to the MOPAC and the MPS. 
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Communication of audit matters with those 
charged with governance 

Our communication plan for those charged with governance i.e. the Deputy Mayor 
for Policing and Crime and the Commissioner of the Police of the Metropolis 

Respective responsibilities of auditor and management/those charged with governance 

Overview of the planned scope and timing of the audit, form, timing and expected 
general content of communications including significant risks and Kel:J Audit Matters 

Confirmation of independence and objectivitl:j of the firm, the engagement team 
members and all other indirectll:) covered persons 

A statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding 
independence. Relationships and other matters which might be thought to bear on 
independence. Details of non-audit work performed bl:J Grant Thornton UK LLP and 
network firms, together with fees charged. Details of safeguards applied to threats to 
independence 

Significant matters in relation to going concern 

Significant findings from the audit 

Significant matters and issue arising during the audit and written representations that 
have been sought 

Significant difficulties encountered during the audit 

Significant deficiencies in internal control identified during the audit 

Significant matters arising in connection with related parties 

Identification or suspicion of fraud involving management and/or which results in 
material misstatement of the financial statements 

Non-compliance with laws and regulations 

Unadjusted misstatements and material disclosure omissions 

Expected modifications to the auditor's report, or emphasis of matter 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Audit 
Plan 

Audit 
Findings 

ISA (UK) 260, as well as other ISAs 
(UK), prescribe matters which we are 
required to communicate with those 
charged with governance, and which 
we set out in the table here. 
This document, the Audit Plan, 
outlines our audit strategl:) and plan 
to deliver the audit, while the Audit 
Findings will be issued prior to 
approval of the financial statements 
and will present kel:J issues, findings 
and other matters arising from the 
audit, together with an explanation as 
to how these have been resolved. 
We will communicate anl:J adverse or 
unexpected findings affecting the 
audit on a timell:J basis, either 
informalll:J or via an audit progress 
memorandum 

Respective responsibilities 
As auditor we are responsible for 
performing the audit in accordance 
with ISAs (UK), which is directed 
towards forming and expressing an 
opinion on the financial statements 
that have been prepared bl:J 
management with the oversight of 
those charged with governance. 
The audit of the financial statements 
does not relieve management or those 
charged with governance of their 
responsibilities. 
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Appendix 1: Progress against prior year 
audit recommendations 

We identified the following issues in our 2021/22 audit of the MOPAC, MPS and the groups financial statements, which resulted in three recommendations 
being reported in our 2021/22 Audit Findings Report. 

We have followed up on the implementation of our recommendations as reported below: 

Assessment Issue and risk previousl!:J communicated 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Self authorisation of journals 
From our knowledge of l:JOUr finance Sl:]Stem and its control environment 
we are aware that management have chosen not implement a control 
which does not allow the self authorisation of journals for CPM. 
From our review of journals that were tested there was appropriate 
supporting backing to corroborate the posting of the journal. However, 
where a journal is initiated bl:J the same person who authorises it, this 
undermines the segregation of duties and weakens l:JOUr control 
environment, as it heightens the risk that inappropriate journals are not 
identified through l:JOUr authorisation review process. 
The individual requesting the journal to be posted should not be the same 
individual who subsequentll:j authorises the posting of the journal. 

Update on actions taken to address the issue 

MPS have taken the decision to adopt detective, rather than 
preventative controls regarding journal posting. Management 
made this decision for two reasons: 

- Management deem detective controls to be more efficient 
given the volume of journals raised bl:J MPS 

- the outsourcing arrangements for finance transactions 
means that for journals processed bl:J SSCL, there is 
segregation of duties. 

Management recognise that preventative controls are 
preferable and have agreed to consider how future finance 
Sl:]Stem upgrades (allied to process change) can be used to 
facilitate the adoption of an efficient journal authorisation 
process. At the same time, management will seek to reduce the 
volume of manual journals to reduce the MPS's risk exposure. 
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Appendix 1: Progress against prior year 
audit recommendations 

Assessment Issue and risk previousl!:J communicated 

© 2023 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Capitalisation of assets 
Our discussions held with l:JOUr internal auditor DARA highlighted that a 
number of covert assets had not been capitalised within the fixed asset 
register (FAR) and therefore did not exist within the Balance Sheet. 
The value of assets not capitalised is not material however a control 
weakness exists where covert assets are not capitalised on the fixed asset 
register and therefore are not accounted for. 

Assets Under Construction (AUC) Reclassifications 
From our testing performed on AUC reclassifications and AUC closing 
balances we identified a number of assets which had become fulll:J 
operational in tJear or in previous tJears that had not been reclassified in 
the correct financial tJear. There is a risk that the net book value of assets 
becomes misstated where assets are not classified in the correct asset 
class in a timeltJ manner and depreciation not charged on the asset once 
it becomes operational. 

Update on actions taken to address the issue 

Management cite historic decisions for covert assets not to be 
capitalised in the fixed asset register due to the sensitive 
nature of the assets. These assets are tracked on classified 
Sl:)Stems, and the spend associated with the assets are 
recorded offline in a restricted area. 

Management have agreed to include all capital purchases on 
the FAR (with redacted descriptions for covert assets) with the 
exception of covert vehicles. Management have determined 
that such vehicle assets are trivial in value compared the 
financial statements. 

Management acknowledge that Corporate Finance reltJ on 
business areas to notifl:J them when assets under construction 
are complete, and brought into use. This is done through 
updates on Sl:)Stems as to the project status. 

For some propertl:) projects, there have been delal:JS in the 
updating of Sl:)Stems with when projects are complete and 
assets brought into use. Management will ensure that Sl:)Stems 
are updated in a timell:J fashion. 
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GrantThornton 

grantthornton.co.uk 

© 2023 GrantThornton UK LLP. 

'Grant Thornton' refers to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms provide assurance, tax and advisory services to their clients and/or refers to one or more member firms, 
as the context requires. Grant Thornton UK LLP is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTILJ . GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. GTIL and each 
member firm is a separate legal entity. Services are delivered by the member firms. GTIL does not provide services to clients. GTIL and its member firms are not agents of, and do not 
obligate, one another and are not liable for one another's acts or omissions. 
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MO PAC I 
MAYOR OF LONDON METROPOLITAN 

POLICE 

AGENDA ITEM 6a 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 

2 August 2023 

MOPAC AGS and Governance Improvement Plan 
Report by: The Director of Strategy & MPS Oversight 

Report Summary 

Overall Summary of the Purpose of the Report 
This report is presented to Audit Panel to provide an overview of MOPAC’s 
approach to governance going forward, outline the key areas of improvement and 
the actions in place to address them.  

Draft MOPAC Annual Governance Statement 2022/23 
The 2022/23 draft Annual Governance Statement (AGS) at Appendix A, sets out 
the framework, processes and procedures in place to enable the Mayor’s Office for 
Policing and Crime (MOPAC) to carry out its functions effectively whilst ensuring 
the organisation continues to achieve value for money. 

Governance Improvement Plan 2023/24 
The Governance Improvement Plan is a live improvement plan bringing together 
the improvements identified in the AGS 2021/22 with those carried forward from 
the Governance Improvement Plan 2022/23.   AGS 22/23 improvement actions will 
be included in the GIP and presented to the next Panel meeting. 

Recommendations 

The Audit Panel is recommended to: 
a. Review the Draft AGS for 2022/23, with a view to providing feedback prior 

to formal publication in September 2023. 
b. Note the improvements being made in MOPAC Governance through the 

Governance Improvement Plan. 

1. Draft Annual Governance Statement 2022/23 

1.1. The draft Annual Governance Statement (AGS) is attached as Appendix A to 
this report. The draft report was presented to MOPAC Board throughout June, 
which provided feedback to be incorporated into the final version. 
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AGENDA ITEM 6a 

1.2. The AGS draws on a range of input and feedback resources to capture 
different perspectives. These include senior management review, internal and 
external audit and external reviews of the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). 
The HMICFRS Engage process and the report by Baroness Casey into the 
culture and standards of the MPS are also key considerations reflected in this 
document and will be central to our oversight of the MPS’s work and delivery 
of their reform plan in the coming year. 

1.3. MOPAC has made improvements to oversight governance during 2022/23, 
with further changes proposed for the coming year, working with the MPS 
Commissioner and his senior team collaboratively throughout. The creation of 
the London Policing Board is a fundamental change to the way oversight is 
conducted, bringing scrutiny into the public forum with independent members 
also being recruited for their expertise. MOPAC is working through the 
processes and internal governance that is needed to enable this enhanced 
oversight to happen. 

1.4. The AGS highlights some other key areas of improvement that MOPAC will 
focus on over the next 12 months. Examples include: 

o Embedding the Finance and Corporate Services transformation 
programme, which will improve processes, maximise resources and 
provide resilience for MOPAC. 

o MOPAC will use its strengthened programme management approach to 
manage the work in response to the Baroness Casey’s review into the 
culture and standards of the MPS. 

o Ensure that we remain compliant with information governance legislation 
but conducting an overhaul of all the documentation and processes and 
delivering mandatory training to staff 

o MOPAC will carry forward work to overhaul community scrutiny and 
engagement 

o The VRU will deliver compliance with the Serious Violence Duty for 
London 

1.5. These improvements have been identified to deliver sustained change and will 
be monitored through the governance improvement plan, alongside those 
actions carried forward from the current year. 

2. Governance Improvement Plan 

2.1. Appendix B, the Governance Improvement Plan for 2022/23, collates 
MOPAC’s areas for improvement and sets out their source, the specific 
recommendation they relate to, actions taken or proposed, action owners and 
a proposed completion date. The areas for improvement identified have been 
compiled from: 
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AGENDA ITEM 6a 

• Outstanding actions from the Governance Improvement Plan 2021/22 
which are carried forward into this year’s plan. 

• Areas identified in the Annual Governance Statement (AGS) in sections 
marked “What could be improved”. 

• The DARA Internal Audit Annual Report 2022/23 and subsequent 
inspection reports. 

2.2 This is a live document, refreshed monthly for internal review purposes, 
allowing leads to set realistic timescales for improvement actions and to 
capture in year DARA recommendations. A comprehensive annual refresh is 
undertaken to include AGS outputs. 

3. Overview of GIP 

3.1. Between the period 1 January and 28 February, 6 actions have been marked 
as complete and 17 actions reported as on track with target dates that fall in 
2022/23 or beyond. There are currently 2 recommendations where the initial 
delivery timescale has been revised, 6 on hold and 14 complete. 

3.2. There are 39 work-streams captured in the MOPAC Governance 
Improvement Plain for 2022/23. 

Key Achievements and areas for improvement 

3.3 Work continues to progress through improvements in MOPAC’s governance 
and control mechanisms, although resourcing pressures have resulted in 
some timescales being pushed back. Dedicated resource has been prioritised 
for a number of the improvements within the plan, which will show in expected 
completion of actions during Q4. Since MOPAC last reported to Audit Panel in 
January there has been 6 new completed actions. 

Completed actions: 

3.4 Complaints review system (C6) – MOPAC has implemented a new process 
to provide assurance that the MPS takes appropriate action following a 
complaint review and be able to monitor the implementation of agreed actions. 

3.5 Commissioned services performance (C7) - MOPAC has developed an 
improved approach to performance reporting for MOPAC’s commissioned 
services, to support increased transparency and enable better communication 
of the impact of spend. 

3.6 Complaints Review Team review (D7) – MOPAC has completed a process 
review of the CRT which includes new service standards, review of resources 
to align with caseload, overtime payments and increase headcount. 

3.7 Oversight of external reports (F1) – This work has been superseded by the 
MPS who has compiled a consolidated tracker of all recommendations for the 
MPS. Work is underway to use the information to prioritise where our 
oversight is best placed. MOPAC is dedicating resource to this work going 
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AGENDA ITEM 6a 

forward, which will allow us to capture progress updates against each 
oversight area, and flag areas of risk. Staff expected in post Apr/May23 

3.8 Risk Management approach (G2 & G4) - The project risk management 
approach has been implemented and is reported through updates at the 
Portfolio Board. A review of corporate risk has been done and corporate risk 
register has been approved. A risk management framework/policy will sit 
alongside the register and communicated to staff. 

Actions where timescales have slipped: 

3.9 VRU Dashboard (F2) - Delays in procurement & implementation of our Grant 
Management System (GMS), and software complications re Digital transfer 
have pushed the publication back. 

3.10 Vetting of Shared Service staff (G7) – Since the initial action was raised, 
MOPAC is transitioning to a new shared service provider for all IT services. 
Work is in progress to ensure that all new SS staff are vetted, and this is 
maintained. The transition programme has pushed this timeframe. 

4 Equality and Diversity Impact 
The governance improvement plan itself contains a number of actions relating 
to equality and diversity, not least the focus on our EDI strategy. 

5 Legal Implications 
Under the Local Government Act 1999, MOPAC has a statutory duty to make 
arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its 
functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness. In discharging this overall responsibility, MOPAC 
is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements for the governance of 
its affairs and facilitating the exercise of its functions, including a sound 
system of internal control and management of risk. 

MOPAC and the Commissioner of Police are both under a statutory duty to 
approve an AGS. In order that it can discharge the duty, MOPAC prepares an 
AGS, against the CIPFA Principles (Delivering Good Governance in Local 
Government: Framework 2016), which demonstrates how aspects of 
governance have been implemented, and from which the GIP stems. 

6 Risk Implications 
The paper identifies the key risk areas in the GIP and shows how these are 
being managed. 

7 Contact Details 
Report author: Gemma Deadman, Governance, Risk and PMO Manager 

8 Appendices and Background Papers 
Appendix A – Draft Annual Governance Statement 2022/23 
Appendix B – MOPAC Governance Improvement Plan – Official Sensitive 
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1. Introduction 

The 2022/23 Annual Governance Statement (AGS) gives us the opportunity to explain the framework, 

processes and procedures in place which ensure that the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) 
carries out its work in accordance with the law and appropriate standards. 

MOPAC is a corporation sole and has a responsibility to ensure that its business is conducted in accordance 

with the law and proper standards. It also has a duty to ensure that public money is safeguarded, properly 

accounted for and that the value for money (VfM) principles of economy, efficiency and effectiveness are 

strongly adhered to in order to deliver VfM for taxpayers. 

MOPAC is legally accountable for the decisions and operations of both MOPAC and the Violence Reduction 

Unit (VRU) and both are subject to MOPAC’s scheme of delegation and consent. 

MOPAC aims to ensure that resources are directed in accordance with agreed policy and according to priorities 

within the Police and Crime Plan (PCP), that there is sound and inclusive decision making and that there is 

clear accountability for the use of those resources to achieve desired outcomes for London’s service users and 
communities. Further detail of MOPAC’s governance framework is in Annex A. 

MOPAC conducts an annual review of the effectiveness of its system of internal control and publishes this 

statutory AGS with the Statement of Accounts. Within the AGS is a review against the governance framework, 

a review of effectiveness of our governance arrangements and an action plan to address the areas of focus 

raised. 

The AGS draws on a range of input and feedback resources to capture different perspectives. These include 

senior management review, internal and external audit and external reviews of the Metropolitan Police Service 

(MPS). The HMICFRS Engage process and the report by Baroness Casey into the culture and standards of the 

MPS are also key considerations reflected in this document, and will be central to our oversight of the MPS’ 

work and delivery of their Turnaround Plan in the coming year 

Oversight is a key area of focus and features heavily within the improvement areas within this statement. The 

creation of the new London Policing Board will be an important step forward towards improving transparency 

of MOPAC oversight. Alongside this, internal processes are also an area in which MOPAC needs to improve and 

will focus resource upon over the coming year. 

Overall, we conclude that MOPAC has an adequate system of internal control which facilitates the 

effective exercise of its functions. 
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2. 2022/23 Context 

Following the publication of the Mayor’s Police and Crime Plan for London in March 2022, 2022/23 was a year 

of focused delivery on the Mayor’s priorities. 

Trust and confidence in policing – a key Police and Crime Plan priority and the focus of the Mayor’s 2020 

Action Plan for Transparency, Accountability and Trust - remained a dominant issue in London during 

2022/23, following a series of appalling scandals, continued declines in public confidence and the resignation 

of the Commissioner. In June 2022, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue Services 
(HMICFRS) announced that it would be moving the MPS into the Engage process of monitoring, following 

substantial and persistent concerns about the Service’s performance in key areas of its work, including 

investigating crime, responding to the public and protecting people from harm. 

In July 2022, the Mayor and Home Secretary announced the appointment of Sir Mark Rowley QPM as the new 

Commissioner of the Met, and since taking up office in September 2022, he has begun an extensive 

programme of reform of the capital’s police service. The Commissioner’s draft Turnaround Plan published for 

consultation in January 2023, focuses on addressing the concerns raised by HMICFRS. 

The importance of these reforms has been underlined by the findings of Baroness Casey’s Review – the Mayor 

requested that this review be commissioned by the Met and be led by Baroness Casey - into the standards of 

behaviour and internal culture of the Met. Baroness Casey found institutional racism, misogyny and 

homophobia at the Met, findings that the Mayor accepted. She also described the Met as defensive, resistant 

to change and unwilling to engage with communities. 

The Mayor continues to act to put the Met on a path of far-reaching systematic and cultural reform, with the 

appointment of the new Commissioner and leadership team who acknowledge the scale of the problems. In 

2022/23 the number of BAME officers and women officers in the Met reached record highs, although 

acknowledging that this is still too low. The Mayor announced new £12m investment for a new Leadership 

Academy for all Met leaders to raise standards, £2.5m to improve the service Londoners receive when they first 

call police and new £3m annual investment to make it easier for victims to access key information about their 

case, increase the number of Met staff responsible for victim care and signpost victims to specialist support 

services. 

The Mayor remains unflinching in his resolve to support and hold the new Commissioner to account as he 

works to overhaul the MPS and improve the service to Londoners. It is clear that there is more for MOPAC and 

the Met to do and we are reflecting carefully on Baroness Casey’s findings and recommendations. Steps are 

being taken to further strengthen MOPAC oversight in 2023/24, including bringing together national 

oversight bodies to understand how best to apply our collective levers for reform. 

Intensive efforts to reduce violence in London continued over this period. MOPAC has continued to make 

record investment in policing, and in 2022/23 officer numbers reached a record high in London. The MOPAC-

convened Reducing Homicide Partnership has brought together the MPS and other partners to co-ordinate 

efforts to reduce and prevent serious violence. The Mayor continued to prioritise tackling the causes of crime 

through the work of his Violence Reduction Unit (VRU). With the Mayor’s support and investment, the VRU 

has supported more than 150,000 young people over the last two years. This includes measures to support 

families, funding to keep young people in education, investment in the vital role played by youth workers and 

mentors, and support and resources for communities to tackle the issues affecting their neighbourhoods. The 

Mayor also announced additional investment of £2.5m to tackle the violence and harm associated with drugs, 

which remains a priority for communities. 
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This work began to show results in 2022/23. Comparing the twelve-month period to March 2023 to the 

twelve-month period prior to the Mayor taking office (to May 2016), knife crime with injury was down 5%, 

gun crime was down 15% and homicide was down 4%. In the calendar year 2022, the number of murders in 

London fell to its lowest since 2014, and teenage murders also reduced by more than 50 per cent compared to 

the previous year. 

Building on the Police and Crime Plan and the Mayor’s wider work to tackle violence, in June 2022 he 
published his refreshed tackling Violence Against Women and Girls Strategy for London. The Strategy -

published after extensive consultation with Londoners, victims of crime, partner agencies and community and 

voluntary groups - champions a public health approach and encourages everyone in London to play their part 

in ending the epidemic of violence against women and girls by: placing a stronger emphasis on partnership 

working, prevention and education across a wide range of services in London; targeting the behaviour and 

actions of perpetrators of abuse and violence and making sure they are the focus for change; investing an 

additional £17.7m for support services– including a specialised response to support all victims; London’s 
Victims’ Commissioner has worked closely with the Metropolitan Police and Crown Prosecution Service on 

improvements to victim care, including by ensuring that reform work appropriately engages with victims' lived 

experience; recognising that violence starts with words, and we all have a responsibility to challenge the 

behaviour that can lead to violence and making women feel unsafe; and taking action to rebuild confidence 

and trust in the police and criminal justice system to ensure victims are supported and empowered to get the 

justice they deserve. 

3. Strategic objectives 

The Mayor’s vision is that London is a safe city for all. The Mayor wants London both to be a safe city and for 

Londoners to feel safe. It is important that not only do we reduce crime, but that Londoners feel the change. 

To deliver this vision the Police and Crime Plan has the following objectives: 

• Reducing and preventing violence; 

• Increasing trust and confidence in the MPS; 

• Better supporting victims; 

• Protecting people from exploitation and harm; and 

• Being fair and inclusive in all we do 

4. Reviewing the effectiveness of MOPAC’s governance arrangements 

The review of effectiveness of MOPAC’s governance arrangements is informed by the work of MOPAC Board, 

the Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance and the external auditors and other review agencies. 

The roles and processes applied in maintaining and reviewing the effectiveness of the governance framework 

are outlined in Appendix 1. 

MOPAC has introduced more robust and systematic governance for the delivery of key projects and 

programmes through a Portfolio management approach. Effective escalation from internal sub boards is 

included in the terms of reference of each Board. 
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As part of MOPAC’s response to the MPS entering the ENGAGE phase of HMICFRS oversight, MOPAC officers 

have been looking outwards to identify and learn from promising practice relating to wider oversight 

frameworks. We have talked to several PCCs offices, including that of the Greater Manchester Combined 

Authority, and are looking more widely across the public sector, including MHS oversight and improvement 

frameworks. We will use this learning to inform the refresh of our own oversight framework. 

5. Description of arrangements and review of effectiveness 

The following section assesses MOPAC’s position against each of the seven principles of the CIPFA framework 

for good governance in the public sector. 

5.1 Managing risks and performance through robust internal control and financial management 

Our arrangements 

Our risk management processes, and risk register, are reviewed at a monthly Governance and Risk Working 

Group attended by MOPAC and MPS staff. We continue to report quarterly to the Joint Audit Panel on 

corporate risk and on the alignment of our risks where appropriate. MOPAC has established a risk management 

framework for project and programme risk through the development of a PPM approach to support the 

MOPAC Portfolio. 

Financial sustainability is key and strong financial management arrangements have been in place throughout 

the year and are continuing. The budget process identified the ongoing funding needs and the 2023/24 

budget reflects this. The current Medium-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) for MOPAC is a balanced position 

for the next two financial years and a rigorous budget process is underway to refresh and update the medium-

term financial strategy. A particular focus will be to look at the impact of potentially higher than anticipated 

inflation, including for pay, and also the impact of any short-term funding. An approach to dealing and 

mitigating the risk of short-term funding will be developed as part of the budget process. 

For the 2022/23 financial year there was an underspend of £2.969m, this included the carry forward of funds 

into future years totaling £28.882m to ensure the continued delivery of some projects which are to be 

delivered across more than one financial year. The underspend has been transferred to the budget resilience 

reserve. Effective financial control with monthly reporting arrangements to the MOPAC Board are fully 

established. The out-turn position and the impact on reserves has been discussed at both Board level and with 

the DMPC for formal approval. 

MOPAC’s reserves remain healthy. The reserves policy refresh was refreshed in 2022/23 to ensure that reserves 

are reviewed on a regular basis and that plans are in place to ensure these are maximised. A budget smoothing 

reserve is in place to manage the impact of any changes in short term funding and the budget resilience 

reserve is available to support any new and emerging pressures and priorities. Criteria to access the budget 

resilience reserves are in place against which any requests must be assessed and will improve the overall 

management and governance of the reserve. 

MOPAC’s quarterly performance report brings together performance and finance reporting in a consistent 

format. This pack, along with the MPS quarterly report on performance against its business plan, forms the 

core agenda of the quarterly Oversight Board meetings chaired by the DMPC, and is issued to the Police and 

Crime Committee to support wider scrutiny by Assembly Members. The Oversight Board has also had deep dive 

sessions on information governance in the MPS, victim satisfaction, community engagement, use of force and 
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bringing offenders to justice. The Mayor and DMPC regularly discuss serious violence and other significant 

areas of business in meetings with the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner. A formal stakeholder group to 

discuss the partnership approach to reducing homicides in London is in place, driving a more collaborative 

approach across all agencies. 

MOPAC relies on a range of sources of assurance for our work in managing risk and ensuring the effectiveness 

of our internal controls. DARA plays a critical role as the internal auditor to both MOPAC and the 

MPS. MOPAC also works closely with the appointed external auditor, Grant Thornton, to respond to the 

recommendations made in their annual report on value for money. 

The VRU is represented on MOPAC Board and is subject to the MOPAC financial management processes. The 

only additional aspect to VRU internal control is a VRU risk register managed via internal VRU SLT meetings. 

A significant change in MOPAC’s operating systems is underway to move to a new shared service provider 

(TfL) for our IT services. We are assured that our governance processes are robust enough to remain fit for 

purpose and do not require change. However, the programme itself has been deemed a corporate risk for 

MOPAC and is being monitored through our internal process set out above. 

Actions and key developments in 2022/23 

MOPAC had already taken steps to refresh its approach to oversight to place greater focus on key topical 

issues as well as ensuring that meetings cover strategic issues aligned to the PCP and its outcomes framework. 

Each of the oversight meetings between MOPAC and the MPS is thematically planned via regular co-ordination 

meetings, including working closely with the Commissioner’s Office and their performance team, to ensure 
discussions are aligned and consistent. This approach ensures oversight is focused on those areas that will have 

the greatest impact in terms of driving improvement. MOPAC and the MPS also hold deep dives and seminars 

on various themes. Internal governance of oversight has been strengthened through establishment of an 

Oversight Analysis Group, which brings together colleagues from across the organisation to share intelligence 

from partners, providers and communities and ensures their insights are fed into oversight arrangements in in 

the most strategic way, aligned with Mayoral priorities. 

MOPAC has further developed its management of risk through defining the processes to do so at the strategic 

level, directorate/working level through to project level. This has been realised through the MOPAC Portfolio 

Board which provides assurance across the whole organisation, monitoring projects and programmes and 

escalating risks as appropriate. The Portfolio incorporates MOPAC’s risks to ensure a fully joined up process. 

DARA has reviewed MOPAC’s risk framework and will help develop training for staff to ensure that this is fully 

communicated.   

Building on the improvements made by the core processes work of the Change Programme, MOPAC has 

worked with external consultants to create a clear set of integrated end-to-end (E2E) processes for the 

organisation, a user focused ‘MOPAC way’ that is supported by proportionate controls and intelligent 

technology, utilising automation that can reduce burdens on people and enhance how we share information 

and intelligence. The review worked through the following stages, Discovery, Design and Implementation 

Planning. The Discovery Stage reviewed the 'As Is', to understand the 'pain points and identify opportunities 

for improvement. The work has now been incorporated into the finance and corporate services transformation 

programme and will take on the design and implementation stages which will include an impact assessment of 

the introduction of the new processes and a roadmap to ensure these are fully embedded. The result of this 

programme of work will be an agreed set of centrally stored and accessible process documents to support the 

core MOPAC processes and recommendations on potential future enhancements using new technology. 

DARA reviews in 2021/22 resulted in MOPAC focussing on areas for improvement over the last 12 months. 

Progress has been made within the business support processes, with a more robust recording and management 
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of IT and mobile equipment, and a review of MOPAC’s asset register to ensure that it is up to date. MOPAC 

has also reviewed the IT shared services agreement with the Technology Group at the GLA to ensure that those 

staff that are working with MOPAC systems are vetted at CTC level. 

An initial review of MOPAC’s information governance has been completed. MOPAC has reviewed its current 

policy and requirements and entered into a new contract with an external provider to provide specialist advice 

and support to MOPAC. This has also been supported by additional resource within MOPAC. A further review 

of our processes and products will take place during 2023/24. 

An Information Governance e-learning toolkit has been rolled out to all MOPAC staff and includes mandatory 

Cyber training. Separately, a training programme for all MOPAC staff is being developed with the external 

provider.  This will be delivered remotely alongside a new toolkit as a guide to data protection and all areas of 

compliance to easily refer to. 

In addition to this, the financial management framework within MOPAC has been enhanced with a refreshed 

Reserves policy and protocol that will enhance the control, management and transparency of all reserves both 

at MOPAC and within MPS. Consistent and standardised financial reporting will promote and enable greater 

financial resilience across the finance team and will provide a consistent approach for all budget holders.  This 

approach has established a more consistent service offer to budget holders and MOPAC Board which supports 

the development and delivery of budget holder training across the whole of MOPAC. 

A zero-based budgeting approach was applied to individual Directorate to ensure that budgets were properly 

aligned to support the delivery of services.  Linking staffing budgets to team establishments was a key 

component of this process. The outcome of this work has led to a re-alignment of budgets within the budget 

envelope and was used as a basis for developing the 2023/24 budget. 

Compliance with the Financial Management Code of Practice (FMCOP) is now a requirement and, as part of 

the assurance framework, a self-assessment of compliance with the code was carried out and reported to 

MOPAC Board. 

Areas for focus 2023/24 

A review of processes was completed in 2022/23, as detailed above. MOPAC Board agreed the primary focus 

from the review was the Procurement, Contracts and Grants Award and Payments Workstreams. 

Complementary to this, MOPAC has identified key activities needed for a full End to End implementation to 

drive forward and deliver the change that is needed through a more effective Target Operating Model. 

MOPAC seeks to improve the current set of core processes, to increase efficiency and improve effectiveness. 

MOPAC will: -

• implement the Finance and Corporate Services transformation programme. This will include:  

o an effective and sustainable operating model that maximises resources available, creating 

effective enabling functions and providing resilience to MOPAC; 

o effective Procurement, Contracts and Grants Awards processes that are understood and 

followed 

o effective payment mechanisms and processes that are understood and followed. 

o fully trained and knowledgeable staff to increase compliance and adherence to rules 

o a refreshed Target Operating Model for Finance and Corporate Services with clear roles, 

responsibilities and accountabilities. 
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MOPAC has a mature and well-embedded decision-making process. The governance framework, including the 

Scheme of Delegation and Consent, decision making framework and supporting financial and contract 

regulations, define and document the roles and responsibilities of MOPAC and the MPS. All of MOPAC’s major 

financial decisions are discussed at DMPC/Directors meetings, published online and available for public 

scrutiny. 

MOPAC has worked closely with its legal department and the MPS over the past 18 months to review the 

Scheme of Delegation and Consent. A number of revisions have been identified to update the Scheme, and to 

streamline decision-making in specific areas. MOPAC will ensure that this remains up to date and takes into 

account the most recent legislation and guidance. MOPAC will continue its work to refine and update the 

Scheme of Delegation and Consent and will implement the updates identified following legal and DMPC 

approval. 

MOPAC will: -

• Continue to refine and update the Scheme of Delegation and Consent to ensure it remains fit for 

purpose, based on the most recent legislation and guidance. 

MOPAC is drafting a formal ‘Casey Response Programme’ with a clear scope, objectives and deliverables, to 

establish what needs to be achieved, and how, in response to the findings of the Casey Review. The 

programme – still in draft form at the time of writing - consists of seven work strands. 

MOPAC will:-

• Develop the Mayoral response to Casey Review 

• Establish the Mayor's new London Policing Board 

• Refresh MOPAC's MPS Oversight Framework 

• Refresh performance framework 

• Explore wider levers to drive reform 

• Support the MPS to build trust and confidence with Londoners 

• Prepare for next Police and Crime Plan and progress review 

In 2023 MOPAC identified a data breach relating to information submitted on webforms hosted on the 

london.gov.uk website. The breach was reported promptly to the Information Commissioner’s Office who 

continue to investigate the breach and both MOPAC and the Greater London Authority’s (GLA) handling of it. 

MOPAC and the GLA are working jointly to manage any risk arising from the data breach including 

commissioning specialist third party support in areas such as cyber assurance and legal incident management. 

As noted above, MOPAC has already completed an initial review of information governance, and rolled out to 

all staff an Information Governance e-learning toolkit which includes mandatory Cyber training. We are already 

in the process of updating all our data protection policies and processes. Classroom based data protection 

training is being delivered to all MOPAC staff with additional sessions for MOPAC Board members.  

MOPAC will: 

• Review all service level agreements, MoUs and contracts to ensure data protection and information 

governance clauses are robust, and that secure controls are in place to manage personal information 

• Review and update where necessary all data protection products, policies and processes, such as Data 

Sharing Agreements, Records of Processing Agreements, and Data Protection Impact Assessments 
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• Continue to strengthen its information governance resource to ensure a permanent in-house team is in 

place, supported if necessary by an external provider 

• Deliver a mandatory programme of information governance and data protection training to all staff 

annually. 

5.2 Implementing good practices in transparency, reporting and audit to deliver effective 

accountability 

Our arrangements 

MOPAC sends a comprehensive monthly report to the Police and Crime Committee (PCC). The DMPC and CEO 

regularly attended meetings of the PCC and the DMPC and Chief Finance Officer appeared as required by the 

Budget and Performance Committee. MOPAC published both MPS and MOPAC operational and financial 

performance reports on a quarterly basis. 

In the year 2022/23, MOPAC answered 4,825 pieces of correspondence, 93% of which were answered on time, 

in line with agreed service levels. MOPAC answered 659 Mayor’s Questions, of which 38% were submitted 
ahead of, or on time. MOPAC answered 53 Freedom of Information requests, 79% of which were responded to 

on time. Performance against FOI, MQs and correspondence is reviewed regularly by the MOPAC Senior 

Leadership Team and DMPC. Mayoral and DMPC Decisions, Oversight Board agendas and minutes continue to 

be published on the website. 

MOPAC has published a complaint escalation procedure for staff matters and internal working practices. 

MOPAC has a gifts and hospitality policy which is included under our code of conduct. 

To support and ensure scrutiny of the MPS, the law requires MOPAC to abide by certain regulations in matters 

relating to statutory functions carried out by MOPAC Professional Standards which are prescribed within Police 

Pensions Regulations 1987, Police (Conduct) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 and Police Appeals Tribunals 

(Amendment) Rules 2015. 

MOPAC continues to have a strong working relationship with the internal auditors, DARA, taking their formal 

advice and recommendations through their reports and informally through our internal governance structures 

and meetings. MOPAC monitors its internal governance improvement actions on a monthly basis and, reports 

to the MPS-MOPAC Joint Audit Panel on a quarterly basis. 

MOPAC has a statutory duty to make arrangements for police custody detainees to be visited by independent 

persons to ensure their welfare, rights and entitlements are upheld (s51 Police Reform Act, 2002 as amended). 

We do this through the Independent Custody Visiting Scheme, which recruits, trains and manages a pool of 

approximately 200 Independent Custody Visitors (ICVs). In line with the Code of Practice, the Scheme is led by 

a senior MOPAC officer and ICVs provide written reports to MOPAC. 

The VRU Partnership Reference Group (PRG) was established in September 2018 and provides the strategic 

lead, direction, support and challenge to the work of the Violence Reduction Unit. The PRG is chaired by the 

Mayor and includes the Deputy Mayors for Policing and Crime; Communities and Social Justice; and Children 

and Families. The VRU Partnership Reference Group meets four times a year. The meetings are closed but the 

agenda, reports and minutes are available online. 

Actions and key developments in 2022/23 
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MOPAC supported the MPS to produce a comprehensive recommendations tracker which identified 

recommendations for change or learning for the MPS from external reports including those from HMICFRS, the 

IOPC, the ICO and the external auditors DARA. We ensured that recommendations from other MOPAC reports 

were also included, as well as implicit recommendations from the Casey review so that the MPS could look 

across the piece when developing its Turnaround Plan. We are now able to use this tracker to identify themes 

and patterns emerging from the individual recommendations and ensure that the most appropriate oversight 

method is applied to monitoring their implementation. 

In October 2022, MOPAC established and held the first London Drugs Forum (LDF). The LDF is a jointly 

chaired multi-agency partnership meeting – chaired by DMPC and the Mayor’s Senior Health Advisor -
bringing together criminal justice and health agencies to develop an effective response to drug related harms 

and crimes across the city. The Forum is committed to the vision that there will be a reduction in both drug 

related crime and drug related deaths in London. LDF minutes are published on MOPAC’s website to ensure 
that the work of the Forum is open and transparent. 

Areas for focus 2023/24 

Baroness Casey’s review into the culture and standards of the MPS concludes that the MPS lacks transparency 
and accountability to Londoners. It was recommended that MPS borough accountability needed to be 

strengthened, allowing access to high quality data for local authorities and residents to hold their local police 

to account. MOPAC will seek to improve access to data through greater collaboration with the MPS and 

MOPAC’s Evidence and Insight Team. 

MOPAC will: -

• Align analytical work with the MPS and promote greater usage on the front line. 

• Routine analytical products will be linked with those of the MPS and will bring about joint sessions to 

share workplans. 

• Further develop public dashboards so that the public can directly scrutinise performance. 

Police and Crime Commissioners are required to publish certain information to allow the public to hold them to 

account. This is set out in the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011. The requirement includes 

publishing details of what the PCC spends. MOPAC will improve its transparency through publishing greater 

detail on its website. 

MOPAC will: -

• Publish MOPAC’s contracts and grants register alongside the Finance and Performance Quarterly 
Report. 

• Develop and implement a process for all new contract awards to be published on our website 

5.3 Behaving with integrity, demonstrating strong commitment to ethical values, and respecting 

the rule of law 

Our arrangements 
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Fundamental to MOPAC’s role in oversight of the Metropolitan Police is the duty to ensure that it acts in 

accordance with the law. This responsibility is fulfilled through the MOPAC governance framework and 

compliance is reviewed at the quarterly Joint Audit Panel Meetings. The Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime 

meets with the Chair of the Joint Audit Panel and has regular meetings with the Director of Audit, Risk and 

Assurance, the head of internal audit for MOPAC. 

Supporting this oversight is the work of the London Policing Ethics Panel. The Ethics Panel provides 

independent advice on complex issues facing policing, and the moral and ethical implications of them. 

In accordance with paragraph 3.7.4.3 of the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting, it is noted that 

MOPAC’s financial management arrangements conform with the governance requirements of the CIPFA 

Statement on the Role of the Chief Financial Officer in Local Government (2010) as set out in the Application 

Note to Delivering Good Governance in Local Government Framework. 

There is a comprehensive list of statutory requirements which is monitored. All MOPAC decisions consider the 

legal and risk implications amongst other implications and are published in compliance with the Elected Local 

Policing Bodies Orders 2011 and 2012 relating to transparency – satisfying the specified order. 

MOPAC has an anti-fraud policy, and its Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance provides an effective 

counter-fraud service to MOPAC and the MPS. 

MOPAC and the VRU have a code of conduct for staff in which is outlined the high standards to which staff 

should conduct themselves. Additionally, both organisations have a set of values that act as a key set of value-

based behaviours which the organisation adheres to. 

Actions and key developments in 2022/23 

In 2022/23, MOPAC renewed its arrangements for third party specialist data protection support. With the help 

of this new specialist provider, MOPAC reviewed its requirements for information governance, which included a 

review of MOPAC’s Business Continuity plan, an outline compliance plan against legislation, and reintroduction 
of annual GDPR training for staff. 

In 2022/23 MOPAC successfully recruited a new joint Audit Panel chair and three new Panel members. 

Areas for focus 2023/24 

During 2022/23 MOPAC reviewed its requirements for information governance. As a result, it was identified 

that further improvement was needed to ensure that we remained compliant with legislation. 

MOPAC will: -

• conduct a thorough overhaul of the processes and products associated with information governance. 

This includes data sharing agreements, records of processing activities and data protection impact 

assessments. 

• deliver mandatory training to all staff on information governance. 

5.4 Ensuring openness and comprehensive Stakeholder Engagement 

Our arrangements 
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MOPAC continues to reach out to the public to ask their opinions and get their views in a variety of ways. In 

particular our Evidence and Insight team oversee various surveys to capture the voices of Londoners - be they 

members of the public or victims of crime. This includes the Public Attitude Survey (a representative sample of 

19,200 Londoners per year including questions around victimisation, fear of crime & crime concerns, attitudes 

to policing, contact with police) and the User Satisfaction Survey (capturing perceptions of 12,800 victims of 

crime about the service provided to them by the Metropolitan Police Service). 

MOPAC continued during 2022/23 to work with stakeholders to deliver the Mayor’s Action plan to improve 
trust and confidence in the MPS and to address community concerns about the disproportionality in the use of 

certain police powers affecting Black Londoners. The Action Plan was developed following a series of 

consultations with more than 400 individuals and groups that either work with or within Black communities. 

The work was undertaken in response to concerns raised about the disproportionate use of police powers, 

including stop and search, the use of force and Taser. Quarterly review meetings are an opportunity for 

communities to hear about and contribute to the delivery of key parts of the action plan. In addition, MOPAC 

has established an External Reference Group to support and challenge MOPAC and the MPS in the delivery of 

the commitments set out in the Action Plan.  

S14 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 requires MOPAC to obtain the views of the 

community on policing and to obtain the views of victims of crime about matters concerning the policing of 

the area. As well as the other methods already described, MOPAC discharges these functions through the 

borough-based Safer Neighbourhood Boards (SNBs). SNBs are an accountability and engagement mechanism 

established by the Mayor of London to ensure the police focus on the priorities of local communities. MOPAC 

supports the SNBs through a pan-London forum, the provision of a bespoke data dashboard, and by providing 

development opportunities in key skills, such as chairing public meetings and understanding crime statistics. 

Code A of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act sets out specific duties for MOPAC in monitoring and 

supervising the use of stop and search powers. In London, there is a well-established Network of borough-

based Stop and Search Community Monitoring Groups (CMGs). MOPAC supports the local groups by 

facilitating a pan-London network and provide training to CMG/Network members in examining and 

interpreting data and the broader community engagement potential for their groups. 

Tackling Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) is a key priority in the Mayor’s Policing and Crime Plan. 

The refreshed London VAWG Strategy set out the commitments aimed at reducing the prevalence of VAWG in 

London, tackling perpetrators and supporting victims and survivors. 

As part of a review of the work of the MOPAC VAWG Board in 2020, it was agreed to convene a new VAWG 

VCS Expert Reference Group which would feed in the views of the sector to the VAWG Board. In October 2020, 

MOPAC was given approval to directly award a contract to Women’s Resource Centre (WRC) to provide part 
time secretariat support to the new VAWG VCS Expert Reference Group from March 2021 to March 2022. This 

contract was subsequently extended to continue funding from 01 April 2022 to 31 March 2025, funded at a 

value of £30,000 each financial year. 

The VRU was set up to lead, coordinate and embed a partnership approach to tackling violence. There is no 

shortage of creative and impactful interventions across London from the charity sector, community 

organisations and the public sector institutions but there is not enough coordination nor a shared appreciation 

of what works, and often the voice of young people can be lost. 

In London the focus has been to galvanise those efforts and bring all of those working so hard together to 

collectively reduce violence. We work together with the NHS, the police, local government, the voluntary and 

charity sector, communities, those in education and others, to coordinate a London approach to tackling 

violence. 
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The VRU’s Young People’s Action Group (YPAG) works alongside us to ensure the voice, opinions and ideas of 

young people continue to influence policy, our programmes and our funding decisions. The YPAG is a group of 

young people from across London with ‘lived experience of violence’ or who had campaigned on youth issues. 

The aim of the YPAG is to amplify the voices of young Londoners whilst supporting them to lead change. 

Actions and key developments in 2022/23 

During 2022/23 we commissioned Black Thrive to conduct a community review to look at the lived experiences 

and interaction Black Londoners have with police officers. This consultation looked to use the insights to 

propose improvements to existing local community oversight of policing in the capital. The consultation 

included both universal and targeted opportunities for communities across London to be involved either online 

or in person. A further series of online and a smaller number of in-person consultation events happened during 

February and March of 2023. There have been some delays in receiving the final Black Thrive report and 

recommendations and a new delivery timetable has been agreed. 

Further work has been conducted during 2022/23 to review and improve community scrutiny of the MPS. 

MOPAC recognised that improvements needed to be made to increase representation, become more 

transparent and ensure that the structure fed into wider governance mechanisms. MOPAC has worked with 

stakeholders to develop a new approach to community oversight and will pilot this work in 3 boroughs. 

MOPAC will evaluate the pilots and consider a renewed London wide approach to community oversight.  

MOPAC has further strengthened its oversight of ICVs with the introduction of a custody record review pilot 

scheme. This pilot looked at the end-to-end detainee journey and checked compliance against legislation. 

Monthly review meetings were put in place between ICVs and Met Detention to review the insight that was 

gained. 

Areas for focus 2023/24 

The Baroness Casey review highlighted that “a dysfunctional relationship has developed between the Met and 

MOPAC, with defensive behaviours on one side and tactical rather than strategic approaches on the other. 

MOPAC will take steps to improve oversight and relations with the MPS by moving to a more strategic 

approach. 

MOPAC is working with the MPS to develop the new Turnaround Plan, drawing on research provided by our 

evidence and insight unit to ensure that it focuses on the areas we know Londoners deserve a better service 

from the MPS, such as support for victims. MOPAC officers provided advice and support to the MPS in 

engaging with a broad range of stakeholders, including for example directly linking them up with VAWG sector 

organisations and organisations working with young people. MOPAC – and colleagues from across City Hall -

continue to work with the Met to facilitate and enable further engagement with Londoners as this work 

progresses. 

MOPAC will: -

• Focus the MPS to define strategic approaches to how the force will work going forward through its 

reform and transformation programme – The MPS Turnaround Plan. 

• The Mayor and Deputy Mayor will then hold the commissioner to account for delivery of that plan 

through a revised oversight framework which will include the creation of the new London Policing 

Board. 
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Increasing trust and confidence is the foundation of our system of policing by consent and crucial to 

everything we want to achieve. In line with the Mayor’s Action Plan for transparency, accountability and trust 

in policing, MOPAC will carry forward work to overhaul community scrutiny and engagement. 

MOPAC will: -

• run pilots in a small number of areas to test community scrutiny mechanisms 

• develop a proposal for new approaches to community scrutiny, informed by the work of Black Thrive, 

the pilots and other wider relevant consideration. 

• work together with the MPS to ensure our community engagement mechanisms are aligned and 

informed by good practice. 

• improve the mechanisms for ensuring community voice informs and is brought into our oversight of the 

MPS, including but not limited to through the London Policing Board. 

As part of the London VRU coordinating role for the implementation of the Serious Violence duty, the VRU will 

deliver compliancy of the duty for London by ensuring all 32 boroughs Community Safety Partnerships: 

• undertake an evidence-based analysis of the causes of serious violence in your area (and have effective 

data sharing to enable this) 

• develop a strategic needs assessment based on the analysis 

• develop and implement a strategy with solutions to prevent and reduce serious violence in your area, 

reviewed every year 

The VRU Partnership Reference Group is made up of leading representatives from the Met Police, the NHS and 

public health, probation and education, and local authorities. The 32 London boroughs are represented by the 

political lead for crime and community safety and local authority officers nominated by London Councils, the 

cross-party organisation that works on behalf of all its member authorities. Representatives from the 

community, VCS and youth sector also sit alongside the public sector representatives to help ensure there is a 

strong community voice. 

The VRU will: 

• review PRG membership to ensure strengthened diversity and representation. 

5.5 Defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social and environmental benefits 

Our arrangements 

The Police and Crime Plan states: “In line with the Mayor’s aspiration of achieving Carbon Net Zero by 2030, 

investment plans will be reviewed with an aim of accelerating the delivery of the three key areas in estates that 

have the most significant impact: power purchasing; replacement of fossil fuels to heat buildings as well as 

improving insulation; and roll-out of an electric car charging network.” 

The Capital Strategy 2023/24 was refreshed to include the Mayor’s ambition for Net Carbon Zero and this 
forms part of the prioritisation and evaluation process for new schemes. Consideration of environmental 
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impacts are set out in all proposals that are considered including the benefits and the associated financial 

implications including costs and ongoing savings. 

As part of the Mayor’s budget, MOPAC has detailed a set of climate measures. They focus on optimising 
energy consumption at MPS buildings, replacing non-LED lighting and installing 600 additional electric vehicle 

charging points across the MPS estate. MOPAC and the MPS report on these measures at the GLA’s Net Zero 

2030 working group. 

For the first time, MOPAC and the MPS has published a climate budget as part of the 2023/24 budget setting 

process. This sets out the cost and the carbon benefits/impacts of achieving Net Zero Carbon. How this can be 

achieved and funded will continue to be considered as part of the budget setting process in future years. 

Working together MOPAC and the MPS successfully applied for Public Sector Decarbonisation Scheme grant 

funding. This has already achieved the decarbonisation of three sites with £0.9m of funding and supported the 

current work in progress of a further two sites. 

MOPAC and the MPS’s commitment to the air quality policies in line with the London Environment Strategy 
has ensured that the MPS’s fleet based within the Ultra-Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ) is fully compliant. The 

fleet currently includes over 800 electric, hybrid or hydrogen vehicles. By 2025, the expectation will be for the 

general-purpose fleet of over 800 vehicles to be hybrid and the MPS will seek to ensure that all new vehicles 

purchased beyond 2025 will either be hybrid or fully electric. 

The VRU has listened to charity and grassroots community organisations, and through its own neighbourhood 

research, found that short-term funding and pilot schemes can sometimes cause more harm to communities 

than good. The VRU has moved to more prudent profiling of some programmes to enable multi-year funding, 

which is in keeping with the rationale for setting up the VRU to explore longer term approaches towards 

violence reduction, for more sustainable change. 

Actions and key developments in 2022/23 

A refresh of the capital strategy was completed during 2022/23, which ensured that priorities were fully 

captured and that it aligns to the Police and Crime Plan priorities as well as the wider sustainability agenda. 

In order to bring about sustained change to address the outcomes for our partnership boards, a dedicated 

Partnership Team has been set up to provide a more collaborative partnership response, administer the new 

structure of LCRB and LCJB meetings and implement the documentation through a better functioning 

secretariat. Significant stakeholder engagement has taken place to embed the recommendations of the LCRB 

sub-board governance review (which took place during 2021/22), to maximise opportunities for collaboration 

and delivery against partnership PCP outcomes. 

Areas for focus 2023/24 

The Baroness Casey Review concluded that the Met’s transparency and accountability to Londoners should be 
strengthened, recommending that a new quarterly board be established to oversee and scrutinise the changes 

needed to ensure full transparency and accountability to Londoners, whilst maintaining the operational 

independence of the Commissioner. 

MOPAC will take steps to improve the transparency and accountability of our oversight and look to develop a 

framework that helps monitor sustainable reform for Londoners. 

MOPAC will: -

• develop a performance framework for the London Policing Board. In doing so MOPAC will: 
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o Understand and apply existing data where possible 

o Incorporate the views of partners and the public 

o Incorporate cultural change measures 

o Incorporate equality and vulnerability measures 

o Ensure absence of perverse incentives 

o Ensure process supported by evidence and insight 

o Work to ensure framework aligns with that of Turnaround Plan so it is embedded within MPS 

governance 

o Consider external validation (HMICFRS, Progress Reviews) 

Ensure that the updated principles set out in the refreshed Capital Strategy are embedded in the process for 

developing the 2024/25 capital programme. 

5.6 Determining the interventions necessary to achieve the intended outcomes 

Our arrangements 

The Investment, Advisory and Monitoring meetings continue to work in an effective way. This meeting 

scrutinises the investment decisions recommended to MOPAC by the MPS to ensure they are aligned with the 

PCP and/or other statutory requirements for policing, and that they contribute to achieving an effective and 

efficient police service for London. We put considerable focus in this area, particularly given the significant 

decisions required in many areas of the MPS transformation programme, such as strengthening local policing, 

transforming investigations and prosecution, and transforming the MPS estate. 

The Oversight Board continues to challenge the MPS on delivery key strategic objectives. It takes place on a 

quarterly basis and enables the DMPC to effectively exercise the role and duties of the Police and Crime 

Commissioner for the Metropolis, as delegated by the Mayor of London. Further strengthening of this 

framework led to the creation of two oversight boards, one focussing on performance and risk and the other 

on organisational management which provides more space for discussion of organisational issues, risk, change 

management and assurance. 

Focussed conversations at Oversight Board during 2022/23 included the new Commissioner’s draft Turnaround 
Plan, which MOPAC collaborated on to ensure that victims and partners featured more prominently. We will 

continue to work with the MPS on the final reform plans during 2023/24, through planned seminars and direct 

conversations. 

MOPAC has continued to strengthen the internal Oversight Analysis group, to improve MOPAC’s oversight 
over the MPS and improve the join up between meeting output through the sharing of readouts. Colleagues 

from MOPAC and the MPS meet monthly and agree focus areas for discussion between the Mayor, DMPC and 

senior MPS officers. Internal colleagues meet regularly to progress actions and share insights to inform 

oversight conversations. 

Actions and key developments in 2022/23 

Evidence-based insight underpins and informs MOPAC policy and commissioning at every level. MOPAC has 

developed a set of principles to guide the commissioning work which directly supports the PCP outcomes. A 

key principle is to use a broad range of evidence to inform commissioning and contributing our own insight 
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evidence through reflection and evaluation. MOPAC will continue to publish quarterly updates on the 

performance of its commissioned and grant-funded services. 

During 2022/23 MOPAC developed a commissioning Outcomes Framework as a standardised process for 

measuring success for those services that are in place to support the strategic outcomes of the Police and 

Crime Plan. This has helped MOPAC demonstrate the purpose of its commissioning, have a standardised 

mechanism for defining and monitoring outcomes, and have consistent measures and resources across the four 

commissioning teams in MOPAC. A commissioning catalogue was created and includes key information for 

each commissioned service to help demonstrate why the service exists, the need it demonstrates, the desired 

outcomes and measures of success and funding streams. This is supported by a more detailed excel output and 

a toolkit to support the maintenance of the catalogue. 

Complimenting this work, the VRU has developed its Outcomes Framework and guidance to drive programme 

commissioning and management for services supporting violence reduction. This is now being used to report 

outcomes updates at the PRG. 

• Developed a Monitoring Minimum Standards to streamline and standardise data collection and 

reporting. 

• Developed a new Monitoring Dashboard which reflects the VRU Outcomes Framework structure. 

• Enhanced our in-house analytical capabilities to ensure support is directed at those most in need. 

To further improve the area of complaints management, DARA has completed an audit review and identified 

that although MOPAC provide feedback to the MPS on lessons learnt in a number of fora, there is no formal 

process in place to ensure the MPS takes appropriate action to act upon any areas of improvement identified. 

Actions to address this include requiring the MPS to produce action plans to address the areas of improvement 

identified by MOPAC. MOPAC will continue to monitor the implementation of the agreed actions and progress 

through the revised formal oversight mechanisms. 

Areas for focus 2023/24 

As detailed above, MOPAC and the VRU is now able to demonstrate the need, desired outcomes and success 

measures and provide an evidence base for its commissioned services. We will seek to improve its transparency 

and awareness of the reach and impact of commissioned services through publication of key performance 

information. 

MOPAC will: -

• develop a standard set of data to improve the reporting of the work of commissioned services. 

• In addition, the VRU will continue to develop its Outcomes Performance Focused Framework and will 

further operationalise to ensure alignment across all VRU programmes. 

As previously identified in our annual governance statement, a need to improve our existing procurement 

resource led to discussions to formalise a shared service agreement.  Work to fully implement this procurement 

approach has been hindered by a restructure of the provider. Discussions have re-started, but agreement of 

terms of reference are on hold currently. 

MOPAC will: -
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• progress the terms of reference for Procurement during 2023/24 and incorporate this within the 

Finance and Corporate Services transformation programme. 

The most recent Police and Crime Plan committed to MOPAC taking a ‘Child First approach’ to everything it 
does, including in the way it commissions services and oversees the MPS. MOPAC undertook a tendering 

exercise to commission academics to develop an evidence-based position statement for MOPAC on Child First, 

grounded in the experience of young people, accompanied by a checklist for MOPAC and its partners to apply 

when undertaking (or overseeing) any work with children. This work is currently underway, led by academics 

from the University of Salford, and should contribute to improving the delivery of our services to Londoners, as 

well as the services delivered by the MPS. 

MOPAC will: 

• Develop an evidence-based ‘Child First’ policy position statement and set of principles to improve 

delivery of its commissioned services and oversight activity as it relates to all interactions with children. 

5.7 Developing MOPAC’s capacity, including the capability of its leadership and staff 

Our arrangements 

During 2022/23 MOPAC’s corporate risk of not having the right capability or capacity to achieve our mission 

and statutory function moved to an Issue and accordingly was managed at Board level with robust short-term 

interventions alongside medium- and longer-term plans to ensure this risk was not realised. This work included 

reprioritisation of work and programmes, enhanced resource planning and delivery, effective use of talent 

pools, tighter controls on processes such as vetting, organisation design changes and longer-term workforce 

planning. 

Further organisational growth has been implemented, to strengthen both Strategy and MPS Oversight 

Directorate and the Commissioning and Partnership Directorate. In addition, it was agreed to establish surge 

capacity through a new priority projects team. This will be implemented in the coming year and will enable 

MOPAC to flex its resources in a timely way to ensure that priority work can be progressed at pace. 

Business as usual work continued throughout with a focus on staff wellbeing being prioritised, and MOPAC 

driving a more diverse and inclusive culture with support and training for managers to make practical 

improvements. 

Actions and key developments in 2022/23 

MOPAC has built a more structured workforce planning approach to better understand its growth and funding 

opportunities and future workforce design, at directorate and organisational level to deliver its strategic vision. 

Incumbent in this analysis is ensuring capacity and capability, resources and skills aligned to MOPAC’s business 
and delivery of the PCP.  As described above, this work led to the strengthening of resource in Directorates. 

Development of a new People Strategy 2023 – 2026 commenced which will include a strategic Talent 

management and learning and development approach. This work will ensure our workforce have the 

capabilities, skills and competencies to deliver against our vision and mission. 
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Year Two of the EDI strategy and the action plan focussed on consolidation and impact analysis as well as more 

developed work on embedding EDI through all our work. Developments included inclusive recruitment 

training, a revised staff network offering including new groups on ‘race matters’ and disability. The 2022 pay 

gap decreased in gender, ethnicity and disability. 

In addition, the formation of the Partnership Team and the strengthened oversight governance ensured a 

stronger structured approach to using our levers to ensure our services meet the needs of London’s diverse 
communities. 

MOPAC conducted an organisational re-design of its Complaints Review Team. This was in response to the 

caseload being much higher than initially anticipated on transfer from the MPS. Whilst undergoing this 

redesign work MOPAC used a third-party provider to boost output and offered overtime for existing staff. The 

resulting design includes clearer role and accountabilities, process efficiencies, and increased headcount and 

service standards for the team. The team is now working more effectively and able to make recommendations 

and identify learning for the MPS complaint handlers. Training is given to MPS teams based on what is found 

in the reviews.  

Areas for focus 2023/24 

MOPAC has an identified corporate risk around capacity and capability as well as culture. Continuous 

improvement and a more developed people offering, and service has ensued in recent years, but it is 

recognised that further strategic and operational development is required. Further to discovery, diagnostic and 

design work including a staff survey, business and workforce indicators, and a consideration of external and 

internal drivers 

MOPAC will: -

• implement its People Strategy to strengthen identity, culture and connection; equip individuals and the 

organisation for success; and become an adaptable and resilient organisation. 
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6. Governance issues for improvement 

The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance annual opinion for 2022/23 will be added to this document once 
published. Areas for improvement identified by DARA to further strengthen the internal control 
environment are reflected in the Annual Governance Statement and associated Governance Improvement Plan. 

Governance Improvement Plan 

The areas outlined in Section 5 of this document as needing improvement will be added to the MOPAC 
Governance Improvement Plan 2023/24. The Governance Improvement Plan outlines all areas of focus and 
steps necessary to further enhance our governance arrangements and ensure that MOPAC’s governance 
continues to improve. It identifies and tracks more detailed actions against outstanding improvements. The 
Governance Improvement Plan itself is actively managed by the MOPAC Governance and Risk Working Group 
which meets on a monthly basis and is chaired by the Director of Strategy & MPS Oversight. 

For reference, the key areas have been highlighted in the table below. 

Principle Area of focus Action to take 

Managing risks and 
performance through robust 
internal control and financial 
management 

A review of processes was 
completed in 2022/23, as 
detailed above. MOPAC Board 
agreed the primary focus from 
the review was the Procurement, 
Contracts and Grants Award and 
Payments Workstreams. 
Complementary to this, MOPAC 
has identified key activities that 
are needed for a full End to End 
implementation to drive forward 
change and deliver the change 
that is needed through a more 
effective Target Operating 
Model. 

MOPAC seeks to improve the 
current set of core processes, to 
increase efficiency and improve 
effectiveness. 

MOPAC will: -

• implement the Finance and 
Corporate Services 
transformation programme. 

This will include:  

• an effective and sustainable 
operating model that maximises 
resources available, creating 
effective enabling functions and 
providing resilience to MOPAC; 

• effective Procurement, Contracts 
and Grants Awards processes 
that are understood and 
followed 

• effective payment mechanisms 
and processes that are 
understood and followed. 

• fully trained and knowledgeable 
staff to increase compliance and 
adherence to rules 

• a refreshed Target Operating 
Model for Finance and 
Corporate Services with clear 
roles, responsibilities and 
accountabilities. 

MOPAC has a mature and well- MOPAC will: -
embedded decision-making • Continue to refine and update 
process. The governance the Scheme of Delegation and 
framework, including the Scheme Consent to ensure it remains fit 
of Delegation and Consent, for purpose, based on the most 
decision making framework and recent legislation and guidance. 
supporting financial and contract 
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regulations, define and document 
the roles and responsibilities of 
MOPAC and the MPS. All of 
MOPAC’s major financial 
decisions are discussed at 
DMPC/Directors meetings, 
published online and available for 
public scrutiny. 

MOPAC has worked closely with 
its legal department and the MPS 
over the past 18 months to 
review the Scheme of Delegation 
and Consent. A number of 
revisions have been identified to 
update the Scheme, and to 
streamline decision-making in 
specific areas. MOPAC will ensure 
that this remains up to date and 
takes into account the most 
recent legislation and guidance. 
MOPAC will continue its work to 
refine and update the Scheme of 
Delegation and Consent and will 
implement the updates identified 
following legal and DMPC 
approval. 

MOPAC is drafting a formal 
‘Casey Response Programme’ 
with a clear scope, objectives and 
deliverables, to establish what 
needs to be achieved, and how, 
in response to the findings of the 
Casey Review. The programme – 
still in draft form at the time of 
writing - consists of seven work 
strands. 

MOPAC will:-

• Develop the Mayoral response to 
Casey Review 

• Establish the Mayor's new 
London Policing Board 

• Refresh MOPAC's MPS 
Oversight Framework 

• Refresh performance framework 

• Explore wider levers to drive 
reform 

• Support the MPS to build trust 
and confidence with Londoners 

• Prepare for next Police and 
Crime Plan and progress review 

In 2023 MOPAC identified a data 
breach relating to information 
submitted on webforms hosted 
on the london.gov.uk website. 
The breach was reported 
promptly to the Information 
Commissioner’s Office who 
continue to investigate the 
breach and both MOPAC and the 
Greater London Authority’s 
(GLA) handling of it. MOPAC and 

MOPAC will: 

• Review all service level 
agreements, MoUs and 
contracts to ensure data 
protection and information 
governance clauses are 
robust, and that secure 
controls are in place to 
manage personal information 
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the GLA are working jointly to 
manage any risk arising from the 
data breach including 
commissioning specialist third 
party support in areas such as 
cyber assurance and legal 
incident management. As noted 
above, MOPAC has already 
completed an initial review of 
information governance, and 
rolled out to all staff an 
Information Governance e-
learning toolkit which includes 
mandatory Cyber training. We are 
already in the process of 
updating all our data protection 
policies and processes. Classroom 
based data protection training is 
being delivered to all MOPAC 
staff with additional sessions for 
MOPAC Board members. 

• Review and update where 
necessary all data protection 
products, policies and 
processes, such as Data 
Sharing Agreements, 
Records of Processing 
Agreements, and Data 
Protection Impact 
Assessments 

• Continue to strengthen its 
information governance 
resource to ensure a 
permanent in-house team is 
in place, supported if 
necessary by an external 
provider 

• Deliver a mandatory 
programme of information 
governance and data 
protection training to all 
staff annually. 

Implementing good practices 
in transparency, reporting 
and audit to deliver effective 
accountability 

Baroness Casey’s review into the 
culture and standards of the MPS 
concludes that the MPS lacks 
transparency and accountability 
to Londoners. It was 
recommended that MPS borough 
accountability needed to be 
strengthened, allowing access to 
high quality data for local 
authorities and residents to hold 
their local police to account. 
MOPAC will seek to improve 
access to data through greater 
collaboration with the MPS and 
MOPAC’s Evidence and Insight 
Team. 

MOPAC will: -

• Align analytical work with the 
MPS and promote greater usage 
on the front line. 

• Routine analytical products will 
be linked with those of the MPS 
and will bring about joint 
sessions to share workplans. 

• Further develop public 
dashboards so that the public 
can directly scrutinise 
performance. 

Police and Crime Commissioners 
are required to publish certain 
information to allow the public to 
hold them to account. This is set 
out in the Police Reform and 
Social Responsibility Act 2011. 
The requirement includes 
publishing details of what the 
PCC spends. 

MOPAC will improve its 
transparency through publishing 
greater detail on its website. 

MOPAC will: -

• Publish MOPAC’s contracts and 
grants register alongside the 
Finance and Performance 
Quarterly Report. 

• Develop and implement a 
process for all new contract 
awards to be published on our 
website 
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Behaving with integrity, 
demonstrating strong 
commitment to ethical values, 
and respecting the rule of law 

During 2022/23 MOPAC 
reviewed its requirements for 
information governance. As a 
result, it was identified that 
further improvement was needed 
to ensure that we remained 
compliant with legislation. 

MOPAC will: -

• conduct a thorough overhaul of 
the processes and products 
associated with information 
governance. 
This includes data sharing 
agreements, records of 
processing activities and data 
protection impact assessments. 

• deliver mandatory training to all 
staff on information governance. 

Ensuring openness and 
comprehensive Stakeholder 
Engagement 

The Baroness Casey review 
highlighted that “a dysfunctional 
relationship has developed 
between the Met and MOPAC, 
with defensive behaviours on one 
side and tactical rather than 
strategic approaches on the other. 
MOPAC will take steps to improve 
oversight and relations with the 
MPS by moving to a more 
strategic approach. 

MOPAC has worked with the 
MPS around the development of 
the new Turnaround Plan, 
drawing on research provided by 
our evidence and insight unit to 
ensure that it focuses on the 
areas we know Londoners 
deserve a better service from the 
MPS, such as support for 
victims. MOPAC officers provided 
advice and support to the MPS in 
engaging with a broad range of 
stakeholders, including for 
example directly linking them up 
with VAWG sector organisations 
and organisations working with 
young people. MOPAC – and 
colleagues from across City Hall -
continue to work with the Met to 
facilitate and enable further 
engagement with Londoners as 
this work progresses. 

MOPAC will: -
• Focus the MPS to define 

strategic approaches to how the 
force will work going forward 
through its reform and 
transformation programme – The 
MPS Turnaround Plan. 

• The Mayor and Deputy Mayor will 
then hold the commissioner to 
account for delivery of that plan 
through a revised oversight 
framework which will include the 
creation of the new London 
Policing Board. 

Increasing trust and confidence is 
the foundation of our system of 
policing by consent and crucial to 
everything we want to achieve. In 
line with the Mayor’s Action Plan 
for transparency, accountability 
and trust in policing, MOPAC will 

MOPAC will: -

• run pilots in a small number of 
areas to test community scrutiny 
mechanisms 

• develop a proposal for new 
approaches to community 
scrutiny, informed by the work 
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carry forward work to overhaul 
community scrutiny and 
engagement. 

of Black Thrive, the pilots and 
other wider relevant 
consideration. 

• work together with the MPS to 
ensure our community 
engagement mechanisms are 
aligned and informed by good 
practice. 

• improve the mechanisms for 
ensuring community voice 
informs and is brought into our 
oversight of the MPS, including 
but not limited to through the 
London Policing Board. 

As part of the London VRU 
coordinating role for the 
implementation of the Serious 
Violence duty, the VRU will 
deliver compliancy of the duty for 
London by ensuring all 32 
boroughs Community Safety 
Partnerships will 

The VRU will: 

• undertake an evidence-based 
analysis of the causes of serious 
violence in your area (and have 
effective data sharing to enable 

this) 

• develop a strategic needs 
assessment based on the 
analysis 

• develop and implement a 
strategy with solutions to 
prevent and reduce serious 
violence in your area, reviewed 
every year 

The VRU Partnership Reference 
Group is made up of leading 
representatives from the Met 
Police, the NHS and public 
health, probation and education, 
and local authorities. The 32 
London boroughs are 
represented by the political lead 
for crime and community safety 
and local authority officers 
nominated by London Councils, 
the cross-party organisation that 
works on behalf of all its member 
authorities. Representatives from 
the community, VCS and youth 
sector also sit alongside the 
public sector representatives to 
help ensure there is a strong 
community voice. 

The VRU will: 

• review PRG membership to 
ensure strengthened diversity 
and representation 

Defining outcomes in terms 
of sustainable economic, 

The Baroness Casey Review 
concluded that the Met’s 
transparency and accountability 

MOPAC will: -
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social and environmental 
benefits 

to Londoners should be 
strengthened, recommending 
that a new quarterly board be 
established to oversee and 
scrutinise the changes needed to 
ensure full transparency and 
accountability to Londoners, 
whilst maintaining the 
operational independence of the 
Commissioner. 
MOPAC will take steps to 
improve the transparency and 
accountability of our oversight 
and look to develop a framework 
that helps monitor sustainable 
reform for Londoners. 

• develop a performance 
framework for the London 
Policing Board. 

Determining the interventions MOPAC and the VRU is now able MOPAC will: -
necessary to achieve the to demonstrate the need, desired • develop a standard set of data to 
intended outcomes outcomes and success measures 

and provide an evidence base for 
its commissioned services. 

MOPAC will seek to improve its 
transparency and awareness of 
the reach and impact of 
commissioned services through 
publication of key performance 
information. 

improve the reporting of the 
work of commissioned services. 

The VRU will: 

• continue to develop its 
Outcomes Performance Focused 
Framework and will further 
operationalise to ensure 
alignment across all VRU 
programmes. 

As previously identified in our 
annual governance statement, a 
need to improve our existing 
procurement resource led to 
discussions to formalise a shared 
service agreement. Work to fully 
implement this procurement 
approach has been hindered by a 
restructure of the provider. 
Discussions have re-started, but 
agreement of terms of reference 
are on hold currently. 

MOPAC will: -

• progress the terms of reference 
for Procurement during 2023/24 
and incorporate this within the 
Finance and Corporate Services 
transformation programme. 

The most recent Police and Crime 
Plan committed to MOPAC 
taking a ‘Child First approach’ to 
everything it does, including in 
the way it commissions services 
and oversees the MPS. MOPAC 
undertook a tendering exercise to 
commission academics to develop 
an evidence-based position 
statement for MOPAC on Child 
First, grounded in the experience 
of young people, accompanied by 

MOPAC will: 

• Develop an evidence-based 
‘Child First’ policy position 
statement and set of principles 
to improve delivery of its 
commissioned services and 
oversight activity as it relates to 
all interactions with children. 
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a checklist for MOPAC and its 
partners to apply when 
undertaking (or overseeing) any 
work with children. This work is 
currently underway, led by 
academics from the University of 
Salford, and should contribute to 
improving the delivery of our 
services to Londoners, as well as 
the services delivered by the MPS 

Developing MOPAC’s 
capacity, including the 
capability of its leadership 
and staff 

MOPAC has an identified 
corporate risk around capacity 
and capability as well as culture. 
Continuous improvement and a 
more developed people offering, 
and service has ensued in recent 
years, but it is recognised that 
further strategic and operational 
development is required. Further 
to discovery, diagnostic and 
design work including a staff 
survey, business and workforce 
indicators, and a consideration of 
external and internal drivers 

MOPAC will: -

• implement its People Strategy to 
strengthen identity, culture and 
connection; equip individuals 
and the organisation for success; 
and become an adaptable and 
resilient organisation. 
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7. Statement of Assurance 

MOPAC’s governance arrangements are designed to ensure that we take an appropriate and proportionate 
approach to managing risk. The arrangements are not designed to eliminate all risks but rather provide a 
reasonable degree of assurance of our effectiveness in managing the risks. 

We are satisfied that the steps set out above have addressed the need for improvements that were identified in 
the review of effectiveness. We will continue to monitor their implementation and operation during the year 
and as part of our next annual review. 

Signed Signed 

Sophie Linden Diana Luchford 
Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime Chief Executive 
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APPENDIX 1 

Appendix 1: Background and governance framework 

Scope of responsibilities 

MOPAC’s responsibilities are set out in the relevant legislation. Overarching responsibilities include: 

a) Overarching Duties 
MOPAC must secure the maintenance of the Metropolitan Police Service and ensure that it is efficient and 
effective. It does this by holding the MPS Commissioner to account for the exercise of their functions 
including: 

• the duty to have regard to the Police and Crime Plan; 

• the duty to have regard to the national Strategic Policing Requirement; 

• the effectiveness and efficiency of the MPS Commissioner’s arrangements for co-operating with 
other persons in the exercise of the MPS Commissioner’s functions; 

• the effectiveness and efficiency of the MPS Commissioner’s arrangements under section 34 
(engagement with local people); 

• the exercise of the MPS Commissioner’s functions under Part 2 of the Police Reform Act 2002 in 
relation to the handling of complaints; 

• the extent to which the MPS Commissioner has complied with section 35 (value for money); 

• the exercise of duties relating to equality and diversity imposed on the MPS Commissioner; 

• and the exercise of duties in relation to the safeguarding of children and the promotion of child 
welfare that are imposed on the MPS Commissioner by sections 10 and 11 of the Children Act 
2004; 

b) Information 
MOPAC is required by legislation to publish information which it considers to be necessary to enable the 
persons who live in London to assess: 

• the performance of MOPAC in exercising its functions; and 

• the performance of the Commissioner in exercising the Commissioner’s functions. 

Where the manner and timing of publication are specified in legislation MOPAC must comply with this. The 
information necessary to enable this must be published as soon as practicable after that time or the end of 
that period. 

c) Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) 
MOPAC is required to respond formally to HMICFRS reports. MOPAC comments, together with any 
comments submitted by the Commissioner and any response to those comments by MOPAC, must be 
published within 56 days of the publication of any report. If the published report includes a 
recommendation, MOPAC comments must include an explanation of: 

• the action MOPAC has taken or proposes to take in response to the recommendation; or 

• why MOPAC has not taken, or does not propose to take, any action in response. 

The Home Office review of PCCs conducted in 2020 has amended the Specified Information Order to 
include the requirement to publish a summary of the force's performance against the HMICFRS PEEL 
inspection. 
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The Governance Framework 

This AGS is drawn up in line with the CIPFA - Delivering Good Governance in Local Government1 guidelines, 
which build on the Nolan principles2. 

The MOPAC Governance Framework (see figure 2) is modelled on the CIPFA produced International 
Framework: Good Governance in the Public Sector (the framework). It is dynamic and subject to continuous 
improvement.  

The framework enables MOPAC to monitor and evaluate achievements against its strategic objectives – 
outlined in the PCP – and it is against this framework we have evaluated effectiveness in this document for the 
year 2022/23. 

The MOPAC Code of Governance uses the framework as its base and ensures its principles are integrated 
into how MOPAC conducts business locally. 

Figure 2- International Framework: Good Governance in the Public Sector (CIPFA/IFAC, 2014) 

MOPAC can demonstrate that the systems and processes in place to support these governance provisions are: 

• monitored for their effectiveness in practice via the Quarterly Reports to the Joint MOPAC and MPS Audit 
Panel and annually via this AGS 

• Subject to scheduled reviews by the Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance (DARA) to ensure it remains 
up to date and fit for purpose 

• Improved and actioned through the organisation via the Governance Improvement Plan 

The Mayor delegates day-to-day running of MOPAC to the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime, whose role is 
similar to that of an elected Police and Crime Commissioner elsewhere. 

1 http://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-guidance/publications/d/delivering-good-governance-in-local-government-framework-2016-
edition 
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life 
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The framework governing the financial management of MOPAC is outlined in the Police Reform and Social 
Responsibility Act 2011, the Financial Management Code of Practice for the Police, the MOPAC Scheme of 
Delegation and in the MOPAC Financial Regulations and Contract Regulations. 

MOPAC uses and publishes a Scheme of Delegation and Consent which sets out approval delegations to ensure 
that decisions are made at the lowest level consistent with efficient and effective decision making, whilst 
ensuring that MOPAC, DMPC and the MPS are properly protected against the risks associated with being the 
individual held to account for all decisions made. 

MOPAC ensures that the process for raising any concerns employees have about the way business is conducted 
is simple, effective and confidential wherever possible, as set out in its whistle blowing policy. 

MOPAC is required to produce an Annual Report on progress in relation to activities, achievements, the 
financial position, performance against PCP priorities and objectives and ensure that it is communicated 
publicly. The 2022/23 Annual MOPAC report will be published to sit alongside the final AGS and the MOPAC 
accounts. It will be presented to a future PCC meeting for scrutiny. 

MOPAC’s internal governance structures 

MOPAC is held to account over its objectives, operations and delivery of the PCP through various Boards and 
Panels, which are detailed below. More information can be found on the MOPAC website. 

Governance over the MPS and key partners 
i. Oversight Board 

The quarterly MOPAC-MPS Oversight Board enables the DMPC to effectively exercise the role and 
duties of the Police and Crime Commissioner for the Metropolis, as delegated by the Mayor of London. 
The creation of two oversight boards, one focussing on performance and risk and the other on 
organisational management provides more space for discussion of organisational issues, risk, change 
management and assurance. 
The functions of the Oversight Board are to: 

• Scrutinise MPS delivery against the Police and Crime Plan on behalf of the Mayor, and performance 
against agreed priorities 

• Have oversight of value for money through economy, efficiency and effectiveness 

• Undertake, at the request of the DMPC, assurance on key priorities and specific issues of concern 
to the public and PCP 

• Approve and review the Mid-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) in line with Mayoral priorities and 

• Monitor progress, delivery and risks against the MPS Business Plan. 

ii. The London Crime Reduction Board (LCRB) 
At LCRB, the Mayor, DMPC, the Commissioner, representatives from across the Criminal Justice System 
and London boroughs come together to agree a coordinated approach to crime reduction and 
community safety in London.  High-level intelligence on crime and public concerns about safety is also 
reviewed. This board is key to utilising the Mayor’s convening powers to work with a number of 
partners to deliver policing and crime priorities within the Police and Crime Plan for London. 

iii. Bi-laterals 
The Mayor routinely meets with the Commissioner and their team, including specialist operations, to 
discuss policing in London and to be briefed on counter terrorism. 
The DMPC and the Commissioner hold regular meetings to provide in depth scrutiny of the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the MPS and to consider issues of importance to policing and crime 
reduction in London. 

iv. Informal One-to-Ones 
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/727772/CCS207_CCS0718021968-001_HO_FMCP_2018_Print_.pdf
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On an informal basis, the DMPC meets regularly with MPS Assistant Commissioners, as well as 
occasionally with key Deputy Assistant Commissioners, Commanders and other members of the MPS 
Management Board. 

v. Investment Advisory and Monitoring (IAM) 
IAM is an advisory meeting to the DMPC, to inform decisions subsequently taken and published.  It 
ensures that MPS investment decisions deliver the police and crime plan and are founded on a sound 
business case, contributing to efficiency and effectiveness of the MPS. The business case proposals 
supporting key investments in the MPS transformational change programme are considered at this 
board. 

vi. Corporate Investment Board (CIB) 
In addition to the MOPAC governance, as part of the wider GLA corporate governance and to ensure 
consistency across the GLA, proposed MOPAC investment decisions are reported to the GLA Corporate 
Investment Board (CIB). The Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime is a member of this board.  The 
board is an internal forum chaired by the Mayor’s Chief of Staff. Further information on and the public 
minutes of CIB meetings can be accessed here: https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/governance-
and-spending/good-governance/decision-making. 

External 
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 requires the establishment of an ordinary Committee of 
the Assembly to be the Police and Crime Panel. This function is and will continue to be carried out by the 
Police and Crime Committee (PCC).  MOPAC is scrutinised via the following avenues: 

I. Police and Crime Committee 
The London Assembly’s Police and Crime Committee (PCC) is the statutory body that examines the 
work of MOPAC and meets twenty times a year.  Ten of those meetings are used principally to hold 
question and answer sessions with the DMPC and Commissioner or their representative. The Committee 
can require the DMPC and / or staff from MOPAC to attend its meetings for the purpose of giving 
evidence and provide documents to it. The Committee also investigates key issues relating to policing 
and crime in London as part of this scrutiny. 

II. Mayor’s Questions 
The Mayor’s Question Time (MQT) meetings take place ten times a year. Assembly Members as part of 
their role in holding the Mayor and his functional bodies to account ask the Mayor a range of questions 
within the remit of his role, which includes policing. Questions which are not answered at the meeting 
receive written responses. A number of policing questions are asked of the Mayor during MQT. 

III. Functional Body Question Time 
At least once a year, Functional Body Question Time (FBQT) or Plenary sessions on Policing issues are 
held with the Mayor and the Commissioner.  This forms another opportunity for Assembly Members to 
hold both the Mayor and the Commissioner to account and examine policing matters in London. 

IV. Budget and Performance Committee 
The London Assembly’s Budget and Performance Committee scrutinises the Mayor’s budget for the 
financial year and the implications for services and council taxes in London. It also examines, monitors 
and reports on the budgets and performance of the GLA and Functional Bodies which includes MOPAC. 

V. Oversight Committee 
The Greater London Authority (GLA) Oversight Committee is responsible for a range of matters and 
sometimes examines the work of MOPAC as it pertains to their terms of reference. 
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The London Victims’ Commissioner 

Claire Waxman was appointed by the Mayor of London as London’s first Independent Victims’ Commissioner in 

2017 and re-appointed in May 2021. Her role is to work alongside victims and survivors, amplifying their voices 

and promoting their interests with criminal justice partners, to ensure that they are heard and that lessons are 

learnt to inform and shape practices, policies, and service provision. Claire reports directly to the DMPC and 

plays a significant role in stakeholder engagement and overseeing the delivery and performance of MOPAC’s 

Victims’ commissioning service. Claire’s ambitious programme of work includes: 

• Establishing and chairing a Victims Board comprising of justice agencies which supports the delivery of 
the commitments set out in the Police and Crime Plan and provides the opportunity for the victims’ 
voice to be at the centre of decision making. 

• Running a Victims Reference Group for ongoing engagement with stakeholders including victims of 
crime to inform her work and the work of the Victims Board, so accessible, high-quality, integrated, and 
tailored services are available to enable those affected by crime in London to fully cope and recover. 

• Convening two London Victims’ Summits, bringing together senior leaders from across justice agencies, 
voluntary and community groups, local councils and victims of crime, and international Ministers and 
Commissioners, to galvanise a partnership effort to improve victims’ experiences of navigating the 
justice system. 

• Calling on the Information Commissioner’s office to investigate the practices of mobile data extraction 
by police forces, which resulted in the release of the ICO’s report in June 2020. 

• Undertaking the most comprehensive review of compliance with the Victims Code of Practice to date, 
which highlighted low awareness and compliance with the Code. 

• Completing London’s two Rape Reviews in 2019 and 2021, which helped to advance understanding of 
how such cases are treated in the justice system, and why so little result in conviction. As a result, Claire 
as been able to make a number of recommendations to strengthen the rights of victims and survivors, 
as well as prompting Operation Soteria Bluestone, which is now a leading national transformation 
programme for rape and sexual offence investigations and prosecutions. 

• Convening victims’ roundtables, which have been attended by senior members of the Metropolitan 
Police Service and Casey Review team, to allow them to hear directly from victims and survivors about 
their experiences and concerns. 

• Lobbying the government and campaigning to influence several pieces of legislation, including the 
Domestic Abuse Act, and upcoming Victims and Prisoners Bill, for which Claire has been convening 
working groups with victims, bereaved families and victim support organisations, to ensure that the 
legislation reflects their needs and views. 

• Working closely with the Metropolitan Police and Crown Prosecution Service on improvements to victim 
care, including by ensuring that reform work appropriately engages with victims' lived experience. 

Violence Reduction Unit (VRU) 

In response to increasing violence in London, the Mayor announced the formation of the VRU in September 
2018. The VRU Director, Lib Peck, was appointed in January 2019 and the unit became fully operational in 
early 2019/20. 

The VRU is taking a fundamentally different, public health approach to violence reduction – one where the 
institutions and communities that make up London act together to help identify and address the underlying 
causes of violence.  The Mayor chairs a Partnership Reference Group, to ensure that partner views are at the 
heart of the VRU’s work.  The Group met for the first time in October 2018 and met four times in 2022/23. 

The VRU is a City Hall partnership with input from the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime, the Deputy Mayor 
for Communities and Social Justice; and the Deputy Mayor for Children and Families. MOPAC remains legally 
accountable for the decisions and operations of the VRU insofar as they relate to its’ responsibilities. Where 
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decisions relate to MOPAC’s responsibilities, the VRU is subject to MOPAC’s scheme of delegation and 
consent. The VRU’s permanent staff are employed on MOPAC terms and conditions. 

Independent Panels 

i) Joint Audit Panel 

In line with the Home Office Financial Management Code of Practice established to support the 
implementation of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, a joint MOPAC/MPS Audit Panel, 
performing the functionality of an Audit Committee, was established. 

The Joint Audit Panel is responsible for enhancing public trust and confidence in MOPAC and the MPS. It also 
assists MOPAC in discharging its statutory responsibility to hold the MPS to account. It advises MOPAC and 
the MPS Commissioner according to good governance principles and provides independent assurance on the 
adequacy and effectiveness of MOPAC and the MPS internal control environments and risk management 
frameworks. 

The Joint Audit Panel held its first meeting on 31 March 2017. It receives regular reports at its quarterly 
meeting, including MOPAC governance and risk matters and the respective improvement plans. 

MOPAC has responsibility for conducting regular reviews of the effectiveness of the governance framework, 
including the system of internal audit and the system of internal control. The review is continuous with a 
programme of reviews of governance policies to ensure they meet the demands and needs of MOPAC.  DARA 
provides assurance on the effectiveness of the MOPAC governance framework and highlight areas for 
improvement which are reported to senior management. Internal reviews tend to include research into best 
practice, update of the framework and provision or update of policies and procedures.  Changes are subject of 
a decision and will be published. The effectiveness of the framework is also reviewed in drawing up the Annual 
Governance Statement. 

ii) Ethics Panel 

The London Policing Ethics Panel (LPEP) is an advisory panel that is independent of the mayoralty, defines its 
own work plan and publishes its own findings, that are then sent to the Mayor, Deputy Mayor for Policing and 
Crime and Commissioner of the MPS. 

Reports it produced in 2022/23 included the conduct of searches exposing intimate parts by the MPS; and a 
report on the openness and transparency of the MPS. 
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AGENDA ITEM 6b 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 
2 August 2023 

Governance Improvement Plan Update and 
Draft Annual Governance Statement 2022/23 

Report by: Interim Chief Strategy and Transformation Officer 

Report Summary 

Overall Summary of the Purpose of the Report 
To update on the Met’s Governance Improvement Plans (GIPs) arising from the 
2021/22 Annual Governance Statement (AGS). This is the final quarterly update, 
the previous being tabled in October 2022, January, and March 2023 Audit Panels. 

Key Considerations for the Panel 
• Progress has been made against all 32 improvement plans that were raised in 

2021/22. Of these, 20 have been completed or are progressed through A New 
Met for London. The remainder have been carried forward to 2023/24. 

• We have developed a draft action plan for 2023/24 with proposed Met leads, 
in response to areas identified in the 2022/23 internal control review and 
Annual Governance Statement. 

Interdependencies/Cross Cutting Issues 
Both documents cut across areas of improvement highlighted through inspections, 
audits, performance monitoring, risks, and senior leaders’ assurance statements. 
As such, they have significant interdependencies with other Audit Panel 
considerations and agenda items including HMICFRS recommendations, DARA 
(Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance) audits, as well as our corporate risk 
management activity reported in a separate paper to this meeting and MOPAC’s 
own AGS and Governance Improvement Plan. 

Recommendations 
The Audit Panel should: 

• Note the progress made in the recent quarter. 
• Review the Draft AGS for 2022/23, with a view to providing feedback prior 

to formal publication in September 2023. 
• Endorse our proposed new approach to a Governance Improvement Plan 

for 2023/24. 
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AGENDA ITEM 6b 

1. Key GIP (Governance Improvement Plans) updates in the past quarter 

1.1. The key improvements are: 
a. Standards and Professionalism 

• The Met has embedded new initiatives and processes, including 
Crimestoppers reporting channels, establishment of a formal 
Professionalism Transformation Programme, improved vetting processes 
across the Met enabling effective governance of high-risk areas. 

• The findings of Baroness Casey’s Review being addressed as a 
fundamental part of A New Met for London. 

• Following Trust Inclusion and Diversity Board in May 2023, it was 
decided that the Command Assessment be revised to empower local 
leaders. 

b. Learning and Development 
• New First Line Leaders Programme launched on 17 April 2023 with 

separate programmes for newly promoted and substantive officers and 
staff. 

• Head of L&D (Learning & Development) Business Engagement 
appointed to develop a new ‘business partnering’ capability, with 
expected start date in September 2023. 

• Specialist support procured to deliver a rapid maturity assessment of 
L&D. 

• L&D continued to redesign several high-priority core training courses, 
including PCSO (Police Community Support Officer) training, planned for 
launch in September, and annual Public & Personal Safety and 
Emergency Life Support, planned for launch in April 2024. 

• Following the Early Years Attrition review, a fast-time programme 
mobilised to optimise the Met’s current recruit training arrangements. 

c. Risk 
• Operations and Performance and Frontline Policing (FLP) have 

refreshed their risk registers, and both are now aligned to A New Met for 
London priorities. 

• A review of governance has been completed and work is ongoing to 
define a set of expectations in relation to meeting structures and 
templates that all areas of the business will be expected to use. 

• A proposal for our approach to assurance across the Met has been 
developed and work is being undertaken to identify what this will look like 
at all levels across the organisation. 

• Risk training delivered to Comms and Engagement, FLP and Specialist 
Operations, as well as those in CTPN NW region, to improve capability. 

• Analysis of the recent risk maturity self-assessment process has now 
concluded and documentation for respective business group leads to 
discuss at their next relevant risk meeting is being prepared. 

d. Data Management 
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AGENDA ITEM 6b 

• Child Abuse External Business Intelligence Tool for partners now 
operating. 

• New Deputy Director of Analytics, Science and Engineering in post. 
• The role of performance analysis has moved out of DDaT (Digital Data & 

Technology) into a new dedicated performance function within Met 
Operations. 

• Publication date for the Open Data Strategy has slipped into early Q2. 

2. Draft AGS 2022/23 
2.1. The Draft AGS is attached as Annex A to this report. The draft report was 

presented to Risk and Assurance Board (RAB) in June 2023, who provided 
feedback to be incorporated into the final version. 

2.2. The Panel are asked to review the AGS and provide feedback for 
inclusion in the final report for Commissioner sign-off in September 2023. 

2.3. This year’s AGS takes a more thematic approach and highlights some key 
areas where the Met should seek improvements in the coming 12 months. 
Work will be done to ensure improvements address fundamental root 
causes and issues facing the Met, with a view to simultaneously discharging 
HMICFRS and other recommendations, as well as deliver the reform set out 
in A New Met for London. 

2.4. We have carried over several continuing actions, as well as new actions 
identified through the AGS process, into 2023/24. These include: 
• Enhancing the Met’s business planning and strategic workforce planning 

and improving recruitment to fill critical technical and specialist roles. 
• Building a more cohesive, robust approach to risk and assurance across 

the MPS, embedding risk management in operational commands and 
standardising organisational learning. 

• Implementing the effective storage and management of property and 
exhibits. 

• Improving processes for digital device monitoring, security, policy 
compliance and reporting. 

• Making the way the MPS assess performance and promote people fairer 
and more transparent, providing better incentives to develop. 

• Expanding the new leadership development programme, developed, and 
piloted for First Line Leaders (Sergeants / Band Ds) to Mid-Level 
Leaders (Inspector / Band C) and Senior Leaders (Chief Supt / Band A). 

2.5. These improvements will be the building blocks for lasting, sustainable 
change in the MPS, and represent a significant, multi-year challenge. They 
will form part of a single thematic Governance Improvement Plan for the 
organisation, and will be delivered in line with, and as part of, A New Met for 
London. This will be supported by a new, simpler process for the way in which 
GIPs are delivered. This will be presented at the next Audit Panel. 

2.6. PwC (Price Waterhouse Cooper) undertook a root cause analysis in March 
2023, basing their analysis on some of the Met’s most pressing challenges 
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AGENDA ITEM 6b 

identified in key external reports, including the HMICFRS PEEL (Police 
Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy), and Baroness Casey’s interim 
report. It also analysed how well the Met’s draft Turnaround Plan was likely to 
address and resolve the root causes identified. Their findings found the key 
issues to be a lack of investment in people training, culture, and designing 
processes without a usability focus. These root causes are being addressed 
through A New Met for London and will be part of how we measure progress 
against the 2023/24 GIP. 

3. Equality and Diversity Impact 
The model of corporate governance used by the Met is based on the 
principles of openness; integrity; accountability and equality. The governance 
improvement plans contain several actions which are aligned to A New Met 
for London that aim to strengthen our engagement of communities and impact 
positively on equality and diversity within the Met and externally. 

4. Financial Implications 
There are no direct financial implications from this report. The costs 
associated with the areas of work identified in this report will be met from the 
relevant unit’s budgets. 

5. Legal Implications 
MOPAC (Mayor s Office for Policing and Crime) and the Commissioner of 
Police are both under a statutory duty to approve an AGS. In order that it can 
discharge the duty, the MPS prepares an AGS, against the CIPFA Principles 
(Delivering Good Governance in Local Government: Framework 2016), which 
demonstrates how aspects of governance have been implemented within the 
service, and from which the GIP stems. 

6. Risk Implications 
The annual governance review identifies significant governance areas for 
improvement across the Met. These are monitored quarterly and aligned with 
corporate risk processes 

7. Contact Details 
Report author: Stephen Greenfield, Strategy & Transformation 

8. Annex A: Draft AGS 2022/23 
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PAC I 
MAYOR OF LONDON 

METROPOLITAN 
POLICE 

AGENDA ITEM 7 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 
2 August 2023 

MOPAC and MPS Internal Audit Annual Report 2022/23 
Report by: Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance, Head of Internal Audit for MOPAC and MPS 

Report Summary 
The attached draft report contains the internal audit annual opinion for the Mayor’s 
Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) 
internal control environments, and summarises the activities and performance of 
the Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance. 

Key Considerations for the Panel 
• Effective governance and operation of a sound internal control framework are 

key to achieving the fundamental cultural and organisational reform of the Met 
and successful delivery of agreed policing priorities and objectives. 

• The Director of Audit Risk and Assurance has concluded: 
- ‘MOPAC has an adequate internal control environment supporting 

achievement of its strategic objectives, which generally operates effectively 
with enhancing oversight governance a priority for the coming year.’ 

- ‘The MPS internal control environment is limited in its effectiveness in 
supporting the achievement of strategic objectives.’ Noting, ‘As the Met 
undergoes significant transition, the need for effective governance has 
increased. This includes the wider control environment, which currently 
lacks maturity and cohesion in its ability to oversee the development and 
performance of internal control across the organisation.’ 

• Key areas of improvement for MOPAC are referenced on page 2 of the Annual 
Report and pages 9 -11 for the MPS. 

• There were no impairments to DARA independence and full compliance with 
auditing standards. DARA achieved 88% completion of the plan to draft report 
(90% target) and productivity was 80% (target 82%). 

Interdependencies/Cross Cutting Issues 
Key areas of improvement identified in the Internal Audit Annual Report are 
addressed in the Annual Governance Statements for MOPAC and the MPS and 
the New Met for London Plan. 

Recommendations 
The Audit Panel is recommended to consider the Internal Audit Annual Report of 
the Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance and note the annual opinion on the 
adequacy and effectiveness of the MOPAC and MPS internal control 
environments. 
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AGENDA ITEM 7 

1. Supporting Information 

1.1 The annual opinion of the MOPAC and MPS internal control environments is 
based on an assessment of the systems of governance, including risk 
management and of the internal control framework. Key points from the Internal 
Audit Report are summarised below. 

1.2 The Report reflects it has been a challenging and transitional year for the MPS 
as it aims to deliver a radical programme of reform against a backdrop of 
declining public trust and confidence and continuing scrutiny by HMICFRS as 
part of the ‘ENGAGE’ process. The independent review into MPS culture and 
standards by Baroness Casey of Blackstock, published in March 2023, called 
for a series of actions to restore public trust and confidence. 

1.3 In September 2022, the new Commissioner took up post and set a mission to 
deliver ‘More Trust, Less Crime and High Standards’ across the Met, issuing 
his draft Turnaround Plan in January 2023, culminating in the New Met for 
London Plan. MOPAC continued to focus on delivery of the Police and Crime 
Plan (PCP), whilst overseeing action and plans to secure Met reform and 
increase trust and confidence. Baroness Casey recommended a revised 
oversight governance structure be introduced to ensure full transparency and 
accountability to Londoners to oversee and scrutinise the changes. 

MOPAC Internal Control Environment 
1.4 The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance has concluded that, ‘‘MOPAC has an 

adequate internal control environment, which is generally operating effectively 
with enhancing governance oversight a priority for the coming year’ 

1.5 The Mayor’s Violence Against Women and Girls Strategy 2022-25 was 
refreshed in June 2022. Work continued in delivering the PCP and the Mayor’s 
Action Plan aiming to improve trust and confidence in the MPS and to address 
community concerns relating to disproportionality. The revised governance 
arrangements for the London Crime Reduction Board were implemented. 

1.6 MOPAC has an established corporate governance framework. The risk 
management framework has continued to mature with greater clarity over key 
roles and responsibilities and improved management of programme and 
portfolio risks. 

1.7 A revised oversight model implemented in year enabled a more systematic 
approach to scrutiny focusing on key PCP priorities. Oversight was facilitated by 
improved quarterly reporting on performance and the overall financial position. 
In response to the Baroness Casey recommendation, a new governance 
structure to enhance strategic oversight, accountability and transparency to 
Londoners has been designed. A quarterly London Policing Board, chaired by 
the Mayor, is to be introduced in the Autumn. 

1.8 The MOPAC change programme overseen by the MOPAC Portfolio Board, 
provides strategic oversight of core change programmes and projects and PCP 
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AGENDA ITEM 7 

delivery. A formal Programme with a dedicated resource is being established to 
oversee and deliver the MOPAC response to the Baroness Casey Review. 

1.9 The MOPAC People Strategy was published supporting work on a strategic 
workforce plan and learning and development framework to meet increasing 
demands and work pressures. 

1.10 Monthly Investment and Monitoring Advisory Meetings, chaired by the DMPC, 
continue to ensure investment decisions are aligned to the PCP and 
transformation objectives. Work continued but has not yet concluded on a 
revised MOPAC Scheme of Delegation and Consent and Financial Regulations 
to better align the framework with legislative guidance. Improved reporting to 
the MOPAC Board and more detailed management information supporting 
budget monitoring at directorate level has improved the budgetary control 
framework.  

1.11 The commissioning of services continued to be enhanced supported by 
improved analysis evaluating their impact. Procurement and contract 
management activity was hindered by challenges in recruiting, senior 
appointments have now been made. 

1.12 An external review of information governance concluded work needed to be 
done to ensure a consistent and compliant approach to data information 
management in line with GDPR requirements across MOPAC. A data breach 
occurred during the year, which was reported to the ICO with significant senior 
management input from both MOPAC and the GLA overseeing remedial action. 
An improvement plan, supported by additional resource. 

1.13 Action to improve effectiveness of the MOPAC internal control environment and 
reflected in the governance improvement includes; 

- Effectively implementing and embedding the revised oversight governance 
arrangements for policing in London. 

- Implementing revised community oversight arrangements. 
- Aligning MOPAC and MPS management of key strategic risks and driving 

improvements to MPS assurance. 
- Strengthening resilience and efficiency of enabling functions supporting 

delivery of PCP and oversight of the MPS. 
- Implementing the MOPAC People Strategy - finalising workforce plans to 

ensure capacity and capability requirements are met across MOPAC. 
- Fully implementing information governance improvement plans. 
- Increasing reporting and transparency of MOPAC and VRU commissioning 

outcomes. 

MPS Internal Control Environment 
1.14 The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance has concluded ‘The MPS internal 

control environment is limited in its effectiveness in supporting the achievement 
of strategic objectives’. Noting, ‘As the Met undergoes significant transition, the 
need for effective governance has increased. This includes the wider control 
environment, which currently lacks maturity and cohesion in its ability to 
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AGENDA ITEM 7 

oversee the development and performance of internal control across the 
organisation.’ 

1.15 The New Met for London Plan encapsulating the outcome of engagement on 
the Commissioner’s draft Turnaround Plan and the response to the Baroness 
Casey Review and other external and internal reviews, is the principal strategic 
document by which the MPS will measure its success and will be held to 
account by MOPAC and the public. 

1.16 An executive redesign resulted in new appointments to the Management Board. 
An external review of Met governance recognised that existing governance did 
not effectively support transformation with the role of Management Board 
needing to be clarified and the number and membership of corporate boards 
streamlined. New arrangements will be introduced over the coming year. 

1.17 Increasing the maturity and effectiveness of the Met’s corporate risk 
management framework remains key to improving the effectiveness of the 
internal control environment as a whole. This includes conducting a 
comprehensive corporate risk assessment to delivery of the New Met for 
London Plan, effective integration with business planning and performance 
management and with the assurance framework, to support a robust approach 
to the identification and management of key risks across the Met. The need to 
define and develop the Met’s strategic approach to assurance is of increased 
importance, given the scale of reform activity and need not only for the 
Commissioner to be assured but for public assurance. Assurance activity is 
fragmented and not driven by a corporate approach aligned to strategic 
objectives and risks. 

1.18 DARA analysis in its Annual Report for last year highlighted many of the issues 
subsequently highlighted in the Baroness Casey Review. The Met has now 
collated all recommendations made by external and internal reviewers and 
determined reoccurring themes, which informed the New Met for London plan. 

1.19 The outcomes of DARA and other review activity continue to demonstrate the 
need for effective training identification, delivery and evaluation and to better 
understand and define demand, to more effectively support the allocation and 
deployment of resources. Significant pressures also continue to be placed on 
supervisory activity within operational policing. Effective leadership is 
recognised as being essential to effect the scale of cultural change needed 
across the Met. 

1.20 Previous DARA reviews highlighted the complexity of governance 
arrangements supporting the delivery of the Met’s Inclusion and Diversity 
Strategy. The lack of a cohesive performance management framework and 
metrics hinders the ability to monitor and report progress against agreed 
strategic outcomes. 

1.21 The Data Board continues to oversee and drive improvement to data 
governance, including work to enable the cultural change required to improve 
data quality across the Met. Work continues to strengthen digital and data 
governance to ensure value for money and the efficient and effective use of 
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resources. Issues remain around the delivery of two major technological 
change projects that continue to require close management attention and 
oversight. 

1.22 A new operating model for the Directorate of Professional Standards (DPS) is 
being designed with significant additional resource and supported by a review 
of Counter Corruption governance arrangements. Significant work is also 
underway to address the issues raised relating to the management of criminal 
exhibits and vetting by both DARA and HMICFRS. 

1.23 DARA conducted a number of key reviews within operational policing, which 
identified significant corporate issues now being addressed under the reform of 
Frontline Policing and root and branch review of Public Protection. The key 
issues identified were subsequently highlighted by Baroness Casey, 
contributing to the representation of a ‘Beleaguered Frontline’. 
Recommendations have been aligned to corporate improvement plans. 

1.24 The following is key to securing effective governance, risk management and 
internal control across the Met. DARA advisory work in the coming year will 
provide additional support; 

- Increasing risk maturity across the MPS and implementing a more 
cohesive and defined approach to assurance provision – to be 
supported by increased and skilled resource. 

- Ensuring a co-ordinated and strategic response to areas of 
improvement identified and in managing cultural and organisational 
reform – implement revised governance structure supported by a cohesive 
internal control framework and robust transformation programme 
governance. Plans for reform will need to be effectively communicated and 
cascaded throughout the organisation to secure appropriate engagement at 
all levels. 

- Increased emphasis on accountability for sound internal control – to be 
supported by meaningful business planning in support of NMfL. 

- Improving skills and capacity, including those that relate to specialist 
business support – capacity and capability remain key issues, exacerbated 
by the increased demands in delivering fundamental reform. 

- Further developing and implementing the strategic approach to 
organisational learning. 

- Designing corporate policies to include explicit objectives, 
consideration of risk and appropriate controls required to help achieve 
desired outcomes – including increase in professional standards. 

- Clarifying accountabilities, and roles and responsibilities – of increased 
importance at a time of transformational change. 

- Maintaining continuity within key roles - need to consider ongoing impact 
of continual change in personnel performing key roles within the 
organisation. 

- Increasing supervisory capacity and capability - initiatives are underway 
to address supervisory capacity and capability, which remains a challenge. 

- Increased understanding of demand and impact on allocation and 
deployment of resources - initiatives are addressing areas of increased 
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demand. Further analysis and understanding supported by systems to 
effectively plan, utilise and deploy resources remains a priority. 

- Ability to demonstrate effectiveness of activity through the 
measurement of outcomes - work is underway to shift the focus to 
measurement of outcomes. 

- Implementation of planned improvements to information management, 
data quality and digital capability – NMfL articulates ambitions to be data 
driven and evidence led with enhanced analytical capability. 

Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance Activity and Performance 
1.25 There were no impairments to audit independence and objectivity during the 

year and on-going quality assurance activity continued. DARA completed 88% 
(target 90%) of the plan to report stage, with 7% in progress and 5% carried 
forward. Audit productivity was 80% against the 82% target. Increased time 
was spent on advisory work in support of transformation activity as reported to 
Panel during the year. 

2. Equality and Diversity Impact 
The MOPAC and MPS commitment diversity and Inclusion are considered in all 
activities carried out by DARA. 

3. Financial Implications 
There are no direct financial implications arising from the report. Savings and 
recoveries made as a result of DARA activity enable funds to be better directed 
towards core policing. 

4. Legal Implications 
There are no direct legal implications arising from the report. 

5. Risk Implications 
There are no direct risk implications arising from the report. 

6. Contact Details 
Report author: Julie Norgrove, Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance 

7. Appendices and Background Papers 
Appendix – MOPAC and MPS Draft Internal Audit Annual Report 2022/23 
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Background 

This report contains the Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance, annual opinion on the Mayor’s 
Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) internal 
control environments. It also summarises the activities and performance of the Directorate of 
Audit, Risk and Assurance (DARA), internal auditors to MOPAC and the MPS, in support of 
that opinion. 

MOPAC and the MPS are responsible for ensuring a sound internal control environment 
facilitates the effective operation of their functions and achievement of their strategic 
objectives. The annual opinion for each organisation is based on an assessment of the 
adequacy and effectiveness of governance, risk management and internal control 
frameworks, which make up the internal control environment. DARA risk and assurance and 
advisory reviews, systems development and counter fraud work inform that opinion. HMICFRS 
and External Audit reports, MOPAC and MPS annual assessments of governance and other 
external and internal review activity is also taken into account, as appropriate. 

An independent joint Audit Panel for MOPAC and the MPS operates in line with the Financial 
Management Code of Practice. It met formally on a regular basis, receiving reports in line with 
its terms of reference and workplan. Separate briefings were held considering key governance 
developments, including; MPS Counter Corruption Strategy and Plan and MOPAC Oversight. 
A new Chair and three new members have recently been appointed for the next three year 
tenure of the Panel. 

It has been a challenging and transitional year for the MPS as it aims to deliver a radical 
programme of reform against a backdrop of declining public trust and confidence and 
continuing scrutiny by HMICFRS as part of the ‘ENGAGE’ process. The independent review 
into MPS culture and standards by Baroness Casey of Blackstock, published in March 2023, 
called for a series of actions to restore public trust and confidence. Concluding, ‘There were 
systemic and fundamental problems in how the Met is run and deep seated cultures need to 
be tackled in order for any changes to be sustained. There is a lack of accountability and 
transparency, with weak governance structures and a culture of defensiveness and denial. 
Discrimination is tolerated, not dealt with and has become baked into the system. Leading to 
institutional racism, misogyny and homophobia.’ 

In September 2022, the new Commissioner took up post and set a mission to deliver ‘More 
Trust, Less Crime and High Standards’ across the Met, issuing his draft Turnaround Plan in 
January 2023, culminating in the soon to be published New Met for London Plan. MOPAC 
continued to focus on delivery of the Police and Crime Plan (PCP), whilst overseeing action 
and plans to secure Met reform and increase trust and confidence. Baroness Casey concluded 
a revised oversight governance structure should be introduced to ensure full transparency and 
accountability to Londoners to oversee and scrutinise the changes. A London Policing Board 
with a diverse membership providing specialist advise to the Mayor in holding the Met to 
account in delivering the reforms need to rebuild trust and confidence in the police, is currently 
being established. 

Effective governance and operation of a sound internal control environment are key to 
rebuilding trust and confidence, delivering on agreed policing priorities and driving 
fundamental reform of the MPS. 
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Annual Assurance MOPAC 

INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL OPINION 

MOPAC has an adequate internal control environment supporting achievement of its strategic 
objectives, which generally operates effectively with enhancing oversight governance a priority for 
the coming year. 

DARA review activity and advice has informed the MOPAC Annual Governance Statement 
and Improvement Plan, key areas for improving the effectiveness of the internal control 
environment include; 

▪ Effectively implementing and embedding the revised oversight governance 
arrangements for policing in London. Establishing and supporting the London Policing 
Board to enable transparent and strategic oversight of MPS cultural reform and service 
delivery to increase public trust and confidence. This includes ensuring appropriate 
resource, performance analysis and insight support the operation of the Board and its 
sub-boards. Maintaining the improved relationships with the Met and securing MOPAC 
access to all relevant data remain key to facilitating oversight. 

▪ Implementing revised approach for community scrutiny and engagement – building 
on initial work carried out to date to ensure effective mechanisms enable community 
engagement and input to the oversight of the MPS. 

▪ Aligning MOPAC and MPS management of key strategic risks and driving 
improvements to MPS assurance - giving visibility to key interdependencies and greater 
assurance to MOPAC and the public on delivery of Met reform and PCP defined 
outcomes. 

▪ Strengthening resilience and efficiency of enabling functions - includes increasing 
efficiency of core processes for MOPAC and the VRU and better supporting procurement 
and contract management activity as part of the Finance and Corporate Services 
Transformation Programme. 

▪ Implementing the recently published People Strategy - in line with a defined action 
plan, finalising strategic workforce plans to ensure capacity and capability requirements 
are met across MOPAC to meet increasing demand, supported by a better defined 
learning and development framework. 

▪ Fully implementing information governance improvement plans – in line with 
recommendations following the external review, which includes a thorough review and 
update of all supporting processes and products. 

▪ Increasing reporting and transparency of MOPAC and VRU commissioning 
outcomes – building on the considerable work carried out to date within MOPAC in 
professionalising commissioning activity, developing a standard set of data for publication 
and further alignment of the outcomes focused performance framework across the VRU. 
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MOPAC Internal Control Environment 

Accountability 
MOPAC is accountable to the electorate, and the Metropolitan Police Commissioner to 
MOPAC. The Police and Crime Committee (PCC) of the London Assembly keeps under review 
the exercise of the functions of MOPAC and has continued to consider MOPAC performance 
at its monthly public meetings with the DMPC in attendance. 

The Statutory Policing Protocol sets out how the functions of MOPAC, the Commissioner and 
the PCC are exercised in relation to each other. It defines the financial responsibilities of 
MOPAC and the Commissioner, making it clear the former is accountable to the public for the 
management of the Police Fund while the latter is responsible for allocated budgets following 
Mayoral and DMPC approval. 

Strategic Framework 
The PCP for London 2022-25 sets out the Mayor’s police and crime objectives, defining 
strategic priorities and outcomes for policing in London and the wider criminal justice system, 
which includes increasing trust and confidence in the MPS. It also outlines MOPAC’s statutory 
responsibility for oversight of the MPS, including budget setting, performance scrutiny and 
strategy and policy development. 

The Mayor’s Violence Against Woman and Girls (VAWG) Strategy 2022-25 was refreshed in 
June 2022. The Strategy cuts across all PCP priorities with four strands: Preventing and 
Reducing VAWG; Supporting all Victims and Survivors; Holding Perpetrators to Account and 
Building Trust and Confidence. A DARA review of the framework supporting delivery of the 
Strategy is underway. 

Work continued in delivering the Mayor’s Action Plan aiming to improve trust and confidence 
in the MPS and to address community concerns relating to disproportionality in the use of 
certain police powers affecting Black Londoners. DARA previously advised on the governance 
arrangements overseeing delivery with communities continuing to play a significant part in 
oversight. MOPAC this year established an External Reference Group to support and 
challenge MOPAC and the MPS in the delivery of the commitments set out in the Action Plan. 

The revised governance arrangements for the London Crime Reduction Board (LCRB) sub-
boards, supported by a dedicated Partnership lead and team, were implemented to maximise 
delivery against partnership PCP commitments across the criminal justice system and wider 
MOPAC priorities. Key issues considered by the Board, included; major goals and challenges 
of MPS reform with a focus on partnerships, public trust and confidence and court backlogs. 

The Partnership Reference Group, chaired by the Mayor, provides the strategic lead, direction, 
support and challenge to the Violence Reduction Unit (VRU). It includes the Deputy Mayors 
for Policing and Crime; Communities and Social Justice and Children and Families. MOPAC 
is legally accountable for the decisions of the VRU, which is subject to MOPAC’s Scheme of 
Delegation and Consent, and staff are employed by MOPAC. Work continued to align MOPAC 
and VRU governance and processes during the year. 

Oversight Governance 
Previous DARA review activity identified the need for a more cohesive and focused approach 
to both operational performance and financial oversight, which had been recognised with the 
implementation of a revised oversight model during the year. This enabled a more systematic 
approach to scrutiny focusing on key PCP priorities and emerging areas of risk and concern 
in the Met. Oversight Board was reconfigured into two Boards; 1) Performance and Risk and 
2) Finance, Change and People. Key areas of scrutiny included; victim care, protecting people 
from exploitation and harm, community engagement, the Baroness Casey Review and MPS 
Turnaround Plan, CONNECT system implementation and MPS workforce capacity and 
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MOPAC Internal Control Environment 

capability. Further work is to be undertaken to strengthen capacity for financial and 
transformation oversight of the Met, which is of increased importance given the scale of reform 
activity. 

Regular bilateral meetings between the Mayor and the Commissioner scrutinised the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the Met supported by in-depth reviews of key areas of 
operational performance and trust and confidence in the Met, including the Met’s response to 
being placed in the ‘ENGAGE’ process by HMICFRS. The DMPC continued to hold one to 
one meetings with the Deputy Commissioner and each member of the Met Management 
Board throughout the year. 

Oversight was facilitated by improved quarterly reporting on performance against PCP 
outcomes and the overall financial position and a wide array of data analytics. Direct access 
to MPS data has remained an issue in some areas with further steps being taken to secure 
appropriate access. The Oversight Analysis Group, attended by DARA, brought functions 
across MOPAC together to better inform, co-ordinate and direct oversight activity. There was 
increased oversight in tracking Met progress in addressing recommendations from internal 
and external reviewers including; HMICFRS, IOPC, ICO, MOPAC, DARA and the Baroness 
Casey Review. 

The DMPC commissioned the HMICFRS to conduct a review of the MPS Response to the 
Stephen Port Murders to establish whether lessons had been learned, and in particular 
whether the failures in investigation could happen again. The report was published in April 
2023 concluding ‘it was difficult to be reassured that the mistakes made in the Port case 
couldn’t happen again’. Areas of improvement included; training, Met oversight and 
supervision, quality of reports and record keeping, policy and guidance and the adequacy of 
intelligence and crime analysis processes. 

MOPAC has worked with key stakeholders to develop a new approach to community 
oversight, which is to be piloted in three London boroughs. DARA is to advise on the evaluation 
of the pilot, which will inform a renewed London wide approach to community oversight. 

The Baroness Casey Review observed a dysfunctional relationship had developed between 
the MPS and MOPAC, with ‘defensive behaviours on one side and tactical rather than strategic 
approaches on the other; and the system as a whole did not hold or deliver real consequences 
where failures persist. Historically, the Met had made it very hard for MOPAC to scrutinise 
them.’ MOPAC and the Met, led by the DMPC and new Commissioner, have worked to ensure 
there is more effective engagement between the organisations, facilitated by joint seminars of 
their most senior leaders. MOPAC has worked in liaison with the Met on its Turnaround Plan 
and the subsequent New Met for London Plan, enabling engagement with communities and a 
focus on fundamental cultural reform, in setting Met objectives with measurable outcomes. 

MOPAC has designed a new governance structure to enhance strategic oversight, 
accountability and transparency to Londoners in response to Baroness Casey’s 
recommendation. The quarterly London Policing Board will be chaired by the Mayor, focusing 
on delivery of policing priorities and cultural reform. It will meet in public with the first meeting 
anticipated in the autumn with recruitment currently underway. The revised governance 
arrangements include development of a performance framework aligned with the Met and 
informed by views of the public and partners and cultural change measures. 

A lack of levers available to those responsible for scrutiny to force improvement in the police 
service was highlighted by Baroness Casey. MOPAC has convened a group of national 
oversight bodies, chaired by its Chief Executive and attended by the DMPC, HMICFRS, IOPC, 
College of Policing and DARA, to determine how best to apply their collective levers for reform 
going forward. 
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MOPAC Internal Control Environment 

A DARA follow up review of MOPAC’s role as the Relevant Review Body for Police Complaints 
concluded effective action been taken to address the previous backlog with additional 
resources and streamlined processes being introduced, MOPAC also pressed for the 
publication of performance data relating to MPS complaints. Further work is needed to ensure 
prompt and effective action is taken to address areas of learning identified by MOPAC in 
reviewing police complaints. 

MOPAC’s Independent Custody Visiting Scheme, discharges statutory duties to ensure the 
welfare, rights and entitlements of custody detainees with over 200 Independent Custody 
Visitors in place. A custody record review pilot during the year looked at the end-to-end 
detainee journey and compliance with legislation. A DARA review of the Scheme noted 
defined policy and process in line with legislation and improved liaison with the MPS. There is 
a need to create a more structured approach to reporting performance around the ICV Scheme 
and to increase visibility of the scrutiny activity. 

MOPAC Corporate Governance 
MOPAC has an established corporate governance framework, which includes; MOPAC Board; 
PCP Programme Board, Governance and Risk Working Group, Internal Budget Monitoring and 
Contracts and Commissioning Working Group and regular meetings of the DMPC and MOPAC 
Board. Further progress was made in developing a suite of corporate data dashboards to 
support internal management of MOPAC performance with regular and improved reports being 
reviewed by the Board throughout the year. 

The MOPAC change programme is overseen by MOPAC Portfolio Board as part of a new 
‘thematic’ Board agenda, meeting bi-monthly. The Board provides strategic oversight of core 
change programmes and projects and PCP delivery, identifying cross-Portfolio risks, issues 
and dependencies and prioritising points of escalation. This is now supported by a permanent, 
skilled PMO resource and improved reporting and analysis facilitating Board considerations 
and decisions. A formal Programme with a dedicated resource is being established to oversee 
and deliver the MOPAC response to the Baroness Casey Review. 

Decision Making Framework 
Monthly Investment and Monitoring Advisory Meetings, chaired by the DMPC, continue to 
ensure investment decisions are aligned to the PCP and transformation objectives, founded 
on a sound business case with subsequent DMPC decisions recorded publicly. A DARA follow 
up review concluded Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG) considerations have become 
further embedded in decision making, in line with Mayoral ambitions, supported by enhanced 
tracking and monitoring of defined benefits supporting key investment decisions. 
Environmental impacts were also evaluated in updating and aligning the Capital Strategy 
2023/24 to PCP priorities. 

Work continued but has not yet concluded on a revised MOPAC Scheme of Delegation and 
Consent and Financial Regulations to better align the framework with legislative guidance, 
bringing greater clarity to key accountabilities, roles and responsibilities. DARA continue to 
advise on strengthening the decision making assurance model in support of the Scheme, 
which includes enhancing the MPS assurance framework for key investment decisions. 
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MOPAC Internal Control Environment 

Risk Management and Assurance 
The joint Audit Panel received regular reports from the Chief Executive on key strategic risks 
and the development of the risk management framework. The MOPAC Governance and Risk 
Working Group provided oversight of the identification and management of risks. The revised 
approach to corporate risk assessment and management continued to mature supported by 
an enhanced system for managing project and programme risk. DARA advised on 
strengthening the risk management framework supporting greater clarity and definition of; key 
roles and responsibilities at strategic, directorate and project level, MOPAC’s appetite for risk 
and overarching risk management principles. Further work is to support embedding the 
framework across MOPAC, including a structured training programme advised by DARA. 

The revised oversight structure, introduced during the year, was to provide more in-depth 
review and understanding of the MPS corporate assurance framework and the effectiveness 
of core processes supporting delivery of agreed policing priorities and objectives. This is of 
increased importance given the scale of MPS reform and will be key to providing the required 
assurance to both MOPAC and the public under the revised governance arrangements. 

The Governance and Risk Working Group attended by senior leaders and DARA, oversees 
the implementation of the MOPAC Governance Improvement Plan and internal and external 
audit recommendations, receiving regular reports on progress from designated leads. 

Workforce Capacity and Capability 
Capacity within MOPAC to meet increasing demands in delivering PCP priorities and 
overseeing the Met, was recognised as a key issue during the year with additional scrutiny by 
the Board facilitating the prioritisation of resource management and recruitment activity. 
Additional resource within the Strategy and MPS Oversight and Commissioning and 
Partnership Directorates supported operation of the revised oversight model and 
commissioning of services in support of the PCP. A revised Target Operating Model for a 
Corporate Services function is being created to ensure effective enabling functions and 
provide greater resilience. Additional resource is also being designed to support 
implementation of the London Policing Board and revised governance model, which will be 
key to achieving the required increased accountability and transparency of oversight. 

There have been significant challenges in recruiting contract management and procurement 
specialists, which has placed pressure on other areas of the business, recent senior 
appointments have now been made. A number of permanent finance professionals have also 
recently taken up post, following a period of reliance on interim appointments. Work to 
improve the efficiency of core MOPAC business processes has not yet concluded and is a 
key priority for the Corporate Services Transformation Programme. 

The MOPAC People Strategy 2023- 2026, supported by a high level three year plan, has been 
developed setting aspirations to ‘develop a high performing, highly engaged workforce, 
enabling MOPAC to be fit for the future to deliver its vision and work plan in challenging and 
changing times’. Further work is planned to review HR policies and procedures and enhance 
strategic workforce planning and learning and development in support of the new Strategy. 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
Progress against the MOPAC EDI Action Plan is regularly scrutinised by the Board informed 
by staff surveys and feedback. Year two of the implementation of the three year EDI Strategy 
included; delivery of inclusive recruitment training, a revised staff network offering new groups 
on ‘race matters’ and disability and key work to embed EDI across all MOPAC activity. Staff 
Networks, each sponsored by a member of the Board, were reviewed to enhance and support 
their role in informing key policies and processes designed to influence and shape the culture 
of the organisation. 
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MOPAC Internal Control Environment 

Financial and Business Support Systems 
Enhanced reporting to the MOPAC Board and more detailed management information 
supporting budget monitoring at directorate level, has improved the budgetary control 
framework. Further work was undertaken to refine budget profiling, in particular, to reflect 
funding for grants and commissioning activity which extend across a number of years. 
Accountabilities in the payment process were better defined and aligned to core 
responsibilities and budgetary control training is to support the launch of revised processes. 
The MOPAC reserves policy was further developed and supported by enhanced planning and 
reporting to support key strategic funding decisions. A review of the MPS position is to be 
considered as part of the budget process for the coming year. A self-assessment against the 
Financial Management Code of Practice was also carried out and reported to MOPAC Board. 

DARA reviewed and advised on strengthening the arrangements supporting the governance 
of the Policing Property Act Fund (PPAF). Key accountabilities between MOPAC and the MPS 
have not yet been clearly defined with the strategic approach to the management and use of 
funds currently being developed. 

The DARA review found the MOPAC business continuity plan is yet to be updated and 
regularly tested. Improved management of IT assets is to support the transition to a new IT 
provider (TfL) and the effective deployment of the IT resource going forward. 

The Counter fraud follow up review found key accountabilities had been better defined with a 
draft action plan to support the Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Strategy being developed. 
This needs to be finalised and supported by the refresh of MOPAC HR policies. 

Grants and Commissioning Framework 
Quarterly updates on the performance of MOPAC’s commissioned and grant-funded services 
were published with the level of financial information and analysis continuing to improve the 
management and profiling of commissioning spend and activity. The Commissioning 
Outcomes Framework has standardised process for measuring success of services 
supporting the strategic outcomes of the PCP. This key development was enhanced by the 
production of a Commissioning Catalogue, capturing details of commissioning activity and 
spend, enabling more effective analysis and evaluation of key outcomes to inform future 
funding decisions. 
The VRU developed its Outcomes Framework and guidance to drive programme 
commissioning and management for services supporting violence reduction, reporting to the 
Partnership Reference Group (PRG). A DARA review advised on strengthening controls over 
the management and control of grant funded activity within the VRU. 

Procurement and Contracts Management Framework 
The challenges in making key appointments and finalising shared service arrangements have 
led to delays in implementing planned improvements to the procurement and contract 
management frameworks. Action to address the areas of improvement identified has now 
commenced following the recent appointments. This will include implementing efficiencies in 
the end to end process to facilitate the decision making and payment process supporting 
commissioning and grant activity. 

Information Management and Governance 
A significant amount of information is placed in the public domain in line with statutory and GLA 
requirements, including budget and performance, data and performance dashboards across a 
wide range of areas/topics and Board minutes and papers. More complete and consistent 
contracts and grants information is, however, to be published. 
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MOPAC Internal Control Environment 

An external review of information governance concluded work needed to be done to ensure a 
consistent and compliant approach to data information management in line with GDPR 
requirements across MOPAC. A data breach occurred during the year, which was 
appropriately reported to the ICO with significant senior management input from both MOPAC 
and the GLA overseeing remedial action with input from DARA. An improvement plan, 
supported by additional resource, is being developed aligned to the external review’s 
recommendations. Mandatory training has also been delivered. 

DARA continued to advise on the processes for managing FOI requests and in particular, 
internal reviews. The overall framework has been strengthened supported by more clear 
guidance and improved reporting and oversight. 
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Annual Assurance - MPS 

INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL OPINION 

The MPS internal control environment is limited in its effectiveness in supporting the 
achievement of strategic objectives. 

As the Met undergoes significant transition, the need for effective governance has increased. 
This includes the wider control environment, which currently lacks maturity and cohesion in 
its ability to oversee the development and performance of internal control across the 
organisation. 

In particular, the following areas, highlighted in last year’s annual report and updated here, 
are key to securing effective governance, risk management and internal control across the 
Met. They have informed the Commissioner’s New Met for London Pan (NMfL) and 
governance improvement plans with the DARA work programme for the coming year providing 
for further advice and assistance to support the changes. 

▪ Increasing risk maturity across the MPS and implementing a cohesive and defined 
approach to assurance provision - creating an environment with more certainty around 
delivery, providing increased confidence about the status of current initiatives and the 
anticipation of risks and to be better prepared if they occur. To be supported by increased 
capability and capacity. 
It is crucial that strategic risks to delivery of the New Met for London Plan (NMfL) are 
understood and properly assessed and the Met is able to assure itself, and others, it is 
taking effective action to meet its ambitions for fundamental reform. This will also facilitate 
prompt action to identify and address any cultural and behavioural issues as they emerge 
and enable a more informed response to issues raised by external review. There is a 
commitment to reset the approach to risk and assurance, which needs to be supported by 
a skilled and increased resource facilitating effective risk management across the 
organisation. 

▪ Ensuring a co-ordinated and strategic response to areas of improvement identified 
and anticipated, and in managing the cultural and organisational change - identifying 
and effectively managing key interdependencies, supported by appropriate governance 
and resources to meet the range and level of planned and anticipated cultural and 
organisational change. 
Analysis of the strategic underlying issues arising from external and internal reviews 
informed the NMfL and improvement plans. The revised corporate governance structures 
need to be embedded and supported by a cohesive internal control framework. Robust 
governance and appropriate skills and capacity, including external expertise, will need to 
support the major transformation programme. 

Plans to improve culture continue to develop and given the scale of transformational 
change, a more holistic top down and bottom-up approach will engage the wider 
organisation, encouraging active participation and commitment to reform. 
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Annual Assurance - MPS 

▪ Increased emphasis on accountability for sound internal control - recognising its 
importance to the achievement of agreed priorities and objectives. Facilitated by effective 
business planning, ensuring all managers and individuals are clear about what they are to 
achieve, understand the challenges/risks and what is needed to succeed. 
The NMfL sets out agreed priorities and objectives, reflects achievements to date and next 
steps. It is an ambitious plan of reform that will need to be effectively cascaded throughout 
the organisation supported by meaningful business planning and a greater understanding 
of internal control at all levels within the organisation. 

▪ Improving skills and capacity, including those that relate to specialist business 
support - improving understanding of workforce capabilities and more informed training 
targeted to meet identified needs supported aligned to a strategic workforce plan. 

Capacity and capability remain key issues, exacerbated by the increased demands placed 
on the Met in delivering fundamental reform. Work has started but not yet concluded on a 
strategic workforce plan to determine current capabilities, demand and projected needs to 
deliver the reform. Business support functionality is also to be reviewed. 

▪ Further developing and implementing the strategic approach to organisational 
learning – supported by a framework designed to identify, share and embed best practice 
to maintain and sustain continuous improvement organisationally. Greater cohesion is 
needed. 

Strategic underlying issues arising from areas of improvement identified by reviewers have 
been captured and informed the NMfL. Implementing a cohesive framework to support 
dynamic organisational learning and sustainable improvement will be key going forward. 

▪ Streamlining and designing corporate policy and supporting procedures to include 
explicit objectives, consideration of risk and proportionate controls required to help 
achieve desired outcomes – policies can be unclear and guidance typically consist of 
processes with insufficient focus on the need for controls such as supervising, authorising 
and monitoring. 
This was reinforced by the root cause analysis conducted, although the focus on internal 
control needs to be an integral part of the re-design and this is currently unclear. 

▪ Clarifying accountabilities, and roles and responsibilities – provide greater clarity in 
the accountability framework and managing interdependencies e.g. Heads of Profession, 
Lead Responsible Officers and those responsible for delivery in FLP. 
An executive redesign was concluded and the corporate governance review to be 
implemented has clarified key accountabilities around decision making at Board and Chief 
Officer Group/Business Group level. Heads of Profession have been aligned to FLP. 
Definition of wider roles and responsibilities at a time of transformational change is of 
increased importance. 

▪ Maintaining continuity within key roles - to encourage longer term strategic planning, 
knowledge retention and a consistent approach to delivery and resource management. 
There is a need to consider the ongoing impact of continual change in personnel performing 
key roles within the organisation. 
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Annual Assurance - MPS 

▪ Increasing supervisory capacity and capability - securing the optimum number of skilled 
supervisors to effectively deploy and manage resources. The business model presents 
challenges in managing interdependencies and exercising effective oversight, exacerbated 
by the increased numbers of probationers requiring additional support and direction. 
Initiatives are underway to address supervisory capacity and capability, which remains a 
key challenge. Following the review of attrition rates among new recruits action is being 
taken to upskill less experienced officers to reduce demands on supervisors. 

▪ Increased understanding of demand and impact on allocation and deployment of 
resources - to better inform future capability and capacity requirements. Establishing 
clarity about demand and a more structured assessment of the number and nature of 
resources required and how they are to be deployed. Reviews show demand is not always 
fully understood or quantified and there is a lack of evidence to support resource 
requirement and utilisation. 
Initiatives are addressing areas of increased demand e.g. Right Care Right Person. Further 
analysis and understanding supported by systems to effectively plan, utilise and deploy 
resources remains a priority. In particular, to provide assurance resources are properly 
directed to priority areas, including in Front Line and Neighbourhood policing. 

▪ Ability to demonstrate effectiveness of activity through the measurement of 
outcomes - would help provide further assurance over delivery. Consistently linking 
performance explicitly to objectives to ensure the right activities are being measured, there 
tends to be a focus on input and output measures rather than qualitative assessment. 
Work is underway to shift the focus to measurement of outcomes, this will take time to 
permeate through the organisation. 

▪ Implementation improvements to information management, data quality and digital 
and analytical capability – joining up digital and data strategy, implementing key systems 
including, CONNECT and Command and Control, addressing IT legacy issues and 
developing data/information analytical capacity and capability to provide more effective and 
informed insight. 
Digital and Data functionality were brought together under one Directorate. NMFL 
articulates Met ambitions to be data driven and evidence led with enhanced analytical 
capability a significant part of the transformation programme. Action is being taken to 
address legacy systems and the issues that continue with the two major IT programmes. 

Appendix 1 provides further analysis of key control issues highlighted in DARA reviews. 
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MPS Internal Control Environment 

Strategic Framework 
Met Direction 2025 previously set the strategic vision and objectives for the Met. Following his 
appointment the new Commissioner established a fundamental programme of reform set out 
in a draft Turnaround Plan published in January 2023, which was to be subject to internal and 
external engagement. A New Met for London Plan encapsulating the outcome of engagement 
and the response to the Baroness Casey Review and other external and internal reviews, 
including DARA, is due to be published. It will be the principal strategic document by which 
the MPS measures its success and will be held to account by MOPAC and the public. 

Performance is overseen by the Performance Board and Performance Group with progress 
against the Met objectives reported quarterly to the MOPAC Oversight Board. The 
performance framework has been reviewed to enable greater focus on strategic outcomes, 
which are being aligned to New Met for London and the PCP. 

Embedding business planning in day to day activity and properly aligning to strategic and 
operational tasking will be essential in supporting delivery of the New Met for London Plan. 
This has previously proven challenging for the Met with DARA Annual Reports and current 
reviews continuing to reflect that business planning does not effectively drive activity and 
outcomes with often a disconnect between corporate and local priorities. 

Corporate Governance Arrangements 
The Met’s organisational structure was changed to enable delivery of the Turnaround Plan 
with an executive redesign resulting in new appointments to the Management Board. Frontline 
Policing, Met Operations and Specialist Operations (which includes Counter Terrorism) 
remain with a new Digital, Data and Technology (DDaT) function and Strategy and 
Transformation Directorate being established. 

Management Board was supported by: Portfolio and Investment Board (PIB), People and 
Training Board, Risk and Assurance Board, Trust, Inclusion and Diversity Board and 
Performance Board. The Turnaround Board, an external reference group with senior 
representatives from the College of Policing, National Police Chief’s Council, Independent 
Office of Police Conduct, HMICFRS, DARA, MOPAC and representatives from London 
Communities and local authorities was also established in September 2022. Aiming to build 
a broad alliance to drive reform of the MPS with external input and expertise helping to develop 
and prioritise plans. 

A Turnaround Portfolio was established to deliver against outcomes set out in the draft Plan 
with each of the Turnaround Priorities having an accountable lead at Board level and Senior 
Responsible Owners accountable for delivery. A Transformation Group provides oversight of 
delivery risks and progress with regular reporting into the PIB, which is responsible for 
strategic oversight. 

An external review of Met governance with input from DARA, recently concluded. It was 
recognised that existing governance did not effectively support transformation with the role of 
Management Board needing to be clarified and the number and membership of corporate 
boards streamlined. Escalation points and accountability for key decisions are unclear and the 
quality of management information varies. Some aspects of culture and ways of working also 
did not facilitate effective governance. 

The new arrangements to be introduced over the coming year, aim to establish and embed; a 
revised governance structure underpinned by core design principles, behaviours and ways of 
working and key enablers. Management Board will be supported by two Executive Committees 
(ExCo) focused on running and transforming the business; 1) Performance, People and 
Culture and 2) Investment, Transformation and Technology. The role of the NEDs will be 
extended with an increase in attendance/forum membership and management information is 
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MPS Internal Control Environment 

to be redefined to embed consistent standards, enforced by an enhanced Strategic 
Secretariat. Key accountabilities and ways of working have also been defined at business 
group level. The revised arrangements will need to be effectively implemented, embedded 
and supported. 

Corporate Risk Management 
Increasing the maturity and effectiveness of the Met’s corporate risk management framework 
remains key to improving the effectiveness of the internal control environment as a whole. 
This includes conducting a comprehensive corporate risk assessment to delivery of the New 
Met for London Plan, effective integration with business planning and performance 
management and with the assurance framework, to support a robust approach to the 
identification and management of key risks. 

Clearly articulating risk appetite and demonstrating how this informs key decisions and the 
subsequent responses, including the degree to which risks will be accepted or controlled with 
the thresholds for doing so, will also provide the basis for more effective evaluation, monitoring 
and escalation. This level of improvement will need to be supported by increased specialist 
skills and resources, as recognised within the external Governance Review, and a wider 
understanding and awareness of the role effective internal control plays in supporting delivery 
of strategic objectives. 

DARA continued to work with colleagues in Specialist Operations on the implementation of a 
cloud-based risk management solution with considerable work undertaken. A corporate wide 
digital solution would support effective capture, assessment, management and escalation of 
risk across such a large and complex organisation as the Met. 

Corporate Assurance Framework 
The need to define and develop the Met’s strategic approach to assurance has further 
increased in importance, given the scale of reform activity and need not only for the 
Commissioner to be assured but for public assurance. Assurance activity is taking place in 
some areas but is fragmented and is not driven by a corporate approach aligned to strategic 
objectives and risks. 

Determining the corporate need for assurance, identifying all sources across the ‘three lines’ 
and assessing their effectiveness is critical to provide the necessary insight for Management 
Board and assurance that key strategies, policies and processes are being applied as 
intended to secure desired outcomes. In particular, there is a continued need for level two 
activity throughout the organisation to be more clearly articulated and understood to ensure 
best use of resources and first line activity is strengthened. 

Organisational Learning – Addressing Areas of Improvement 
Baroness Casey observed ‘The Met itself sees scrutiny as an intrusion. This is both short-
sighted and unethical. As a public body with powers over the public it needs to be transparent 
to Londoners for its actions to earn their trust, confidence and respect. A cultural shift is 
required for the Met to become a reflective and learning organisation which opens its doors 
and invites criticism, examination, challenge and assurance.’ 

Previous DARA reports have stressed the importance of analysing and addressing the 
underlying strategic issues arising from internal and external review activity, which have 
contributed to the reported failings within the Met. Analysis in the Internal Annual Report for 
last year highlighted many of the issues subsequently raised in the Baroness Casey Review. 
Under the new leadership, the Met has collated all recommendations and determined 
reoccurring themes, which were reported to the Turnaround Board in May 2023 and have 
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informed the New Met for London. Root cause analysis of the reoccurring themes that lead to 
project failure also informed improvement plans. 

The Commissioner continues to provide regular updates on progress made in the areas of 
improvement identified as part of the ‘ENGAGE’ process to the HMICFRS Policing 
Performance Oversight Group. There has also been increased scrutiny of the implementation 
of DARA and HMICFRS recommendations monitored quarterly by the Risk and Assurance 
Board and more recently Management Board. 

Workforce Capacity and Capability 
The outcomes of DARA and other review activity continue to demonstrate the need for 
effective training identification, delivery and evaluation and to better understand and define 
demand, to more effectively support the allocation and deployment of resources. Significant 
pressures also continue to be placed on supervisory activity within operational policing. Activity 
has been initiated to address these core issues. 

DARA worked in collaboration with a team of Met officers to help identify the underlying causes 
of rising attrition levels within the Met. Action is underway to address issues identified and 
recommendations made relating to governance and leadership, initial recruitment 
arrangements, training pathway delivery and putting learning into practice. 

The Met is aiming to transform its strategic approach to Learning and Development (L&D), 
facilitated by the implementation of the Learning Management Service during the year. This 
had been delayed due to issues with the build of the interface with PSOP and resourcing 
challenges, which impacted on the mobilisation of a new Target Operating Model being 
developed informed by an external L&D Maturity Assessment. These key developments are 
not yet supported by a clearly defined strategic workforce plan and training strategy for the 
organisation. 

Effective leadership is recognised as being essential to support the scale of cultural change 
needed across the Met. As part of the Transforming Leadership Programme - the First Line 
Leaders Programme has been launched for all sergeants and police staff equivalents with 
dedicated training days focused on Met values. In the longer term a new Leadership Academy 
is being created in collaboration with the College of Policing. 

Culture, Diversity and Inclusion Framework 
Previous DARA reviews highlighted the complexity of governance arrangements supporting 
the delivery of the Met’s Inclusion and Diversity Strategy. Also noting that although 
considerable data and information are produced, the lack of a cohesive performance 
management framework and metrics hinders the ability to monitor and report progress against 
agreed strategic outcomes. This has been the case for some time with limited progress having 
been made, a consistent change of senior management leadership in this area has been a 
contributing factor. 

The Met are to revise its strategic approach to Culture, Diversity and Inclusion (CDI) in line 
with reform activity, building a revised action plan closely aligned to the New Met for London 
priorities. A full review of how the Met delivers reform and improvements to CDI is underway 
and will inform a new operating model. Immediate initiatives focus, understandably, focus, on 
improving standards of behaviour, addressing day to day symbolism, leadership styles, 
structures and routine activities that prevent effective learning and inhibit delivery, will be key 
to achieving sustainable cultural change. 
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Information Management Governance 
The Data Board continues to oversee and drive improvement needed for data governance, 
including work to enable the cultural change required to improve data quality across the Met. 
This was supported by a ‘Year of Data Quality’ aiming to embed Data Quality principles 
organisation wide. The Data Quality Board continued to develop KPIs and Data Quality metrics 
based on NPCC assessment criteria to be matched against the data that matters most to the 
MPS. 

The Relentless Data Driven Delivery Programme is overseeing action to address the 
outstanding issues to improve compliance with Data Protection legislation, following the ICO 
report in November 2022. It is recognised that compliance over RRD with data protection, 
MOPI and other legislation will not be achieved until CONNECT and the RRD project are 
completed. 

Past and future decisions on technology procurement have a direct impact on data quality, 
data governance and data compliance. Work continues to strengthen digital and data 
governance to ensure value for money and the efficient and effective use of resources. 

ICT Control Environment 
Issues remain around the delivery of major technological change projects that continue to 
require close management attention. Command and Control is to undertake a period to reset 
its approach and plans, following an external review. CONNECT, the core integrated policing 
application for custody, investigation, intelligence and prosecution, has had significant 
performance issues, which have been subject to increased scrutiny both from the Met and 
MOPAC. A key decision on its future development and timing for the next stage of 
implementation, Drop 2, is due to be taken by Management Board. 

A DARA review concluded, the framework supporting use of Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition (ANPR) needs clarity in the future strategy and vision for ANPR deployment. 
Risks are to be fully identified and assessed and resourcing and training reviewed. The current 
ANPR system is not resilient with data back-up arrangements not being properly tested. 
Creating a new platform to support ANPR is a priority within improvement plans. 

Cyber security has now been recognised as a corporate risk and subject to oversight by the 
Risk and Assurance Board. The DARA follow up concluded progress had been made since 
the original review with the introduction of a cyber security accredited standard and completion 
of Pentests with enhanced oversight by the Data Board. 

A considerable number of stand-alone and legacy IT systems/applications (Grey Estate) 
operated outside of the corporate IT infrastructure. Work has been carried out during the year 
to assess the level of risk exposure in terms of business continuity, vfm and security, and to 
reduce the scale of the estate. Further action is focused on transitioning a number of major 
systems to the corporate infrastructure and implementing a robust framework enabling greater 
control over ICT development and spend. Robust controls are also being introduced to govern 
systems/applications that remain in the Estate. 

A new cloud service provider has stabilised the Online Crime Recording Service and 
automation improved classification of data on CRIS. Auto-generated messaging provides 
greater clarity to those reporting crime and the MPS is to make a further request to the national 
provider to automate user feedback, to help increase satisfaction with the service. 

Key Financial Systems Control Framework 
DARA reviews of Accounts Receivable, Fixed Assets and Covert Fixed Assets were all given 
adequate assurance ratings. Accounts Receivable - roles and responsibilities between the 
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Met and SSCL (outsourced provider of core finance services), are clearly defined supported 
by appropriate policies and procedures and effective oversight of income and aged debt. 
There is a need to ensure the assurance framework adequately reflects risk and appropriate 
controls to provide effective on-going assurance. 
The Annual Assurance from Government Business Services (Cabinet Office Function 
managing SSCL) showed a deterioration with an overall assessment of ‘Limited’. MPS specific 
control compliance reviews were assessed as; Unsatisfactory – Information Assurance for 
Equinti; Needs Improvement – Role Based Access within ERP and Satisfactory – PSOP 
Design Instructions. GBS in liaison with MPS are taking action to address the improvements 
needed. 

The SSCL contractual arrangement is due for review in 2025. A Met Shared Services 
Programme Board is overseeing the development and implementation of the future solution 
for delivering enhanced core systems. Re-planning is taking place to revise the delivery 
approach to focus on internal process improvements, advised by DARA, and related user 
benefits, before commencing the technology led transition. 

Assurance over local processes and compliance with CFO obligations relating to fixed assets 
is not specifically requested from business areas, Corporate Finance continue to work with 
the business to ensure the quality, completeness and timeliness of data provided for inclusion 
in the financial statements. The risks associated with the purchase of digital assets outside of 
the Capital Programme are to be managed through the ongoing work on the Grey Estate. The 
value of covert assets has now been determined and reconciliations conducted. The risks 
associated with the inconsistent approach to capturing covert assets on the asset register 
have been accepted by senior management. 

DARA continue to work with Finance Services to further develop the financial assurance 
framework. There remains a need to develop an appropriate assurance framework for the 
management of payroll, which is at an early stage of development. Further work is required to 
ensure it identifies risks and controls across the full range of pay and reward activities. This 
will enable the identification of gaps in assurance across the three lines and action. 

The Baroness Casey Review highlighted a significant increase in the use of police overtime 
with an over reliance on overtime to meet demand and/or officers working outside of police 
regulations, either by working extra hours without recompense or by working overtime to meet 
their requirements rather than business need. These issues had been identified in a previous 
DARA review of the Overtime Framework with a Gold Group established to oversee the Met 
response. Action taken has, however, not led to sustained improvement with the key 
recommendation to keep the police overtime risk profile under review to allow for timely 
identification and management of emerging risks, not implemented. 

Sustainability 
A revised process has been implemented to support Environmental, Social, Governance 
considerations in taking key investment decisions. This is in support of a defined Sustainability 
Plan and the revised Environment and Sustainability (E&S) Strategy. Tracking and monitoring 
of environmental benefits going forward is to be enhanced. 

Delivery of the Met’s 2023-25 E&S Strategy is monitored through the annual Sustainability 
Management Plan with oversight of performance exercised by an E&S Board, chaired at 
Management Board level by the Met’s Senior Environment Champion. Whilst much activity is 
driven and co-ordinated by the E&S team within Property Services Directorate, responsibility 
for delivery sits across the Met, including Fleet, Estates and Commercial. There is also an 
Environmental Champions’ Network. With increased public scrutiny of organisations’ 
environmental credentials and ongoing developments in public sector climate related reporting 
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MPS Internal Control Environment 

requirements, there is a need to review the wider corporate approach to E&S risk 
management, communications, resourcing and reporting. 

Commercial and Contract Management Framework 
Work continued to improve the framework under the three year Commercial Functional 
Strategy in its third year of implementation. The Commercial Blueprint was further embedded 
and additional IT functionality implemented as planned. Senior appointments were made, 
continuing to increase skills and capacity and embedding revised business process with a 
focus on commercial acumen, agility and compliance, remain key to sustaining improvements 
made to date and realising commercial ambitions. The DARA follow up concluded 
development of the strategic approach to contract management, aligning the work of Intelligent 
Client Functions (ICFs) and the Supplier Relationship Management Strategy is a key priority. 
A number of issues relating to contract management were reported by Baroness Casey. 

Professional Standards and Counter Corruption 
Following the interim report of Baroness Casey in October 2022 and previous HMICFRS 
inspections raising significant concerns with professional standards and counter corruption 
capability, the MPS carried out a fundamental review. This includes the development of a new 
operating model for the Directorate of Professional Standards (DPS) with significant additional 
resource and a review of Counter Corruption governance arrangements. 

DARA advised the Strategic Oversight Board and Tactical Liaison Forum and on their 
alignment with counter corruption governance. Each play a key role in supporting the delivery 
of the Anti-Fraud Strategy. Recent initiatives include the roll out of fraud risk management to 
individual business areas and the identification, capture and analysis of fraud related data 
streams to gain enhanced insight into corporate themes and trends. 

DARA advised on the development of the Command Assessment process designed to provide 
assurance across a number of key areas relating to professional standards, highlighted by 
HMICFRS. The outcome of initial assessments was considered by Management Board to 
inform further action. DARA are to advise on the enhancement of this self-assessment tool in 
support of the wider corporate assurance framework. 

Significant work is underway to address the issues raised relating to the management of 
criminal exhibits by both DARA and HMICFRS as part of Operations Sweep and Peridot. A 
Gold Group is overseeing activity, which includes mapping key processes and revising policy 
to improve security and record keeping. Developing a clear strategic approach linked to the 
wider management of criminal exhibits is key to delivering sustained improvement together 
with the successful implementation of CONNECT. The provision of sufficient capacity within 
the Met estate remains a challenge. 

A DARA review of the framework supporting THRIVE+, risk assessments conducted at the 
initial point of contact with Met Command and Control (MetCC), found significant progress in 
meeting HMICFRS recommendations. DARA advice to the MetCC Improvement Programme 
Board focused on embedding an effective control within MetCC to ensure sustainable 
improvement. Revised policy and process need to be supported by training and 
implementation of planned improvements to capacity, with a continuing focus on compliance 
and service delivery. This is to be supported by effective risk management and integrated 
assurance arrangements. 

The Baroness Casey Review concluded there was systemic and institutional bias in the 
misconduct system which was not fit for purpose. Action taken included; conducting more 
investigations, increasing the number of suspensions and holding more misconduct hearings 
with the number of officers dismissed for gross misconduct increasing by 70%. A review of 
legacy cases of officer and staff misconduct and/or criminality, including all cases relating to 
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allegations of sexual offending and domestic violence made against MPS officers and staff 
was also instigated. 

Low levels of trust and confidence in the grievance system were also reported. A DARA review 
concluded the effectiveness of grievance management is limited by the level of confidence to 
engage at the outset, although the process itself has been designed to meet best practice. 
There is a need to improve controls to support a working environment where individuals may 
raise concerns without fear of recrimination. Understanding the behaviours that underpin 
current perceptions and outcomes needs to inform future learning and training content. Similar 
issues relating to the Met’s ability to determine patterns of behaviour, timeliness of 
investigations and disproportionality in those raising a grievance were also identified. Oversight 
at a corporate level is to improve supported by a more holistic and transparent approach to 
reporting. 

Operational Control Environment 
DARA conducted a number of key reviews within operational policing, which identified 
significant corporate issues now being addressed under the reform of Frontline Policing and 
root and branch review of Public Protection. 

A DARA BCU review evaluated key enablers supporting operational delivery within Frontline 
Policing, including; governance and risk management, capability and capacity, partnership 
engagement and performance management. Fieldwork was conducted in June to September 
2022 with the outcome, reported in November 2022, identified common themes and root 
causes cutting across all areas reviewed. These included; a lack of experienced officers, 
insufficient investigative capability, a lack of specialist business support, poor training and 
supervision, excess demand and an inability to measure productivity, and to effectively 
manage aspects of performance (including outstanding incidents on CAD). Many of these 
issues were subsequently highlighted by Baroness Casey, contributing to the representation 
of a ‘Beleaguered Frontline’. DARA recommendations have aligned to corporate improvement 
plans and include reviewing existing BCU governance to ensure: 
• Appropriate alignment between corporate and operational objectives and risks, including 

for escalation and reporting. 
• Officer demand and productivity is understood to aid deployments and reduce non-core 

activity. 
• Business support activities are properly assessed and resourced. 
• Role requirements are properly matched to skills and competencies to achieve optimum 

utilisation of officers on front line duties and reduce the number of officers undertaking 
business support roles. 

• Enhanced IT capability to improve analysis and insight into BCU activity, performance 
outcomes and operational grip. This includes real time information on front-line deployment. 

• Performance, supervisory and capability issues are understood and addressed. 
• Roles and responsibilities are clarified within BCU teams/units and between corporate and 

FLP for policy ownership and delivery. 

Predatory Offender Units provide a dedicated proactive capability on BCUs to reduce the 
safeguarding risk and harm to adults and children posed by high harm offenders. Work is 
ongoing to review POU governance, oversight and delivery, as part of wider activity within the 
Strengthening Public Protection Programme. Resource within BCU Public Protection teams 
has been increased to drive offender management, a skills matrix to identify training gaps and 
performance management information to prioritise highest risk offenders. Developments are 
at an early stage of implementation and need to be effectively embedded to ensure 
sustainable impact on operational delivery. 
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Governance arrangements to oversee Domestic Abuse (DA) investigative performance and 
support delivery of the DA Action Plan had been clarified since an initial DARA review with 
policy updated to align with Authorised Professional Practice and changes in legislation. A 
KPI/Assurance Framework was being developed and at a corporate level action initiated to 
address supervision, capability and capacity issues within Response and Investigation teams, 
to drive the desired improvement in performance, which is now being taken forward under the 
Strengthening Public Protection Programme. 

Project Aegis introduced in 2021 and due to conclude in November 2023, aims to improve 
outcomes across rape, and serious sexual offences, DA, missing persons and child abuse 
and exploitation, providing additional coaching and support to BCUs. A maturity assessment 
pre and post Aegis attendance identified some improvement in performance across BCUs, 
although significant corporate issues were identified. Sustained improvement remains a 
challenge with officer churn, increased demand and officer/supervisor inexperience, 
contributing to a dip in performance after six months. This highlights the need for the 
evaluation of the project under the Strengthening Public Protection Programme, to fully 
understand its strengths and weaknesses. DARA continue to advise on achieving sustainable 
improvement in embedding effective policy, process and oversight. 

The framework supporting Met use and control of Tasers is aligned to Home Office and 
College of Policing guidance. Use of Force Data facilitates effective monitoring of Taser 
activations, including disproportionate use, and training is regularly updated to reflect learning 
from review activity. The target to reach 10,000 trained officers is, however, not being 
achieved. Whilst work is ongoing to address this shortfall, DARA advised it would be beneficial 
to clarify operational objectives supporting the allocation of Taser devices. There is also a 
need to ensure appropriate assurance mechanisms support implementation of the new self-
issue system for Taser devices. 

Governance arrangements with clearly defined objectives, roles and responsibilities support 
the Aviation Command within SO. Resources are agreed and flexed to meet contractual 
obligations with airport authorities and are effectively overseen. Risk management is to 
provide more visibility on WTR monitoring and the duty of care in managing risks of firearms 
officers working long hours. Several initiatives contribute to officer health and wellbeing and 
promote the Command’s STRIDE objectives, although the EDI and People Strategies are to 
be finalised. 

Effective controls facilitate compliance with current statutory firearms licensing 
requirements. Risks are managed effectively at an operational level with issues outside the 
Met’s control escalated through national forums e.g. those that relate to GP assessments. 
These are to be captured within the Met’s own risk management process to facilitate 
appropriate response, including acceptance of residual risks and internal escalation as 
required. 
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DARA Review Activity 
Appendix 2 summarises all review activity including, risk and assurance and advisory 
reviews, governance advice and counter fraud work. 

Assurance Ratings 

Rating Initial 
Reviews 

Initial 
Reviews % 

Follow Up 
Reviews 

Follow Up 
Reviews % 

All 
Reviews% 

Substantial 0 0% 0 0% 0% 
Adequate 14 67% 13 81% 73% 
Limited 7 33% 3 19% 27% 
Total 21 100% 16 100% 100% 

   

 

 
         

    
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

      
      

      
      

 
  

           
           

         
          

 
   

            
               

         
          
          

      
 

       
       

       
  

 
    

         
       

       
         

     
        

    
      

 
  

         
       
         

      
        

           
      

 
          

         
            

Comparison to Previous Year 
The rating for 67% (68% last year) of initial review activity conducted was assessed as 
adequate with 33% (32%) rated limited. A total of 81% (88% last year with 6% substantial) of 
follow ups were rated adequate and 19% limited (6%). Overall 27% (22%) of review activity 
was rated limited and 73% (76%) adequate (2% substantial last year). 

Management Action 
A total of 125 (140 last year) recommendations were made of which 25 (34) were high priority 
and 100 (106) medium priority. DARA follow up activity during the year showed 32% of agreed 
actions were fully implemented, 47% partly and 21% not implemented. Seven high priority 
actions had not been implemented and 18 were partly implemented. Action in the Met 
continues to be taken to address recommendations that remain outstanding from previous 
years, under the oversight of Management Board. 

The Met Risk and Assurance Board has continued to oversee progress for those reviews rated 
as limited seeking assurance that appropriate action is planned and/or being taken. The 
MOPAC Governance and Risk Working Group oversees implementation of its 
recommendations. 

Control, Risk and Governance Advice 
Key advisory reviews included; MetCC Improvement Plans, Risk Management within SO, 
Business Lawful Monitoring, Fleet Procurement, Financial Assurance Framework, Counter 
Corruption Governance and Analysis of Underlying Issues identified in the Casey Review. In 
MOPAC, Risk Management Framework, End to End Processes, Revised Oversight 
Arrangements, FOI Governance and Data Breach assessments. Key governance boards 
attended by DARA providing advice and support to senior management including; Met 
Turnaround Board, Risk and Assurance Board and Counter Corruption Boards, MOPAC 
Board, Governance and Risk Working Group and MOPAC Oversight Forum. 

Counter Fraud 
Work continues on the remaining unresolved matches from the 2020/21 and 2021/22 NFI 
exercise with £160k identified for recovery to date. The 2022/23 exercise produced 6,761 
matches. Investigations are on-going with an initial £500k being recovered as a result of DARA 
analysis identifying a duplicate payment. Liaison with MPS DPS continues with plans under 
way to re-commence the DPS Tactical Forum, which enables pro-active review of high areas 
of fraud risk across the MPS. Ongoing analysis of key financial systems included MPS 
Barclaycard payments and MOPAC Travel and Subsistence claims. 

A follow up review of MOPAC’s Counter Fraud Arrangements, advice on actions to support 
the MOPAC/MPS Anti-fraud and Corruption Strategy and the review of the MPS fraud risk 
assessment were concluded. The integration of the management of fraud risks into day to day 
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business activity has not yet been achieved and the capture and reporting of instances of fraud 
continues to need to improve. 

Other Internal Review Activity 
Health Safety and Wellbeing MPS Audits 
There remained significant demand to support operational related activity, which included 
advisory support at all command levels and deployment of safety and occupational health 
assets. The MPS Health Safety and Wellbeing maturity programme is operational with regular 
maturity self-assessment assurance reported. The MPS is at a level 3 maturity (compliant 
culture) with some BCU/OCUs showing positive conformity towards level 4 in a number of 
thematic areas. The current Occupational Health and Wellbeing provision has advanced and 
continues to mature. 

Information Assurance Audits 
Reviews continue to demonstrate the need for improvement with revised processes being 
introduced where necessary, particularly those linked to the implementation of CONNECT. A 
good level of compliance with national guidance (IS4) in relation Crypto Management was 
reported and Met use of Child Abuse Image Database was compliant with national guidance. 

External Review Activity 
Baroness Casey of Blackstock - Independent Review into the Standards of Behaviour 
and Internal Culture of the Metropolitan Police Service - published in March 2023. The 
review called for a series of actions to restore public trust and confidence. Concluding, there 
were systemic and fundamental problems in how the Met is run. It has not managed the 
integrity of its own police service leading, over time, to unacceptable behaviour being allowed 
to flourish and heinous crimes perpetrated by serving Met officers. Deep seated cultures need 
to be tackled in order for any changes to be sustained. De-prioritisation of front line policing 
and de-specialisation of public protection has put women and children at greater risk than 
necessary. 

The review found that there is a lack of accountability and transparency, with weak governance 
structures and a culture of defensiveness and denial. Discrimination is tolerated, not dealt 
with and has become baked into the system. Leading to institutional racism, misogyny and 
homophobia. Sixteen recommendations were made with a review point of two and five years 
recognising the fundamental scale of reform required. 

His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary Fire & Rescue Services (HMICFRS) 
As part of their Police Effectiveness, Efficiency and legitimacy (PEEL) work, MPS performance 
across nine areas of policing were graded and found to be ‘good’ in one area (preventing 
crime), ‘adequate’ in two (recording data about crime and treatment of the public) ‘requires 
improvement’ in five areas (investigating crime; protecting vulnerable people; managing 
offenders; developing a positive workplace; good use of resources.), and ‘inadequate’ in 
responding to the public. As a consequence the MPS was placed in the ‘Engage’ process of 
monitoring in June 2022. The Commissioner provides regular updates on the MPS progress 
on ENGAGE to MOPAC and the HMICFRS Policing Performance Oversight Group. 

MPS Response to the Stephen Port Murders HMICFRS inspection conducted at the 
request of the DMPC, to establish whether lessons had been learned, and in particular 
establish whether the failures in investigation could happen again. Published in April 2023 it 
concluded the MPS has been slow to listen and reluctant to change until it is forced to do so 
and should be more determined to learn from its mistakes. At the time of the report publication, 
‘it was difficult to be reassured that the mistakes made in the Port case couldn’t happen again’. 
Twenty recommendations covered six categories; 1) Policy and Guidance, 2) Quality and 
Scope of Training, 3) Use of Intelligence by Officers Responding to Reports of Death, 4) Local 
Forensic Support 5) Quality of Investigations into Unexpected Deaths and 6) Links to Groups 
and Charities. 
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Internal Control Framework 

London Assembly Police and Crime Committee (PCC) 
Following a second major review of London’s preparedness for a terror attack, in April 2023 
the PCC published their report with 12 recommendations for the Mayor, MOPAC and the MPS. 
They include conducting a review of the key risk factors for young people becoming radicalised 
and the MPS developing new partnerships with London Universities and private sector 
technology firms to establish secondment programmes for individuals with the digital skills 
required by a modern counter-terrorism operational response. 

In April 2023 the PCC reported on its investigation into missing children in London, to 
better understand the reasons why children go missing and how services can better prevent, 
find and protect those that do. Concluding; low trust and confidence in the police may make 
parents and carers reluctant to report children missing, not every missing child incident results 
in a full safeguarding response and any information gathered from the return to home process 
is not effectively used to inform long term safeguarding plans. Seventeen recommendations 
for MOPAC, the MPS and the Mayor were made. 

London Policing Ethics Panel 
In September 2022 the London Policing Ethics Panel published an interim Report on the 
conduct of searches exposing intimate parts by the MPS as part of a project in response 
to public interest in searches prompted by publication of the Child Q Report. Recommendations 
included; improving guidance, review of use of searches for small amounts of cannabis, and 
evaluation of introduction of specific search areas. 
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DARA Strategic Approach and Performance 

Shared Internal Audit Services 
DARA is the lead internal audit provider to the GLA group, delivering services to the GLA, 
London Fire Brigade, London Legacy Development Corporation, Old Oak and Park Royal 
Development Corporation and provides a service to the National Police Chiefs Council. As a 
result, overheads are reduced and more efficient use made of audit resources. DARA continue 
to work in partnership with the private sector drawing on skills available in specialist areas 
such as IT. 

Risk and Assurance, Advice and Counter Fraud Activity 
Adopting a risk-based approach aims to help embed risk management across MOPAC and 
the MPS, highlighting action to strengthen governance and the management of key risks to 
corporate priorities and objectives. Follow up audits show where management action is taken 
this has a positive impact on the control environment. Management acting on DARA risk and 
control advice as systems develop helps to prevent control failures, which saves valuable 
resources. This year has seen an increase in advisory work in support of major transformation 
activity, which will continue in the coming year. 

Fraud investigation work contributes to Met aims around resetting the values and the way Met 
officers and staff work and identifying areas where internal control needs to be strengthened. 
Prevention work aims to improve the identification and management of fraud risks from within 
the business to ensure risks do not materialise. The outcomes of DARA review activity have 
informed the MOPAC and MPS Annual Governance Statements and improvement plans and 
analysis of the underlying strategic issues, the New Met for London Plan. 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
The MOPAC and MPS commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion is considered in all 
audits and investigations as appropriate. Key findings are captured and reported to senior 
management, this year this included the reviews of Grievance Management, Taser Use and 
Deployment, BCU Review, in particular. 

External Liaison 
DARA has an effective working relationship with External Audit who continue to place reliance 
on DARA in reviewing key financial systems and governance arrangements. 

DARA influence the development of audit in the policing environment and wider local 
government through membership of regional and national forums. The Director chairs the 
National Police Audit Group and Co-Chairs the CIPFA Police Governance, Audit, Risk and 
Assurance Group. The Head of Audit and Assurance is a member of the CIPFA Risk 
Management online service, helping develop risk concepts to help Public Sector organisations 
to embed risk management. DARA are members of the Institute of Counter Fraud Specialists, 
and London Fraud Forum with counter fraud representatives from both the private and public 
sector. Ensuring DARA remain at the forefront of professional developments and provide a 
dynamic service to its clients. 

Professional Standards and Audit Independence 
The DARA team are professionally qualified or accredited counter fraud specialists, 
conducting their work in accordance with a Code of Ethics and Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards. Two graduate trainees are also being supported in professional studies. An 
External Quality Assurance review concluded; ‘It is our opinion that the Directorate of Audit, 
Risk and Assurance FULLY CONFORMS to the requirements of the Public Sector Internal 
Audit Standards’ with DARA being ‘recognised throughout the policing sector (and indeed 
elsewhere in the public sector) as being one of the leading in-house public sector internal audit 
services.’ To maintain standards there is; 
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DARA Strategic Approach and Performance 

• Documented Processes and Standards - Audit Manual 
• Supervision of each Audit Assignment 
• Quality Assurance Reviews 
• Self-Assessment against the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) 
• Client Feedback and Review 
• Continuous Improvement – including introduction of enhanced audit software 

No areas of non-compliance were identified and there have been no impairments to DARA 
independence or objectivity during the year. 

Planning and Delivery 
A total of 88% of the programme to achieved report stage (90%) target with 7% in progress 
and 5% carried forward. Activity across each strand of work is summarised as follows 
increased advisory work was carried out in support of turnaround activity; 

Activity Planned % Actual % 
Risk and Assurance Audits 1583 66% 1355 60% 

Risk and Control Advice 347 15% 554 24% 

Counter Fraud Activity 453 19% 366 16% 

Total 2383* 100% 2275 100% 
* excludes contingency 
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DARA PRODUCTIVITY 

Direct Time (Target 82%) Admin Training and Support 

80% 

9% 

11% 

More time than planned was spent on training primarily due to the implementation of the 
graduate training scheme and introduction of an upgraded audit software solution. 

Timeliness of Reviews 
DARA achieved 80% for issuing reports within three weeks of completing fieldwork, meeting 
the target. Response times to draft reports exceeded the target at 86%. Timeliness in 
commencing reviews needs to improve with a number delayed due to a lack of effective 
engagement by the business at the outset. 
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DARA Strategic Approach and Performance 

Key Objectives for DARA in 2023/24 
DARA will to continue to be an independent source of assurance and support to the 
Commissioner, DMPC, MOPAC Board and MPS Management Board; 
▪ Aligning audit activity to strategic objectives around reform, and risks to MOPAC and the 

Met, providing independent assurance on the effectives of arrangements supporting 
fundamental reform. 

▪ Facilitating an increased understanding and focus on risk and control, increasing risk 
maturity and strengthening the internal control framework. 

▪ Advising and supporting the development and implementation of the MPS Corporate 
Assurance Framework. 

▪ Reviewing and advising on the framework supporting the revised oversight governance 
arrangements for Londoners. 

▪ Continuing to liaise and engage with business and operational leads to increase risk, fraud 
and control awareness, providing timely advice as risks emerge. 
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KEY CONTROL ISSUES ARISING FROM DARA REVIEW ACTIVITY 

Appendix  1 

Accountability Strategy 
Definition 

Risk 
Management 

Policy and 
Process 

Capability and 
Capacity Assurance 

Management 
Oversight and 

Reporting 

 
 

 

        

  
 

 
    

 

 
  

 
 
  

 
 

 
  

  
 

 
   

 
 

  
 
  

   
 
  

  

 

   

 
   

 

   

 
  

 
   

  
 

  
 

 
 

   
 

 
 
  

  
 

  
 
   

  
 

   
 

 
  

   
 
  

  

 
 
  

   

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
   

 
 

   
 
  

 
  

   

 
 
  

 
 

  
 
   

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
   

 
 

   
 

 
 

  

   
 

  
 
  

 
   

  
 
  

  
  

 
  

 
 

  
 
   

 
 

  
 

  

   
 

 
  

 
  

 
 
 

  
 
  

  
 

 
  

 
  

 

 

• Clarity of 
accountabilities, 
roles and 
responsibilities. 

• Clearly defined 
delegations and 
authorities. 

• Ownership of 
Strategy and 
Policies. 

• Recognising and 
managing 
interdependencies/ 
partnerships. 

• Clearly defined 
reporting lines. 

• Appropriate 
separation of 
roles/ 
responsibilities 
and 
accountabilities. 

• Clarity of key 
strategic 
objectives in 
business areas. 

• Demonstrating link 
to corporate 
objectives, risks 
and business plan. 

• Definition of 
frameworks and/or 
plans to support 
delivery, change 
management 
and/or 
transformation. 

• Identification of 
risks to achieving 
objectives. 

• Clearly stated 
and reviewed risk 
appetite/ 
tolerance with 
commensurate 
control. 

• Ownership of risk 
and mitigations. 

• Management of 
risk -
understanding 
and focus on 
internal control. 

• Regular review 
and testing of 
Business 
Continuity and 
Disaster 
Recovery plans. 

• Definition of 
accountabilities, 
roles and 
responsibilities. 

• Up to date and 
reviewed to 
keep pace with 
change. 

• Sufficient risk 
and control 
focus. 

• Incorporate 
compliance 
mechanisms 
e.g. supervisory 
controls and 
review activity. 

• Accessible and 
user friendly. 

• Appropriate 
system/process 
integration. 

• Definition of 
accountabilities, 
roles and 
responsibilities. 

• Up to date and 
reviewed to 
keep pace with 
change. 

• Sufficient risk 
and control 
focus. 

• Incorporate 
compliance 
mechanisms 
e.g. supervisory 
controls and 
review activity. 

• Accessible and 
user friendly. 

Appropriate 
system/process 
integration. 

• Definition of 
assurance 
requirements. 

• Provision of 
assurance 
across areas of 
strategic 
importance. 

• Clear 
justification and 
evidence for 
decision 
making. 

• Effective 
engagement 

• Reporting and 
acting on 
assurance 
activity 
outcomes – to 
strengthen first 
line controls. 

• Definition of 
management 
information 
requirements. 

• Quality and 
accessibility of 
performance 
and financial 
information. 

• Defining, 
measuring and 
reporting on 
performance 
metrics and 
outcomes. 

• Effectiveness of 
Monitoring. 
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SUMMARY OF DARA REVIEW ACTIVITY Appendix  2 

MPS 

Corporate Governance 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Environment and Sustainability Strategy Implementation Framework 
Follow Up Interim Assurance 
Specialist Operations Risk Management Framework 
Risk Management Framework 
Frontline Delivery 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
BCU  – Governance Framework 
BCU  – Performance Management 
BCU  – Partnership and Engagement 
BCU  – Risk Management 
BCU  – Management and Deployment of Resources 
Firearms Licensing Framework 
Youth Offending Teams – Delivery Framework Drafting Report 
Taser Use and Control 
Framework Supporting Implementation of THRIVE+ 
SO18 Aviation Command – Strategic Planning an Delivery 
Integrated Offender Management (IOM) Framework – Violent/Persistent Offenders Fieldwork 
MPS Engagement in Major Event Planning and Delivery Fieldwork 
Public Protection – Operation Aegis Advisory 
Follow Ups Interim Assurance 
Framework Supporting Management of Criminal Exhibits Management 
Predatory Offender Units 
Domestic Abuse Investigations Policy Framework 
Crime Recording Governance and Compliance Advisory 
Professional Standards 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Command Assessments Framework and Implementation Advisory 
MPS Counter Corruption – Op Peridot Advisory 
Lawful Business Monitoring Advisory 
ICT Control Environment 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Cloud Security and Management Drafting Report 
Systems Supporting Use of ANPR 
Grey Estate  (ICT legacy systems incl. Application Management) 
Follow Ups Interim Assurance 
Framework Supporting Online Crime Recording 
Cyber Security Framework 
Workforce – People and Resources 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Probationers – Recruitment/Attrition Rapid Review 
Grievance Management Framework 
Follow Ups Interim Assurance 
PSD Next Generation Programme Framework Advisory 
Learning and Development/Organisational Learning 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Organisational Learning – Casey, Analysis of Underlying Strategic Issues Advisory 
Follow Ups Interim Assurance 
Learning and Development Framework 
Financial Assurance 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Expenses Framework Pro-active 
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SUMMARY OF DARA REVIEW ACTIVITY Appendix  2 

Funding and Governance of MPS Voluntary Official Organisations 
Accounts Receivable 
Payroll Assurance Framework Advisory 
Follow Ups Interim Assurance 
Covert Asset Management 
Fixed Asset Management 
Police Property Act Fund 
Commercial 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Fleet Procurement – Evaluation & Advice Advisory 
Follow Ups Interim Assurance 
Commercial Lifecycle Framework 

MOPAC 

Oversight 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
Portfolio/Programme Framework – Risk Management 
Lord Harris Review – Implementation Framework 
Development of Revised Oversight Governance Advisory 
Follow Ups Interim Assurance 
Oversight of Police Complaints – Relevant Review Body Role 
Counter Fraud Arrangements – Strategy and Action Plan 
Delivery 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
ICV Scheme/Programme 
Budgetary Control Framework 
Community Oversight Framework Advisory 
End to End Business Process Review Advisory 
VRU Grants Management Advisory 
VRU Commissioning Framework Drafting Report 
Violence Against Woman and Girls Strategy Delivery Framework Fieldwork 
Communicate – Public accountability and external communication 
Risk and Assurance and Advisory Reviews 
GDPR Compliance – Data Breach Assessment Advisory 
FOI Reviews and Framework 
Follow Ups interim Assurance 
Management and Deployment of Police Property Act Fund 
Business Support Services – ICT and Business Continuity 

Reviews Carried Forward to 2023/24 
MPS Performance Management Framework 
MOPAC/MPS Capital Strategy and Delivery Framework 
MPS Management of Internal Communications 

Substantial Adequate Limited 
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Appendix 2 

Governance Board DARA Activity 
Joint MOPAC/MPS Audit 
Panel 

Supported the work of the joint MOPAC/MPS Audit Panel; facilitating Panel meetings and briefings, meeting with the Chair, and 
contributed to the Panel’s annual review of its effectiveness and subsequent Annual Report. 

MOPAC Governance and 
Risk Board 

Attended monthly meetings advising on those areas of improvement arising from audit reviews included in the MOPAC Governance 
Improvement Plan. Provided updates on the outcome of internal audit review activity and discussed and agreed the MOPAC 
Annual Audit Plan and contributed to the further development of the MOPAC risk management framework. 

MOPAC Board incl. 
Change Portfolio 

Supported the implementation of the MOPAC Change Programme, in particular, in the review of core processes advising on the 
development of a system based on proportionate controls. Also advised on the on-going review of the Scheme of Delegation and 
Consent and the supporting decision making assurance framework. 

MOPAC Oversight 
Framework and Analysis 
Group 

Attended the MOPAC Oversight Analysis Group and provided advice on the further development of the oversight framework to 
support the new PCP. The Group determines the level of effective oversight required to meet statutory obligations along with 
delivery of the PCP and how best this can be achieved with outcomes of key audit reviews considered. 

MPS Turnaround Board The Director is a member of the Commissioner’s Turnaround Board inputting to the development of the Met’s Turnaround Plan 
and New Met for London. Consideration of Baroness Casey Review findings and, in particular, advising on action being taken to 
address the underlying issues identified through DARA and other review activity. 

MPS Management Board 
Risk and Assurance 

Director attended quarterly meetings of the Board advising the Management Board on the effectiveness of governance, risk 
management and assurance arrangements and on key risks/issues emerging from review activity. The Board also considered and 
agreed the risk based Internal Audit Plan for 2023/24 aligned to the revised Met strategic objectives. 

Strategic Crime Incident 
Recording Group 
(SCIRG) 

Attend quarterly meetings providing oversight and scrutiny of crime recording, advising on outcome of DARA review activity. 
Continued to review HMICFRS PEEL findings ‘Adequate’ recording data about crime’, although poor at recording crime when anti-
social behaviour is reported, needs to reduce the time it takes to record crimes and needs to improve its recording of equality data. 

Health, Safety and 
Wellbeing Board 

Attended the quarterly Board meetings to advise on audits that impact on Health and Safety of Police Staff and Officers. Issues 
discussed included management of risk across business groups. Also, invited and participated in March 2023 external independent 
assessment of HSW Board Governance. 

Information Assurance & 
Cyber security Sub-
Group 

Attended the Sub Group of the Data Board to share ideas on auditable areas, key risks and audit planning in liaison with the MPS 
IAU and to report on the outcomes on DARA review activity. 

Strategic Oversight 
Board (Counter fraud) 

Supporting embedding effective fraud risk management within the Met and oversees delivery of an updated action plan in support 
of the Anti-Fraud Strategy and the revised Reporting Wrongdoing Policy. The introduction of a new Counter Corruption Board 
necessitated a refresh of the SOB terms of reference to ensure interdependencies are identified and managed. DARA advised on 
the TOR, which has a renewed focus on reporting of fraud and wrongdoing through enhanced use of data analytics. 

Tactical Liaison Group 
(Counter fraud) 

In liaison with Met colleagues reviewed individual fraud risks using intelligence and/or the results from work undertaken to prioritise 
risk review and inform analytical work and revisions to risk assessments. Identified issues and trends to escalate to the Strategic 
Board as necessary. The Group are also tasked by the Strategic Board and includes work to roll out fraud risk management to 
business areas. 
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Appendix 2 

Counter Fraud Work DARA Activity 
National Fraud 
Initiative (NFI) and 
Investigative Reviews 

Work continued on the remaining unresolved matches from the 2020/21 and 2021/22 NFI exercise with £160k identified for recovery 
to date. A total of 82 deceased pension matches remain outstanding, delays in resolving were caused by issues with the third-party 
provider now being assessed by SSCL. NFI 2022/2023 produced 6,761 matches across Creditors (4,996), Payroll (119) and Pensions 
(1,646). Investigations are on-going initial findings include; 
• Creditors – identification of duplicate payment of £508,526, which is currently being recovered. 
• Payroll – outside business interests have been investigated by DARA and MPS colleagues following identification of officers/staff 

failing to declare business interests. DPS has undertaken a more robust approach due to wider integrity concerns, resulting in 
awareness, learning and disciplinary activities against officers/staff. 

• Pensions – of the 263 deceased pension matches within the 1,646, 129 matches have been closed and the remaining 134 continue 
to be investigated. DARA assisted in providing 65 death certificates and identifying next of kin to recover overpayments. 

Investigative reviews included; 
• Cash losses at police stations, custody suites and exhibit stores continue to be reported by DARA to DPS from information provided 

by MPS Finance Team, twelve incidents with a value of £16k were reported for the financial year ending March 2023. 
• A pro-active review of MPS residential properties found no method to report officers end of service and non-entitlement to reside 

at a property, which had continued. Recommendations included; system to support reporting to Estate Management, annual 
occupancy survey with tenants and reviews of documentation to verify entitlement to occupancy. 

Fraud Prevention The DPS Tactical Forum, attended by DARA, identified 25 key fraud risks in updating the current fraud risk assessment which is to 
Strategy and Training inform proactive review activity. The forum is due to recommence to progress planning for the proactive programme. At a strategic 

level the Counter fraud Strategic Oversight Board is to promote greater awareness of fraud risks and ensure risk assessment and 
management is integrated within the corporate risk management. The identification and reporting of instances of internal fraud are to 
be improved in line with previous DARA recommendations and in support of delivery of the Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption 
Strategy. DARA carried out training within MOPAC and a follow up of the MOPAC counter fraud arrangements. 

Analysis of Key 
Financial Systems 
and Data. 

Identifying and dealing with highlighted areas of concern continue to be addressed, undertaking analytical reviews of Barclaycard 
procurement and Travel and Subsistence claims using analytical audit software. Supports assurance over operation of key controls. 
Two external sources of data are being explored and utilised by DARA to assist in the identification of potential fraud. The rationale 
follows an increase of fraud with individuals working from home via agencies for more than one client on a purported full time basis; 
• CIFAS Internal Fraud Database (National Database),UK database recording employee fraud and fraudulent job applications. 
• Membership of London Boroughs Fraud Investigators Group (LBFIG) and Counter Fraud Collaboration Professional Community. 
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Glossary of Terms 

ANPR Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
BCU Basic Command Unit 
CAD Computer Aided Despatch 
CDI Culture, Diversity and Inclusion 
CFO Chief Finance Officer 
CIFAS Not-for-profit Credit Industry Fraud Avoidance System 
CIPFA Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy 
CONNECT An integrated core policing IT solution replacing standalone legacy 

applications. 
CRIS Crime Recording Information System 
DA Domestic Abuse 
DARA Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance 
DDaT Digital, Data and Technology 
DMPC Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime 
DPS Directorate of Professional Standards 
EDI Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
ENGAGE Enhanced level of monitoring by HMICFRS 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 
ESG Environmental, Social, Governance 
ExCo Executive Committee 
FLP Front Line Policing 
FOI Freedom of Information 
GBS Government Business Services 
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation 
GLA Greater London Authority 
GP General Practitioner 
HMICFRS Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue Services 
HR Human Resource 
HSW Health, Safety and Wellbeing 
IAU Information Assurance Unit 
LBFIG London Boroughs Fraud Investigators Group 
ICF Intelligent Client Function 
ICO Information Commissioner’s Office 
IOPC Independent Office for Police Conduct 
ICT Information and Communication Technologies 
ICV Independent Custody Visitor 
IT Information Technology 
IOM Integrated Offender Management 
KPI Key Performance Indicator 
LCRB London Crime Reduction Board 
LMS Learning Management System 
L&D Learning and Development 
Met Metropolitan Police Service 
MetCC Met Command and Control 
MOPAC Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime 
MOPI Management of Police Information 
MPS Metropolitan Police Service 
NED Non-Executive Director 
NFI National Fraud Initiative 
NMfL A New Met for London 
NPCC National Police Chiefs Council 
OCU Operational Command Unit 
PCC The Police and Crime Committee 
PCP Police and Crime Plan 
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Glossary of Terms 

PEEL Police Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy 
PIB Portfolio Investment Board 
PMO Programme Management Office 
POU Predatory Offender Unit 
PPAF Police Property Act Fund 
PSIAS Public Sector Internal Audit Standards 
PRG Partnership Reference Group 
PSOP Police Standard Operating Platform 
RRD Review, Retain, Delete 
SCIRG Strategic Crime Incident Recording Group 
SO Specialist Operations 
SOB Strategic Oversight Board 
SSCL Shared Services Connected Ltd 
STRIDE Strategy for Inclusion, Diversity and Engagement 
TfL Transport for London 
THRIVE+ Threat, Harm, Risk, Investigation, Vulnerability Engagement + Prevention 

and Intervention 
TOR Terms of Reference 
VAWG Violence Against Women and Girls 
VRU Violence Reduction Unit 
WTR Working Time Regulations 
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PAC I 
MAYOR OF LONDON 

METROPOLITAN 
POLICE 

AGENDA ITEM 8 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 
2 August 2023 

MOPAC and MPS Internal Audit Plan 2023/24 
Report by: The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance 

Head of Internal Audit for MOPAC and the MPS 

Report Summary 
This report sets out the proposed MOPAC and MPS Internal Audit Plan for 
2023/24. The Internal Audit Charter, defining the purpose, authority, responsibility 
and scope of internal audit in line with professional internal audit standards, is also 
attached. 
Key Considerations for the Panel 
• The draft plan is aligned to MOPAC and MPS strategic objectives and risks and 

has been drawn up in line with audit professional standards. 
• The work programme enables the Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance to 

provide the annual opinion on the effectiveness of the MOPAC and MPS risk 
management, internal control and governance frameworks, providing 
assurance to the DMPC and Commissioner and informing the respective 
Annual Governance Statements for 2023/24. 

• The MPS Plan has been compiled in consultation with the Commissioner and 
MPS Management Board and the MOPAC Plan with the DMPC and MOPAC 
Board. 

• The draft Plan includes key reviews of the revised MOPAC oversight 
governance arrangements and Met governance with an increased focus on 
advisory work, as the Met undergoes transformational reform. 

• The draft plan is indicative and dynamic and will be reviewed throughout the 
year to respond to any key emerging risks within each organisation. Any 
subsequent amendments will be reported to the joint Audit Panel. 

Interdependencies/Cross Cutting Issues 
The Plan is aligned to the MOPAC and MPS strategic risk assessments and 
governance improvement plans submitted to the Panel and will provide assurance 
on the effectiveness of key mitigations and developments as the year progresses. 

Recommendation: 
The joint Audit Panel considers and approves the proposed 2023/24 Internal Audit 
Plan for MOPAC and the MPS. 
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AGENDA ITEM 8 

1. Supporting Information 

1.1 The internal audit strategic approach supports the delivery of agreed strategic 
objectives as set out in the Mayor’s Police and Crime Plan and New Met for 
London Plan, giving independent advice and assurance on the design and 
effectiveness of governance, risk management and internal control activities 
within MOPAC and the MPS. 

1.2 The Internal Audit Plan is drawn up and carried out in line with the Public 
Sector Internal Audit Standards, which form part of an International 
Professional Practices Framework. These standards enable DARA to deliver 
professional, ethical and independent audit services across its client base. This 
is supported by the Internal Audit Charter, attached at Appendix 1. 

1.3 Risk and assurance audits give assurance on the effectiveness of controls 
supporting delivery objectives, interim assurance audits (follow ups) report 
progress on implementation of agreed action and advisory work is designed to 
address specific areas of development/improvement. This  allows DARA to 
form an overall opinion on the effectiveness of the risk and control environment 
supporting delivery of transformation and BAU activity. 

1.4 The MOPAC Plan, aligned to PCP objectives and MOPAC strategic risks, 
includes providing assurance on the revised oversight governance 
arrangements, including the framework supporting the new London Policing 
Board, the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime (DMPC) decision making 
framework, the evaluation of the impact of commissioning activity and 
information governance. Advisory work will continue in supporting the review of 
core processes, the alignment of MOPAC and MPS risk and assurance 
frameworks and delivery of the MOPAC People Strategy. 

1.5 The Met Audit Plan is aligned to the New Met for London Plan, key strategic 
risks are currently under review and will inform any revision to the Audit Plan as 
the year progresses. As the Met undergoes significant transformation, the plan 
has an increased focus on advisory work that is key to helping the Met deliver 
its objectives, providing real time support on major changes projects and 
initiatives. This agile approach also allows the work programme to adapt to the 
changing risk landscape and evolving priorities, and will help the Met to 
address the underlying strategic issues instrumental to securing the desired 
cultural and organisational reform. 

1.6 Audit work will include providing assurance on Met Governance including the 
revised performance framework supporting delivery of the New Met for London 
Plan. It also supports addressing key underlying strategic issues identified 
within the Baroness Casey Review and previous DARA reviews. This includes 
raising awareness around internal control and supporting the work underway in 
developing and integrating a cohesive corporate assurance framework across 
the Met. DARA will also continue with the BCU advisory programme assisting 
developing of effective governance supporting front line delivery. 
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AGENDA ITEM 8 

1.7 DARA also attend a number of MOPAC and Met governance and programme 
boards providing governance, risk and assurance advice. Identifying and 
reporting on areas of organisational learning and any potential areas for 
increasing efficiency and effectiveness will continue to be an important part of 
all DARA review activity. 

1.8 Counter fraud and analytical review activity, helping management in preventing, 
detecting and investigating potential fraud, forms part of the work programme. 
This includes supporting embedding of the effective management of fraud risks 
and completion of the National Fraud Initiative exercise. The proactive 
analytical programme focuses on areas such as; expenses, overtime, credit 
card expenditure, procurement activity in key/high risk areas of the business. 

1.9 DARA co-ordinate their review activity with other assurance providers including, 
external audit and HMICFRS, and reliance will be placed on other review 
activity where appropriate. The key financial systems work programme will be 
carried out in liaison with SSCL’s Audit and Assurance Team and external 
audit, this will be supported by the proactive analytical review programme. 

1.10 The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance confirms the skills and resources 
required to deliver the Plan are available to DARA with the new trainee auditor 
programme successfully underway. The indicative days planned for key areas 
of internal audit activity are summarised as follows: 

Internal Audit Activity Days % 

Risk & Assurance Audits (incl. follow up) 1,095 45% 

Advisory Programme 910 38% 

Counter Fraud Activity (incl. Pro-active) 399 17% 

Total 2,404 100% 

1.11 Effective engagement will continue to be of increasing importance, ensuring 
optimum impact of DARA review activity. Audit leads will be on hand to offer 
advice and assistance to MOPAC and Met Governance and Risk Boards, 
Senior Leadership Teams and Met Chief Officer Groups. 

1.12 DARA is advising at a national level continuing to support internal audit across 
the policing sector. The Director chairs regular meetings of the National Police 
Audit Group with a conference planned for November of this year. 

2. Equality and Diversity Impact 
The MOPAC and Met commitments to diversity and inclusion are considered in 
all activities carried out by DARA. Each risk and assurance review will include 
consideration of equality, diversity and inclusion issues and potential risks. 
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AGENDA ITEM 8 

3. Financial Implications 
There is a risk of loss, fraud, waste and inefficiency if actions agreed as a result 
of DARA activity are not implemented. Savings and recoveries made as a 
consequence of audit work enable funds to be directed to core policing. 

4. Legal Implications 
The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2015 (made further to section 
27 of the Audit Commission Act 1998) provide that the MOPAC and the Met are 
required to maintain an effective internal audit of their affairs. 

5. Risk Implications 
Completion of the audit plan will enable the Director of Audit, Risk and 
Assurance to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the 
MOPAC and Met risk management arrangements. 

6. Contact Details 
Report author: Julie Norgrove, Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance 

7. Appendices and Background Papers 
Appendix 1 – MOPAC and MPS Internal Audit Charter 
Appendix 2 – Draft MOPAC and MPS Internal Audit Plan 2023/24 
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Ii International Professional 
Practices Framework 

Su pplementa I 
Guidance 

Ree Nc€-
OMMENDED GUIDA 

IntroductionBackground 

The Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance (DARA) are the internal auditors for both the 
Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) in 
line with the Home Office Financial Management Code of Practice for the Police Forces of 
England and Wales. 

This Charter defines Internal Audit’s mission, purpose, authority, responsibility and scope of 
activity and sets out DARA’s position within MOPAC and the MPS. It explains the nature of the 
Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance, as Head of Internal Audit, reporting relationship with 
‘those charged with governance’ i.e. the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime (DMPC) and 
Metropolitan Police Commissioner. It covers engagement with the; Deputy Commissioner and 
MPS Management Board, MOPAC Chief Executive and Board, MOPAC and MPS Chief 
Finance Officers and the joint MOPAC/MPS Audit Panel1. 

DARA follow the International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF), which helps to 
influence and direct its role within MOPAC and the MPS. It is a globally recognised framework 
providing authoritative guidance for the professional practice of internal auditing, which forms 
the basis of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS). 

Mission Statement 

Internal Audit aims to enhance and protect organisational value by providing risk based and 
objective assurance, advice and insight. 

1 The Audit Panel performs the function of the board as defined by the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards 
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  DARA Core Principles 

• Demonstrating integrity, competence and due professional care 
• Being objective and free from undue influence 
• Aligning audit work with the strategies, policies and risks of the organisations we audit 
• Being appropriately positioned and adequately resourced 
• Demonstrating quality and continuous improvement 
• Communicating effectively 
• Providing risk - based assurance to all our clients. 

Definition and Purpose of Internal Audit 

‘Internal Audit is an independent and objective assurance and consulting activity designed to 
add value and improve activities and operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its 
objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the 
effectiveness of risk management, internal control and governance processes’2. 

DARA as the internal auditor is an independent source of assurance to the Metropolitan Police 
Commissioner and the DMPC. It has an important role in helping the MPS and MOPAC to 
demonstrate the highest standards of corporate governance, public accountability and 
transparency in the conduct of their business. 

The work of DARA adds value to MOPAC, the MPS and their stakeholders in providing 
objective and relevant assurance, and contributing to the effectiveness and efficiency of 
governance, risk management and control processes within each organisation.3 

Responsibility of Internal Audit 

The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance has a statutory responsibility to give an annual 
opinion on the effectiveness of the risk management, internal control and governance 
frameworks supporting the policing of London. The audit approach is based on supporting the 
delivery of the Police and Crime Plan and Met Strategic Plan, giving assurance that key risks 
to the achievement of agreed strategic priorities and outcomes are properly identified and 
effectively managed and resources are appropriately utilised. 

Statutory Authority 

Regulation 3 of the 2015 Accounts and Audit Regulations requires the DMPC and 
Commissioner to ensure there is a sound system of internal control, which facilitates the 
effective exercise of their functions and the achievement of their aims and objectives; ensures 
that the financial and operational management is effective; and includes effective 
arrangements for the management of risk. MOPAC and the MPS are required to review at 
least once a year the effectiveness of their internal control systems for inclusion in their 
respective annual governance statements, which are informed by the work of DARA and the 
annual opinion of the Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance. 

Regulation 5 of the 2015 Accounts and Audit Regulations requires the DMPC and 
Commissioner to undertake an effective internal audit to evaluate the effectiveness of their risk 
management, control and governance processes, taking into account public sector internal 
auditing standards or guidance. 

2 Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors 
3 Public Sector Internal Audit Standards 
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The work of Internal Audit supports the statutory role of the MOPAC and MPS CFOs and 
Monitoring Officers in the discharge of their statutory responsibilities. 

DARA has access to records, assets, personnel and premises and the authority to obtain 
information and/or explanations it considers necessary to fulfill its statutory responsibility 
(access also extends to partner bodies or external contractors). This is endorsed within the 
MOPAC and MPS Financial Regulations, which give DARA the necessary authority. 

Professional Standards and Codes of Ethics 

DARA’s internal auditors follow professional standards. These include the International 
Standards from the Global Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), which forms part of the IPPF, and 
the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS). The IPPF mandatory elements are: 

• Core Principles for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing 
• Definition of Internal Auditing 
• Code of Ethics 
• International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (Standards)  

The Code of Ethics based on the core principles of integrity, objectivity, confidentiality and 
competence are supported by rules of conduct to direct the behaviour of internal auditors. The 
Director of Risk and Assurance reports any areas of non-compliance with these standards 
within her annual report. 

Independence and Objectivity 

The requirement for the independence of internal audit is specified in the PSIAS. Internal audit 
activity must be independent i.e. objective and free from undue influence. Internal Auditors 
must exhibit the highest level of objectivity and make balanced assessments ensuring they are 
not unduly influenced by their own interests or by others in forming judgements. In meeting 
these standards; 

The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance: 
• Has direct and unrestricted access to the DMPC, the Metropolitan Police Commissioner 

and the Chair of the joint Audit Panel. 
• Reports at a senior level within MOPAC and the MPS allowing DARA to fulfil its 

responsibilities. 
• Communicates and interacts directly with the MPS Deputy Commissioner and MPS 

Management Board, MOPAC Chief Executive and Board, MOPAC and MPS Chief 
Finance Officers and the joint Audit Panel. 

• Is responsible for producing the DARA annual work programme based on an 
assessment of risks to achievement of MOPAC and MPS strategic objectives. The plan 
must take into account the requirement to produce an annual internal audit opinion. 

• Is free to determine the scope of internal auditing, perform audit activity and 
communicate results. 

• Discloses to an appropriate party any conflict of interest that could impair their 
objectivity. 

• Ensures assignments for audit responsibilities are rotated periodically within the DARA 
team. 

• Confirms annually, the organisational independence of DARA. 
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DARA staff: 
• Provide an annual declaration of any actual or potential conflicts of interest that might 

compromise their objectivity in the conduct of particular audits. 
• Make a declaration if such a conflict of interest is identified in the course of any piece 

of audit or consultancy work. 
• Provide advice but cannot assume management responsibility for decision making. 
• Provide consultancy services but cannot give assurance services on areas where they 

have previously undertaken consultancy work. 
• Cannot provide assurance or services to areas they were previously responsible for. 
• Do not conduct work in an area if a personal conflict of interest is identified. 

Reporting Arrangements 

The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance reports to senior management and the joint Audit 
Panel under her own name and has ultimate authority for the content and conclusions of audit 
reports, which are issued to the most senior level of management. The Director reports 
periodically on DARA’s purpose, authority and responsibility and regularly reports on: 

• Significant risk exposures and control issues for MOPAC and the MPS, including fraud 
risks and governance issues and any emerging themes or trends. 

• The adequacy and effectiveness of the MOPAC and MPS control frameworks. 
• Progress against the annual internal audit plan, which is subject to change approved 

by the joint Audit Panel. 
• DARA service improvement activity. 

The frequency and content of reporting is determined in discussion with senior management 
and the joint Audit Panel and depends upon the importance of the information and the urgency 
of related actions to be taken. 

Distribution, retention and disclosure of reports and other information is discussed and agreed 
with each client. The Director will make any disclosure required by law where necessary. 

Scope of Work 
Internal Audit is a valuable asset to both organisations supporting senior management in 
meeting their corporate responsibilities. An appropriate response to DARA activity leads to the 
strengthening of the MOPAC and MPS control environments, contributing to the achievement 
of strategic objectives, service improvement and change. Key activity includes: 

Governance 
Assessing and agreeing appropriate actions for improving governance, including the 
arrangements for promoting appropriate ethics and values, ensuring effective performance 
management, communicating appropriate risk and control information and ensuring 
governance arrangements support MOPAC and MPS priorities and objectives. 

Risk Management 
Evaluating the effectiveness of and contributing to the improvement of risk management 
activities. This includes an assessment of whether significant risks to the achievement of 
agreed strategic priorities and objectives are identified, appropriate risk responses are selected 
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that align with the MOPAC and MPS risk appetite and whether there are suitable arrangements 
for monitoring, reporting and escalating risks. 

Internal Control Framework 
Reviewing the efficiency and effectiveness of the respective internal control frameworks and 
providing an assessment of the extent to which they manage the risks that may impact on the 
achievement of strategic objectives. In making this assessment DARA consider whether 
controls established by management within MOPAC and the MPS provide assurance on the: 

• Reliability and integrity of financial and operational information. 
• Effectiveness and efficiency of operations and programmes. 
• Safeguarding of assets, resources, staff and information. 
• Compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policies and procedures. 

Fraud Related Work 

Accountability for the prevention and detection of fraud and corruption rests with management 
and is a matter for all MOPAC and MPS employees. Both organisations have the responsibility 
for establishing appropriate counter fraud arrangements, which are subject to DARA review. 
DARA also provide assurance on the management of relevant fraud risks within the corporate 
risk management frameworks. 

A confidential reporting mechanism is available for employees of MOPAC and the MPS, and 
for members of the public. The respective Chief Financial Officers must be kept informed of 
any instances of suspected fraud or corruption. DARA Counter Fraud specialists in liaison with 
the Directorate of Professional Standards investigate matters of internal fraud/irregularities 
relating to staff and contractors. A Memorandum of Understanding between DARA and the 
MPS Directorate of Professionalism underpins arrangements for the reporting of suspected 
fraud/irregularities. 

Consulting and Advisory Services 

DARA, as the internal auditors, provide independent and objective advice to help management 
improve their risk management, control and governance arrangements in key areas of the 
business that are subject to significant change. Change management and control advice 
assists MOPAC and the MPS in delivering value for money resulting in the more economic, 
effective and efficient use of resources. 

Such advice and consultation work forms an important part of the audit plan and is achieved 
through membership of Governance and other Boards, programme boards, working groups or 
as direct contact with portfolio/business leads. 

Resourcing 

The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance informs MOPAC and MPS senior management and 
the joint Audit Panel of DARA plans and resource requirements. The internal audit plan 
includes the impact of any resource limitations and significant actual or planned changes. It is 
developed by the Director based on a risk-based methodology with the input of senior 
management, in line with PSIAS. The Director ensures resources are appropriate, sufficient 
and effectively deployed to achieve the approved plan. Any material deviations from the plan 
are communicated to the joint Audit Panel through periodic activity reports. 
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Three Lines of Defence 
Aud 1tCommmee 

Senior Management 

1}1 Line of Defence 2..., Line· of Defence 3.ro Line of Defence 

F1nanc1al Control 
Se curity 

R1skMa nagement 

Qua 1nv 
Inspection 

Compliance 

3rd Party Assurance 

High standards of competency and qualification are specified for all members of DARA. 
Professional competence is maintained through an appropriate on-going learning and 
professional development programme that incorporates Continuing Professional Development 
to meet professional standards. 

MOPAC and MPS Assurance Frameworks 

The DMPC and Commissioner and their senior managers can take assurance from a number 
of sources. Both MOPAC and the MPS have adopted the ‘Three Lines of Defence’ model, 
which helps to understand where and how assurance is achieved; 

First Line 
Broadly for MOPAC and the MPS the first line covers management assurance which is day to 
day risk management activity and monitoring and managing performance to establish agreed 
targets and policing priorities are being met. 

Second Line 
This work is associated with oversight of management review activity. It is separate from those 
who have responsibility for delivery but not independent of MOPAC and the MPS management 
chain of command. This includes compliance assessments or reviews carried out to determine 
policy and key process are being met in line with specific areas of risk. 

Third Line 
This relates to independent and more objective assurance and in MOPAC and the MPS 
focuses on the role of DARA, which through an agreed programme of work is able to provide 
an objective opinion on governance, risk management and internal control. 

Integrated Assurance 
DARA can take assurance where appropriate from internal review activity and other 
independent assurance providers. It is also responsible for reporting on the effectiveness of 
the assurance framework to senior management and the joint Audit Panel. 

The Director of Audit, Risk and Assurance regularly meets with the External Auditors, 
HMICFRS and other internal assurance providers to discuss respective approaches, scope of 
work, annual plans and the areas of work upon which they may place reliance. 
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Governance MOPAC Review Activity – Focus Corporate Risks to PCP Delivery 

Oversight Governance 

Risk and Assurance: 

1 - Resources 
2 - Partnership 

3 - Culture 

• Framework Supporting London Policing Board – evaluating effectiveness of framework 
supporting revised oversight governance arrangements, including performance management. 

Advisory: 
• Community Engagement Oversight – support for evaluation of pilot in developing revised 

London- wide approach. 
• Alignment of MOPAC/MPS Assurance Framework – in liaison with MPS 
• Casey Response Programme – advising on governance of the programme, which includes 

oversight of action to address underlying strategic issues within the Met identified by DARA. 

Corporate Governance 

Risk and Assurance: 

Corporate Risks 1-6 
• Decision Making Framework – evaluating effectiveness of DMPC decision making process. 

Advisory/VfM: 
• Risk Management Training - supporting embedding of approach across MOPAC. 
• MOPAC/MPS Risk Management Alignment 

Delivery – Commissioning and Grants 

Risk and Assurance: 
• Commissioning Impact - evaluation and reporting of commissioning outcomes. 4 - Impact 

5 - Finance Advisory: 
• Development of Contracts Management Framework 

Financial Assurance 

Risk and Assurance: 

5 - Finance 

• Capital Strategy – Oversight and Delivery – also included in the MPS Plan 
• Financial Management Code of Practice Compliance 

Advisory: 
• Core Process Review – advising on implementation of revised enabling processes 

Capacity and Capability 

Risk and Assurance: 
• Framework Supporting Delivery of People Strategy – evaluating effectiveness arrangements 

supporting delivery of the recently published Strategy. 1- Resources 
3 - Culture Advisory: 

• HR Policy Review – supporting updating of key HR policies ensuring outcomes of previous 
DARA review activity are addressed. 

Information Governance 

Risk and Assurance: 
1 - Resources 

2 - IT Shared Service 
• GDPR Oversight and Compliance Framework 

Advisory: 
• Support Transition to TfL ICT Shared Service – incl action taken to address Data Breach 

Follow Up (Interim Assurance) Reviews 

• VRU - Commissioning Outcomes Framework 
-Grants Management Framework (Advisory) • Framework Supporting ICV Scheme/Programme 

• Risk Management Framework incl. Portfolio • Budgetary Control Framework 

• Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) Strategy Delivery Framework • Lord Harris Review – Implementation Framework 

• End to End Business Process Review • Oversight Framework (part of full review) 

• Business Support Services – Business Continuity • Complaints Review Team – Performance Framework 
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Governance MPS Review Activity – Focus New Met for London Priority 

Corporate Governance 

Risk and Assurance: 

New Met for London Priorities 1-3 
1- Community Crime Fighting 
2- Culture Change 
3- Fixing our Foundations 

• Met Governance – implementation and effectiveness of revised arrangements to support 
cultural and transformational change. Including review of revised Performance Framework -
supporting delivery of New Met for London. 

Advisory: 
• Risk and Assurance Framework – supporting development of effective risk management and 

assurance provision, raising awareness and embedding revised approach. 
• Business Planning Framework– supporting integration and delivery of New Met for London 

Strategic objectives across Met, including alignment with risk management. 

Transformation Governance 

Risk and Assurance: 

New Met for London Priorities 1-3 

• Programme Management Framework – evaluating effectiveness of the programme 
management framework supporting major transformation portfolio, including capacity and 
capability to deliver. 

• Capital Strategy - Oversight and Delivery Framework - management of the capital 
programme and effective deployment of funds enabling transformational change. 

Advisory/VfM: 
• Benefits Realisation – delivered by major programmes to include evaluation of framework to 

track and assess anticipated benefits on current programmes. 

Frontline Delivery 

Advisory: 

1- Community Crime Fighting 

• Delivering internal control awareness sessions/workshops to build level 1 capability in support 
of an effective Governance, Control and Assurance Framework. 

• Supporting frontline delivery by providing risk and control advice on initiatives developed as part 
of NMfL, drawing on BCU review carried out in 2022/23 and previous work in Public Protection. 

• Front Line Leadership Programme – supporting evaluation of impact of the programme in 
enabling cultural and transformational change. 

Workforce – People and Recruitment 

Risk and Assurance: 
• Health and Well-being - evaluating Trauma Support Effectiveness and Accessibility. 
• Property/Estates – Security and Standards – assessing effectiveness of the framework 

supporting enhancement of the Met work environment. 
2- Culture Change 
3- Fixing our Foundations 

Advisory: 
• Workforce Changes to Payroll - Data Cleansing (PSOP and CARMS) 

Culture Inclusion and Diversity incl. 
Community Engagement 

Advisory: 
1- Community Crime Fighting 
2- Culture Change 

• CDI and Community Engagement - delivery framework supporting implementation of the CDI 
Strategy with a particular focus on Culture and Community Engagement. 

Learning and Development 
incl. Organisational Learning 

Advisory: 

3- Fixing our Foundations 

• L&D Transformation – supporting implementation of DARA recommendations re: integration 
of L&D across the Met aligned to workforce planning, in liaison with Transformation Team. 

• Organisational Learning – addressing underlying strategic control issues/learning arising from 
review activity and supporting development of OL capability to achieve sustainable improvement. 

Professional Standards 

Advisory and Counter Fraud: 
• Command Assessments – further development of the framework and integration with wider 

corporate assurance model. 
• Counter Corruption - supporting implementation Crime Property, Business Interests etc. 

sustainable improvement plans drawing on previous DARA review activity and advice. 

2- Culture Change 
3- Fixing our Foundations 
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Governance MPS Review Activity – Focus New Met for London Priority 

• Conducting Pro-active Reviews – using analytical tools and capability to review key/high risk 
areas of business including MO and SO (overtime, allowances and expenses, corporate charge 
cards, procurement) in liaison with DPS. 

Financial Assurance 

Risk and Assurance: 

3-Fixing our Foundations 

• Key Financial Systems Assurance (Managing Resources/Overtime; Fixed Assets; 
Expenses: GPC) across business units. 

• Financial Management Code Compliance – arrangements for assuring requirements of the 
Code to support good financial management and demonstrate financial sustainability are met. 

Advisory: 
• Payroll Assurance Framework – addressing existing gap in financial assurance provision. 

Commercial Framework 

Risk and Assurance: 
• Contract Management and Intelligence Client Functions Framework – evaluating 

effectiveness of the frameworks to support improvement activity. 
• Consultancy/Contingent Labour VFM 

3 Fixing our Foundations Advisory: 
• Supplier Policies Supporting Major Procurements 
• Managed Shared Services Programme – working with the project team providing real time risk 

and control advice on core system process redesign in support of the future managed service. 

Data and Digital 

Risk and Assurance: 

1- Community Crime Fighting 
3 - Fixing our Foundations 

• Digital Internal Control Environment Assurance – providing assurance over the ICT 
operating environment - to scope in liaison with DDaT and include third party assurance over 
security, delivery and performance of major outsourced providers. 

Advisory: 
• Data Governance and Assurance – supporting implementation of action to address areas of 

improvement previously identified by DARA to strengthen DATA control and assurance. 

Follow Up (Interim Assurance) Reviews 

• Firearms Licensing Framework • Financial Assurance: Accounts Receivable 

• Framework Supporting Implementation of THRIVE+ • Funding and Governance of MPS Voluntary Official Organisations 

• Framework Supporting Use of ANPR Systems • Framework Supporting Taser Use and Control 

• DDaT Control Environment: Grey Estate • SO18 Aviation Command – Strategic Planning and Delivery 

• DDaT Control Environment: Cloud Security and Management • Engagement in Major Event Planning and Delivery 

• Met Sustainability Plan • Youth Offending Teams (YOT) – Delivery Framework 

• Grievance Management Framework 
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Appendix 2 

Governance Board DARA Activity 

Joint MOPAC/MPS Audit Panel Supporting the work of the joint MOPAC/MPS Audit Panel; facilitate Panel meetings and briefings, meet with the Chair, and contribute to the Panel’s annual review of 
its effectiveness and subsequent Annual Report. 

MOPAC Governance and Risk 
Board 

Advising on areas of improvement arising from audit reviews included in the MOPAC Governance Improvement Plan. Provide updates on the outcome of internal audit 
review activity and discuss and agree the MOPAC Annual Audit Plan and contribute to the further development of the MOPAC risk management framework. 

MOPAC Board incl. Change 
Portfolio 

Supporting the implementation of the MOPAC Change Programme, in particular, in the review of core processes advising on the development of a system based on 
proportionate controls. 

MOPAC Oversight Framework 
and Analysis Group Attending the MOPAC Oversight Analysis Group and providing advice on the further development of the oversight framework to support the new PCP. 

MPS Turnaround Board Attend the Commissioner’s Turnaround Board supporting delivery of the New Met for London. In particular, advising on action being taken to address the underlying 
issues identified through DARA and other review activity. 

MPS Risk and Assurance 
Committee Advising the Management Board on the effectiveness of Risk Management and Assurance and control emerging from DARA activity. 

Strategic Crime Incident 
Recording Group (SCIRG) 

Attend Group meetings and advise on the development of the framework supporting the recording of crime ensuring key risk issues previously identified through audit 
activity are addressed. 

MSS Programme Board Attending and advising the Programme Board overseeing development of the future core support services IT solution. 
Health, Safety and Wellbeing 
Board 

Attend the Board and advise on key emerging risks and underlying control issues and themes from audit review activity to inform and embed sound controls supporting 
the work of the Board. 

Information Assurance & 
Cyber security Sub- Group 

Attend the Sub-Group of the Data Board to share ideas on auditable areas, key risks and audit planning in liaison with the MPS IAU and to report on the outcomes on 
DARA review activity. 

Strategic Oversight Board 
(Counter fraud) Advise on the oversight and delivery of the Anti-Fraud Strategy and Action Plan and wider counter corruption governance arrangements. 

Tactical Liaison Group 
(Counter fraud) 

In liaison with Met colleagues, review individual fraud risks using intelligence and/or the results from work undertaken to prioritise risk review and inform analytical work 
and revisions to risk assessments. Identify issues and trends to escalate to the Strategic Board as necessary. 

Counter Fraud Programme 

• Input to the maintenance and continuous update of the revised Fraud Risk Analysis for MOPAC and the MPS. 
• Drive the integration of the assessment and management of fraud risks into the MOPAC and MPS corporate risk management process. 

Fraud Prevention 
• Support implementation of Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Strategy in liaison with DPS and relevant Met business units and the Strategic Oversight Forum. 

and • Integrate Fraud Risk and Risk Review work. Support development and delivery of fraud prevention and risk and control awareness training in liaison with relevant Met and 
MOPAC business units. 

Data Analysis • Deliver a proactive analytical programme to provide assurance on the integrity of data and transactions in high risk/sensitive areas of the business, including; Police 
Overtime, Allowances and Expenses, HR transactions (incl. tax codes), VRES payments, Corporate Charge Cards, Estate Freeholds, and Procurement Activity. 

• Report outcomes of financial data analysis to MOPAC and Met senior management as appropriate, and Joint Audit Panel, and highlight areas of improvement/concern. 
• Conduct investigations into potential fraud and/or financial irregularities and report outcomes to MOAPC and Met senior management as appropriate, and Joint Audit Panel, 

ensuring recovery action is instigated as appropriate. 
Fraud Investigation • Develop further the systems supporting, and encouraging, the reporting of potential fraud and/or irregularities and maintain regular liaison with DPS. Support any further 

work required to implement any recommendations outstanding from the previous reviews of MOPAC and MPS counter fraud arrangements. 
• Identify and analyse underlying risks associated with the occurrence of fraud and feed into fraud prevention, detection and investigation activity, in liaison with the Met’s 

Strategic Oversight Forum. 
• Advise on reporting to External Audit on management of fraud risks and the occurrence of fraud. 

National Fraud 
Initiative • Complete the NFI exercise, investigating and resolving the data matches. 
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(NFI) • Report outcome from the NFI to MOPAC Governance and Risk Working Group, Met Risk and Assurance Committee and the joint Audit Panel. 
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PAC I 
MAYOR OF LONDON 

METROPOLITAN 
POLICE 

AGENDA ITEM 9a 

MPS-MOPAC JOINT AUDIT PANEL 
2 August 2023 

MOPAC Risk Management Report 
Report by: The Director of Strategy and MPS Oversight 

Report Summary 

Overall Summary of the Purpose of the Report 
This paper sets out MOPAC’s current approach to risk management and a high-level 
summary of the corporate risks. 

Key Considerations for the Panel 
MOPAC is reviewing its risk management framework 

Interdependencies/Cross Cutting Issues 
The Baroness Casey review of the MPS is a cross cutting issue that has influenced 
risk for both organisations. 

Recommendations 

The Audit Panel is recommended to: 

a. Note MOPAC’s risk management approach 

1. Supporting Information 

1.1. This paper sets out MOPAC’s current approach to risk management and a 
summary of MOPAC’s corporate risks. It is important to note that MOPAC is 
currently reviewing the framework it uses for risk management and is attempting 
to align this with the new MPS approach as well as the wider approach taken by 
the GLA. This will go to MOPAC Board in the next month but does not change the 
fundamental approach outlined below or what we currently see as our principal 
risks. 
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AGENDA ITEM 9a 

1.2. Risk management is an integral part of MOPAC’s corporate governance, 
supporting achievement of its objectives in delivering the Police and Crime Plan 
(PCP) outcomes. Risk cannot be avoided or eliminated entirely, but we can 
manage risk, identifying and understanding how, where and when threats and 
opportunities might arise. We can influence the likelihood of a given risk arising, 
together with the nature and extent of the impact and we can consider when and 
how much calculated risk to take. 

2. MOPAC’s Risk Management approach 

2.1. The following principles underpin MOPAC’s approach to risk management: 

Embedded – an integral part of decision making, integrated within governance, 
business planning and performance management. 

Dynamic – ongoing and continuous, operating vertically and horizontally at 
different levels and across different areas. 

Proactive – actively used to look forward, to take charge of events and 
circumstances, and to mitigate threats and seize opportunities. 

Proportionate – focuses on the things that matter, adds value and helps ensure 
controls are commensurate with potential threats. 

Enabling – helps MOPAC to be agile, to innovate, to take calculated risks and to 
learn from successes and mistakes. 

Owned – owned and driven by everyone with clear and specific accountabilities 
for risk management processes, individual risks and associated actions. 

Communicated– effectively communicating the importance the organisation 
places on risk management and facilitating different areas of the business talking 
to each other about shared and cross-cutting risks. 

Understood – there is a shared understanding of MOPAC’s approach to risk 
management, of the organisation’s appetite for risk and the range and nature of 
risk it faces, and of strategies for minimising threats and maximising 
opportunities. 

Robust – practices are coherent, accord with best practice and are supported by 
helpful and practical guidance. 

Evaluated – the effectiveness of MOPAC’s management of risk and the risk 
management framework is regularly reviewed, leading to improved practices. 

2.2. We have also ensured that our corporate risk register has links to MOPAC’s 
strategic objectives. This will ensure that at all levels, the delivery of the Police 
and Crime Plan is at the forefront of our work. And associated risks to that delivery 
are fed into the corporate risk register and actions to control risk prioritised. 
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AGENDA ITEM 9a 

2.3. There are four levels for risk management focus within MOPAC: 

Corporate risk 
These are MOPAC’s most serious risks. Those that MOPAC Board sponsor and 
those which drive strategic change. They have the potential to impact significantly 
on the overall capability and success of the organisation. If a corporate risk were 
to materialise it would have significant impact on MOPAC’s ability to successfully 
deliver the corporate vision and PCP priorities, operate in an efficient and effective 
way, and affect its ability to oversee the MPS effectively. A corporate risk is also 
likely to pose a serious threat to the reputation of MOPAC and the Mayor. 

Corporate risks are captured on the corporate risk register, which is owned by the 
Strategy and MPS Oversight Directorate. The approach to corporate risks sets the 
context for decisions at other levels of the organisation. 

Directorate risks 
These are risks that if they occurred would seriously impede the delivery of 
directorate aims and priority programmes. Compared with corporate risks, the 
impact of the risk will either be confined to the directorate or be unlikely to 
seriously impact on the delivery of MOPAC vision or overall PCP outcomes. 
Directorate risk are likely to operate over the medium-term and could arise from or 
relate to policy implementation, business as usual or project delivery. 

PCP pillar risks 
Under the internal MOPAC PCP governance structures there is a named lead for 
each of the 'pillars' derived to deliver the PCP outcomes. This involves cross-
directorate working and it is the Pillar lead’s responsibility to assess and manage 
(i.e. mitigate) risks as pertain to their own 'pillar'. Pillar risks are likely to operate 
over the medium-term and like Directorate risks, are likely to arise from or relate to 
policy implementation, business as usual or project delivery. These risks would 
seriously impede the delivery of the PCP outcomes. 

Project risks 
These risks relate to or flow from a specific project. They have the potential to 
impact on the project’s scope, outcomes, budget or timescales. Where the risk 
could impact on other projects or objectives, or the project is considered a high 
priority and the level of risk is such that it could lead to a failure to deliver project 
objectives, the risk should be escalated to the directorate and possibly corporate 
level. 

2.4. Risk escalation can happen at any level within the organisation. For a risk to be 
escalated from a project, PCP pillar or Directorate level to the corporate risk 
register, it would first need to be considered by the Governance and Risk Working 
Group, chaired by Director of Strategy and MPS Oversight, following a 
recommendation by the relevant project, pillar or Directorate lead. The short paper 
would include the detail of the risk and the controls that have already been put in 
place as well as the reasoning for why the risk should be considered to be 
escalated, satisfying the definition of a corporate risk. If agreed, MOPAC Board 
would receive the proposal for discussion and a decision would be made 
accordingly. 
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AGENDA ITEM 9a 

2.5. MOPAC adopts a robust process of internal review of its corporate risks. 
Discussions with each Risk Owner take place to better understand progress 
against control actions and ensure that the right processes are in place to improve 
risk position. Internal challenge is provided by the monthly Governance and Risk 
working group meeting to ensure the risk remain correct. 

2.6. Controls are assessed to understand whether they remain appropriate to address 
the risk, and whether any further controls need actioning. The championing of risk 
management by the Chief Executive and Directors ensures that sufficient pressure 
is applied to drive this work forward. MOPAC Board review the corporate risk 
register on a quarterly basis, which ensures that decision making is risk based and 
the Board has a broader and deeper understanding of the operating context. 

3. Summary of MOPAC’s Corporate Risks 

Risk 1 – Resources - VH (likelihood) / H (impact) 
MOPAC does not have the right capabilities and capacity to achieve MOPAC's 
mission including delivery against statutory function 

MOPAC Board to consider whether this corporate risk is to move to an issue. Due 
to consideration and resulting needs emanating from the Casey Review and 'The 
New Met for London' plan, fundamental changes to oversight are needed which 
will impact on MOPAC organisation design, role type, capability and capacity. 
Whilst progress has been made on the control actions for this corporate risk, these 
new immediate but long-term impacts result in a July23 assessed Residual Risk of 
VH/H. 

Risk 2 – Partnerships - M (likelihood) / M (impact) 
MOPAC does not have the right partnership structures and relationships to work 
effectively with partners and influence and frame the actions of others to deliver 
the Mayor’s ambitions and the Police and Crime Plan 

The reform of the London Criminal Justice Board and its sub boards has been 
successful and brings with it stronger partnership working between MOPAC, the 
MPS and Criminal Justice partners. 

MOPAC has also put in place partnership boards with a focus on drugs, reducing 
homicide, and bringing boroughs together to raise awareness and share best 
practice around anti-social behaviour. 

The Head of Partnerships meets regularly with councillors, community safety 
leads and safeguarding leads across the 32 boroughs to better understand the 
role MOPAC and councils could have. MOPAC is very aware that there is more 
work to be done to strengthen the partnership relations with Local Authorities and 
this is where the residual risk lays. 

Risk 3 – Culture - M (likelihood) / H (impact) 
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AGENDA ITEM 9a 

Due to hybrid working and diminished space MOPAC loses its corporate identity 
which impacts on staff engagement and inclusion, shared purpose and effective 
understanding and working, leading to dissatisfaction and reduced delivery. 

Engagement of staff has been a key priority for MOPAC, particularly given the 
reduced space to network and bring people together following a move from the old 
City Hall to the current office in Southwark. The creation of a forum for line 
managers to engage, dedicated senior leadership and directorate together days 
for collaboration, and enabling all the organisation to come together for learning 
and engagement has been successful. 

The People Strategy holds the key for a number of controls for this risk. It 
encompasses a strategic approach to strengthen identity, culture and connection. 
Work to embed this over the next 3 years will ensure that focus remains on this 
corporate risk with a view to improve the culture of the organisation. 

Risk 4 – Impact - M (likelihood) / H (impact) 
MOPAC is unable to demonstrate impact as work is not prioritised in line with a 
set of defined outcomes supported by data/evidence. Impacted by the lack of 
understanding /visibility of the role of MOPAC/VRU. 

Oversight and input into the MPS reform and transformation work has rightly been 
a priority. Work has progressed in the development of the London Policing Board 
and associated governance structures, both internally and for oversight of the 
MPS are being reviewed. The Met has agreed to a joint performance framework 
which will be used to oversee performance through the new London Policing 
Board. 

Communicating our impact has been a focus, with key video content posted on 
our digital platforms to Londoners, stakeholders and internally to staff. This 
includes content for ASB awareness week, visit to Leytonstone to see the work of 
the Safe Streets pilot, and the work of Advance, a charity co-funded by MOPAC 
for women in contact with the CJS. 

And the impact of our commissioned services will be demonstrated much more 
clearly once the performance information is developed and published. 

Risk 5 – Finance - M (likelihood) / H (impact) 
Failure to deliver the Medium-Term Financial Strategy and service delivery within 
the funding available. 

Controls for this risk are built around the medium-term financial planning cycle, 
and therefore are circular each financial year. MOPAC’s chief finance officer owns 
and leads the work in place to ensure that the 4-year MTFP is produced and 
updated regularly to take account of changes in funding, inflation, demand 
pressures, statutory and policy changes. Further controls include working 
strategically to ensure that budgets are maximised through active lobbying of 
government and working collaboratively with the Home Office on the review of the 
funding formula for the police budget. 
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AGENDA ITEM 9a 

Risk 6 – IT shared service - H (likelihood) / H (impact) 
Failure to deliver a modern, consistent and reliable technology experience for 
MOPAC’s users. 

This risk was added to the corporate risk register in Q4 of last year. Therefore, the 
controls are yet to be established and contribute to a change in the residual risk 
score. 

The transition of IT services from one provider to another brings with it risk. The 
control action plan ensures that sufficient resource is assigned through the shared 
service, that the appropriate policies are aligned, and that legal advice is sought 
on new information governance and cyber security policies. The importance of 
vetting shared service staff was highlighted within an audit report by the 
Directorate of Audit, Risk and Assurance, and this is a key control that is being 
prioritised. 

A summary of risk scores and position is at Appendix 1. 

4. Equality and Diversity Impact 
MOPAC consider risk on a Project, Programme, Directorate and Corporate level, 
with risk alignment taking place at a forum that is representative of the diversity of 
MOPAC staff and enables a transparent assessment of risks. Risks and controls 
identified recognise that equality, diversity, and community engagement should be 
treated as strategic priorities. 

5. Financial Implications 
The MOPAC risk management framework will contribute towards the management 
of MOPAC budgets and ensure that financial pressures are responded to 
effectively. 

6. Legal Implications 
There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 

7. Risk Implications 
The paper details the risk implications facing MOPAC and any interdependent 
risks or issues with the MPS. 

8. Contact Details 
Report author: Gemma Deadman, Governance, Risk and PMO Manager, MOPAC 

9. Appendices and Background Papers 

Appendix 1 – MOPAC summary risk position 
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MOPAC Corporate Risks 

Risk Description 

MOPAC does not have t he right capabilit ies and capacity to 

achieve MOPAC's mission including delivery aga inst statutory 

funct ion 

MOPAC does not have the right partnership structures and 

re lat ionships to work effectively with partners and influence 

and frame the actions of others to deliver the Mayor's 

2 ambit ions and the Police and Crime Plan 

Due to hybrid working and dimin ished space MOPAC loses its 

corporate identity wh ich impacts on staff engagement and 

inclusion, sha red purpose and effective understanding and 

working, lead ing to dissatisfaction and reduced delivery. 

MO PAC is unable to demonstrate impact as work is not 

prioritised in line with a set of defined outcomes supported by 

data/evidence. Impacted by the lack of undestand ing/visib il ity 

Risk Owner 

CEO 

Dir of Commissioning & Partnerships 

Chief People Officer 

of the ro le of MOPAC/VRU. Dir of Strategy & MPS Oversight 

Fa ilure to deliver the Medium Term Financia l Strategy and 

service delivery with in the fund ing ava ilable. 

Failure to deliver a modern, consistent and reliab le technology 

experience fo r MOPAC's users. 

Chief Finance Officer 

Chief Finance Officer 

VH 5 

H 4 

Impact 

M 3 

VL 1 

VH 5 

H 4 

Impact 
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VL 1 

Inherent r isk 

Risk score map 
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VL 

Residual risk 
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VL 
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VH 
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Appendix 1: MOPAC corporate risk overview 
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ISSUES 

Ref Primary "A New 

Met for 

London" priority 

Issue 

Trend 

Proposed Issue Description Issue Owner Working 

Lead(s) 

Current 

Score 

1 

We’ll get back to 
policing with London 

and put 
communities first 

across the Met 

NEW 

REFORM & LEGITIMACY - Will be reviewed in the “A New Met for London” risk & issue alignment work & 

consolidated where appropriate 

Failure to deliver the scale of reform needed quickly, sustainably or sufficiently enough leads to further loss of 

trust and confidence of partners and communities 

Deputy 

Commissioner 

Interim Chief of 

Strategy & 

Transformation 

HIGH 

2 

We’ll uphold the 
highest standards and 

remove those 
who don’t meet them 

↔ 

STANDARDS - Will be reviewed in the “A New Met for London” risk & issue alignment work & consolidated 
where appropriate 

Trust and confidence in the policing of London is undermined by poor professional standards and culture in the 

Met 

AC 

Professionalism 

Chief of 

Communication 

& Engagement 

VERY 

HIGH 

3 
We’ll reset our values 
and the way we work 

↓ 

ENGAGE STATUS 

Failure to understand and address the root causes of systemic failures that led to the Engage status and deliver 

sustainable, assurable change 

Interim Chief of 

Strategy & 

Transformation 

HMICFRS 

Engage Lead 
MEDIUM 

4 
We’ll become a more 
diverse and inclusive 

organisation 
↔ 

PEOPLE 

Inability to attract, recruit and retain people to ensure we have a sufficient, suitable and diverse workforce 

Chief People and 

Resources 

Officer 

HR Director HIGH 

5 
We’ll build a well-run 

organisation 
↓ 

MONEY 

Inability to secure sufficient additional funding to deliver the A New Met for London plan (including the 

Efficiency Programme) and deliver the performance outcomes required for the organisation 

Chief People and 

Resources 

Officer 

Director of 

Finance 

VERY 

HIGH 
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Issue Trend key - Improved (↓), Worsened (↑) or is Unchanged (↔) 
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SHORT-TERM RISKS 

Ref Primary "A New Met 
for London" priority 

Risk 

Trend 

Proposed Risk Description Risk Owner Working Lead(s) Current 
Score 

6 
We’ll significantly 

improve our service to 
victims of crime 

↓ 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Failure to prepare for changes to the Criminal Justice System leading to sub-optimal 

performance and poor outcomes for victims 

AC Operations & 

Performance 
Cmdr Criminal Justice M v H 

7 
We’ll make it easier for 
our people to do their 

job 
↑ 

IMPLEMENTION OF CONNECT & COMMAND & CONTROL 

Failure to successfully deliver CONNECT and Command & Control and harness their 

benefits significantly undermining operational delivery 

Interim Chief of 

Strategy & 

Transformation 

DAC Major Projects H v H 

8 
We’ll transform our 

leadership and learning 
↔ 

CAPABILITY  & PREPAREDNESS 

Failure to ensure our workforce is appropriately skilled so that they are fully confident 

and able to perform effectively in meeting the demands they face 

Chief People and 

Resources Officer 
Director - Learning & Development VH v H 

9 
We’ll transform our 

leadership and learning 
↔ 

PEOPLE (Competency / Capability gap) 

The level of inexperience across ranks of the Met alongside stretched or the lack of 

supervision leads to service failures 

AC Frontline 

Policing 

Cmdr Frontline Policing 

HR Director 
VH v M 

10 

ENABLING CAPABILITIES - Will be reviewed in the “A New Met for London” risk & issue 

alignment work & consolidated where appropriate 

Transformation and technological requirements in A New Met for London cannot be 

supported by enabling capabilities, including for reasons pertaining to deliverability and 

resource constraints 

Interim Chief of 

Strategy & 

Transformation 

Director of HR 

Director of Finance 

Director of Digital Service Delivery 

TBC 

11 

We’ll change how we 
work with communities 
so they’re confident we 

treat them fairly 

↑ 

PUBLIC & LOCAL ENGAGEMENT - Will be reviewed in the “A New Met for London” risk 
& issue alignment work & consolidated where appropriate 

Our diversity and inclusion initiatives, communication and engagement activities do not 

have the positive impact sought in raising confidence amongst Black communities and 

other groups where a confidence gap exists 

AC Professionalism 
DAC Professionalism 

Cmdr Professionalism 

Dep Director Comm & Engagement 

H v H 

12 
We’ll prevent crime 
through a proactive 

and precise approach 
↔ 

CRIME PREVENTION & PROACTIVITY 

Insufficient and ineffective crime prevention and proactivity fails to prevent victimisation 

and undermines community trust and confidence in policing 

AC Frontline 

Policing 

DAC Frontline Policing 

Cmdr CPIE 
H v H 
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LONG-TERM RISKS 

Ref Primary "A New 

Met for 

London" priority 

Risk 

Trend 

Proposed Risk Description Risk Owner Working Lead(s) Current 

Score 

13 
We’ll build a well-run 

organisation 
↔ 

CYBER 

Lack of preparedness to deal with a sophisticated attack could lead to a compromise in confidentiality, integrity, 

accessibility of our IT systems and the data therein 

Interim Chief 

Digital, Data and 

Technology 

Officer 

Director of 

Business 

Engagement and 

Technology 

M v H 
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ISSUES RISKS 

2 

1 
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4 

VH 
VH 

13 

9 

11 

9 

11 

6 

8 

8 

6 

7 

7 

12 

12 

13 

Current position 

Target position 

H 
H Trajectory of movement 

Target position met 
M 

M 

Awaits scores 

10 10 
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Current position 

Im
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VL 

VL L M H VH 
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Alignment with a New Met for London priorities *pre-refresh 

We’ll get back to policing with London and put communities first 

across the Met 
1 

We’ll transform how we protect the public from harm, 
combatting violence against women and children 

We’ll prevent crime through a proactive and precise approach 12 

We’ll significantly improve our service to victims of crime 6 

We’ll reset our values and the way we work 3 

We’ll uphold the highest standards and remove those who don’t 
meet them 

2 

We’ll change how we work with communities so they’re 
confident we treat them fairly 

11 

We’ll become a more diverse and inclusive organisation 4 

We’ll build a well-run organisation 5 

We’ll make it easier for our people to do their job 7, 13 

We’ll transform our leadership and learning 9 8 
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Reference Document - Risk Appetite – rating criteria 

Appetite 

Approach Tolerance for uncertainty Choice Compromise 

Overall risk taking approach Willingness to accept uncertain 
outcomes or some quarter to 
quarter change 

When faced with multiple 
options, willingness to select 
option that puts objectives at 
risk 

Willingness to compromise 
against achievement of other 
measures 

 

    
   

 

 
 

    

 
   

   

 

 
 

    
 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

  

Brave Will take justified risks Fully anticipate and accept Will choose the option with the Willing 
uncertainty greatest positive outcome; 

accept possibility of failure 

Open Will take strongly justified risks Accept some uncertainty Will choose to put the objective Willing under right conditions 
at risk but will manage the 
impact(s) 

Moderate Preference for safe delivery Limited Will accept if limited and heavily Willing only if it’s the best option 
outweighed by benefits for going forward 

Cautious Extremely conservative Low Will accept only if essential and With extreme reluctance 
there is limited possibility/extent 
of failure 

Averse Avoidance of risk Extremely low Will always select the lowest risk Never 
option 
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(Adapted from: Quail R “Defining your taste for risk” Corporate Risk Canada 2012) 
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Reference Document – Risk rating criteria 
Criteria for Risk Likelihood Criteria for Risk Impact 

Likelihood Descriptor 

Very Low Rare, no realistic possibility of 
occurrence 

Low Unlikely but could occur 

Medium Possible 

High Likely to occur 

Very High Certain/already occurring 

Impact Impact Categories 

Delivery of Corporate 
Objectives 

Confidence & 
Satisfaction 

Financial Community & Staff 
Safety 

Very Low No discernible impact 
on the delivery of 
corporate objectives 

No discernible impact 
on service delivery/ 
reputation 

Negligible budgetary / 
efficiency impacts 

No injury 

Low Minor effects on the 
delivery of corporate 
objectives 

Impact on service 
delivery / reputation 
of little / no concern 
to stakeholders 

Minimal budgetary / 
efficiency impact 

First aid injury 

Medium Noticeable effects on 
the delivery of 
corporate objectives 

Impact on service 
delivery / reputation 
relevant & noticeable 
by stakeholders 

Limited budgetary / 
efficiency impact 

Lost time injury 
(over 3 days) 

High Delivery of several 
objectives 
compromised 

Major impact on 
service delivery / 
reputation 

Major budgetary / 
efficiency impact 

Major injury 

Very High Failure to deliver 
corporate objectives 

Catastrophic impact 
on service delivery / 
reputation 

Beyond budget 
capability / 
Unworkable 

Death 
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Reference Document – Risk Matrix 
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